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EMULEX TALKS DEC 
INCREASE MICROVAX II PERFORMANCE 

Users all know that VMS, executing a program directly from memory, is much faster than pag
ing. By selecting EMULEX's 4 MB or 8 MB memory boards a user can reduce paging and obtain 
increased performance. 

ENHANCE SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

Our new LM04 and LMOB memory boards feature surface-mount-technology [SMTJ RAM mem
ory array design. With increased chip density and lower height boards, SMT increases airflow and 
extends product reliability over competing ZIP technology. 

MAX YOUR MICPOVAX II 

Combine two quad-wide 8 MB LMOB's and expand your MicroVAX II to the system's maximum-
16 MB. The LMOB achieves this by automatically disabling 1 MB of CPU- resident memory. For 
9 MB of memory, simply add two dual-wide, 4 MB LM04 expansion boards and there you have it. 

MORE SPACE 

The dual-wide LM04 gives you the additional flexibility to add memory and still have a slot avail
able for one of our other Q-bus disk or tape controllers. 

COMPATIBILITY YOU EXPECT FROM EMULEX 

Both LM04/08, which interface to the KA630-A CPU Module, are compatible with DEC's 
MS630 series of memory boards. They use the MicroVAX II Local Memory Interconnect [LMIJ and 
the C-D backplane connectors for ease of use. 

SERVICES SUPPORTED 

Our reliable memory products are backed by the Emu/ex 5 year warranty. And our product support 
covers 24 hour board replacement in the unlikely event repair is needed. 
To find out more about EMULEX solutions call 1-800-EMULEX3. And call today. 

3545 Harbor Blvd , PO. Box 6725 
Costa Mesa, California 92626 

Toll-Free (800) EMULEX3 In Calif. (714) 662-5600 

U.S. Regional Offices: Anaheim. CA (714 ) 385-1685; Schaumburg , IL (312) 490-0050, Roswell , GA (404) 587-3610, 
Nashua, NH (603) 882-6269 International Offices: Australia , Eastwood, NS W (61 ) 02 - 858 - ~833 , Canada, Mississauga, Ontario (416) 673 t211 ; 

Monlreal, Quebec (514) 332-0763; France, Monlrouge (33) 14735-7070, Uniled Kingdom, Bracknell , Berkshire (44 ) 344-484234 , 
Wesl Germany, Munich ( 49) 89304051 

EMULEX is a reg istered trademark of EMULEX Corporation. DEC, MicroVAX IL and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation 
ENTER 22 ON READER CARD 



DEC's 32 MB or Clearpoint's 64 MB Power 
Unequalled Density Offered for 
VAXBI-Compatible Systems 
Now Clearpoint provides VAX 8200 and 
8300 users with a choice of memory 
densities at unmatched price savings, with 
equal or better performance. 

NEW--64 MB Density Available 
with 16 MB Array Cards 
The VBIRAM offers the maximum 
memory density using 16 MB array cards. 
Clearpoint offers either 32 MB in 5 slots 
using the 8 MB array cards or 64 MB in 
5 slots using the new 16 MB arrays. 
Only One BI Node per 
Memory Subsystem 
To put 32 MB of DEC memory on an 
8300 would consume half of all the BI 
nodes for memory. DEC cannot deliver 
64 MB since all 16 nodes would be 
needed. Clearpoint offers up to 64 MB 
using only one BI node, allowing 
sophisticated systems and maximum 
memory. 

Trade-in and Trade-up 
Clearpoint lets you upgrade existing 2 or 
4 MB memory cards up to 64 MB. By 
re-using the BIIC (Bus Interconnect 
Interface Chip), customers are assured of 
100% VAXBI compatibility. The 
Clearpoint trade-in program gives users 
the maximum value for their boards-call 
Clearpoint and get the most for your 
DEC 2 MB cards. 

Compare the Facts: 

Memory per BI node 
Memory per 5 BI slots 
Read stall cycles 
Future expandability 
Full EDC-single bit 
correction and double 
bit detection 
Warranty 

Marginal cost per MB* 

DEC 
4MB 

20MB 
2 

No 

Yes 

1 Year 

$1500 

Clearpoint 
64MB 
64MB 

1 
Yes 

Yes 

Lifetime with 
24 hour 

repair I replace 
less than $500 

•ar list price, 32 MB system, hosed on DEC's March 2 price reduction. 

See us at INDEX Europe, Booth #141. · 

& 
CLEARPOINT INC. 

99 South Street• Hopkinton, MA 01748 
U.S.A. 1-800-CLEARPT Telex: 298281 CLEARPO!Nf UR 

FAX: 617-435-6184' 
Ma..achuaetta 617-435-5395/ 435-2301 

Europe Clearpoint Europe B.V. (Netherlands) 
(31) 23-256073 Telex: 71080 ACTH NL 
Asia EPRO Ltd. (Hong Kong) 3-7213300 

Telex: 51853]UNWIHX 

There is a Difference! 
Clearpoint's totally unique VBIRAM 
memory upgrade subsystem separates the 
memory controller from the memory 
arrays. The controller communicates with 
the memory arrays over the C/D/E 1/0 
connectors on the V AXBI backplane, 
thus providing a highly reliable 
connection with no cables. Memory sizing 
is done automatically without switches 
or jumpers. 

All this-plw Clearpoint 
Reliability 
All Clearpoint memory products are 
warranted for the lifetime of the system. 
Full customer support service, including a 
24-hour repair/ replacement policy, is 
available. 
Write or call for the complete 
VBIRAM information kit containing: 
D The VBIRAM User's Manual offers 

detailed technical information on 
installation, operation, performance, 
and diagnostic testing. 

D The full-color, 24-page Catalog and 
Memory Selection Guide. 

D The 60-page Designer's Guide to 
Add-in Memory. 

DEC, V AXBI and VAX arc trademarks of 
Digital Equipment Corporation. 
VBIRAM is a trademark of Clcarpoint, Inc. 

ENTER 100 ON READER CARD 
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SWITCHING TERMINAL 
TERMINALS. SWITCHING. 

Get Connected With An Equinox Data PBX. 
An Equinox Terminal Network lets you connect your 
terminal to any async RS-232 computer, modem or printer 
with a few keystrokes. No more cable swapping, A-B 
switches or moving between terminals. 

Low-Cost, Easy Installation. 
Equinox terminal networks cost under $100 per con
nection and are protocol transparent. "Plug and 
play" wiring accessories, menu-driven configura
tion and on-line "HELP" make installation a snap. 

Network Growth With Compatible Products. 
Whether you have a few terminals or thousands, 
we have a Data PBX to create the right size Terminal 

MDX 
8-16 Lines 

Network for your needs. And all of our Data PBXs are fully 
compatible, so they can be expanded and networked to 
accommodate growth and protect your investment. 

Find out why thousands of terminal users rely on an 
Equinox Data PBX for terminal networking. For more 
information, an on-site demonstration or to find out 
about our 30-day no-risk free trial program, 

DS-5 
24-960 Lines 

Call 1-800-DATA-PBX. 
In Florida call (305)255-3500. 

Equinox Systems Inc. 
12041 S. W. 144th Street 
Miami , FL 33186-6108. 
Equinox is a registered trademark of Equinox Systems Inc. 

DS-15 
24-1320 Lines 

EQUINOX 
Smart Connections For Dumb Terminals. 
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The lab seal indicates that the prod
uct reviewed has been tested by one 
of our experts in our Laboratory 
and Testing Center. 
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dicates that tl1e program segmellts 
are available electronically on our 
Automated Reader Information 
Service. Dial (215) 542-9458. 
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/:
n the world of communications, 
the result of natural selection 

isn't always "terminal". 
You can access your mini computer 
using standard terminals. But the 
smarter alternative is an IBM* com
patible PC and SmarTerm terminal 
emulation software-an advanced 
species of communications software. 

Persoft began where most terminal 
emulation software companies strive 
to end-with exact, feature-for
feature emulation. Then Persoft 
took SmarTerm software to the next 
stage of evolution: superiority. 
SmarTerm 240, the latest in the 
SmarTerm series, not only provides 
the ReGIS* and Tektronix* graphics 
capabilities of a DEC* Vf240* termi
nal, but adds capabilities that are 
only possible through the power 
of a PC. 
Features like error-free data transfer 
(using Kermit or XMODEM protocols) 
and programmable softkeys. And now 
with the new add-on network kit, you 
can communicate through several 
popular networks. 

SmarTerm 240 is just one example of 
the most advanced line-up of DEC, 
Data General* and Tektronix terminal 
emulation software in the industry. 
Make the "natural selection." Ask your 
local dealer about SmarTerm terminal 
emulation software. Or contact: 

Persoft, Inc. 
465 Science Drive 
Madison, WI U.S.A. 53711 
(608) 273-6000 
Telex 759491 

VISIT BOOTH 3244 
WEST HALL 
COMDEX/ATLANTA 

DEC Emulation - Inquiry #160 
DG Emulation - Inquiry #431 

smar/crm· 
The Next Evolutionanr Step 
in Communications SOttware 

-persn1r® 
SmarTerm Terminal Emulation Software 

... The Natural Selection 
"Persoft and SmarTerm are registered trademarks of Persoft, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. Inc. DEC, vr and ReGIS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
Tektronix is a registered trademark of Tektronix , Inc.© Persofl , 1987. All rights reserved. 
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Find the seven Ss. 
Find room for ten 8s. 
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11111111112222 
33333344444 
55555556677 
77779999000 

Now it's easy to find the seven Ss. 
Now find room for ten 8s. 

With SQUEEZPAK, the time you 
invest in compressing and optimizing 
your disk will be less than the time it 
takes to read this ad. 

1. Optimizes Disk Performance! 
~rformance-enhancing features 
resulting from SQUEEZPAK 
include unfragmented files, contig
uous free space and packed files. 

2. Single Disk Operation! 
SQUEEZPAK performs compres
sion and optimization on a single 
disk, avoiding slow, awkward tape 
transfers. 

3. On-Line Transparent 
Operation! 
The disk is completely available for 
other uses during SQUEEZPAK's 
entire compression and optimiza
tion process. 

4. VMS and RSX Operating 
Syst.ems! 

SQUEEZPAK is the Better Way. 
Call Now For Your 30 Day Evaluation. 

1-800-267-3862 
(in Canada, call 613-748-0209) ---.... .-.--1.11111111''-

SOFTWARE L TD. 

1260 Old Innes Road, Ottawa, Ontario, KlB 3V3 
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HDS2200GX Graphics Turminal 
1056 x 800 pixels, $1595 list 

More reasons why we're now the 
largest independent supplier of 
graphics terminals: 
Our flagship HDS2200GX high-resolution graphics termi
nal is just one reason why Human Designed Systems sells 
more graphics terminals than any other independent 
manufacturer. Here are a few more: 

Priced from $795, the HDS2000 Graphics Terminal Series 
offers the widest range of DEC and Tektronix compatible 
terminals available. From Vf220 compatible alpha
numerics to your choice of 1056 x 400 or 1056 x 800 
resolution graphics, only Human Designed Systems offers 
such a complete line of terminals with the emulations and 
features you need. 

The HDS2000 Series offers more capability than other ter
minals, at any price. Integrated text and graphics, pages of 
alpha and graphics memory, multiple host communica
tions, mouse, digitizer and laser printer support, a fifteen 
inch screen-we've included all of the features that have 
made Human Designed Systems such a success. 

Only Human Designed Systems offers a one year warranty 
that covers hardware and guarantees Tektronix 4014 and 
Vf220 emulation. If our terminals don't meet our specifi
cations, we fix them. Free. 

All HDS2000 terminals use an extra-large 15 inch, high
resolution monitor to provide integrated text and graphics 
images that are larger and sharper than the text on other 
companies' smaller 12 inch or 14 inch screens. 

If you buy graphics terminals, you owe it to yourself to 
see why we sell more of them than any other independent 
manufacturer. See the quality, flexibility and value that our 
display products offer. Call toll free today for a free trial. 

Call 1-800-HDS-1551 x 277 
ENTER 82 ON READER CARD 

HDS 
human designed systems 
the largest independent supplier of graphics terminals 

HDS, HDS2000, HDS2200, HDS2200G, HDS2200GX are trademarks of HWIWl Designed Systems, Inc. DEC, vr are trade1112rks of Digj121 Equipment Corporation. Tektronix is a trademark of Tektronix, Inc. According to Dat:tquest, only DEC, Hewlett·Packard, 
Tektronix, and IBM shipped more graphics termill2ls th2n Human Designed Systems in 1985. Q 1986. Human Designed Systems, Inc. 3440 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104. In PAcall 1-2 15·:\82·5000. 



Now you can have 
to C conversion ... at 

Here's the word you've been waiting for: Hold on 
to your Fortran environment. Use it. Maintain it. 
Grow it. Protect it. 

And then pour it into any new C language environ
ment you desire ... UNIX,"' VMS,™ anything. 
Because FORTRIX™-C is here. The only 
available that translates Fortran c 
automatically. 

FORTRIX-Registered Trademark of Rapitech Systems Inc. 
UNIX-Registered Trademark of AT&T Bell laboratories. 
VMS-Registered 1/"ademark of Digital Equipme11t Corp. 
Other 11ames indicated by TM are trademarks of their respective companies. 

It doesn't matter which Fortran dialect, style or 
sequence you have. FORTRIX will convert it all... 
and keep exactly the same format. Nothing is lost. 
Nothing is wasted. And because FORTRIX-C is a 
machine translation, you get all the cost advantages 
of extraordinary speed. That's 600 lines a minute. 

50,000 lines in two weeks. 



eerfect Fortran 
the touch of a button. 

What's more, FORTRIX is proven. Right now it's on 
site and working worldwide at over 100 locations ... 
including IBM,™ AT&T,™ TRW,M EXXON,™ Rock
well International, GE,™ Lockheed, Mitsubishi, 
Carnegie Mellon Univ., U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, Allied 
Bendix and many others. 

All of this means you no longer have to face the 
limitations of Fortran code. Or endure two differ
ent and incompatible computer environments. 
Because with FORTRIX-C, you can keep your 
Fortran programs ... and still move up to C. 

The most important thing NOW is to prove it to 
yourself. If you'd like to know what FORTRIX can 
do for you, call our toll free 800 number. If it's 
more information you want, fill out this coupon 

d we'll send you technical details. 

FORTRIX-C 

Rapitech Systems Inc. 
Montebello Corporate Park Suffern, NY 10901 
( 914 ) 368-3000. Outside New York-1 -800-FORTRIX. Telex: 509210. 

1---------------------DP~--

Name ___________ Title ________ _ 
Company ____________________ ~ 
Address ____________________ ---' 

City _______ State ____ ZiP·--------
Phone _____________________ __; 

Hardware: ___________________ _ 

Lines=-------------------------; 
O/S: _________________ _ 

Language=----------------,= 



PUBLISHER 

Is A Computer 
Intelligent? 

Carl Marbach A buzz word heard in computer cor
ridors these days is artificial intelli
gence. Like office automation, I'm not 
sure anyone really knows what it is. 

One thing it isn't is new. Artificial intelligence is as old 
as computers. The first computer that did anything useful was 
the ENIAC I, produced at the University of Pennsylvania. 
ENIAC computed artillery tables to be used by heavy guns in 
World War II. Here was the problem: A shell with a muzzle 
velocity of X, a weight of Y and an angle of inclination of Z 

would go how far? If the enemy were 25. 7 kilometers away, 
at what angle would we tilt the gun so that the shell falls on 
them? 

Was this artificial intelligence? Before computers, say on 
Horatio Hornblower's ship, who decided how to tilt the can
non so that it hit the enemy ship? Captain Hornblower felt 
the wind, looked at th-.: cannonball, thought about the load 
of powder and then told the firing crew how to do it. If it 
was short or long of the target he adjusted the aim and even
tually won the battle. No computer! Captain Hornblower was 
intelligent. Was EN!f.C? 

Tank warfare is cut and dry. If you can hit an enemy tank 
at 4 kilometers with your gun and he can't hit you until you 
are 3.5 kilometers apart, you win. Aiming and firing accuracy 
in tanks is crucial. A modern tank has a computer that aims 
the gun. The gunner sights-in the enemy, and the computer 
figures the wind, temperature, weight of shell, muzzle velocity, 
angle and speed of the tank and other variables, then sets the 
gun at the proper position for a precise hit. The accuracy is 
amazing, even if it is classified. Horatio Hornblower wouldn't 
stand a chance. 

If these applications aren't artificial intelligence, then what 
is? I would submit that today's artificial intelligence systems, 
like office automation systems, aren't the first to be offered, 
rather they are tools to allow us to build applications that 
mimic what an intelligent person already can do. Like the 
accounting and database systems that we know already, 
artificial intelligence is another application that has been dif
ficult to implement without the proper tools. COBOL, BASIC 

or FORTRAN are not good languages for artificial intelligence. 
I was the programmer on a project in 1970-1971 to make 

a PDP-10 (DECsystem 10) diagnose an electrolyte imbalance 
in the blood. The goal was to have the program emulate Dr. 
Martin Goldberg, head of the Department of Medicine at the 
University of Pennsylvania. Ideally, the program and Dr. 
Goldberg would arrive at the same diagnosis given the same 

12 

facts. FORTRAN was all we had and after the blood chemistry 
was entered it took 33 statements like this just to decide what 
other questions to ask: 

IF((PC02.GT.69.AND.PC02.LE180.AND.H.LE.0.429*PC02 + 22.AND.H.GE. 

1 0.25*PC02 + 27. 7).0R.(PC02.GT.62.AND.PC02.LE.69.AND. 

2 H.LE.0.345*PC02 +28.2.AND.H.GE.0.351*PC02 +20.8))GO TO 1200 

It took a long time to write this application because we 
didn't have the right tools for the job. 

I learned at Leo's gas station when I was trainee mechanic 
in high school that "There is a tool for everything." Trying 
to remove brake shoes without a brake tool is difficult and 
dangerous; with the right tool it is quick and easy. 

Artificial intelligence isn't new, but we are finally getting 
the tools we need to make the computer do more useful things. 
Like most tools, however, these new methods aren't always 
easy to learn. Take the time, make them your own and you 
will have a new skill that will serve you well for a long time. 

DEC PROFESSIONAL 



The Silent 700"' Data Terminal Series from Texas Instruments. 

Next time you take off, 
take the DEC TM connection. 

Talk about convenience for the DEC 
user. Tl's TravelMate rM 1200 is display, 
printer and communications all rolled 
into one lightweight, go-anywhere 
package that emulates a VT-100™ video 
terminal. With it, you can access DEC 
computers from just about any remote 
location as long as there's a phone 
handy. • Perfect for on-the-go DEC 
communications. 

The TravelMate 1200 VT-100 emula
tion cartridge also includes auto access 
features such as stored phone numbers 
and log-on sequences. This actually 
makes your TravelMate-to-DEC com
munications easier than using a phone. 
And the VT-100 emulation cartridge 
can be programmed to fit individual 
applications within your DEC operating 
environment. 

The TravelMate 1200 with VT-100 
emulation capability also carries an 
impeccable pedigree - a 15-year 
heritage of reliable, rugged design and 
dependable operation. After all, it's a 

member of the Silent 700 Series of Port
able Data Terminals family from Texas 
Instruments. It's definitely a terminal 
you can trust. 

So next time you have to take off, 
take the DEC connection. 

For more information on the Silent 
700 Series, TravelMate and VT-100 emu
lation, call toll-free 1-800-52 7-3500. 

TEXAS .,, 
INSTRUMENTS 
ENTER 375 ON READER CARD 

' In locations where a phone jack is not acceMible, the op<ional 
acoustic coupler may be required. 

Silent 700 and TravelMate are trademarks c:i Tcxas Instruments 
Incorporated. 
DEC and Vf-100 are trademarks ol"Oigital Equipment Corporation. 
Products described above are in compliance with applicable 
FCC rules !Or Class B computing devices and peripheral~ 
Cl 1987TI 31685 



GraphOn introduces 
color graphics 



the First Family of 
terminals. 

/ 

e want to show you our new family of color graphics 
terminals. Like our monochrome terminals, the new 
G0-400 Series is first in delivering all the features you 

expect. And then some. 

First in Tek and DEC emulation. No one can match our 
integration of Tek color graphics 
with DEC alphanumerics and 
high-resolution ReGIS graphics. 
We start with a perfect 

GraphOn 

G0-405 
G0-407 
G0-411 

Emulations 
Tek DEC 

4205 VT241 
4207 VT241 
4111 VT241 

emulation, and then go beyond. Just plug it in and enjoy. 

First in color display quality. Rest your eyes on our Trinitron 
CRI'. Its Super Fine Pitch screen delivers rich contrast and bright, 
sharp images for both text and graphics. 

First in performance. GraphOn's color terminals are the first to 
use the fast, new graphics chip* from Texas Instruments. No 
more waiting ... your terminal works as fast as you do. 

First with a smooth upgrade path. Choose the model you need 
now, confident that you can upgrade if your needs grow. 

GraphOn is first in performance, reliability and value. And we 
stand behind our products with responsive customer support, 
expert service and a toll-free hotline. 

Call 1-800-GRAPHON for more information or a 
demonstration. GraphOn Corporation, 1901 Bascom Avenue, 
Campbell, CA 95008. 

'The TMS34010 Graphics System Processor 

GraphOn and GO are registered trademarks of GraphOn Corporation. DEC, VT and ReGIS are trademarks of Digital 
Equipment Corporation. Tek and Tektronix are trademarks of Tektronix. Inc. Trinilron and Super Fine Pitch are trademarks 
of Sony Corporation. 
Copyright 1987. GraphOn Corporation. All righ~ resen·ed. 
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'Intelligence' Is Artificial 
Dave Mallery In this issue, we have a number of articles on artificial in

telligence. AI is a marketer's dream come true. Just like MIS, 
it's a term that defies definition and, therefore, can have 
almost anything under its shadow. 

I think the term works well because so little human activity has anything to 
do with intelligence. 

Our species has an immense conceit about intelligence. Because we do not 
recognize other forms, we credit ourselves with sole possession. Even though 98 
percent of our actions are reflexive or instinctive, we attribute all of them to in
telligence. Throughout history, when someone has had a good idea, we usually burn 
him at the stake or hospitalize him. We "force fit" our experience into our prelearned 
models of experience and lash out at anything that deviates from absolute truth as 
we're convinced we know it. 

The levels of intelligence exhibited by the machines we've wrought to date, 
closely follow the model in the last paragraph. If anyone ever achieves true artificial 
intelligence, the builder of the machine is almost sure to destroy it. 

The Newest VAXs 
Every three weeks this editorial director heads North by East for the next DEC 
announcement. On March 4th, they rolled out three new models at the low end 
and middle of the 8000 series. Essentially, the two low-end machines consist of a 
CPU upgrade for the 8200/8300. A new CPU running at about 1.2 mips simply is 
substituted for the previous model and you have the 8250/8350. The better news 
is that the price has been reduced. The 8250s now start at $65,000. Given the lower 
prices of BI memory, an 8250 can be pretty attractive. 

At the press conference, I asked about the gap in performance that I perceive 
between the uniprocessor 8250 and the uniprocessor 8530. If you're entirely 110 

bound, the second processor in an 8350 is underused; i.e., it can't do 110. The response 
was that they had done a lot of testing with ALL-IN-1 and that it worked well in 
an 8350. To me, that proves that ALL-IN-1 is CPU bound. 

The other solution proposed was to cluster two 8250s. That's a good idea, but 
the hardware to do it isn't economical yet. Once a BI-based CI interface is available, 
it may become economical. I still feel that we need a good 2.x mip uniprocessor 
8400. The 8530 is merely a wonderful exercise in footwork. 

When is a computer a new model? You can change your 8500 into an 8530 
by loading a new floppy with a firmware upgrade. (I have visions of reams of "get 
to here, count to 100,000, continue ... " loops being snipped out.) 

Much to DEC's credit, they're giving the upgrade to the installed 8500 base (this 
kind of model jockeying gives us fits with our Reader Qualification Cards). 
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OVERLOOKED 
It appears that we have been overlooked 
as a vendor/supplier of optical disk sub
systems in your recently published report 
on optical storage (February issue). 
KOM Inc. provides a working solution 
with OPT/FILE II. OPT/FILE II offers 
customers a unique method of storing 
information: With the development of 
a true device driver consisting of soft
ware ·and a host adaptor board, DEC's 
VMS and RSX-11M+ operating systems 
can treat optical disk drives as if they 
were standard magnetic devices as the 
software emulates these characteristics. 

OPT/FILE II remains unchanged 
because it's virtually unaffected by any 
new version releases of the operating 
system. The device driver software en
ables industry to take advantage of op
tical disk technology for records man
agement, image processing, acquisition, 
and more. 
Linda M. Bradley 
Marketing Coordinator 
KOM Inc. 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

... AND 
Regarding the optical storage article 
published in the February issue of DEC 

PROFESSIONAL, I found the article to be 
a very good primer on the technology 
and applications of optical recording. 

On reaching your list of suppliers 
I noticed our name was not mentioned. 

The Fujitsu M2505A is a 600-MB 
(formatted) WORM optical disk drive 
that fits a 5.25-inch full-height form 
factor. Fujitsu has implemented higher 
performance into this product by using 
a two-beam head. This device allows 
real-time data verification at writing, or 
direct read after write. 

And our quick and precise track 
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Address letters to the editor to DEC 
PROFESSIONAL magazine, P.O. 
Box 503, Spring House, PA 
19477-0503. Letters should include 
the writer's full name, address and 
daytime telephone number. Letters 
may be edited for purposes of 
clarity or space. 

following system brings the error rate 
for our device into the same range as 
Winchesters (10-12). The high level of 
data integrity combined with its high 
capacity makes the drive ideal for ar
chival storage applications. 
Mike Nalls 
Marketing Communications Manager 
Fujitsu America Inc. 
San Jose, California 

DEC PROFESSIONAL regrets the over
sight. Thanks for updating our readers. 

CHANGING TIMES 
As an end user of DEC mini PDP-11 
computers and DEC Rainbow PCs, I am 
disappointed in your shift to articles 
related almost exclusively to VAX and 
MICROVAX users. 

DEC's major success in its com
petition with IBM has been in address
ing the needs of small- to medium-sized 
businesses through the PDP-11 systems 
at an affordable price. Additionally, the 
networking and compatibility of the 
Rainbows with PDP-11 systems and re
lated PC software provided a real advan
tage to DEC users by their allegiance to 
DEC products. 

Through DEC's lack of commit
ment to PDP-11, Rainbow and related, 
previously supported software, we users 
are out in the cold. 

As an example of DEC's lack of 
consideration of users, we have had to 
purchase an IBM PC in order to run an 
enhanced version of a RealWorld Ac
counting package which was, until 
1986, DEC Classified and recommended 
software that is no longer supported 
by DEC. 

DEC achieved its standing in the 
minicomputer marketplace by concern 
for the little guy and now is abandon
ing us by its concentration on the VAX. 
Richard C. Gay, CPC 
iprGroup Inc. 
Atlanta, Georgia 

MOST HELPFUL 
Your magazine has been most helpful 
and extremely informative. I always look 
forward to the next issue. 
Steve Bushong 
Manager Product Development 
Organization for Industrial Research 
San Diego, California 

AUTO DIRECTORY DISPLAYER 
As a recent VAX user and a new sub
scriber to DEC PROFESSIONAL, I found 
the article describing R. Bhavnani's auto 
directory displayer program useful in 
solving one of my VAX needs. 

However, the Program 1 shown in 
your magazine contained one error, 
namely the omission of a parenthesis 
after "if' and before "disk" (nine lines 
from end). 

Also, in order to access SET_DEF 
from any directory, it requires: 

SD : = = @(dirname]SET_DEF 

in the LOGIN.COM file. 
Glyn James 
Holland Patent, New York • 
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OPUS220 IS HERE! 
THE FIRST DEC/ANSI TERMINAL WITH WINDOWING AND 
FREE 24-HOUR REPLACEMENT SERVICE AT A PRICE OF $559. 

Got your eye on a DEC® vr220 T1• 
terminal? Esprit's new OPUS220 will 
knock it right out of the picture. 

OPUS220 is the first VT220 com
patible that does windows. User
friendly, PC-like "Express Windows" 
that allow you to suspend ongoing 
applications, display important infor
mation like help screens, then re
trieve original screen data when you 
resume. Only Esprit puts such ver
satility at your fingertips. 

For virtual terminal environments 
like UNIX TM and VMS™, Esprit's 
OPUS220 performs like no other. It 
provides up to four pages, each 
independent and supporting a dif-

ferent application. OPUS220 also 
features a 14" dark-background, 
high-contrast video screen that's 
brighter and sharper than DEC's. With 
"touch-tilt" and a "lazy susan" swivel 
that make viewing easy from every 
angle. Enhancements that helped the 
OPUS design win a 1986 Industrial 
Design Excellence Award for func
tionality as well as good looks. 

Now the clincher. OPUS220 is 
backed by an industry first: Esprit 
Express 24-hour replacement ser
vice, free for a full year. No one goes 
as far to guarantee quality and per
formance. Yet OPUS220 lists for hun
dreds less than DEC's VT220. 
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The more you compare, the easier 
it is to see why smart terminal buyers 
are clearing their desks for the new 
OPUS220 from Esprit. For the 
dealer nearest you, call toll free: 
(800) 645-4508. New York State: 
(516) 293-5600. 
DEC•, DEC VT220 ~ and VMS~ are trademarks of Digital 
Equipment Corporadon. UNIX~ Is a trademark of AT&.t 

Esprit Systems. Inc., 100 Marcus Dt, Melville, NY 11747. 



INCOMPATIBLE SIGNS 
QUERY: 
Robert H. Schor: The January 1987 issue 
of DEC PROFESSIONAL (see "Letters" 
p.18) mentions an FPJ-11 problem 
regarding the incompatibility with RSTS 
(due, I believe, to interactions with the 
second general register set, though why 
a floating point chip should be bothered 
I don't know). 

We've seen a different problem 
(under RT-11) in the way the chip does 
arithmetic. In converting from double 
to single precision, the chip can make 
sign errors. As explained to me, if the 
sign bit on word 3 is set (this is just a 
data bit in this word, not really the 
sign), it gets propagated into the result 
sign bit. 

Our specific observation was to see 
the sine of -pi/2 evaluate to + 1 instead 
of -1. I tried calling DEC about this, 
with no response yet. A friendly OEM 
says that DEC knows about it but has no 
plans to fix it, because, in DEC's eyes, 
the 11/73 is an obsolete machine (the 
problem occurs on 11/73 processors, the 
dual-wide AB board). What do I do? 
What's the point of a floating point chip 
that computes incorrectly? Does DEC 
plan a fix? Can I exchange/upgrade my 
current chip? 

REPLY: 

Andrew Duggan: Problems with the 
DCJ-11 and FPJ-11 have been around 
since before production of the chips, and 
I'm sure DEC knows all about it (at least 
the 18-MHz versions). 

According to the RSTS Software 
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How To Use ARIS 
If you are a subscriber to DEC 

PROFESSIONAL, you can call up 
our VAX and log into ARIS, our 
Automated Reader Information 
Service. In ARIS, you can 
download programs from our 
publications, communicate with 
our editors, request a change of 
address, find additional informa
tion about advertisers, order 
books and back issues, check the 
guidelines for submitting articles, 
access our cumulative index, and 
take a peek at our editorial calen
dar for the year. 

In addition, ARIS has a 
message center for communicat
ing with other DEC users. There 
is no charge beyond that of the 
call, and many DEC PRO readers 
already are getting some excellent 
advice. Each month, we will select 
and publish some of the most in
teresting queries and replies. 

To log in, you'll need your sub
scriber number (it's on your mail
ing label). Then, just set your ter
minal to 7 bits, 1 stop, no or space 
parity, and dial (215) 542-9458. 
Baud rates: 300 or 1200. 

In the near future, we will be 
including a transfer protocol to 
assist in downloading programs. 

Dispatch, the only problem mentioned is 
the DCJ-11 chipset problem with the 
MicroCode. My 11/84 (18 MHz) came 
without the FPJ-11 so that it would 
work (RSTS). I doubt if it ever will be 
installed. The projected fix date was six 
to nine months ago. Field Service didn't 
even know of the problem at all. The 
field change order (FCO) hasn't even 
gotten on the grapevine. 

My advice to you is that if its on 
service, write a program to demonstrate 
the error and call for service every other 
day until you get results. If the fix 
doesn't come within 18 months, I'd 
want a substantial portion of the price 
of my 11/84 back because I'll have been 
VAXinated by then and I won't have 
received the floating point accelerator I 
paid for. 

PC-TO-VAX PAX 
QUERY: 

Eric Hudson: Can somebody advise as to 
the relative merits and performance of 
Reflection 2, Reflection Plus, PolyCOM 220 
and SmarTerm 220 for running on an 
IBM PC/AT with a VAX host. I need 
extensive and frequent (daily) file 
transfer from the VAX into dBASE III or 
similar PC database. I need to know the 
problems associated with each product, 
if anybody has experience they'd be 
willing to share. 

REPLIES: 

Larry Huisingh: I don't know about the 
AT in particular, nor do I know about 
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WINDOWS FOR DATA™ 

Windows, Menus 
and Data Entry 

for VAX 
The first choice of professional IBM PC 
software developers is now available 
for VAX. Windows for Data brings 
advanced screen and data-entry 
features to the terminal environment. 

Royalty Free: No royalties or dis
tribution fees for end-user applications. 

Portable: High-performance, source
code-compatible versions are available 
for VMS, UNIX, and PCDOS. WFD 
makes it easy to provide a common 
user interface for programs that must 
run on different machines and 
operating systems. C-language code 
guarantees long-term portability. 

C Source Code: Fully-commented 
source available. 

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
VCS tools are designed, crafted, and 
supported for professionals. 

Professional Flexibility: Our 
customers repeatedly tell us how 
they've used WFD in ways we never 
imagined - but which we anticipated 
by designing WFD for unprecedented 
adaptability. Virtually every capability 
and feature can be modified to meet 
special needs. You will be amazed at 
what you can do with WFD. 

Professional Performance: 
Speed of screen updating is critical 
when managing windows in a terminal 
environment. WFD uses· a combination 
of techniques to eliminate unnecessary 
cursor movement and escape/character 
output. We think you'll be pleasantly 
surprised by the speed of screen 
displays. 

Professional Reliability: An 
unreliable tool is worse than no tool at 
all. VCS products are known for their 
exceptional reliability. 

Professional Documentation: 
Over 600 pages of documentation pro-

vide step-by-step explanations for each 
major application, a reference page for 
each function , listings of functions 
alphabetically and by usage, and a ful
ly cross-referenced index. Extensive 
tutorials and demonstration programs 
assist learning. 

Professional Technical Sup
port: The same expert programmers 
that develop our products provide 
prompt, knowledgeable technical 
support. 

OUR CHALLENGE AND 
GUARANTEE 

If you have an application where no 
other tool can do the job, try Windows 
for Data. If it doesn't help you solve 
your problem, RETURN FOR A FULL 
REFUND. YOU MUST BE SATISFIED. 

PRAISE FROM USERS 
"WFD is the best programming tool I've 
ever used. It's the most flexible I've 
seen. Whenever I've wanted to do 
something, I've been able to find a way." 
Steven Weiss, Stratford Systems 

"The standard by which we judge all 
other C utilities. The most helpful tool 
we've ever acquired. Absolutely easy to 
use. Very tight code." 
James Baker, Mathew Bender 

"The best data-entry package on the 
market. Much more flexible than 
anything else''. 
Anne Miller, Energy Simulation 
Specialists 

"Head and shoulders above other 
screen packages." 
John Maloney, Enforcement Software 

"The documentation lets you get up 
and running fast . I integrated help 
routines into existing educational pro
grams in a day and a half." 
Richard Rovinelli, Educational Services 
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WINDOWS FOR DATA 2.0 
Menus: Pop-up, pull-down, scrollable, 
and Lotus-style menus. Menu items 
can call sub-menus, data-entry, win
dows, or action functions . 

Windows: Unlimited windows, pop
ups, window names, highlighting, for
matted output, word wrap. 

Memory Files: Build in-memory files 
of any length from disk, code, or com
munications input. Insert, delete, 
replace, and scroll file lines. Open win
dows at any point in a memory file. 
Scroll windows horizontally and 
vertically. 

Data Entry: Pop-up data entry win
dows; field entry from pop-up choice 
lists; scrollable data-entry regions; free
form field movement; auto conversion 
for all field types; system and user sup
plied validation functions; required, 
must-fill, and protected fields . Branch 
and nest windows, forms, and menus. 

Help System: Field and form 
specific help displayed in pop-up, 
scrollable windows. Zoom key. 

Form Design Utility speeds up 
design of forms and menus. 

Debugging and Error Handling 
Aids: Exclusive VCS Error Traceback 
and Memory Integrity Checking. No 
need to code error checks on all func
tion calls! Installable error handler for 
all functions . Full ANSI prototyping. 

Vermont 
Creative 
Software 

21 Elm Ave. 
Richford, VT 05476 
Telex: 510-601-4160 VCSOFT 
Tel.: 802-848-7738 
VAX is o trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 



how well the products work with the 
VAX. Just for your information, though, 
Reflection 2 Plus is the same as Reflection 
2, "plus," it allows you to perform 
BACKUP and RESTORE from your PC 
hard disk to a VAX host. 

I use Reflection 2 strictly as a ter
minal emulator to a PDP machine, and 
for the occasional capturing of ASCII 
data that I've used as input to dBASE III 
PLUS. Reflection has a VAXLINK program 
you upload to your VAX host to 
facilitate PC-to-VAX transfers. 

It has the ability to transfer ASCII, 
binary, and image files. Image files are 
the same as binary files except that VMS 
and RMS file attribute information is 
appended. This way, when the image 
file is sent to a second VAX, it's identical 
to the original file on the first host. This 
is just some information I got from my 
manual. If you want more, you can call 
the Reflection people directly, at Walker 
Richer & Quinn Inc. , (206) 324-0350. 
Bob Willey: This message is being left 
with SmarTerm 220 and an IBM PC/AT. I 
have good luck with the package access
ing VAX/VMS, MICR0-11, A-to-Z and 
MICRO/RSX environments. Not a bad 
program. File transfer is not too bad and 
even has a built-in KERMIT mode. I 
haven't had a major problem, and I 
haven't had to read the manual much. 
Most information is on the ALT-S and 
ALT-H menus, and in Help. 
Editor's note: Watch for DEC PROFES
SIONAL's continuing PC-to-VAX review 
series. 

NO HOME SHOULD 
BE WITHOUT ONE! 
QUERY: 
Eric Greene: It seems that some of the 
smaller PDP-11 systems are starting to 
trickle down to the home user. We 
presently have two PDP-11/23s and an 
ancient 11/34 sitting at home - all run
ning under RT-11 VS. I would like to find 
other users and home hardware hackers 
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interested in small PDPs for home use. 
There doesn't seem to be that much sup
port for the home use of these fine com
puters. If someone knows of a User 
Group/BBS that would be of some help 
in mastering these machines, please let 
me know. There are about four of us in 
the Atlanta area working with PDPs as 
a home computer and we'd love to find 
some support I encouragement out 
there in an MS-DOS controlled world! 
We have a small DEC conference run
ning on a local BBS (Pooh Corner 
[ 404] 458-6917) and would like to tie 
in with .other DEC hobbyists. 

REPLY: 

Peter Heinicke: I wanted to let you know 
that I have three PDP-lls for home use 
also. I know of two other users in the 
Chicago area with home PDP-lls. 

RA81 FAILURES 
QUERY: 
Allan B. Elkowitz: I'm getting killed by 
HDA and electronic system failures on 
my RA81 s. So far, five out of seven have 
failed (in 12 months), some repeatedly. 
All have the so-called " new HDA." Any 
suggestions? My (hospital 's) computer 
room is kept at a steady 68 degrees and 
40 to 50 percent humidity and it's not 
open to users. Other equipment doesn't 
have this problem and power has been 
ruled out. 

Can anyone recommend a DSA 
compatible large disk? I know about SI 
and about the problems with the Super 
Eagle. Help! Desperate! 

REPLIES: 

Andrew Duggan: I know how you feel. 
I too was the victim of RA81s. I only 
have two drives, but each has had the 
HDA replaced three times and I've had 
more read/write boards and servo 
boards than I care to think about. I can't 
really help with the DSA-compatible 
drives other than to tell you to go with 
SI and Eagles. 

For your RAs: Make sure the spin
dle is grounded directly to the cabinet, 
and 68 degrees is too warm for 81s; try 
60. Because I had the spindles extra 

grounded, I have not had one ECC er
ror in almost 10 months. Start talking 
replacement and Field Service will really 
try. I run PDPs and I know DEC has a 
diagnostic and BBR utility they call 
Scrubber. If it exists for a VAX or HSC, 
have a disk specialist run it in VERIFY 
mode every month. 
Kitty George: There is a scrubber that 
works for VMS. I can' t speak for 
VAXclusters, but it's there for the UDA
type controllers. 

As far as flakey disks - it's got to 
be environmental problems for these ail
ing RA81s. I recall that the original com
plainant works for a hospital. Could it 
be high-frequency radiation from CAT 
scan or X-ray equipment? I recall HP 
having their troubles with radio fre
quency waves in New York City sky
scrapers a while ago. 
Allan Elkowitz: I thought about your 
issues of radio frequency and X-rays. 
However, we have these computers in 
a ~oom with metal- and lead-lined walls 
to shield out x-rays and to act as a Fara
day cage against RF interference. 

Also, our power is on dedicated 
lines separate from other equipment in 
the department . Keep in mind that it's 
only disks (not CPUs or memory) that 
are affected, and only the RA81s in par
ticular. The RMOSs and old RMSO run 
rock steady. 
Kitty George: Assuming the room is 
shielded, then we "should" be able to 
rule out RF, X-rays and the effect of 
gamma rays on the RA81s during a full 
moon. 

Have you taken one step back and 
looked at the controllers and the cables? 
You indicated that the RMOS and RMSO 
drives are doing fine; keep in mind that 
these are MASSBUS drives, not UNIBUS, 
and so have a different pathway into the 
guts of the CPU. I'm thinking of the 
hypothesis that the RAs appear to be go
ing bad, when in reality the data sent 
back to the VAX is garbled by the cables 
or controllers or both. Also, have you 
tried rerouting the cables ' twixt the 
drives and the remainder of the system? 
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Introducing the Ditto 221XL ... 
Except for superior resolution, incredible 

graphics, larger screen, over 11 major 
improvements, and the industry's 

longest warranty ... It's just another 
DEC VT220* Compatible 

ment with the 1 Xt video 
"911-alllllllli'Pl"l'ducts Co. It has alJ 

es of the DEC VT220 plus over 11 major 
improvements, including superior resolution, dual host port 
ability and a larger screen. And with the 221 GXL upgrade 
you can create incredible graphs, charts, plots, drawings and 
many other monochrome graphics ... without disturbing 
any of the 221 XL's alpha-numeric features. 

Best of all, the Ditto 221 XL is available with a four-year 
warranty, the longest in the industry. And all this quality, 
reliability and· service comes with a price tag that's hard to 
beat. 

See why thousands of users are choosing the Ditto 221 XL 
over any other VT220 compatible. For more information and 
spec sheets, write or call Networx today at 1-800-531-0019 
or (516) 754-2798 within New York State. 

e 
DATA PRODUCTS COMPANY, Inc. 

188 Main Street • Northport, NY 11768 

*DEC VT220 is a trademark of the Digital Equipment 
Corporation. 
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PROGRAM 

I Set ver 
I! This procedure cal Is PATCH/ABSOLUTE to 111e>dify the transfer address 
I! array for an i11111ge. It it used to convert an i11111ge linked with 
I! /TRACEBACK into one that looks like it has /NOTRACEBACK. The unmodified 
I! version of the i11111ge file should be copied to itself first, in case 
I! the file is corrupted during the operation and rendered unusable. 
I! 
I! 
I inquire/nopun pl •Enter name of the I image to be modified• 
I PATCH/ABSOLUTE/NOOUT/NOJOL.R 'Pl' 
EXAMINE /WORD 2 
DEFINE BASE = \ 
REPLACE /LONG BASE 
80000168 
EXIT 
80000168 
EXIT 
EXIT 
I IF ISTATUS THEN GOTO PATCH IMAGE 
I PATCH/ABSOLUTE/NOOUT/NOJO~ 'Pl' 
EXAMINE /WORD 2 
DEFINE BASE = \ 
REPLACE /LONG BASE 
7FFEDF68 
EXIT 
7FFEDF68 
EXIT 
EXIT 
I IF ISTATUS THEN GOTO PATCH IMAGE 
I EXIT -
I! 
I! 
SPATCH IMAGE: 
I! At this point we know we have an image that was linked with 
I! /TRACEBACK. Now, modify the transfer address array so that the 
S! image appears to the system as if it was I inked /NOTRACEBACK. 
S! 
S PATCH/ABSOLUTE/OUT='Pl' 'Pl' 
EXAMINE /WORD 2 
DEFINE BASE = \ 
! 
EXAMINE /LONG BASE + 4 
DEFINE CONTENTS = \ 
DEPOSIT /LONG BASE + 0 = CONTENTS 
! 
EXAMINE /LONG BASE + 8 
DEFINE CONTENTS = \ 
DEPOSIT /LONG BASE + 4 = CONTENTS 
! 
EXAMINE /LONG BASE + OC 
DEFINE CONTENTS = \ 
DEPOSIT /LONG BASE + 8 = CONTENTS 
! 
UPDATE 
EXIT 
I WRITE SYSSOUTPUT • • 
I WRITE SYSSOUTPUT • Patch for ''Pl' with /NOTRACEBACK is complete.• 
I WRITE SYSSOUTPUT • • 
IEXIT 

Allan Elkowitz:: Thank you for your 
thoughts. In general, I'm not too wor
ried about grounding problems because 
I never get ECC errors. The drive just 
will not be there suddenly, without 
warning. 

The computer room information 
was a typo. We keep the room between 
60 and 63 most of the time. DEC keeps 
their working computer room in 
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts (where their 
disks are developed) at 72 to 78 degrees. 

TRACEBACK, PATCH 
AND INSTALL 
QUERY: 

Tom Daley: I have a program that's used 
in conjunction with an OCR. It attempts 
to ALLOCATE a port before it begins the 
process of scanning pages. Since most 
of my users need to be able to run this 
program (and yet I don't care to give 
them enough privs to allocate ports any
time they choose), it would be neat if I 
could install the image with the neces
sary pnvs. 

The problem is that the image was 
linked with /TRACEBACK under VMS 

4.2 and the company that produced the 
program is no longer in business. About 
the time VMS 4.0 came out, I read an 
article in one of the DEC Software Dispat
ches that showed how to take the 
traceback flag out of an image by using 
the VMS PiITCH utility. I regret to admit 
that I apparently discarded the docu
ment. Does anyone remember how to 
do this or have a copy of the COM file? 

The quality of life at this site would 
be greatly enhanced if we could pull this 
off. 

REPLIES: 
Gregg Deuchar: We've been using the 
following command file for about a year 
now. It works well. 
Tom Daley: Gregg, thanks for the 
/TRACEBACK COM file! It worked fine 
and I'm very grateful for your help. 

ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT 
Enter On Reader Card 

High 768 Medium 772 Low 776 
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PicSure Plus' curve smoothing clarifies data representation. Shielding adds a professional look. European tat fonts offer a global graphics solution. Multiline annotations aid data int.erpretation. 
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Large datajiles can be read directly from disks . User retains complete control overall chart elements. PicSure Plus' menus allow easy data entry/editing. Ext.ensive co/qr tabf.e control for dynamic graphics. 

Practical Presentation Graphics for Your VAX 
The Need 
You need PicSure Plus"' if your work requires: 
D Producing technical presentations or review
ing data D Supporting a cross section of graphics 
users, from novice to expert D Building custom 
user interfaces for specific applications D Access
ing and charting information from databases 
D Pushbutton access to stored charts, datasets, 
command files, and metafiles D Managing 
graphics production while maintaining device 
independence. 

The Product 
PicSure Plus is an interactive graphics system 
for producing charts and graphs. Prompting menus 
guide novice or occasional users in creating line, 
bar, scatter, pie, text, and table charts. Experi
enced users can access PicSure Plus features by 
entering commands, or building tailored menus 
for specific applications and environments. These 
user-interface options offer a flexible gateway to 
the most powerful set of charting functions 
available today. 

The Features 
D Powerful prompting menu interface speeds 
chart building for novice and occasional users 
D Integrated command interface available for more 
advanced users D Interactive positioning of all 
chart elements D Directory keeps track of saved 
charts, datasets, command files, and metafiles-

so users don't have to understand the com
puter's file system D On-line tutorials and instant 
HELP facility for new users D Easily combine 
multiple ch.ans into a single image D Draw charts 
simultaneously on multiple graphics devices for 
high production chart building D Symbol creation 
for building flowcharts or illustrations D Merge 
and annotate images created with other Precision 
Visuals products D Read up to 10,000 datapoints 
from system files, or from other software pack
ages D Powerful numeric functions to perform 
arithmetic and statistical operations on your data 
D Programmer's interface for accessing custom 
subroutines, databases, and the operating system 
D Automatic layout and text sizing for word charts. 

The User Interface 
Users can move from prompting menu mode 
to command mode and back again, anytime. 
PicSure Plus also offers special commands for 
building prompting menu sessions. These user 
interface tools help you automate the produ"ction 
of frequently used charts, or design custom 
interfaces for end users. 

The Envtronment 
PicSure Plus runs on the entire VAX family, 
as well as a wide range of minicomputers and 
mainframes. Compose graphs on terminals and 
get hardcopies on laser printers, inkjet printers, 
pen plotters, and film recorders. 

VAX, Thktronix. and PicSure Plus are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation, Tuktronix, Incorporated, and Precision Visuals, Incorporated , respectively. 

The Offer 
PicSure Plus is the only graphics software solu
tion with the range of features for even your 
most sophisticated charts, combined with user 
interfaces for the first-time user, occasional 
users, and experts. If you need functionality and 
ease-of-use in your graphics software, get the 
full story on PicSure Plus, and let us arrange a 
test drive. 

Call Chris Logan at: 

303/ 530-9000. 

~~VBJals® 
6260 Lookout Road 
Boulder, Colorado 80301 USA 
3031530-9000 
TELEX{RCA)296428 

Precision Visuals International 
West Germany 
Telephone: 49·69/6666 597 Telex: 17-6997150 
United Kingdom 
Telephone: 04427·76171 Telex: 826715 
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DATELINE DEC 

Digital's 
Layered 
Products 
An Inside Look 
At Some Of DEC's 
Software Offerings 

A t a recent press briefing 
at Digital's main soft

ware development facility in 
Nashua, New Hampshire, 
DEC PROFESSIONAL had the 
opportunity to learn first 
hand about DEC's layered 
software products. DEC 
hopes to dispel the mistaken 
belief that it provides only 
computer hardware and a 
few operating systems. Ac
tually, DEC sells about a 
dozen programming lan
guages, screen management 
packages, software develop
ment tools, database sys
tems, application generators, 

a transaction processing man
ager and computer confer
encing software. 

A good summary of 
DEC's layered software is 
contained in the pamphlet 
titled VAX Software Quick 
Reference Guide. More de
tailed information can be 
found in several handbooks: 
VMS System Software Hand
book, Information Management 
Handbook and Languages and 
Tools Handbook. DEC also re
cently completed two tutor
ial books, Introduction to Data
base Development and Introduc
tion to Application Development, 
which are excellent primers. 
Both show how to perform 
those tasks using DEC soft
ware. 

After surveying the lay-

A moderately complex COBOL GENERATION program. 
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ered products, DEC demon
strated some of its newer 
products . We were particu
larly attracted to the VAX 

COBOL Generator. 

COBOL GENERATOR is an icon
driven fourth-generation lan
guage. It lets a programmer 
write COBOL application 
programs entirely by moving 
pictures around on a screen. 

To use COBOL Gener
ator, the programmer draws 
the application with icons that 
COBOL Generator supplies 
along the bottom of the 
screen. The user "picks up" 
an icon and moves it to the 
appropriate place in his draw
ing. There are icons for file 
definition, terminal l/O, data 
processing, report writing, 
etc. Lines placed between 
icons indicate data flow or 
passing of control. 

The application diagrams 
can be complex and are not 
limited to one screen-full. In 
fact, the screen that the pro
grammer sees is a window 
onto a drawing that can ex
tend in all directions. If the 
programmer wants to work 
on a piece that is off to the 
right, he just moves the win
dow there. 

After the drawing of the 
application is complete, the 
programmer selects an option 

named "GENERATE" that is 
contained in one of the icons. 
COBOL Generator then 
translates the picture into a 
COBOL program. (At this 
stage it is possible that the 
programmer has made a logi
cal error in the drawing, and 
may need to correct it.) 

When a COBOL pro
gram has been generated, the 
programmer leaves COBOL 
Generator. He then uses the 
standard VAX COBOL com
piler to compile the program, 
and the VMS LINK utility to 
create an executable program. 
COBOL Generator can access 
either RMS files or use the 
Rdb!VMS relational database. 
If the icons that are supplied 
are not sufficient for a certain 
task, programmer-coded 
subroutines can be linked in
to the application. 

The application is main
tained by going back to the 
drawing and moving the 
icons around or adding new 
ones. Maintenance could be 
fun with this method of pro
gramming. 

THE ICONIC, pictorial inter
face is so pleasant to work 
with that DEC should con
sider extending it to other 
products. In particular, it 
could be incorporated in 
software development tools 
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that address the early phases 
of development. 

The existing V AXset tools 
(see DEC PROFESSIONAL, 

March 1987, Vol 6, No. 3) 
are used when a project has 
reached the coding stage 
or later. The diagrammatic 
nature of COBOL Generator, 
however, strongly resembles 
the classical structured 
design me thods advo
cated by Y ourdon and others. 

DEC should consider 
creating a "software design 
tool" built around th e 
COBOL Generator interface. 
Programmers could design 

software of any type with 
the icons and the tool would 
maintain data flow informa
tion and calling sequence 
lists. When a drawing is fin
ished the tool could write the 
shell for each routine (in a 
language chosen by the pro
grammer) with a correct pa
rameter list, external declar
ations and subroutine calls. It 
even might produce some 
amount of documentation 
automatically. 

The COBOL Generator 
looks like a winner, whether 
its ideas are extended to 
other products or not. 

DEC Research Goes Home 
Evaluating Friendliness 
In T he Office Environment 

W hile most computer 
software researchers 

test user friendliness in a 
controlled laboratory envi
ronment, DEC's John A. 
Whiteside, usability engi
neering group supervisor 
and technical director, advo
cates a more subjective and 
personal approach. "Observe 
the users at work," he told 
the National Research Coun
cil's Committee on Human 
Factors, in February. 

Whiteside, who holds 
an M.S. degree in computer 
science and a Ph.D. in exper
imental psychology, noted 
that in emerging disciplines 
like software engineering 
and usability engineering, 
"Much of the work is based 
on individual experience 
moderated by trial and er
ror." Often, no effort is made 
to explain usability as an ex
perience of the computer 
user, taking into account the 
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user's needs., the software's fit 
with other programs, explicit 
usability goals and other rel
event factors. 

Under the "phenome
nological" type of study en
gaged in by Whiteside, the 
researcher gathers data about 
users under conditions relat
ing to the participant. A per
sonal relationship with the 
participant and a genuine 
interest in what he's doing 
and experiencing are deemed 
essential. 

The design team then 
uses the data codified into op
erational definitions. Examples 
include "user enthusiasm,'' 
the ease or difficulty of 
learning the new software, 
and "throughput." These at
tributes complement the 
measurable ones like the time 
to complete a task, frequency 
of help and documentation 
use, and percentage of errors. 

Driving Without A License 
D igital L ooks, Listens And Yields 
O n Its Licensing Policies -=--, ....,,."'-' 

A t a March press brief
ing, DEC had just fin

ished summarizing the new 
computers being introduced 
and went on to describe an
other part of the announce
ment. When selling a CPU, 
customers could now inform 
DEC that the operating sys
tem would be transferred 
along with the hardware. 

The audience sat in 
polite silence during the 
computer introductions, but 
now they stirred noisily. 
Pens came out of pockets. 
Whispering swept the room. 
Analysts gave each other 
knowing glances. 

Why did such a seem
ingly dull subject like soft
ware licensing evoke more 
interest than new computers? 

Because for more than a 
decade, every DEC operating 
system has been sold under 
a license that restricts the 
customer in transferring the 
software to anyone else. If a 
customer wants to sell a CPU 
and include the operating 
system in the sale, he can re
quest permission from DEC. 

DEC's approval has 
been important to customers; 
an operating system is 
worthless without a machine 
to run it, but can increase the 
value of a CPU sale. Over the 
years, DEC has approved 
these transfers routinely, and 
customers have come to take 
it for granted. 

Last fall, DEC announced 
that it would start to enforce 
a right it always had: to say 
" No" to operating system 
transfer requests. Customers 
reacted angrily. Financial of-

ficers at major corporations 
said they had been carrying 
the operating system license 
as an asset for years, and 
DEC had made it worthless 
instantly. 

Letters to the editors 
complained that DEC was 
becoming insensitive - j ust 
like another large computer 
vendor. People interested in 
buying the used computers 
were upset because now they 
had to buy a new operating 
system from DEC at a higher 
pnce. 

On March 4, DEC an
nounced it would liberalize 
the transfer of operating sys
tems. Permission to transfer 
an operating system no 
longer will be required w hen 
its CPU is sold. The original 
owner simply can inform 
DEC of the sale. The new 
owner registers the operating 
system with DEC (at no 
charge) and becomes the of
ficial licensee. 

At the same time, DEC 
revamped the procedure for 
transferring layered software 
products within a company. 
(Layered software runs on 
top of the operating system 
and includes languages, data
bases, tools and applications.) 
Previously, moving a layered 
product from one CPU to 
another in the same company 
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required DEC's permission. 
Now, the owner similarly 
can inform DEC of the move 
and pay a price difference if 
the new CPU is larger. 

It was this reversal -
from apparent aloofness to
ward customers to friendli
ness and accommodation -
that caused the unusual 
interest at the announcement. 

George Starr, publicity 
manager for DEC Corporate 

Software Services, spoke to 
DEC PROFESSIONAL after the 
meeting. "We listen to our 
customers," he said. "These 
new policies will make it 
easier to do business with 
Digital." 

Without directly saying 
so, DEC admitted to making 
a mistake. It listened to its 
critics, fixed the problem and 
is to be congratulated. 

-Charles Connell 

Computerizing The Campus 
Complete Computer System Coming 
To Lowell University From DEC 

S oon, students at the 
·University of Lowell, 

Lowell, Massachusetts, will 
register for classes from 
computer terminals and fac
ulty members will perform 
literature searches from their 
offices. 

Under a three-year pro
gram between the University 
of Lowell and DEC, the 
school will expand its 
campus-wide network and 
bring state-of-the-art com
puting to all of its programs. 

The University will ac
quire $6. 7 million worth of 
DEC computer equipment. 
DEC selected Lowell as the 
first institution of higher 
learning to participate in its 
Program for ADvanced Ap
plications, Networks, and 
Computing for Education 
(ADvANCE). 

Under the expanded 
network, the University will 
have a campus-wide elec
tronic mail system, an elec
tronic bulletin board to an
nounce on-campus events, 
and an online database with 
course catalog and class-
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scheduling information. 
The automated library 

system, expected to become 
a prototype for other librar
ies in the state, will support 
Lowell as well as various 
community and community 
college libraries. 

The academic depart
ments, including the College 
of Liberal Arts and the Col
lege of Engineering, will use 
DEC computers for teaching 
and advanced research. 

Under the ADvANCE 
Program, DEC and an insti
tution of higher learning es
tablish a long-term partner
ship. Software or courseware 
developed by the university 
is offered at a nominal fee to 
other DEC users, according 
to the terms of the agree
ment. 

The University ofLowell 
also will serve as a demon
stration site for DEC's tech
nology and hold communi
cations activities with DEC, 
including local seminars, 
conferences and technology 
updates. 

New Printer 
For 'DECtop' Publishing 
Announcement Of The New 
ScriptPrinter Proves That DEC Is A 
Serious Entrant In The Desktop Market 

D EC's new ScriptPrinter, 
for low- to medium

volume applications, is the 
latest entry in the LN03 line 
of laser printers. The move 
demonstrates that DEC is 
seeking to capture a greater 
share of the lucrative desktop 
publishing market from 
companies such as Interleaf 
Corporation of Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, and from 
Apple Computer. 

DEC's focus on estab
lishing joint marketing 
agreements with companies 
in the field, further attests to 
the company's seriousness in 
the market. In addition, DEC 
has adopted the industry 
standard PostScript page de
scription language. Post
Script is used by the Script
Printer to create desktop 
publishing-quality pages of 

text, graphics and scanned 
images. 

DEC intends the printer 
for users with low- to 
medium-volume require
ments, and for electronic 
publishing applications, in
cluding office or CAD/CAM 
graphics applications. 

The ScriptPrinter in
cludes 29 resident typefaces 
and prints at eight pages per 
minute. It also prints files 
created using the ANST/Sixel, 
ReGIS and Tektronix 4010/14 
protocols, through VAX host 
resident software translators. 
The printer uses a standard 
RS232 serial interface, and is 
priced at $6,295 to make it 
competitive with other laser 
printers in its class. 
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HIGHPERFO 
DRIVING 

CE 

BWXis 
your UIMS Key 

to the Graphics Power 
of TEMPLATE 

TEMPLATE introduces BLOX 
User Interface Management System, 
the superior device-independent 
approach to designing your interactive Options Included 
graphics applications. High performance options are 

Superior because instead of standard equipment with BLOX/ 
tediously writing pages of code, you TEMPLATE. Once you have created 
simply use any graphics input device your user interfaces, you are then able 
to draw your custom application 
icons, menus and screen layouts. 

All in minutes. Not days or weeks. 
Graphically. Not alphanumerically. 

to edit, store and later retrieve them. 
Interactively. And, an on-line help 
keyword file is generated auto
matically with a simple command. 

ENTER 418 ON READER CARD 

Take a Test Drive 
Based on sound "human factors," 

BLOX/TEMPLATE is intuitive, resilient 
and user friendly. 

In fact, by allowing you to go 
from concept to visualization in just 
minutes, it permits you to test and 
perfect your application prototypes. 
On-the-spot, in real time. 
So call 619-457-5359 today to 

learn how you'll save time and money 
with BLOX/TEMPLATE. And shift your 
graphics applications into high gear. 

World Headquarters: 964 S Scranton Road, 
San Diego, CA 92121 
Template is a registered trademark of Megatek Corporation. 
BLOX is a registered trademark of Rubel Software. 



DEC Announces 
New Mid-Range Computers 
Three New VAXs, Increased Warranty 
And Lower Price Keep DEC Competitive 

D EC recently announced 
three new mid-range 

VAX computers. Each of the 
new machines (8250, 8350 
and 8530) replaces an older 
model in Digital's popular 
VAX line. All are built 
around the BI bus architec
ture and therefore can par
ticipate in a VAXcluster. 

With a price starting at 
$65,000, the VAX 8250 be
comes the entry level com
puter in the VAX line. The 
8250 has a 40 percent price/ 
performance improvement 
over the 8200, as well as be
ing cheaper in actual dollars. 
The 8350 becomes the mid
range workhorse. Priced at 
$88,000 and above, this sys
tem uses ZMOS chip tech
nology and, according to 
Digital, is now the price/per
formance leader in the VAX 
line. 

The 8530 replaces the 
8500. Prices start at $291,000 
(very close to that of the 
8500) with about a 30 per-

cent performance improve
ment over the 8500. The 
8530 contains the same 
physical hardware as the 
8500, but achieves the per
formance increase with new, 
faster, microcode. 

Digital also announced 
that prices for many VAX 
memory boards are being re
duced about 50 percent. 
While DEC did not say so 
directly, this appears to be in 
response to competitive 
memory offerings from 
companies such as EMC, 
Clearpoint and National 
Semiconductor. 

DEC also increased the 
warranty coverage on all its 
hardware products. The new 
warranty applies to all com
puters (VAX and PDP) and all 
peripherals. It covers prod
ucts for one year and in
cludes free parts and labor 
for repairs, installation of 
Field Change Orders, and 
some installation services. 
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The VAX 8150 system offers up to 40 percent price/ 
performance over the VAX 8100. 
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Publishing With VAX 
New Integrated Publishing 
Solutions Introduced By DEC 

D EC unveiled two new 
VAX Integrated Publish

ing applications at the Cor
porate Electronic Publishing 
Systems Show, March 3-5, in 
Chicago, Illinois. 

The VAXmate Publish
ing Solution for workgroup 
applications is geared to im
prove the content and ap
pearance of internally pro
duced documents such as 
newsletters, brochures, re
ports and presentations. 

It is available in two 
configurations. The VAX
mate VIP Publishing System 
consists of a VAXmate; MS
Windows and MS-Chart busi
ness graphics software, both 
from Microsoft Corporation 
of Redmond, Washington; 
WPS-Plus word processing 
software from Exceptional 
Business Solutions of Culver 
City, California; PageMaker 
desktop publishing software 
from Aldus Corporation of 
Seattle, Washington; an op
tional desktop laser Script
Printer; and an optional 
desktop image scanner from 
Microtek Labs Inc. of Gar
dena, California 

The system is an Ether
net-based solution that is 
networked fully with other 
VAX systems. Users can cre
ate documents by accessing 
information directly from 
sources throughout an or
ganization. VAXmate Pub
lishing users also may share 
higher speed peripherals, 
such as the PrintServer 40, a 
40-page-per-minute net
worked Postscript laser 
printer, or the ScriptPrinter. 

The VAXmate VIP Pub-

lishing System costs $6,670. 
The price for the VIP Plus 
System, including the Script
Printer, is $12,190. 

DEC's other new appli
cation, the VAX Depart
mental Publishing Solution, 
is the choice where work
groups share services and in
formation to produce docu
ments. It provides publishing 
software that can be accessed 
from ALL-IN-1 for electroni
cally mailing documents and 
integration with business ap
plications. 

The VAX Departmental 
Publishing Solution, config
ured to any size VAX, meets 
the varied needs of depart
ments within an organiza
tion. In a typical solution 
there might be ALL-IN-1, 

DECpage for batch format
ting and standardized style 
libraries, the VAX VIX video
tex solution for sending and 
presenting electronic docu
ments, and EDCS for main
taining files and revisions. 

BASIS software for text 
information management is 
available from Information 
Dimensions Inc. of Dublin, 
Ohio. Prices for the VAX 
Departmental Publishing 
Solution begin at $41,691. 

These applications are 
geared to enhance DEC's sys
tems approach to publishing, 
with easy- to-configure solu
tions for each department 
within an organization. • 
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Introducing .the most reliable 
DEC::.compatible terminal ever built 

The TeleVideo 9220. 

"Why do we want thousands 
ofTeleVideo® terminals? 
Because we can't afford 
thousands of problems!' 

Susan Kennedy should know. She's 
a product analyst at Leasametric, 

· a company that rents, sells, and · 
services DP equipment all over 
the country. Including thousands 
of terminals. And since reliability 
is crucial to Leasametric, they 
tear each evaluation unit apart 
piece by piece. Then, they give it 
a series of tests that make MIT 
exams look easy. 

"Too many terminals just don't 
measure up," says Susan. "I've 
seen machines with questionable 
ergonomics .. . keyboards that 
flex in the middle when you type ... 
even cheap little diodes that 
could drop off. 

"But Tele Video starts with solid 
engineering, and follows through 
with every detail. Overall, they've 
built the same quality into the 
9220 that's made all their otper 
terminals last so long '.' 

And there's more to the 9220 
than quality and reliability. There's 

also an extended feature set, 
including full Vf-220 compatibility. 
A super-dark 14" amber screen. 
A tilt and swivel base. 30 program
mable function keys. Plus the best 
thought-out ergonomics around. 
All for exactly $619. 

The TeleVideo 9220. For 
more information, or the name of 
your nearest distributor, call 
800-835-3228. 

0 TeleVideo® 
Settle for more. 

TeleVideo Systems, Inc., 1170 Morse Avenue, P.O. Box 3568, Sunnyvale, CA 94088·3568 (408) 745·7760 
Regional Offices: West ( 408) 74 5-7760, Southwest (714) 4 76-0244, South·Central (2 14) 550 -!060, Southeast ( 404) 44 7-1231, Midwest (312) 397-5100, 

East (516) 496-4 777, Northeast (617) 890-3282. Amsterdam: 31.2503.35444, Paris: 33.1.4687.34.40, London: 44.9905.6464 

DEC and Vf-220 are trademarks ofDigiial Equipment Corporation. ENTER 259 ON READER CARD I 986 Tele Video Systems, Inc. 
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By Lori A. Snyder 
Artificial intelligence 
(AI) can be described as 

an attempt to recreate the functioning of the 
human mind using computers. A more realistic 
description of AI is an attempt to make com
puters perform high-level tasks by making 
them " intelligent," something that has been 
realized in hundreds (maybe thousands) of 
applications to date. 

Artificial Intelligence 
According To DEC. 
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The principle mechanisms to elevate the 
functional level of computers are expert sys
tems, natural language, robotics and automatic 
programming technologies. DEC is enthusi
astically researching and developing practical 
AI applications through the use of these tech
nologies. DEC sees AI techniques as solutions 
to many of today's business and industrial 
problems. 

DEC was the first commercial institution 
to become involved with AI when the expert 
CONfiguration (XCON) prototype was imple
mented in 1978, in collaboration with Carnegie 
Mellon University (CMU). CMU continues to 
be DEC's main research link today. Prior to 
1978, however, DEC equipment also had been 
a popular choice for AI research - it had the 
necessary computing power and was interac
tive (LISP, the programming language used for 
AI applications, could not be run as a batch 
job). In fact, DEC's PDP-6 system (developed 
in the 1960s) was designed so that it would 
run LISP efficiently. 

DEC has more than 400 people world-

wide, dedicated to AL In the U.S., DEC's AI 
activities occur at the Artificial Intelligence 
Technology Center (AITC) in Hudson, Massa
chusetts. Formed more than three years ago, 
AITC today employs more than 200 people. 
The main activities at AITC are AI product and 
services development and marketing, and 
development of AI engineering and manufac
turing applications for internal use by DEC. 

The AITC activities are divided among 
four separate groups. The AI Product Group 
is in charge of VAX LISP, VAX OPSS and the AI 
VAXstation (basically a MICROVAX with pack
aging and software enhancements). The Intel
ligent Systems Technology Group develops in
ternal applications like the XCON and XSEL 

expert systems. The AI Applications Group 
develops internal applications, primarily diag
nostic expert systems, for the service organiza
tion. Finally, the AI Marketing Group is 
responsible not only for marketing DEC's 
hardware and software products, but DEC's 
training, consulting and timesharing services 
as well. 

Al Hardware 
DEC is not a proponent of special-purpose 
hardware. As one DEC ad puts it, the AI VAX
station is "the only artificial intelligence work
station smart enough to be a conventional one, 
too." DEC views AI as an extension of existing 
computer technology - DEC's AI software 
can run on standard VAX configurations (with 
the possible exception of additional memory 
requirements). Special-purpose AI hardware 
vendors argue that their computers provide 
greater performance because they are op-
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timized for LISP instruction execution. DEC 
maintains that performance is a double-sided 
issue with productivity being measured in 
terms of overall project costs rather than at the 
level of LISP instruction execution. Besides, by 
not pursuing a specialized hardware strategy, 
DEC's AI products benefit from the efforts of 
the thousands of engineers devoted to develop
ing DEC's standard systems. 

The VAX historically has been a popular 
AI development computer, and most likely 
will continue as a popular choice, especially as 
AI leaves the research environment and enters 
industry. The VAX has a high cost/benefit ratio 
that makes it attractive in the business environ
ment. Again, companies need not dedicate 
hardware solely to AI applications when they 
use general-purpose computers like the VAX. 

The Al VAXstation 
DEC's AI workstation, the AI VAXstation, 
essentially is a MICROVAX II with additional 
memory and a special graphics coprocessor. 
Particular hardware features include 9 MB of 
memory, a 71-MB disk (which can be ex
panded to three disks, for approximately 210 
MB), a 95-MB streaming tape, a 19-inch, high
resolution graphics monitor, a three- button 
mouse and an Ethernet interface. Software in
cludes VAX LISP, MICROVMS and Graphics 
Kernel System (GKS). The AI VAXstation con
tains a 32-bit floating point processor that 
enables computation-intensive applications. It 
can be standalone or networked and provides 
multitasking and multiwindowing capabilities. 
The workstation truly is a VAX and can run 
any layered product supported on a MICROVAX II 
configuration. In addition, because the AI VAX
station has the same architecture as the larger 
VAXs, porting applications from the single
user workstation to a multiuser system often 
is transparent. 

Al Software 
DEC supports a wide range of in-house and 
third party AI software. In the programming 
language arena, DEC offers VAX LISP, an im-
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Schedule 
Robots And Beyond: The Age Of 
Intelligent Machines Exhibition 

Philadelphia, PA 
Franklin Institute 
June 13, 1987-August 30, 1987 

Charlotte, NC 
Discovery Place 
October 3, 1987-Jan 3, 1988 

Fort Worth, TX 
Museum of Science & History 
February 1, 1988-April 30, 1988 

Los Angeles, CA 
Museum of Science & Industry 
June 3, 1988-August 29, 1988 

St. Paul, MN 
Science Museum of Minnesota 
September 30, 1988-January 2, 1989 

Chicago, IL 
Museum of Science & Industry 
February 1, 1989-April 30, 1989 

Columbus, OH 
Center of Science & Industry 
June 8, 1989-September 3, 1989 
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plementation of Common LISP; VAX OPSS 
designed for "industrial-strength" expert sys
tems; INTERLISP (developed by the University 
of Southern California) which has built-in 
tools to support the "structured growth" style 
of programming; and PROLOG from Quintus 
Computer Systems of Mountain View, Cali
fornia, a symbolic processing language based 
on the logic of predicate calculus. VAX LISP 
and OPSS will run on a VAX or AI VAXstation 
under VMS (VAX LISP also runs under 
ULTRIX) , while INTERLISP and PROLOG run 
only on the VAX. DEC also markets many 
other AI software tools, including Intellect and 
the AIT LISP Toolkit, which have been de
veloped by third-party vendors. 

Expert Systems 
DEC lists 17 expert systems developed and 
currently used by DEC internally, and has 
developed expert systems for more than 40 ap
plications since 1978 (when the first expert 
system, XCON, was implemented). DEC's cur
rent expert systems include tape drive diag
nostics (A/SPEAR), VMS system crash analysis 
(CDX), circuit board wave soldering diagnos
tics (KARNAK), manufacturing scheduling (ISA 

and /LOG) and DECnet trouble-shooting 
(NTC), to mention a few. 

The most renowned of DEC's expert sys
tems unquestionably is XCON, the VAX and 
PDP-11 configuring program that ensures that 
each order submitted to manufacturing is a 
viable system (i.e., capable of being built) . 
XCON works in conjunction with two other 
expert systems. The first, XSEL, is an interac
tive, user-friendly front end that helps the sales 
force select the computer system options best 
suited to the customer's needs. In doing so, 
XSEL guarantees that an order is complete. 
The other expert system, XSITE, is a site lay
out tool that considers such things as power 
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and heat dissipation and minimum allowable 
clearances. 

XCON is the world's largest production 
expert system and is used to assemble virtually 
all major DEC systems in the U.S. and Europe. 
It contains more than 5,000 (previously un
documented) rules and a " knowledge base" of 
more than 20,000 components. XCON con
figures the average order in approximately 45 
seconds, running on a clustered VAX 8650. 

Once the DEC computer system is con
figured and the site planned via XSEL, XCON 

and XSITE, a second trio of expert systems aids 
in manufacturing and delivering the new 
system. These programs, ISA, ILOG and /NET, 

schedule orders, plan distribution of orders to 
customers and plan the assembly and test of 
the new system respectively. 

Julie Kaewert, an AI marketing specialist 
at DEC, estimates that these expert systems 
(known as the " Knowledge Network" ) save 
DEC approximately $25 million annually. 
Undoubtedly, DEC would not have been able 
to achieve its current production levels without 
this effective use of expert systems technology. 

Robotics 
DEC's robotics efforts consist of an automatic 
materials handling system used to manufac
ture the VAX. Robots help distribute work 
items on the factory floor. The handling sys
tem is controlled by two expert systems, one 
that determines when and to which worksta
tions "work-in-progress" items will be dis
patched, and one that coordinates and drives 
these items via the robots, carousels and con
veyors (see sidebar for more details). DEC 
estimates that it saves $25 million annually 
through the use of this automated handling 
system. 

In August 1986, DEC announced a dona
tion of $2 million to sponsor what has been 
called the nation's largest AI and robotics 
exhibition. The exhibit, "Robots and Beyond: 
The Age oflntelligent Machines," allows visit
ors to interact with expert systems and watch 
robots at work. Many of the Artificial 
Intelligence displays were furnished by DEC. 
"Robots and Beyond" premiered at the Boston 
Museum of Science in January 1987 and then 
went on national tour to member institu-
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AN INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION. 
LANPAR INTRODUCES THE INDUSTRIAL 

VISION II: A PRACTICAL, HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
VT220-COMPATIBLE TERMINAL THAT CAN STAND UP 

TO PRACTICALLY ANYTHING. 
At last, Lanpar has solved the 

problem of placing a highly sensitive 
computer terminal into a hazardous 
environment. Meet the industrial 
version of Lanpar's impressive VT'" 
220-compatible terminal, the 
INDUSTRIAL VISION II . 

Offering all the outstanding features 
of the Vision II series plus a steel 
housing, spillproof keyboard , shielded 
cables and built-in fuses , the Industrial 
Vision II has the brains and the brawn 
to survive in the toughest industrial 
environments. 

Check these remarkable specifications: 

SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL 
FEATURES 
•heavy-duty, black steel housing 

surrounding keyboard and screen 
(with EMI/RFI shielding) 

• spillproof, full-travel, non-contact 
industrial keyboard with DC fuse 

• 2 metre shielded power cord, 
separately fused 

• 0. 75 to 1.5 metre retractable 
shielded keyboard cable 
with industrial neoprene jacket 

• 2 push-pull filtered cooling fans 
• tamperproof BENDIX military 

keyboard connector 
• internal RFI filter 
• front-mounted, push-button 

ON/ OFF switch with DC OK red 
LED indicator 

plus other optional features to customize 
Industrial Vision 11 to your specific 
requirements 

OTHERHIGH
PERFORMANCE FEATURES 
• 96 user-programmable functions 

with 1530 bytes of non-volatile 
function memory plus 256 bytes of 
VT220-compatible volatile memory 

• 25th status line to display onscreen 
function-key labels 

CALL 
1-800-387-4205 

TODAY FOR YOUR 
FREE DEMONSTRATION. 

ENTER 96 ON READER CARD 

• 6-line, non-destructive message 
window for alarms or urgent system 
messages 

•up to 192-line multi-page screen 
memory system 

• 14", high-resolution screen with long
life phosphor (that can double as 
output display unit without keyboard) 

• dual bidirectional ports 
• dual set-up tables 
• optional 68000-based, Tektronix'" 

4010/ 4014-compatible graphics 
board 

• complete DEC" VT220 and VTlOO 
compatibility 

• manufactured in North America 
The Industrial Vision 11 is one more 

reason why Lanpar is the industry's 
leading manufacturer ofhigh
performance products for today's 
demanding marketplace. 

For more information or an onsite 
demonstration of this rugged 
VT220-compatible terminal, simply 
call 1-800-387-4205 today. 

Head Office: 7 4 7 Main Street, Concord, 
MA 01742 (617) 371-0915. 
Offices: Rockville, MD (301) 4 24-0588 
Schaumburg, IL (312) 885-4170 
Los Angeles, CA (818) 358-9794 
Canada(416) 475-9123 
Europe 44-(0)-703-2614 24. 

DEC and VT are trademarks of Digital Equipment 
Corporation. Tektronix is a trademark of Tektronix, Inc. 
Simply better engineering. VISION and the VISION series 
are trademarks of Lanpar Technologies, Inc. 

1111111111 11 LANPAR 
Simply Better Engineering.@) 
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tions in the Science Museum Collaborative. 

DEC OFFERS TWO PRODUCTS that provide a 
natural language interface between the com
puter and user. The DECtalk Voice Response Sys
tem converts computer text into surprisingly 
human-sounding speech. Applications of 
DECtalk include dialup message centers, infor
mation services, order processing, bank by 
phone, service dispatching and tools for the 
handicapped. DECtalk has an unlimited 
vocabulary because it employs sophisticated 
letter-to-sound rules. In addition, a user
defined dictionary with industry-specific 
terms and acronyms can be loaded. 

The other product, Intellect, from Artificial 
Intelligence Corporation of Waltham, Massa
chusetts, allows database queries to VAX 

Rdb/VMS using everyday English. Intellect con
tains the rules of English grammar and syn
tax needed to understand queries, and a voca-

bulary of approximately 400 words. 
DEC offers a variety of services associated 

with Al. DEC's training formats include lec
ture and lab courses, seminars, self-paced 
courses and books. Customized training 
courses and seminars also are available. Of 
primary emphasis is DEC's technology transfer 
program, Select, designed to help users apply 
advanced AI technology in practical ways. 

Select consists of three levels based on 
customer need, experience and commitment. 
For example, level one allows a company to 
test AI technology without making a major 
commitment, by developing a basic expert sys
tem prototype. Level two enables a company 
to expand its AI capability from an early 
research phase to a practical expert system. 
And level three helps the customer achieve 
self-sufficiency with the goal of a functional 
expert system that can be meshed with the 
customer's mainstream business activities. 

DEC's Automated Materials Handling System 
DEC has implemented an Infinite Materials Handling System in two of its manufac

turing facilities - Marlborough, Massachusetts and Burlington, Vermont. These systems. 
control factory inventory and generate timely, accurate reports on work progress and qual
ity. Key elements of each system are a pair of robots that transport assembly items, and 
two expert systems that determine when and to where items should be dispatched. 

The robots used are the Trackbot and Storbot models from Creative Handling of Marl
borough, Massachusetts. Trackbot runs on a track (hence the name), and moves both up 
and down and in and out of carousels to pick up materials. If required, it can move to 
the left or right to different carousels. Storbot moves on two axes (up and down and in 
and out) and copes with higher volume than Trackbot. 

The expert systems Dispatcher and Mover are the controlling software for the entire 
materials handling system. Dispatcher determines the order in which work-in-progress (WIP) 

items are dispatched, and to which workstations they will be sent. Mover coordinates and 
drives WIP items via Trackbot and Storbot carousels and conveyors. 

Dispatcher uses information in its knowledge base to select the best work item(s) to 
dispatch to a workstation, depending on current work status and demand on the factory 
floor. The knowledge base initially is created with interactive utilities that are part of the 
system. New work is entered into the system either by automatic utilities or interactive 
routines. Dispatcher performs updates automatically, but any exceptions that arise can be 
handled manually with interactive utilities. 

Dispatcher's knowledge base contains information about four components that enable 
it to make decisions: workstation, route list, unit load and WIP. These elements, along 
with the validation table that verifies valid workstations, operations, parts and classes, repre
sent the state of the manufacturing floor. 

The WIP record is the element of the knowledge base that carries out the function 
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DEC's consulting services include surveys 
to determine whether an expert system may 
be an appropriate approach for a given prob
lem, custom briefings and orientations and 
development of prototype and full-scale expert 
systems. DEC's consultants have assisted with 
business applications as diverse as banking, 
manufacturing and construction. 

Finally, DEC offers timesharing services 
for potential customers to evaluate VAX AI 
software (without having to purchase it), and 
for customers who need additional, but tem
porary, computing power. 

In the future, DEC plans to develop many 
more expert systems and expert system build
ing programs for the VAX, optimizing and 
refining VAX LISP for greater performance and 
developing automatic programming applica
tions. DEC's overall goal is to integrate AI with 
existing programming tools, like database 
management software, and to supplement ex
isting tools with Al. For instance, DEC envi-

sions AI providing an intelligent front end to 
COBOL. The integration of AI into existing 
technology expresses DEC's philosophy: AI is 
an evolutionary not revolutionary technology. 
DEC hopes to eliminate the sensationalism 
associated with AI and make it just another 
technology used to help people. - Lori Snyder 
is DEC PROFESSIONAL's UNIX editor. 

ARI'ICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT 
Enter On Reader Card 
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of tracking and dispatch control. Each WIP item is assigned a route list containing the steps 
required to manufacture the product. Dispatcher maintains a pointer in the route list to 
monitor work progress. When the WIP item is created, the next-step pointer points to the 
first step on the route list and is incremented to the following step when it reaches the 
arrival platform of a workstation. When an item reaches the last step on its routing, the 
system detaches all unit loads from the WIP and changes their type to "empty." The 
associated WIP record then is deleted. 

The goal of Dispatcher is to fill each workstation to capacity with work. Whenever 
a workstation is idle or not at capacity, its status is set to "requesting work." While the 
system is in automatic mode, Dispatcher attempts to fill these requests. The system can be 
set to manual mode to handle exceptional requests; the operation then manually selects 
the desired WIP item. 

Product status reports are generated easily using the materials handling system. Because 
Dispatcher continually is updating product route lists, it's a simple matter to track a given 
WIP item. The Controller, an interface between the operator and Dispatcher, provides a 
reporting facility for WIP items, route lists, unit loads and workstations. 

The Controller also enables device faults and equipment failures to be logged, and 
provides error handling capabilities. In some instances the system offers suggestions on 
how to correct the errors appropriately. 

Since its implementation at DEC's Marlborough, Massachusetts, facility two years ago, 
the materials handling system has been 
in operation six days a week for three 
shifts per day. During the first month, 
it reduced inventory by 50 percent, and 
inventory accounts increased in accuracy 
to 99.9 percent. DEC estimates that this 
system saves $25 million annually. 
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How Can You Demonstrate A Terminal Display 
That's More Readable Than The Printed Page, 



On The Printed Page? 
You can't. The capabilities of print only 

go so far. Which isn't far enough for us to 
illustrate the refinements of our ForeSight 
Edition™4520 DEC-compatible terminal. We 
can't show you its resolution, nearly double 
that of any VT220 emulator. Or its stunning 
double high, double wide razor-sharp black 
characters. Or its soft-white overscanned 
screen which eliminates eye fatigue. So, until 
print technology catches up, there's only one 
way to appreciate the new standard of read
ability. And that's to see it for yourself. Call 
Micro-Term for your mlCAO-TEAm 
personal demonstra-
tion. Toll-free 
1-800-325-9056. 

Solutions You Can See. 
From The Company To Watch.'" 

ENTER 374 ON READER CARD 
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H You Can't Hire 
An Expert, Build One! 
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XPERT 
SYSTEMS 

Be cautious of experts. A 
close examination of the 

word shows it to be a derivative of"ex," which 
denotes a has-been, and "spurt," which is a 
drip under pressure. While we all know that 
this definition is false, it holds an element of 
truth: Experts, for all their expertise, can forget 
how they got that way, and, even worse, find 
it difficult to pass on their knowledge to those 
who need it. 

To solve this problem, researchers turned 
to the power of the computer. Because a com
puter can store millions of facts and retrieve 
them in an orderly fashion, why not store ex
pertise and allow its retrieval in a cognitive 
manner? Thus, the concept of expert systems 
was born. 

EXPERT SYSTEMS HOLD the possibility of com
mercial applications for artificial intelligence. 
An expert system is a very sophisticated com
puter program, usually written in a popular 
AI-oriented language such as PROLOG or LISP, 

which allows the knowledge engineer (KE) to 
build a database of rules and facts and link 
them together in a useful and accessible way. 

Rules, called heuristics, are derived from 
exhaustive interviews with human experts and 
placed into a rule database. Facts are uncovered 
similarly and both are linked together via a 
specialized software engine, termed an in
ference engine, which correlates rules and facts 
and returns information to the user. 

One of the most important aspects of ex-

pert systems is the role of the knowledge engi
neer. KEs are specialized personnel who under
stand the mechanics of expert systems but also 
possess a high degree of interpersonal com
munications skills. The KE neither is a pro
grammer nor a systems analyst. He's more a 
"technical psychologist" who understands 
how to get information from experts and 
translate it into something a system can under
stand. For instance, how do you get an expert 
on VAX tuning to explain how he goes about 
tuning a system? Worse, how do you get a 
non-technological expert, such as a horticul
turist, to explain the best way to plant seed
lings to achieve the maximum growth rate in 
the shortest time? 

The problem usually is not in the enter
ing of information into an expert system, but 
in understanding how an expert develops and 
applies his expertise. What's important is not 
only what machine and software to use or how 
to extract information from an expert, but 
also the answer to the basic question: What is 
an expert? 

Most KEs agree that an expert: 
1. Can solve a particular type of problem that 
most people cannot solve efficiently or 
effectively. 
2. Is an authority in the top 10-20 percent of 
a given subject. 
3. Knows how to search his knowledge base 
swiftly and arrive at reasonable and accurate 
conclusions. 
4. Has acquired a superior knowledge base of 
materials related to his field of expertise (most 
psychologists believe that experts possess and 
use 50,000-100,000 different entities of infor-
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mation; it takes approximately 10 years to 
acquire 50,000 items of expertise). 
5. Possesses both surface knowledge of many 
related items and deep knowledge of his area 
of expertise. 

Because of the level of expertise that an 
expert possesses, it can be very difficult to 
extract essential rules and facts. KEs should 
have skills over and above technical skills, 
before they can be useful in the development 
of an expert system. Essential skills include: 
1. Expertise in knowledge representation, 
thought processmg and knowledge 
acquisition. 
2. Knowledge of the psychological implica
tions of decision making and problem 
resolution. 
3. Extensive experience in interviewing and 
interpretation. 
4. A pleasant and persistent personality, 
oriented toward listening. 

A KE eventually will become a pseudo
expert in a given project. The level of exper 
tise is determined by how much hands-on 
experience the KE is given in a project by the 
expert. Nonetheless, the KE will develop suf

definitional linkage (a coat that "covers" the 
arms defines what a coat does) or heuristic 
knowledge (a rule; e.g., "work 'causes' gloves 
to be worn"). 

Through this variety of relationship 
mechanisms, semantic networks are very flex
ible and new nodes/linkages may be defined 
as necessary. One additional benefit of seman
tic networks is that a node may inherit char
acteristics of adjacent nodes. This helps bound 
searches as well as allows faster identification 
of potential search paths to satisfy a request. 

The second type of technique uses the 
combination of objects (physical or conceptual 
entities), attributes (general characteristics or 
properties associated with objects, like size, 
shape and color) and values (the specific nature 
of an attribute for a particular situation). In an 
0-A-V triplet, for instance, an object of a coat 
might have the attribute of elbow condition 
and a value of worn and shiny. 0-A-V systems 
typically do not use simply 0-A-V triplets 
to search; they most often combine 0-A-V or 
A-V with some other knowledge identifier 
such as rules. 

Rules typically are used in most expert 
systems. Very similar to pro-ficient expertise in the field to be 

able to converse, understand and 
extrapolate information. 

/ --~ cedural programming "IF-THEN" 

#ff!.---( I constructs, rules allow the expert 
I I systems to link stored information 

E XPERT SYSTEMS ARE classified I I 
1 

to the logic that an expert uses 
by the method in which ,--L I ~~-"'71 to make decisions. Rules 
they store rules and facts ('-- T1-liie--~ I may be fixed (never 
and by the techniques I I change), conditional, vari-
used to search for I I I I J able (if-this, then . . . ) or 
stored informa- ,..-., I _A I ~ -""".71 uncertain, which 
tion. These classi-~--l----V"...L-r--k::"-__...,.- I causes logic to 
fications, called I I I I I I be invoked to 
knowledge re- I I I I I I I make weighted 
presentation I I ~ I J I ) decisions based 
mechanisms, are "----V L----V L.---~ on data, previous 
broken down into five basic, but very different, use patterns, new rules or other criteria. 
approaches: semantic networks, object-attrib- Frames constitute yet another approach. 
ute-value triplets, rules, frames and logical ex- An object is given a storage "container" that 
pressions. contains items called "slots" (storage entities) . 

Semantic networks function by collecting Slots may contain a variety of differing infor-
items called " nodes." A node may include mation types, like default values, sets of rules, 
physical items (hats, coats, dogs) , conceptual procedural code to obtain a value (similar 
entities (places, numbers) or descriptors (worn, to a function in a high-level programming 
old, matronly) . Nodes then are linked either language) or a pointer to another frame. 
through a class-instance relationship ("is-a"), A frame-oriented system is like a Chinese 
a sub-property of another node ("has-a") , a puzzle box. After getting to the box, it may 

contain the prize, another box or directions on 
how to get to another box not in the current 
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The inference section of the 
inference engine is relatively 
simple in design and consists 
basically of search strategies. 

box. Frame systems typically combine the use 
of procedural knowledge perspectives (using 
algorithms in a manner familiar to classic 
programming techniques) and declarative
based (heuristic) methods to represent linkages 
to knowledge items and define search methods. 

In addition to the base philosophical 
mechanism by which an expert system is 
developed, an inference engine must be in
cluded to provide a mechanism to implement 
the philosophy. Inference engines are the work
horse of an expert system: They must examine 
facts and rules and decide in what order in
ferences should be made, and must provide a 
means of control (where to begin a search and 
what to do if alternative reasoning lines 
emerge). 

The inference section of the inference 
engine is relatively simple in design and con
sists basically of search strategies. First, modus 
ponens, allow the system to believe that when 
the premise of a rule is true, the system is 
entitled to believe the conclusions reached. 
Second, the engine must provide for uncer
tainty; how does it handle incomplete infor
mation? Finally, it also must handle resolution 
- discovering that a fact is true given a set 
of logical statements. 

The control section of the inference 
engine provides for two separate problems -
where to start and how to resolve conflicts. To 
provide these solutions a variety of techniques 
may be used (singularly or together), such as: 
1. Chaining - Backward chaining systems 
are used when the values of the outcome are 
known. Most current expert systems use a 
backward chaining (also called a goal-driven) 
system. When a system has a large number of 
potential outcomes or the goal/solution is 

unknown, the techniques used to conduct the 
search are called data-driven or forward chain
ing techniques. 
2. Depth-first or Breadth-first - Depth
first systems dig deeper and deeper into details 
as the chain of rules develops in response to 
questions asked of the user; e.g., searching for 
detail first is the theme of back-chaining in 
a depth-first manner. Breadth-first systems 
sweep across all premises in a rule before dig
ging into detail. This technique is most effi
cient when a rule succeeds and the goal's at
tribute/value is obtained. 
3. Monotonic or Non-monotonic Reasoning 
- Monotonic systems state that facts that are 
true will remain true throughout the session. 
This allows the system to grow steadily in 
search of information. Non-monotonic 
systems state that facts that may be true at a 
particular point in time may be retracted. 

Most inference engines will be con
structed with one or more of the above three 
major categories in mind and typically will 
select one item from each category in deter
mining control logic for the engine. 

Expert System Development 
Once the need for automated expertise has 
been identified, the problem of expert system 
development rears its head. A five-phase ap
proach frequently is recommended to ensure 
that the project progresses in a smooth, predic
table manner and yields the best possible 
system to solve the problem. 

PHASE I FOCUSES on selection of an appropriate 
problem. Expert systems are ideal as diagnostic 
tools and frequently are implemented as such. 
Even as a diagnostic tool, however, the pro
per goal of the system must be identified to 
extract and develop the system into a useful 
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tool. The steps in Phase I include: 
1. Identifying a problem area and a specific 
task in the problem area. This sounds easier 
than it is. Problems usually are ill-formed 
and don't accurately describe the issue to be 
solved. Other problems like poorly defined 
goals, time constraints in problem solving, 
non-specific methods and gray-area solutions 
contribute to the problem of solving a prob
lem. The best goal is one of solving a highly 
focused problem with a limited number of 
solutions (a bounded problem). By either 
selecting a problem that has a finite number 
of solutions or imposing a finite number of 
solutions, the difficulty of expert system 
development decreases significantly. 
2. Finding an expert willing to contribute his 
expertise. Many experts in non-technical fields 
become anxious when told that they've been 
selected to provide their expertise for an auto
mated system. This occurs because of a fear 
of technology, job insecurity, the problem of 
a computer improperly solving a problem and 
creating a much larger one in the process, etc. 

for an expert system. As mentioned, expert 
systems are useful when the information is 
extracted easily, the problem well defined and 
the solutions bounded. Not all problems can 
survive in this type of model, so it's imprac
tical to expect an expert system to provide 
problem-solving capabilities to all types of 
problems. 

Analyzing the benefits of an expert system 
is critical to the proper expectation setting of 
potential users of the system as well as man
agement expectations of what the system can 
and cannot do. If the potential benefits can 
justify the cost of development, then and only 
then can an expert system be viewed as cost
effective to develop and use. 
5. Preparing a specific development plan. In 
all technical endeavors, the project plan and 
technical plan are critical to success. Who does 
what, when things are done, how things are 
tested, etc., are essential to the proper flow of 
a project. Expert systems are no different and 
require the same consideration. 

Another problem is that many experts PHASE 11 O F the expert system development in-
simply don't have time to devote to the de- volves the development of a prototype system. 
mands of such a task. Experts in- While most software systems do 
vol ved in expert systems develop- / - - ~ not require development 
ment frequently have complained f-- - -( I of prototypes, expert systems 
of exhaustion, incessant question- I e I 1 require them to ensure that 
ing and a high degree of J. the system will perform 
stress associated with the ....--L ~ -"'71 as required. Phase II tasks 
issues of not understand- ('-- T1- --f' I normally include: 
ing lines of questioning. I I 1. Learrung about the area 
There is also the I X I I I J of expertise and the goal 
concern of KEs ~.J I _A I _ - ~ of the system. The 
not understanding ~- ---~-1-,--lii::::-_,.- I KE must spend 

wh_at an _ex~ert I I 1
1 

f I 1
1 

f 1
1 

1
1 

considerable 
believes is s1m- I I time exploring 
pie, etc. In short, I I A I ~ I ) the area of ex-
finding a willing ~---V L- - - -V' L.--_ _v pcrtisc to be 

expert can be a chore. captured and also to understand 
3. Identifying a tentative approach to the prob- thoroughly the problem that must be solved 
lem. All problems have solutions; some desir- so that there are no surprises. Sometimes dur-
able, some not. In the quest to develop an ex- ing this phase it's discovered that the problem 
pert system, there are many approaches, in- is too vague or unbounded. This may necessi-
cluding preliminary prototyping, scale of use tate additional work in the area of problem 
issues and others. By identifying a potential definition and expert system service provision. 
tack, the expert system builder can make pre- 2. Specification of performance criteria. Some 
lirninary determinations on how to extract in- problems, while well bounded, may require so 
formation from the expert as well as how to many rules and facts that the search strategy 
structure the expert system. through the rules and facts takes an enormous 
4. Analyzing the costs and benefits of an 
expert system. Not all expertise is well suited 
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THE AGE OF CONNECTIVITY IS HERE 
Funny thing about critical information; it 
never seems to be available when you need 
it most. The sales data for a big meeting is 
in the branch office .. .in Alaska. Or in 
another computer down the hall. How do 
you access the data you need quickly, at 
low cost, and without resorting to un
reliable methods such as XModem or 
Kermit or other relics from the Dark Ages? 

BLAST IS THE MODERN 
SOLUTION, a high-performance 
asynchronous software package that solves 
the problem of transferring information 
between different computers, no matter 
what kind of operating system is involved. 

''The BLAST product is one of the more 
exciting offers in this market." 
-International Data Corporation 

100% ERROR-FREE GUARANTEED. 
Better than simple PC-only software, 
BLAST runs on both computers in the link, 
assuring reliability and data integrity with 
a rugged protocol. Your data BLASTs 
through noisy phone lines. defective 
cables. PBXs. and all the other obstacles 
that hung up yesterday's products. 

BLAST RUNS ON PCs, MINIS, AND 
MAINFRAMES, linking everything 
together for you. Whether 2 computers or 
200; mainframes, minis, PCs and LANS all 
can share data, and BLAST translates 
between the different systems. 

"If BLAST were a U.S. Marshal instead of a 
communications program, it would 
prohahly he known as the fastest gun in 
the COLI nil)'." 
-Data Communications maga:ine 

SAVE MONEY WITH BLAST! Your 
data travels much faster, saving as much as 
50% on your phone bill. Should a connec
tion get lost , BLAST will restart from the 
point of disconnection, rather than from 
beginning. Easy-to-use scripts let you 
automate sequences for repetitive tasks like 
polling remote sites. Plus, BLAST lets you 
use PCs as terminals to other computers. 

NOW AND IN THE FUTURE, BLAST 
brings you total compatibility and connec
tivity for whatever data you need ... wherever 
it may be . No other software offers such 
advanced power in a low-cost, easy-to-use 
product for such a wide range of computers. 

ENTER 88 ON READER CARD 

JOIN THE THOUSANDS OF 
SATISFIED USERS LIKE EXXON, 
RCA, GENERAL MOTORS, AND 
AT&T. Just call your local dealer and tell 
him you want to have a BLAST! Or for 
more information, call us at 
(504) 923-0888 or (800) 24 BLAST. 

BLAST is available for most popular 
systems $250/up: PCs & Laptops

MS-DOS; CP/M, Macintosh, Xenix . 
Minicomputers and Mainframes
IBM VM/CMS, MYS/TSO; 
DIGITAL (DEC)-VAXNMS, PDP, RT-I I, 
TSX; WANG VS; DAT A GENERAL
AOSNS, ROOS, etc.; HEWLETT 
PACKARD 3000/1000; PRIME/PRIMOS, 
UNIX/XENIX: Sun, AT&T, etc. 

1-800-24-BLAST 

Communication' Re,earch Group 

5616 Corporate Bl vd. 
Baum Roug~. LA 70XOK 
so-1.91,.oxxx. Telex 7W9X5 
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It's very difficult to develop an 
expert system without some 
prototyping to select the 
proper tool . . . 

amount of time and resources. Some problems 
require that certain types of responses be pro
vided within a set time limit; otherwise, the 
system is useless to users. The specification 
of how fast and how often the system should 
respond to requests as well as provide input 
to the decision-making process of the user 
must be well categorized and documented. 
3. Selection of an appropriate tool for expert 
system development. Most expert systems de
pend on a development tool environment to 
properly provide the necessary activity on 
completion of the system. Languages like LISP 

and PROLOG provide a good development 
environment, but don't provide the critical 
tools of inference engines, rule categorization, 
fact storage and other necessities in an expert 
system (these would have to be developed in 
LISP or PROLOG or another language to be 
able to use a language instead of a toolkit for 
an expert system). 

In addition to development environment 
issues, different tools provide different in
ference logic capabilities, search strategies, total 
rule amounts, fact interpolation algorithms 
and other technologies that govern how the 
expert system "does its thing." It's important 
to understand the problem properly and 
develop a prototype to ensure that the proper 
expert system mechanisms to solve it are im
plemented in the development environment 
and that the environment is suited for rigorous 
use when the system is complete. 
4. Developing a detailed design for a complete 
expert system. This step should be obvious. 
It's very difficult to develop an expert system 
without some prototyping to select the proper 
tool, and it's impossible to do a detailed design 
until the environment is well defined. 

PHASE 111 OCCURS when the system starts to 
take shape. A core structure is implemented 
with a set of base rules and facts from which 
to build the full system. A complete know
ledge acquisition campaign is implemented 
with experts to retrieve the maximum infor
mation and to expand the knowledge base as 
much as possible. In this phase, the user 
interface is tailored and overall system per
formance is monitored carefully to ensure that 
it meets usage criteria. 

PHASE IV IS a painful phase of development 
because it involves the critical review of the 
system by the experts as well as invited out
side experts and users. Phase IV often is con
sidered the "ego-killing" phase because fre
quently users and experts require changes that 
can be tedious and restructuring of rule link
ages that can be difficult. Also, performance 
in a real run-time environment is monitored 
for adherence to specifications. 

PHASE v, the final step in the development 
process, provides for integration of the system 
into the environment in which it will be used. 
Users are trained, procedures are implemented 
and connectivity to other system components, 
if necessary, is accommodated. Also, a "tech
nology transfer" agreement is completed 
between the expert system developer (if an 
outside company) and the client. 

Most knowledge-oriented products are 
copyrighted by the developer and an unre
stricted, royalty-free license often is granted 
to the client for the use of the expert system 
and rule/fact base. This is essential if the client 
is to use the expert system and associated soft
ware legally. Most vendors require this because 
they may find that the expert system developed 
has other marketing potential. They'll be very 
interested in ensuring that ownership of the 
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High speed page 
printer formula 

for the VAX 
3+3=2 

LOWEST ENTRY 
COST TO 

NON-IMPACT 
PRINTING 

At under $60,000 complete, 
no other printer, impact or 
non-impact can touch the 
price/performance capabi Ii
t i es of the NBS Southern 
Mercurion 1/80. AND ... 
with all the features you 
would expect in printers 
cost ing thousands more, 
such as: 

• 80 pages per minute. 
• Total system compatability with NO SOFTWARE 

CHANGES (IBM under VM , DOS, and MVS ; 
DEC/VAX under VMS and others) . 

• 2000 foot remote capability unmatched by other non
impact printers. 

• Automatic forms creation standard with no reduction 
in speed . 

• Positive job separation with tab dividers. 
• High resolut ion all points addressable (APA) graphics 

for complex forms and images. 
• Cut sheet output (81/2" x 11 " and 8112" x 14") ready 

for distribution . 
• Over 400 Mercurions already installed. 

Remember ... it's not whether you will make the step 
from impact printing .. . it 's when! And . .. for many 
DP centers today, the time is now. 

Mercurion 1/80 . .. THE PRINTER FOR THE SO 'S. 

- NBS Southern, Inc. 
1-,jm;a.:. 
Southern , Inc. 

Corporate Headquarters 
100 North Belcher Road 
Clearwater, FL 33575 
(813) 441-1981 
Outside Florida (800) 327-5602 
Telex 522135 • FAX (813) 447-3012 

DEC. VAX and VMS are reg1s1ered 1rademarks of D1911al Equ1pmen1 Corpora11on 
IBM 1s a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 

Investigate our VAR/Distributor Program 

TOO MANY PRINTERS 
AND NOT ENOUGH TIME 
TO DO YOUR PRINTING? 

Sometimes you need a lot less to get a lot 
more. How many times have you bought 
printer after printer to handle increased 
printing demands only to see more 
confusion , less efficiency and missed 
deadlines? Your costs for hardware and 
floor space keep escalating and it seems 
you still can 't stay even with your most 
critical ''print windows' '. 

THE MERCURION 1 /80 
HAS THE ANSWERS TO YOUR 
"PRINT WINDOW" PROBLEMS 

At 80 pages-per-minute, the Mercurion 1/80 puts out 
the equivalent of 10,000 lines-per-minute of traditional 
impact printers. That 's three times the speed of each 
impact printer the Mercurion 1/80 replaces and 
suddenly, you 've reduced your " print window" 
problem by one third or more. Two Mercurion 1/80's 
doing the work of six impact printers, really does equal 
3 + 3 ... saving your DP operation thousands of dollars 
in real investment and operating costs. 

ENTER 394 ON READER CARD 
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Mail to : NBS Southern, Inc. 
100 N. Belcher Road 
Clearwater, FL 33575 

Name _______________ _ 

Title 

Company ______________ _ 

Address 

City _____ State ____ Zip ____ _ 

Telephone ( 

L---------------------~ 
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system remains firmly in the vendor's grasp, 
regardless of whether the client paid for 
development. 

If this sounds unusual, take a look at the 
Digital Equipment Corporation Standard Terms 
and Conditions for Software Services. DEC has 
been pulling the same stunt for years. Even if 
a company hires DEC to develop software for 
it, the company doesn't own the software -
DEC does. DEC agrees to grant a non
exclusive, royalty-free license to the developed 
software, but most customers never realize it 
(and many don't care). Read the clauses care
fully when purchasing software licenses for 
development environments because expert 
system toolkit developers tend to get some
what creative with their licensing procedures. 

Applications For Expert Systems 
Where is an expert system used? Many com
panies are starting to ask that question, but a 
few already are answering it with useful, 
working systems. DEC, long famous for its 
expert system configuration tool, XCON, and 
sales tool, XSEL, led the charge with commer
cial application of expert systems technology. 
Since that time, expert systems 
have been developed at GM to 
help diagnose engine problems, 
and programs like IBM's EPISTLE e 
have been launched. 

EPISTLE is unique in 
that it's a program of 
development, not neces
sarily a particular expert 
system. One of 

x 

A good expert 
system can help 
a company keep 
critical expertise 
in the firm. 

ment Expert System (Nemesys) now helps 
reduce congestion on telephone networks, 
while Bellcore (the old Bell Labs) has an expert 
system called Real Time Expert Analysis and 
Control Tool - (REACT) that monitors net
work alarms and suggests corrective action. 
Not to be left out, DEC has developed an ex
pert system called the Network Consultant 
that helps solve categories of LAN problems. 

Designing, implementing and using ex
pert systems involves a great deal of planning 
and cash - big cash. But a good expert system 
can help a company keep critical expertise in 
the firm, regardless of whether personnel re-

p 

main with the firm. It has been esti
mated that by 1990 most of the 
Fortune 100 companies will have 

expert systems in-house with over 
80 percent involved in ac

tive R & D. This is neces-
sary due to the shortage 
of experts in many areas 

and because of the 
.;--..,. competitive nature 

the expert systems ~------....----""------------"" of today's 
marketplace. in the overall pro- e 

gram provides a 
kind of electronic 
mail sorting ser-

r 
vice for managers who use and receive elec
tronic mail. Through this subsystem, rules on 
what mail to keep, what to do with routine 
items and other such actions could be taken 
easily without ever bothering managers with 
routine messages. 

Other systems have been built to handle 
tough problems like network trouble-shooting. 
AT & T uses an expert system called Automated 
Cable Expertise (ACE) to help find cable faults, 
a job that usually takes about five years to train 
technical personnel to accomplish. Another 
AT & T expert system called Network Manage-

t Expert sys
tems never will 

replace human ex
perts, at least not for a very long while. They 
are, however, here to stay. 
-Bill Hancock is an independent systems and net
work consultant in Arlington, Texas. 
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The most up-to-date training in the 
UNOCSystem,from the people who 
keep the UNIX System up-to-date. 

What could make 
more sense than UNIX 
System training from the 
people who invented UNIX 
-the people responsible for 
all its updates and revisions. 
A1&T 

Created to train Alfil's own 
professionals, our curriculum is 
the most comprehensive avail
able-including C language as 
well as UNIX. And every course 
is practical and job-related. 

Training for everyone 
D Systems developers 
D Applications programmers 
D Technical specialists 
D System managers and users 

Whatever your specialty, A1&T 
has the right curriculum, from 
basic overviews to programming 
to business applications and data 
communications. And every 
course is kept up-to-the-minute 
with such recent advances as 
System V Release 3.0. 

ENTER 419 ON READER CARD 

erans and is per
sonal, thorough, 
productive. 

Classes 
forming now 

Reserve as 
quickly as possi
ble for preferred 
dates at our com

pletely equipped training centers 
Individual attention in Atlanta, Chicago, Dublin, OH, 

Classes are limited in size, so that Los Angeles, Princeton, NJ, and 
each student can be given individ- Sunnyvale, CA Or we'll arrange 
ual instruction and supervision. instruction on your site at your 
In laboratory classes, each stu- convenience. But don't wait-call 
dent is assigned his own terminal. or write now for information and 
Instruction is by AIBa' UNIX vet- seat reservations. .c 19s1 AT&T 

Free fact-packed training catalog: 
Call 1800 24 7-1212 or mail this coupon. 

1------Registra~~MThaioiog,------oPs~ 
I P.O. Box 45038,Jacksonville, FL 32232-9974 I 
I Please rush me your course catalog with information on: I 

D UNIX System training D UNIX System video training I D Data communications and networking training I 
I Name I 

Title ______________ _ 

I Company I 
I Address I 
I City State __ Zip I 
L ______ Pho~-~----------~ 

ATs.T 
The right choice. -
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•-gicware's expert system 
mi tools, TWAICETand 
MPrologTenable you to 
develop and deliver expert 
systems on DEC VAX, Micro 
VAX, IBM mainframes and 
M68000 workstations. 

TWAICE, an expert system shell and knowledge 
engineering environment, enables you to create 
sophisticated expert systems that store 
information, reason with that information, answer 
questions and conduct conversations in an 
intelligent fashion . 

MProlog, the language underlying TWAICE, is 
modular, fast and highly portable. MProlog is a 
general-purpose programming language, but is 
especially suited to developing specialized Al 
applications. 

Logicware's expert system development products 
are being used by over 1000 customers 
worldwide, including virtually all Fortune 500 
companies. 

TWAICE and MProlog are available on DEC VAX 
and Micro VAX, IBM VM/CMS and MYS/TSO, 
Nixdorf Targon 31 - 35, Pyramid 90x, SUN, ISi, 
Apollo, Tektronix 4404-6, HP 3000 and CDC 
Cyber 180. As well, MProlog is available on I BM 
PC-DOS and ATARI 1040ST. 

Logicware offers a complete support, education 
and maintenance program to ensure your 
continued success in developing expert system 
applications. 

For more information, write or call: 

Logicware Inc. 
237 Park Avenue 
Suite 2136 
New York 
N.Y. 10017 
(212) 551-3536 

Logicware Inc. 
5915 Airport Rd. 
Suite 200 
Mississauga 
Ontario, Canada 
L4V lTl 
(416) 672-0300 

Logicware Inc. 
TM-IBM, MVS, VM/CMS: International Business Machines, lnc./UNIX: Bell Labs/SUN : Sun Microsystems lnc./Apollo: Apollo Computer Corp.II SI : 
Integrated Solutions lnc./Tektronix: Tektronix Corporation/Targon: Nixdorf Computer AG/Pyramid: Pyramid Technologies/Twaice: Nixdorf Computer AG: 
M68000: Motorolla Inc. 
R-DEC VAX: Digital Equipment Corporation. 
HP 3000: Hewlett-Packard lnc./Cyber: Control Data Corporation/ 1040ST: Atari Corporation 
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HOWIDHAVEYOUR 
AND EAT IT 100 

When you need to produce sophisticated applications programs on 
a critical schedule, many of your programmers would much prefer 
the functionality and versatility of UNIX™ to the high-speed 
pn:>ce$ing capability of VMS~ If they had a choice! But if your 
resident operating environment is VMS, that would mean buying 
another dedicated computer system. And a UNIX-based system 
couldn't run your existing VMS programs. 

Wollongong offers you a way to have your cake and eat it too! 
With EUNICE~ EUNICE provides your developers the unique 
freedom to select whichever operating environment best suits 
their individual needs. UNIX by itself. UNIX and VMS in com
bination. Or VMS only. And having all these options on one 
machine at the same time is something you can't get from any 
other software company. 

EUNICE is a co-resident operating environment already used 
succesSully by thousands of programmers in scientific and com
mercial VMS markets for over five years. Even as VMS and 
UNIX have evolved. And EUNICE allows transparent alternation 
between VMS and UNIX for an unlimited number of users 

l 

simultaneously. So it's far more cost-effective than buying an 
ULTRIX™ machine. And far more functional than DEC/Shell~ 

With EUNICE, all new applications you develop will be 
portable. From your EUNICE system to other VMS vr UNIX 
machines. Even ULTRIX systems. It also allows you to run a wide 
variety of UNIX applications programs on your existing computer. 
In addition, you'll have full use of UNIX tools and facilities 
whenever you need them! 

So order EUNICE today. From Wollongong. One of the 
most respected names in the UNIX community. Find out about 
installation and onsite orientation, and ongoing technical support 
including updates and new product releases. Call 1-800-872-8649 
toll-free (in California call 1-800-962-8649). Or write 
The Wollongong Group, Inc., 1129 San Antonio Road, 
Palo Alto, CA 94303. 
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EASURING 
ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE 
By Charles Connell 

One of the 
. . . 

major issues m 
written in the plural. For a human or machine 
to advance a step, it must be able to perform 
the task in a general manner. The DPMI, step
by-step, is as follows: 

What Does n Mean? 
How And Why 
Is n Done? 
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modern computer science centers around the 
term artificial intelligence. There's little agree
ment about what it means. The non-technical 
public is often misled by it and the technical 
community is growing weary of hearing it 
applied to every new product. 

A problem with discussions about AI is 
that it's treated as a quality that software either 
does or does not contain. Expert systems have 
it, but accounts receivable packages don't. 
Natural language query interfaces also have it, 
while text editing programs don't. Programs 
written in LISP by people working near MIT 

almost always have it, while anything written 
in COBOL definitely does not. 

The reality is that computer software lies 
along a continuum of intelligence. The earliest 
programs in the 1950s were the beginning of 
machine intelligence, and those of today are 
a little further down the road. Certainly, there 
are intelligent tasks that no computer ap
proaches today, but that we may see them do 
in the future. 

In order to diminish the black and white 
nature of the AI debate, and in an attempt to 
discuss current software more clearly, we need 
to develop a scale of intelligence - the DEC 

PROFESSIONAL Machine Intelligence index 
(DPMI) . As you read it, note that each step is 

1. Remembering facts. 
2. Performing arithmetic calculations. 
3. Remembering and following lists ofin
structions - the ability to follow directions 
or be programmed. 
4. Playing games with fixed rules -
includes playing checkers, chess, tic tac toe and 
any new game that may be invented. 
5. Becoming better at games with experi
ence - the ability to develop new game 
strategies. 
6. Observing games and discovering their 
rules - includes the ability to watch a baseball 
game and deduce its rules. 
7. Inventing games - the ability to invent 
coherent games that are not minor variations 
of existing games. 
8. Leaming categories for known objects. 
9. Putting new objects into known 
categories. 
10. Inventing new categories to organize 
the world. 
11. Understanding and applying fuzzy 
categories - the ability to understand that 
something is "colorful" if it more or less has 
certain properties. It 's becoming clear to 

linguists and philosophers that the meanings 
of words and common concepts may not have 
exact specifications. 

Note: Steps 8 through 11 involve organiz-
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The following are some of the companies involved in the development and distribution of Al products. 

MAY 1987 

USP 
AIRS Ltd. 
Artificial Intelligence Research & Systems Ltd. 
1914 North 34th 
Suite 106 
Seattle, WA 98 I 03 
(206) 547-9710 
Enter 869 on reader card 
Battelle 
505 King Avenue 
Columbus, OH 43201-2693 
(614) 424-6424 
Enter 811 on reader card 
Digital Equipment Corp. 
Artificial Intelligence 
75 Reed Road 
Hudson, MA 01749 
(617) 568-5499 
Enter 873 on reader card 
Franz Inc. 
1141 Harbor Bay Parkway 
Alameda, CA 94501 
(415) 769-5656 
Enter 877 on reader card 
IOTC Inc. 
P.O . Box 1365 
Laramie, WY 82070 
(307) 721-5818 
Enter 881 on reader card 
Lucid Inc. 
707 Laurel Street 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
(800) 843-4204 
Enter 885 on reader card 
The Software Toolworks 
One Toolworks Plaza 
13557 Ventura Boulevard 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 
(818) 986-4885 
Enter 889 on reader card 
Symbolics Inc. 
11 Cambridge Center 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
(617) 577-7500 
Enter 893 on reader card 

PRO LOG 
Expert Systems International Ltd. 
1700 Wal nut Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19103 
(215) 735-8510 
Enter 897 on reader card 
Logicware Inc. 
5915 Airport Road 
Suite 200 
Mississauga, ON L4V !Tl Canada 
(416) 672-0300 
Enter 802 on reader card 
Programming Logic Systems Inc. 
31 Crescent Drive 
Milford, CT 06460 
(203) 877-7988 
Enter 806 on reader card 
Quintus Computer Systems Inc. 
1310 Villa Street 
Mountain View, CA 94041 
(415) 965-7700 
Enter 810 on reader card 
Solution Systems 
335 Washington Street 
Norwell, MA 02061 
(800) 821-2492, (617) 659-1571 
Enter 814 on reader card 

OPS 
Digital Equipment Corp. 
Artificial Intelligence 
75 Reed Road 
Hudson, MA 01749 
(617) 568-5499 
Enter 870 on reader card 

Production Systems Technologies Inc. 
5001 Baum Boulevard 
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 
(412) 683-4000 
Enter 874 on reader card 

OTHER NATURAL LANGUAGES 
ALP Systems 
190 West 800 North 
Provo, UT 84604 
(801 ) 379-2300 
Enter 818 on reader card 
Carnegie Group 
650 Commerce Court 
Pittsburg. PA 15219 
(412) 642-6900 
Enter 822 on reader card 
Integrated Solutions Inc. 
1140 Ringwood Court 
San Jose, CA 95131 
(408) 943-1902 
Enter 826 on reader card 
Intelligent Business Systems Inc. 
P.O . Box 638 
Saco, ME 04072 
(207) 283-0156 
Enter 830 on reader card 
Weidner Communications Corp. 
40 Skok.ie Boulevard 
Suite 300 
Northbrook. IL 60062 
(312) 564-8122 
Enter 834 on reader card 

EXPERT SYSTEMS 
GSl Transcomm 
1380 Old Freeport Road 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 
(412) 963-6770 
Enter 838 on reader card 
Inference Corporation 
5300 West Century Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 
(213) 417-7997 
Enter 842 on reader card 
lntelliCorp 
1975 El Camino Real West 
Mountain View, CA 94040 
(415) 965-5627 
Enter 846 on reader card 
Level 5 Research 
503 5th Avenue 
lndiatlantic, FL 32903 
(305) 729-9046 
Enter 850 on reader card 
Neuron Data 
444 High Street 
Palo Alto, CA 94301 
(415) 321-4488 
Enter 854 on reader card 
Software Architecture & Engineering Inc. 
1600 Wilson Boulevard 
Suite 500 
Arlington, VA 22209-2403 
(703) 276-7910 
Enter 858 on reader card 
Teknowledge Inc. 
1850 Embarcadero Road 
P.O. Box 10119 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 
(415) 424-0500 
Enter 862 on reader card 
Texas Instruments 
Data Systems Group 
P.O . Box 2909 
Austin, TX 78769 
(512) 250-6314 
Enter 866 on reader card 
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The SAS® System ••• 
The Solution for Your Minicomputing Needs 
You've got a minicomputer dedicated to your work, 
but you need all the power of a mainframe software 
package to get the job done. The SAS System is the 
solution for all your applications-scientific, systems 
development, accounting, statistical analysis, reporting, 
office management, inventory control, and more. Simple 
English-like commands and an on-line help facility 
handle every application, quickly and easily. 

Efficient Data Management and Retrieval. 
You can write applications for all your tasks with the 
free-fonnat SAS language. The SAS System reads 
data in any structure from any kind of file. Create new 
variables, modify old ones, combine files, detect errors, 
and accumulate totals. 

I 
Above: Full-screen editing tools help you keep records and track 
information. 
Below: You can graph results from the Version 5 survival analysis 
procedures for easy comparison. 

Superior Statlstlcal Tools. The SAS System 
includes everything from simple descriptive statistics to 
advanced regression, analysis of variance, discriminant 
analysis, clustering, and scoring. Version 5 includes new 
survival analysis techniques. We package these tools in 
ready-to-use procedures, so you don't have to be a 
statistician to produce the analysis you need. 

If we don't have just the right procedure, you can 
write your application using the new interactive matrix 
language in Version 5. It's a complete data manipulation 
language, with features for arithmetic and character ex
pressions, data input and output, and more. It lets you 
think directly in matrix tenns. 

Schedule for Well No. 121-005 

JUL JUL JUL JUL JUL JUL 
JOB ACTIVITY 01 04 07 10 13 16 

DRILL WELL - I 

I CONSTRUCT POWER LINE --EXCAVATE -DELIVER MATERIAL -ASSEMBLE TANK - I 
6 BUIL D PUMP HOUSE 

- 1 INST All PUMP 

POUR FOUNDATION 

INSTALL PIPE 

10 ERECT TOWER 

LEGEND: DURATION OF A NORMAL JOB - SLACK TIME FOR A NORMAL JOB 
DURATION OF A CRITICAL JOB - BREAK DUE TO HOLIDAY 
TARGET 

I A new procedure for producing Gantt charts includes options 
for both line printer and color graphics output. 

i 

J 

Easy Report Generator. Once you perform your 
analysis, you can present the results in easy-to
understand graphics. The SAS System has procedures 
for routine lists, tables, reports, charts, plots, and maps. 
New tools let you annotate your displays and put multi
ple graphs on the same page. 

The SAS System runs on these minicomputers: Digital Equipment Corp. VAX"' 
8600 and 11/7xx series under VMS:" Prime Computer, Inc. Prime 50 series 
under PRIMOS~ and Data General Corp. ECLIPSE* MV series under 
AOSNS. The SAS System also runs on IBM 370/30XX/43xx and compatible 
machines under OS, TSO, CMS, DOSNSE, SSX, and ICCF; IBM XT/370 and 
AT/370 under VM/PC, and IBM PC XT and PC AT under PC DOS. Note: Not 
all products are available for all operating systems. 
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And More. You can write letters, schedule projects, 
forecast results, and determine product mix with the 
SAS System. A new applications development tool in 
Version 5 lets you design easy-to-use front-ends to all 
your SAS applications. Once you write your job, you 
need only press a key to change from one application 
to another. 

Get mainframe power on your minicomputer with the 
SAS System. It's the one system that can meet all your 
information needs. 

To learn more, clip out the 
coupon or call us at (919) 
467-8000 X280. International 
customers, please call Interna
tional Marketing Department at 
SAS Institute for information 
on your local distributors. 

1982 

YEAR 

1983 1984 

Above: New facilities in Version 5 let you customize your graphics 
presentations. 
Below: Version 5 handles your quality control applications too . 

1--------------~ 

I o Send me more about the SAS• System. ~ I 
o Call me to arrange a 30-day free trial! c I 

I Please complete or attach your business card. 

Name I I Title, _____________ _ 

I Company I 
I Address I 
I 

City State __ ZIP I 
Phone( ___ , ___ . _______________ _ 

I Machine Operating System I 
I Mail to: SAS Institute Inc. I 

SAS Circle, Box 8000, Cary, NC 27511-8000 I '-------. --------
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Database Queries In English 
Intellect is a natural language database front end that operates on top of standard database 

systems. It allows users to type database queries in natural English, converts the English 
into equivalent queries in the database's command language, receives the answers from 
the database and displays them to the user. 

In a sample session, a personnel manager using Intellect might ask the following: 

User: "Find the names of employees who are more than 25 years old." 
(Intellect displays a list of these employees.) 
User: "Employees who are older than 25 and female." 
(Intellect displays this list.) 
User: "And earn more than $25,000." 
(Intellect displays this list.) 

Intellect has several advantages over direct use of a database system. First, query 
languages can be difficult to learn and unforgiving of minor syntax errors. Second, Intellect 
provides a common interface to any database system on which it runs. It's also fun to use 
and can lead to the feeling that you're having a conversation with the computer. 

Intellect's drawback is that, like many AI products, its capabilities are exaggerated by 
the vendor. The language it understands isn't "simply English" as Artificial Intelligence 
Corporation claims. As with any computer product, an Intellect user must go through a 
learning curve. The user must become familiar with Intellect's English dialect to dialect. 
You learn, for instance, that Intellect is confused by complex or casual questions like, "If 
Phil Margolis works here five more years, how long will he have worked here?" or "How 
much does Carol Parker make?" 

Until recently, Intellect operated only with databases in the IBM world: DB2, SQLIDS, 
IDMS, ADABAS. Last summer, Artificial Intelligence Corporation rehosted Intellect to inter
face with Digital's Rdb on VAXJVMS. This provides users with a common front end to 
an IBM and a DEC database package, along with the advantages of a natural language query 
system. 

Intellect 
Artificial Intelligence Corp. 
100 Fifth Avenue 
Waltham, MA 02254 
(617) 890-8400 

Environment: VAXJVMS (including MICROVAX), with Digital's Rdb database software. 

Price: Dependent on target processor. $6,500 for MICROVAX II, $28,500 for VAX 

8800. 
Enter 789 on reader card 
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Expert System Financial Planning 
Client Profiling is an expert system that helps financial service companies plan their 

customer's investments. 
Client Profiling works in the following way: An individual who'd like help with financial 

planning goes to a financial service company. A salesperson meets with the customer and 
asks a series of questions (supplied with Client Profiling) about the customer's financial posi
tion. The salesperson then enters the answers into an IBM PC or compatible (the program 
for entering this information also is supplied with Client Profiling). 

That night, information from all of the salespersons' customers is transmitted to the 
company's central office. At that site, a VAX runs the Al portion of Client Profiling and pro
duces two reports about each customer. The reports are sent back to the PC at the field 
office and printed on a laser printer there. One report (15-20 pages) is a series of financial 
planning recommendations for the customer. The second report (four to six pages) is for 
the salesperson. It summarizes the recommendations and gives tips on selling those ser
vices to the customer. 

Applied Expert Systems claims to have incorporated the knowledge and decision mak
ing of financial experts into its software. The recommendations made by Client Profiling 
are based on the customer's statement of his goals, and can include real estate investment, 
tax deferment, insurance and cash management. The types of investment instruments sug
gested also can be tailored to match the services offered by the financial advisor. 

Client Profiling is based on another Al program from Applied Expert Systems, Plan
Power, which runs on Xerox Al workstations and interacts directly with a user. 

Climt Pro.filing 
Applied Expert Systems Inc. 
5 Cambridge Center 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
(617) 492-7322 

Environment: VAX/VMS (including MlCROVAX) for central processing. User interface 
on IBM PC or compatible. 

Price: $150,000 plus $150,000 per year. Includes tailoring for customer, installation 
and initial support. 
Enter 793 on reader card 

ing and classifying the world. The famous 
scene in The Miracle Worker when Helen Keller 
discovers the meaning of water is an example 
of Step 8. Step 9 is the task ofrecognizing that 
a new kind of tree is still a tree. Step 10 results 
in novel ways of seeing the world. 
12. Using external senses to detect the 
world - having vision or hearing or radar or 
smell; some way to perceive the world and 
acquire knowledge about it. 
13. Drawing conclusions from known facts 
- when a human or machine acts like a good 

MAY 1987 

detective, deducing something from known 
facts. 
14. Finding new solutions to problems -
solving a practical problem in a new way. 
15. Searching for and discovering new 
facts about the world - being a scientist, 
thus adding to our collective knowledge of the 
world. 
16. Learning artificial languages - the 
ability to learn and use mathematics and other 
symbol systems. 
17. Using natural languages - the ability 
to communicate using human languages. 
18. Learning natural languages - the dif-
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A piece of charcoal and a cave wall 
work well as a device for storing facts. 

ficult task of learning a human language by 
listening to it. 
19. Pursuing self-generated goals - a 
human or machine chooses as his/its goal 
something that he/it has seen others pursue. 
20. Pursuing novel self-generated goals -
the ability to pursue a goal that no one (or 
thing) ever has; e.g., founding a new school 
of art or crusading for a new principle. 

Where Are We Now? 
Clearly, we have machines that are capable of 
several of the tasks on this intelligence index. 
A piece of charcoal and a cave wall work well 
as a device for storing facts. An abacus, and 
certainly any calculator, can perform arith
metic functions. Weaving looms controlled by 
punch cards (and lathes run by paper tape) are 
good at following lists of instructions. Com
puters can play an endless number of games, 

. . 
given proper programmmg. 

Assuming a computer to be a machine 
composed of its hardware and software, we 
can give computers a rating of at least 4 on the 
DPMI index. Have they gone further? 

The most sophisticated machines now 
available are expert systems, which can be 
viewed as players of real-life games. The rules 
of the games are to take in sketchy informa
tion (geological data about a region, for in
stance) and make valid predictions based on 
that information (where the oil deposits are, 
in this case). Current computers have an ex
panding ability to function as expert systems, 
and some can improve with use. There also are 
an increasing number of "expert system 
shells," which give their machines a broad 
ability to play and become better at the expert 
system game. While no computer is a well
rounded expert, like a person can be, com
puters earn a DPMI rating of 4.5 for these 
achievements. 

There is no computer, however, that has 

the general ability to operate at level 5 or above. 
No present combination of hardware and soft
ware can learn from all games. Some math
ematical programs have manipulated algebraic 
systems to produce new theorems (and their 
proofs), but the programs cannot operate on 
all of mathematics. There is software that can 
use a subset of English to communicate with 
the user, but it becomes confused when the 
conversation leaves a narrow domain. Speech
to-text programs become inoperative when 
there is background noise. 

Mechanical vision systems can see pieces 
of the world, but cannot recognize their 
creator's face. Programs that categorize the 
world do so with great difficulty and frequent 
errors. In some cases, computers can put in
telligent abilities together, but not as well as 
a five-year-old child. 

Today's computers are impressive at cal
culating and data storage, and have begun to 
perform other intelligent behavior; but 
humans still are far ahead. 

Although this point of view is controver
sial - there are some who believe that com
puters are nearly as smart as people right now 
- discussing intelligence in a quantitative 
sense, rather than qualitative, may help both 
sides of the debate. A scale like DPMI provides 
a method for measuring the developing future 
of Al. 
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FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION 
AT REVOLUTIONARY PRICES. 

With the new CIE 3000 S Ion Depo
sition Printer, freedom of expression is 
yours at last. Now, it's easy to print elec
tronic forms overlaid with your data, 
on-site. And at only 2 cents a page, it's 
affordable too.• 

=~ 10¢ 

•Includes amortization, 
maintenance, consumables and paper. 

Flexible electronic forms. On 
demand. Printing invoices or state
ments-even multiple form sets in differ
ent sequences-is a snap. The CIE 3000 S 
can store up to six pages of electronic 
forms and print faster and cheaper than 
other methods. 

By creating and modifying electronic 
forms, you virtually eliminate the high 
cost of stocking and keeping inventory 
of preprinted forms. 

Not to mention being able to update 
and instantly print documents as you need 
them. Now, one small change won't mean 
your entire stock of forms ends up in 
the trash. 

And with our array of multiple fonts 
and point sizes, plus proportional spacing, 

,..HP LaserJet is a trademark of Hewlett-Packard Inc. 
"'Xeror 9700 U a trademark of XerorCorporation. 
•1BMi1 a rtgisttrtd trademark of lnternalional Bulintll Mad i11.e1, Inc. 
•nECis a regUkrtd trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

your company's documents will look like 
they were typeset and printed at great 
expense. But cost a great deal less. 

Our printer manages up to 32 fonts 
on one page, with practically no limita
tion on font size. You can choose from 
8 standard fonts-and add 24 optional 
ones-for your electronic forms and 
correspondence. 

Express yourself. We give you a lot of 
artistic license. Our graphic arts features 
include line drawing, shading, reverse 
type and bit-mapped graphics-all the 
tools you need to print attractive forms. 
Even add logos and signatures for a per
sonalized appearance. 

Non-stop technology from C.Itoh. 
Ion deposition printing is durable and 
dependable. A revolutionary four-step 
printing process with few moving parts. 
This means very low monthly mainte
nance costs. In fact, about half what it 
takes to keep a laser printer going. 

At a fast 30 pages-per-minute, it can 
print 20,000, 50,000 or as many as 150,000 

HP C.Itoh XEROX 
LaserJet CIE 30008 9700 

Print Speed 8ppm 30ppm 120ppm 
Monthly 3,000 150,000 1,300,000 Recommended 
Volume pages pages pages 

Enfene 100,000 5,000,000 78,000,000 
Lie pages pages pages 
Purchase 52,995 $16,995 5313,635 Price 
Cost S.1040 S.0212 S.0207 Per Page 

pages a month, to keep you operating 
virtually non-stop. 

The CIE 3000 S uses plain bond paper 
in letter and legal sizes and form lengths 
from 7 to 14 inches. What's more, the CIE 

3000 S is fully compatible with IBM 
and DEC, as well as a variety of other 
host systems. 

Of course, C.ltoh offers nationwide 
service, with several on-site service plans 
to choose from, as well as an end-user 
support staff. 

So, go ahead. Express yourself. Call or 
write C.ltoh today at (213) 327-9100. Phone 
toll-free at 1-800-843-6143. In California, 
call 1-800-323-2024. TELEX: 652-451. 
TWX: 910-343-7446. 19300 So. Hamilton 
Ave., P. 0. Box 9116, Torrance, CA 
90508-9116. 

ENTER 223 ON READER CARD 
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MICROVAX 

OOD-BYE I, 
HELLO II 

We found a MICROVAX I 
BY Dave Ma ll_e_r_y ________ recently at an irresistible 

Maybe a diskless MICROVAX I and a 
DEQNA would make a decent LAVC member. 
Notes: You will need a new memory board for 
the MICROVAX II. VMS just doesn't hack it 
with 1 MB . We were able to run the existing 
SYSGEN'd system disk with no changes. Save 
the MICROVAX I boards for your grand
children. 

Convert your 
MICROVAX I into a 
MICROVAX II. 

Photo 1. Here's what you get 

from Digital: a new CPU, a 
new rear-panel switch set 
with batteries for the clock, 

cables for the panel and a 
memory data bus cable. Be 

careful with that CPU board 
- one good static zap and it's 

all over. 

60 

price. The upgrade kit was acquired from 
Scherers Development Inc., Dublin, Ohio. The 
pictures are to document the utter triviality of 
the upgrade. 

I'm now looking for an older MICRO
PDP box so that I can rebirth the MICROVAX I 
as a workstation. There must be a sizable 
population of MICROVAX I sets out there 
languishing on shelves. 

ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT 
Enter On Reader Card 

High 799 Medium 704 Low 708 
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Photo 2. Go into the BA23 and remove both MICROVAXICPU 

boards, and whatever memory boards happen to be there 
(in this case, two). You can give these to your cousin with 

the PDP-11. 

Photo 4. Install the replacement rear panel. 

Photo 6. • . . note that the hole for the missing pin is plugged 

on the cable. 

MAY 1987 

Photo 3. Remove the old rear panel switch plate. 

the rear panel is keyed . . . 

Photo 7. Notice that the larger cable to the rear is keyed with 

a notch in the receptacle that mates with the cable. 
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LANGUAGES 

HEMIS 
By Lawrence Stevens 

The THEMIS Manage
ment Information System by 

Frey Associates, Amherst, New Hampshire, is 
a natural language interface to two VAX data
base management systems. It runs under VAXJ 
VMS and interfaces to DATATRIEVE access
ing RMS files, and to ORACLE. 

A Natural language 
Substitute For Fonnal 
Query language. 
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THEMIS allows users to access database 
files using ordinary English instead of a formal 
query language. Here's an example of a request 
using THEMIS compared with the same request 
written in DATATRIEVE's query language: 

THEMIS: "Show me customer names 
and gross sales for Massachusetts customers." 

DATATRIEVE: for A in CUST with (A. 
STATE-CODE= 'MA' ) store report using re
ported= A.CUS'IOMER-NAME! A.COST-GROSS
SALES ! !! A.CUSTOMER-NUMBER ! 

This comparison was obtained by using 
THEMIS' SQLECHO command. That feature 
switches on an echo that displays the DATA
TRIEVE/Sequel query, which is generated by 
the THEMIS query. SQLECHO also can assist 
users who are having trouble getting an 
expected response from THEMIS. 

A common problem with natural lan
_guage systems results from the fact that 
English is not as precise as query languages. 
This leaves room for the computer to misinter
pret a query. When that happens, users often 
have a hard time discovering why their queries 
are generating incorrect responses. SQLECHO, 
by displaying how the database language is 
interpreting the natural language query, often 
can help to clear up this confusion. 

Like other natural language systems, 
THEMIS comes with a small built-in vocabu
lary of approximately 1,000 general-purpose 
words. Application-specific words have to be 
taught to THEMIS by the user group. State
ments that expand THEMIS' vocabulary are 

called learning statements. These can be either 
global (i.e., usable by the entire organization) 
or personal (i.e., usable only when a specific 
user logs on) . The advantage of this dual sys
tem oflearning statements is evident when dif
ferent members of an organization use words 
in different ways. For example, a payroll clerk 
can define "payroll" as "wages plus taxes," 
while an upper-level manager might define it 
as "the sum of all salaries." 

Here's an example of an interaction with 
THEMIS that includes a learning statement: 
User: List the heavy hitters. 
THEMIS: I know the word "THE" but 
couldn't understand it in this context. 
In the last request I couldn't understand the 
word "HEAVY." 
In the last request I couldn't understand 
"HITTERS." 
Unable to process that query. 
User: Heavy hitters means companies with PIE 
ratios better than 30. 
THEMIS: Should I consider "HEAVY HIT
TERS" to be a noun phrase that would mean 
that "THE HEAVY HITTERS" is mean
ingful? 
User: Yes. 
THEMIS: Should I consider "HITTERS" to 
be a noun, which would mean that "THE 
HITTERS" is meaningful? 
User: Yes. 
THEMIS: Excuse me for having to ask, but 
is "HITTER" the singular of "HITTERS"? 
User: Yes. 
THEMIS: Should I consider " HEAVY" to be 
an adjective? 
User: Yes. 

DEC PROFESSIONAL 



Tektronix Delivers Integrated PCB Design 
Capture, Simulation, Layout and Manufacture. 

INASERIES 

Choosing the right PCB design 
solution can be a challenge. 

Especially when you 
consider that today's 
dense, multilayer designs 
combine digital and 
analog technolog ies w ith 
both through-hole and 

PRODUCT 
CONCEPT 

surface-mount packages. 
The one sure way to 

meet your design require
ments is with the PCB 
WorkSystem '." 

Developed by Tektronix 
as part of Tektronix 
Aided Engineering , the 
PCB WorkSystem com
bines design capture, 
verification, documentation 
and PCB layout into one 
powerful solution . 

Which means you get Designer's 
Database Schematic Capture, industry
standard HIL0-3"' logic simulation and 
MERLYN-P'" layout. All in the same 
PCB design environment. 

So you can capture your schematic , 
simulate the circuit, fully place and route 
your design , and then transfer CAM 
output data to manufacturing . 

The PCB WorkSystem also lets you 
manage Engineering Change Order 
iterations more efficiently. The 
system's automatic forward and back
ward annotation tools ensure that your 
schematic always matches your layout. 

What's more, the system's router 
completely enforces flexible, user-defined 
design rules, resulting in fully routed 
designs that meet your manufacturing 
requirements. 

When you're ready to fabricate 
your boards, the Tektronix PCB division 
provides you with automated manufac
turing , on-time delivery and consistent 
quality control. 

It's all part of Tektronix Aided Engineer
ing . A family of integrated WorkSystems 
addressing each area of your electronic 
design cycle. From design capture , 
verification and documentation to IC and 

PCB layout. All running on industry-

WorkSystem. DDSC. and MERLYN-Pare trademarks of Tektronix. Inc. HILO 1s a registered trademark of GenRad. Inc 
Apollo is a registered trademark of Apollo Computer. Inc. DEC is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 

ENTER 265 ON READER CARD 

standard platforms from Apollo"' 
and DEC'." 

Best of all , it's from Tektronix. The name 
you've always trusted to get the engi
neering job done. So you're assured of 
worldwide service, support and training. 

To take advantage of Tektronix Aided 
Engineering, contact your local Tektronix, 
CAE Systems Division, sales office. Or 
call 800/547-1512. Tektronix, CAE Systems 
Division, 5302 Betsy Ross Drive, PO. Box 

58137, Santa Clara, 
CA 95052-8137 

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE 



A user also can ask THEMIS for 
help in finding the meanings of words 
already in its vocabulary: 
User: What is the meaning of heavy 
hitters? 
THEMIS: "HEAVY HITTERS" has been 
defined by a user as meaning compan
ies with PIE ratios greater than 30. 

THEMIS is able to understand such 
concepts as date and time relationships. 
For example, each of the following three 
queries will result in the same correct 
response: 

"WHO WAS HIRED BETWEEN JANUARY 

'83 AND JUNE '83?" 

"LIST EMPLOYEES HIRED IN THE FIRST 

HALF OF 1983." 

"GIVE THE NAMES OF ALL EMPLOYEES 

WHO STARI'ED IN THE FIRST TWO QUARI'ERS 

OF 1983." 

THEMIS understands mathema
tical functions, average, maximum, mini
mum and the aggregate functions total. 
It also divides, multiplies, adds and sub
tracts numbers and values in the data
base. THEMIS also can make compar
isons. For example, it's able to process 
the following requests: 

"WHO MAKES THE MOST?" 

and 
"WHO MAKES MORE THAN $30,000?" 

THEMIS can be taught formulas, 
usually with only one learning state
ment. For example: 
User: Who makes more than 1,000 
pounds? 
THEMIS: In the last request I do not 
understand "POUNDS." Unable to pro
cess that query. 
User: A pound equals 1.54 dollars. 

THEMIS 
Frey Associates 
Amherst, New Hampshire 

Hardware Environment: MICROVAX 

II to VAX 8600 running VMS 4.3 or 
later. 

Price: From $6,000 for the MICROVAX 

II to $36,000 for the VAX 8600. VAX

cluster licenses are available for $8,000. 
Quantity discounts are available. 
Enter 749 on reader card 
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THEMIS is able to understand pro
nouns that refer to previous sentences. 
For example, in the two queries: 

"HOW MANY CUS1DMERS ARE LOCATED 

IN NEW HAMPSHIRE?" 

followed by: 
"WHAT ARE THEIR NAMES?" 

THEMTS understands the word 
"their" to refer to the customers of the 
previous query. 

THEMIS also understands arith
metic substitutions based on the previ
ous sentence. For example, in the queries: 

"WHO MAKES MORE THAN $50,000?" 

followed by: 
"$40,000?" 
THEMIS understands the second 

query to be the same as the first, but 
with a substitute amount. 

It also understands ambiguities in 
context. For example, assume the word 
"NAME" is defined as either an employ
ee's name, a customer's name, a prod
uct name or a department name. In the 
two requests: 

"GIVE ME THE SALESMEN'S NAMES" 

followed by: 
"LIST ALL NAMES BEGINNING WITH T" 

THEMIS understands "names" in 
this context as referring to salesmen's 
names. 

However, THEMIS doesn't under
stand all types of sentences. Compound 
sentences about unrelated subjects will 
stump THEMIS. And THEMIS cannot 
both list and calculate in a single request 
such as: 

"LIST THE EMPLOYEES' SALARIES AND 

THEIR AVERAGE SALARY". 

While THEMIS often can under
stand unclear or ambiguous queries, us
ers have to be trained to be direct and 
clear in their wording, to avoid receiv
ing an incorrect response. 

In general, THEMIS' ability to 
handle the database properly depends on 
its integrity. For example, THEMIS can 
retrieve data from two or more tables 
only if they have a common join field 
or if it can find a join path from one to 
the other. If join fields do not have the 
same name, the site manager has to use 
learning statements to specify that 
they're join fields. And although DATA-

TR/EVE allows the same field name to 
be used for two different elementary 
fields if they are within two different 
group fields, THEMIS requires that all 
elementary fields have different names. 

THEMIS consists of two major soft
ware components. The THEMJS SERVER, 

written in INTERLISP, translates English
Language queries into THEMIS QUERY 

LANGUAGE (TQL) queries. The other 
software component is the THEMIS 
DRIVER. This program, written in 
FORTRAN, handles communications 
between terminals, the server and the 
DBMS. The driver runs as an installed 
privileged image. 

When a query is input using 
English, the driver receives it and passes 
it to the server. The server then trans
lates it into a TQL query and passes it 
back to the driver. The driver translates 
it into either SQL for ORACLE or 
DATATRIEVE and delivers it to the 
DBMS. The executed command then is 
passed back to the terminal. 

THEMIS does support most 
ORACLE and DATATRIEVE security 
checks at the table and domain level. All 
users are able to see domain, tables and 
field names, but only authorized users 
can access them. However, THEMIS 
doesn't allow users to be excluded from 
individual fields within a domain or 
field as ORACLE and DATATRIEVE 
do. In addition, THEMIS includes 
security checks of its own. For exam
ple, the site manager can control which 
users may use learning statements, and 
which users can add personal or global 
definitions. 

THEMIS runs on any VAX/VMS 

system with a minimum of 2 MB of 
physical memory beyond that required 
for other applications. It requires 12,000 
blocks of free disk space on the system 
disk during installation, and 24,000 
blocks on the target disk for the 
THEMIS directory.-Lawrence Stevens is 
a free-lance writer based in Springfield, 
Massachusetts. 
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T E R M N A L 

Keeping in touch with your DEC computer 
is as easy as opening your briefcase 

Tl's travelmaterM is a portable 
display Terminal and printer in one. 
And it emulates the VFIOO. 

Access a data base for sales information. Keep 
in touch with your regional offices. Pick up and 
send messages. Do it all with the TI Travelmate 
Portable Terminal. 

It has everything you need: built-in printer, pop
up LCD display, built-in 300/1200 baud modem 
and a VTIOO Emulation Cartridge for DEC host 
communication. The built-in 4K battery-backed 
RAM provides editing capability, and allows you 
to store multiple telephone numbers and log-on 

sequences. Trust TI to bring it all together in a 
self-contained, lightweight, affordable package. 

MTI is an authorized distributor for Texas 
Instruments, so we can get you fast delivery and 
very competitive prices. And as a full service 
distributor, we offer sales, leasing or rental plans, 
plus service. We are your source for all com
puter and data communications equipment. 
Call us today. 

Travelmate is a trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated. 
VT100 is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 

MTI SYSTEMS CORP. 
A SUBSIDIARY OF DUCOMMUN INCORPORATED 

lk~ 
Call: 800/64S-6S30 

New York: 718/767-0677, 516/621-6200, 518/449-5959, 2121226-2337 New Jersey: 201/227-5552 
Massachusetts: 617/270-9890 Pennsylvania: 412/931-9351Florida:813/962-3567 Ohio: 216/464-6688, 513/531-0688 

Kentucky: 502/499-6656 Utah: 8011544-0444 Illinois:312/773-2300 California: 8181718-0073 , 714/220-6487, 619/268-4730 
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? DEC PROS • • • • 
People like Clifford Smith of Fair

child Semiconductor Corporation, 
South Portland, Maine . . . sailor, 
camper, log-home builder and CIM 
Production/Development Systems 
Manager. From a Scientific Program
ming and Performance Evaluation posi
tion at DEC, Cliff went on to manage 
systems at the Harvard Science Center, 
then went to Strategic Information in 
Burlington to manage a systems group 
before coming to Fairchild. 

At its South Portland facili ty, Fair
child manufactures semicustom chips 
and boards. Its computer integrated 
(CIM) system ranges from the factory 
floor to the executive suite and the MIS 
world . Powering it all are a couple of 
VAX 780s and an 8600 in the Fabrica
tion Data Center and three more 780s 
in the Assembly Data Center. Cliff 
manages this multimillion dollar system 
and it's still growing. 

The CIM Function 
"Out on the manufacturing floor, there's 
a monitor set up at every station for the 
operator to use as well as automated 
testing equipment. Information 
gathered at these stations is either keyed 
in manually or acquired automatically, 
then shipped up here. The monitors 
track information on yields so we know 
exactly, from very early on, that if 
there's a problem with a particular lot, 
we can catch it before a lot of money is 
wasted. We can also look for ways to 
improve yields. That information will be 
connected to the MIS world so that an 
order entry by a customer can automat
ically start a lot through the system. So 
MIS has a stake in this system as well . 
We're trying to bridge that MIS/ 
engineering world, trying to reduce as 
much redundancy of data as we can. 
That's our CIM function." 

Cliff says that DEC has helped by 
"going towards Local Area VAXclusters 

that make life a little bit easier for both 
users and us. They have dedicated CPUs 
and we can now support the users out 
there and handle things for them, like 
backups, and all the things that protect 
their data." 

DEC's Biggest Challenge 
He thinks DEC's biggest challenge over 
the next five years will be in the mar
ketplace. "Yes, they're very strong," says 
Cliff, "but I don't know how their clos
ing off people from the BI BUS is go
ing to affect them. They're going to lose 
some of their engineering base, the peo
ple who got them there in the first place. 

The CIM Challenge 
As for the next technology step in CIM, 
Smith sees it as communications. " Get
ting all the components to talk to each 
other. It seems that the technology is 
there, it's more a matter of implement
ing it at the start." 

According to Cliff, CIM's primary 
responsibility is to provide access to data 

so that "everything can talk to every
body." In fact, he says the biggest chal
lenge over the next few years is to 
expand the knowledge base ... "trying 
to make sure that everybody has as 
much knowledge as possible to be able 
to do his job well." 

Valuable Information 
from DEC PROFESSIONAL 
And he also look~ to DEC PROFES

SIONAL. "When I read DEC PRO, I look 
for information. The examples that are 
in DEC PRO have quite a range - from 
rudimentary DCL on up. Usually the 
most valuable information is a little out 
of the ordinary like one recent issue that 
covered shareable images. So that's very 
handy. To me it's an extension of 
DEC US." 

Cliff also turns to DEC PRO for 
product reviews. "Many times DEC PRO 

will have recently reviewed a particular 
product that I've been meaning to get 
in here and take a look at anyway. There 
are pros and cons to it and these come 
out in the articles. That sort of thing is 
very helpful. It 's pretty straightforward. 
The product has some good points and 
some bad points, and the review leaves 
it up to the readers to decide whether 
that's going to help them or hurt them 
in their installation. That's good." 

That's why Cliff is a DEC PRO 

reader. For solid information and honest 
reporting. A true professional. That's 
Cliff Smith. 

That's DEC PRO. 



LANGUAGES 

RO LOG 

By David E. Carew 
PROLOG is a product 
of the artificial intelli-

A Characterization 
For Cynics 
And Computer 
Programmers. 

68 

gence (AI) research community. Its name is a 
play on the term "logic programming," and 
that about sums up the knowledge that many 
programmers, even well-informed ones, have 
about PROLOG. 

To introduce PROLOG, consider the idea 
of direct effects versus side effects in ordinary 
computer language function calls. For exam
ple, take this possible fragment of C code that 
performs a function call: 

armst = movearm(posarray, movarray) 

The point of this fragment may not be 
simply to assign a new value to the variable 
annst based on one or more of the input argu
ment values. The function moveann( ) does 
directly return a value assigned to annst. 
However, this direct effect of a function is 
sometimes less pertinent than its possible side 
effects. With regard to our example, an 
experienced C programmer might suspect that 
the function moveann( ) has the side effect 
of producing output to a device (a robot arm, 
perhaps), and then incidentally returning a 
value that may be a clue to the status of the 
device or the intended output. 

In . programming languages that allow 
functions to affect global values (i.e., values not 
passed as arguments) the so-called side effects 
can be extremely important, and the actual 
code can simultaneously be very elegant and 
very misleading. A well-known phenomenon 
in C is the "for loop" with a null body; all the 
work of the loop is accomplished by the side 

effects of functions that are referenced in the 
loop control statements. For some reason, this 
is regarded as advanced. (C programmers who 
write null-bodied for loops seem pleased with 
themselves.) 

What has all this to do with PROLOG? 

One way to characterize PROLOG is to say that 
it's so advanced that it's 100 percent side 
effects. PROLOG programs never explicitly do 
anything; it's not even possible to assign a 
value to a variable in PROLOG. 

PROLOG programs simply make asser
tions relating subjects to predicates, with the 
proviso that a predicate may or may not have 
a side effect or effects which may or may not 
cause something to happen. An example of a 
valid PROLOG fragment is: 

barber Goe) 

which makes the assertion "Joe is a barber." 
This is a simple statement of fact about a par
ticular person, and the token Joe may be 
thought of as a constant. PROLOG uses tokens 
beginning with a capital letter to denote 
variables. An assertion that uses a variable as 
its subject becomes a rule or generalization. 
For example, the PROLOG code: 

wilLgive_shave (X) if barber (X) 

asserts the generalization that "All barbers give 
shaves"; 
i.e;, if X is a barber, then X will give (you a) 
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1.Wo Great 60-Second 
Replacement Kits. 

Replacing your aging VTIOO terminal with our CIT lOlXL is as 
easy as changing a 100 watt light bulb. Because from start to 
finish, the whole process takes only about 60 seconds. 

The CIT lOlXL is not only 100% compatible with your old 
VTlOO, it's compatible-plus. And that's where the CIT lOlXL 
really starts to shine. 

With some pretty bright features that C. ltoh terminals have 
become famous for. Like a big 14-inch tilt-and-swivel screen, 
large easy-to-read characters in a 7 x 11 dot matrix, multi-page 
memory and a choice of soft white, amber or green phosphors. 

But don't think we re-invented the light bulb completely. While 
the CIT lOlXL keyboard retains that comfortable VTlOO layout 
and functionality, we improved it by arranging the cursor keys 
into an inverted "T" and adding 16 function keys. 

The CIT 101XL. It's time to shed some new light on the old. 

For more information on the CIT lOlXL terminal, contact 
CIE Terminals, a C. ltoh company, 2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, 
CA 92714; or call (714) 660-1421 or our toll-free number (800) 
624-2516. 
VTIOO is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation . 

CIE Terminals 

CIE Terminals, Inc., 2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714 • (714) 660-1421 (800) 624-2516 
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shave. Assertions may be interlocked to 
describe arbitrarily complex situations: 

barber Goe) 
beautician (sue) 
wilLcut_hair (X) if barber (X) or 
if beautician (x) 
wilLgive_shave (X) if barber (X) 

The above PROLOG code describes 
a situation where if you need a haircut, 
either Joe or Sue will do, but if you need 
a shave, you have to go to Joe. 

The head-wrenching reality is that 
such a static collection of assertions is 
a valid, complete and executable 
PROLOG program. The entire point of 
a PROLOG program is to describe situa
tions or encapsulate knowledge in the 
form of portable, unambiguous and 
machine-readable assertions, generaliza
tions or rules. 

WHAT'S MISSING from this view and why 
does it seem so foreign to someone ac
customed to ordinary computer lan
guages? All traditional programming 
languages contain some more or less ab
stract model of a computer. Assembly 
language contains a less abstract, more 
detailed model which fits particular 
hardware rather closely, while PASCAL 
contains a more abstract, generalized 
machine that is supposed to allow the 
programmer to worry less about the 
machine and concern himself more with 
the problem to be solved. The funda
mental point is that procedural lan
guages all contain some implicit ma
chine; and programming is the act of 
making that machine assume one state 
at this point in time, and another state 
at that point in time, etc., in such a way 
that, for example, the general-purpose 
PASCAL machine simulates a particular 
purpose "payroll calculating engine." 
The truth is that PROLOG deliberately 
contains no machine! 

The traditional relationship between 
a program and reality is that the pro
gram simulates some real behavior on a 
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"finite state machine." The PROLOG re
lationship between a program and real
ity is that the program directly describes 
some local aspect of reality or "problem 
domain." It allows a computer to store 
data about data in a way that's reminis
cent of the way that people seem to know 
what they know: by rules of thumb and 
by cases that apply with varying degrees 
of generality according to the context. 

PROLOG is admirably pure-hearted 
in this regard, unlike LISP, or SAIL. The 
essence of PROLOG is purely static 
assertions of relationships. 

The problem, from the standpoint 
of the programmer accustomed to tradi
tional procedural languages, is that asser
tions don't do anything; they just seem 
to lie there. All the action that the tradi
tional programmer is conditioned to 
want to control via looping and branch
ing and stepping and so forth, is hidden. 
It's not the concern of the PROLOG 
source code, so it's simply absent from 
the code. 

However, a computer is still a de
vice that moves from state to state so 
long as power is applied. Some action in 
the form of a machine model and pro
cesses that simulate something must be 
lurking around somewhere. In PROLOG, 
this is the job of the inference engine, 
and it's built into the interpreter that ex
ecutes PROLOG programs. A program
mer can affect the action of the program 
either implicitly, by using predefined pred
icates that have side effects, like causing 
output to a terminal; or directly, by use 
of the PROLOG metalanguage, which 
essentially changes the behavior of the 
inference engine by allowing it to refer 
to and change its own state. Also, the 
predefined predicates may be referenced 
recursively to approximate looping and 
branching effects, and so on. This makes 
for some truly advanced (read that: re
markably hard to follow) code. 

The implicit simulation wired into 
PROLOG's inference engine is roughly 
that of simulating a mathematician or 
logician using a long list of known true 
relationships (the PROLOG program) to 
prove or disprove a new conjecture. 

The amazing strength of this simu-

lation is that the computer can reach 
correct conclusions about genuinely 
new situations, and that it can "explain" 
(by dumping the process steps) exactly 
why and how it reached its result. If the 
computer is drastically wrong, the rela
tionships and assertions (called heuris-

PROLOG can 
be very useful 
in arriving at 
the truth . .. 

tics) embodied in the PROLOG program 
can be modified rapidly and easily with
out worrying about a machine model 
and its state at the point of error. Many 
bugs in traditional code are due to the 
extremely dynamic nature of the ma
chine model, which assumes an unex
pected state at some particular point. 

The terrible weakness of this simu
lation is that it's very restrictive. A math
ematician proving theorems can't get the 
payroll out or handily keep an address 
list, or build a fast and sexy software 
tool. PROLOG partakes of some of the 
ivory tower and theoretical-not-practi
cal qualities of the human university 
theoretician. PROLOG can be very use
ful in arriving at the truth about a (pos
sibly complex) situation or problem; it 
can be frustratingly impractical in us
ing that truth to accomplish some spe
cific goal or purpose. 

I'll wager that most real world pro
grammers building systems for indus
trial use will spend as much time in the 
metalanguage where more of the action 
is, as they will in the static rule base of 
PROLOG itself -David E. Carew is a sys
tems analyst for Cibar, Inc., Colorado Springs, 
Colorado. 

ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT 
Enter On Reader Card 

High 765 Medium 769 Low 773 
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Communication keeps 
you a step ahead. 

poly-STAR~ 
The next step in PC to VAX communication. 

Evolution is a series of small steps, rather than including error-free file transfer, "smart" modem 
a quantum leap. Today's hero becomes a support, a "phone book" feature, powerful 
stepping stone to tomorrow's technology. user-programmable communication language, pre-written 

Poly-STAR software has taken that next step. communication scripts for automated logon, file transfer, 
The poly-STAR package is enhanced, disk backup and mail delivery. 
extremely accurate, DEC-oriented With more to come: Ethernet (LAT) support, 
communication software for including simultaneous sessions, is now in 
IBM PC's and compatibles. beta test. Additional network support is 
It incorporates all the in development. 
industry-leading features of Poly-STAR software, priced from S200, is also 
poly-COM/220 and fully compatible with poly-XFR and poly-SHARE 
poly-COM/240 software. Upgrades for poly-COM/220 and 
software and adds poly-COM/240 software are available. 
many more for If you're going to maintain a competitive 
even higher levels edge, you need communication technology on 
of communication the leading edge. You need poly-STAR. To order 
capability. or to receive additional information, call or write 
How the best just the Polygon Sales Department today. Polygon, Inc., 
got better. 1024 Executive Parkway, St. Louis, MO 63141, 

A series of small steps leads (314) 576-7709. 
to the next generation . Here's a IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machine Corporation. DEC 

brief sample: "Soft" (remappable) and VAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation . Ethernet is a registered 
trademark of Xerox , Corp. Polygon , poly and the Polygon logo are registered 

keyboard, pop-Up Window menus, "hot key" SWitChing, trademarks of Polygon , ln@c. 

international keyboard support, user defined translation © i9s1 Polygon , inc. ~ polygon® 
of characters, enhanced remote control features ~ 
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PllNTERS 

MAZING 
STORIES! 

By David G. Goldstein 
Rarely do products 
appear with claims so 

incredible as to demand verification, yet Output 
Technology Corporation (OTC) of Spokane, 
Washington, has announced a Trimatrix 700 
series of printers that's in that category. Fur
ther, the device tested at DEC PROFESSIONAL 

supports the company's assertions. 

5 . Emphasized print (ALL printing done in 
emphasized) 

Output Technology's 
New Line Of 
Tripl~Header Printers 
Is In The 'Believe-It
Or-Not' Category. 

72 

The Trimatrix 700 is a series of printers 
with burst speeds of up to 700 characters per 
second. This incredible output rate is attained 
via three print heads that are used simultane
ously during wide-carriage operations to pro
duce high-quality, high-speed printing. Also, 
although our calculated throughput rate was 
slightly lower than OTC's, we're creating new 
evaluation methods just for this printer. 

Three Heads Are Better Than One 
The Trimatrix 700s are sleek, wide-carriage 
printers capable of printing up to 136 columns 
per line. Our test model, the OT-700e, is 27.3 
x 16.7 x 6.3 inches and weighs 34 pounds. 
LEDs for power on, paper out and online are 
present, with an additional audible alarm for 
paper out. There also are switches for linefeed, 
formfeed and online. 

The switches have a second function: 
They (mercifully) replace the normally used 
DIP switches to provide non-volatile print set
tings. The functions supported are numerous, 
including: 

1 . Self-test (test pattern) 
2 . Hex dump (all text dumped in its hexi

decimal equivalent) 
3. Set top of form 
4 . Forward/reverse paper movement 

6 . Characters per inch 
7. Protocol 
8. Slashed or normal zero (0, 0) 
9 . Automatic skipping of perforations 

1 0 . Automatic linefeed after carriage return. 

Paper can be front or bottom loaded, al
though I found front loading much easier. 

Versatility 
The OT-700e is fast, tough and versatile. The 
printer has a variety of type styles, print 
capabilities and dot addressable graphics in 
two resolutions (50 x 72 and 100 x 72 dots 
per inch). It has various DEC and IBM emula
tions, modified Epson FX series command 
codes and foreign language character sets. The 
variations are implemented by escape codes 
and can be used to override default settings. 

The OT-700e has excellent durability, rated 
at 4000 hours for a 100 percent duty cycle! 
Also, being capable of an original with up to 
six carbon copies, this printer is suited for 
almost any application. 

The OT-700e has an adjustable tractor feed; 
both sides of the tractor can be moved simply 
by lifting a switch. You can set left, right, top 
and bottom margins, as well as horizontal and 
vertical tabs. The printer has a line length of 
13.6 inches, for a maximum of 136 normal
sized and 226 condensed characters per line. 
Enlarged characters of two sizes (five and six 
characters per inch) also are available, as well 
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IUXIBU POWEi IOI VU USERS 

To be successful in MIS, you need 
power. Power that can grow with new 
technologies, and work with systems 
from multiple vendors. You need the 
power of Software AG. 
When it comes to data base manage
ment, information processing, or 
applications development in large
scale VAX production environments, 
only Software AG provides the power, 
reliability, and efficiency you need -
without sacrificing performance. 
Software AG's information manage
ment system for VAX/VMS installations 
includes: 
• ADABAS(VMS), the high-perform

ance data base management system; 
• NATURAL(VMS), the 4th Generation 

information processing and applica
tions development system; and 

• NET-WORK(VMS), the remote data 
base facility for distributed data 
base processing in DECnet-VAX 
environments. 

Add to this the true migration and 
connectivity technologies provided by 
Software AG for VAX-to-IBM system 
environments, and you have the flex
ible power you need to succeed in 
information management. 
Software AG. Because success is your 
only alternative. 

fOl ..allMAJJOllOll SOfJWME AG 
CAIL 1-800-843-9534 

(• ~ OI CMAIM, CAU 103-860-5050) 
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WHEll SUCCESS IS 
YOUR OllLY JILTElllJITlllE ••• 
CHOOSE THE COMPMIYTHJIT. 
EllGlllEERS IT: SOFTWARE AG 

ADABAS(VMS) 
ElffC11Vf IMTA BASE MAllAGfMBIT 

NATURAL( VMS) 
fOUlml GBlfllATJOll APPUCAJ10llS 

DEVBDIWEllT 

I: scrtwARE AG 
" P10G1W1M111G llUSl#ESS sucass 

1111-WORK(VMS) 
01S11118UTD IMTA USE PffOClSSl#G 

United States: Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Ft. Lee (New Jersey), Houston, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York, 
Orlando, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, St. Louis, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington, D.C., International : Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belglum, Brazil, Canada, 
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong , Israel, ttaly, Japan, Mexico. Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
United Kingdom. Venezuela. 

AOABAS(VMS), NATURAL(VMS), and NET-WORK(VMS) are trademarks of Software PG, Inc. VAX, VMS, and DECnet are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
IBM Is a trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation. 



MODE 0 DRAFr SPEED MODE 

MODE 4 cmum 

MODE B 

MODE 12 

MODC 16 DOUBLE STRIKE 

MDDF 20 llllllL£ 1 cmmu 

MODE 2 4 DOUBLE & EllPHASIZED 

MODF' 2B 

MODF 32 

MODf- 36 ENLARGE D & CONDENSED 

MODL: 40 E N L A RGE D & E H P HASXZED 

MODr- 44 ENLAR~ED & EMPHAS I ZED & CONDENSED 

MODE 48 ENLARGED & DOUBLE ST R IKE 

MUDF'. 52 ENLAR GED & DOUB LE S TR I KE & CONDENSED 

MODF 56 ENLARGE D & D/S & EHPHAS XZED 

ENLAR~ED & EMPHASIZED & CONDENSED 

as enhanced characters at 8.3 characters 
per inch. (See Figure 1 for print samples.) 

Superscript and subscript printing, 
as well as IBM PC character sets one and 
two, are internally preprogrammed. These 
character sets provide various useful and 
interesting characters to enhance print
outs. True descenders and underlining 

also are used. These features provide for 
fine print in all printer modes. 

Near-letter quality (NLQ) printing 
also is available. NLQ as implemented on 
certain models, uses the Helvetica font. 
Throughput on the 700e at this level of 
perfection is 66 characters per second. 

Bar coding is included on certain 

Hexadecimal Equivalent 

CHR$(0);CHR$(27) ; I 'C'' ;CHR$(32) 
CHR$(27) ; ''3' ';CHR$(n) 

00 18 43 20 
18 03 n 

CHR$(7) 
CHR$(27) ; " U";CHR$(1) 
CHR$(27) ; " S" ;CHR$(1) 

07 
27 21 01 
27 22 01 

models with NLQ. Options for coding 
include height ofbars, whether a human
reada ble line should be included, bar 
width and gap size between bars. (Bar 
coding was not tested for this review.) 

Speed 
The strengths of the OT-700 are many, 
yet the most obvious one is sheer out
put speed. OTC claims "burst" speeds 
of 700 characters per second, corres
pondence dual-pass print at 275 char
acters per second, NLQ printing at 66 
characters per second and a throughput 
of200 lines per minute at 10 characters 
per inch and six lines per inch. Our tests 
varied slightly. 

"Burst speed," a common phrase 
used in advertising printers where 
things like linefeeds are overlooked to 
optimize speed, was not part of our test; 
instead we used maximum-print. Vari
ous line widths were used to test the 
printer with varying numbers of its 
print heads. Using 80 character lines 
with single pass draft printing, common 
in many correspondence applications, 
the printer logged in at 381 characters 
per second. Using the printer's full 136 
column line - similar to invoices, etc. 
- all three print heads combined for an 
astounding 579 characters per second. 
At 80 columns, approximately 270 full 
lines were printed, and 255 fu ll lines at 
136 columns. 

The printer neither is exceptionally 
noisy nor quiet Gust under 70 decibles) 
and, unusually enough, can be operated 
without the cover. This feature probably 
is due to its ruggedness; the printer is 

Function 

Hex Dump 
Line spacing at n/inch 
Printer INTERNAL alarm 
Print in one direction only 
Prints at half speed (to reduce noise) 

A sample of the escape codes used to address the print f eatures of the OT-700e. 
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The strengths of the OT-700 
are many, yet the most obvious 
one is sheer output speed. 

designed to run endlessly. 
If speed is OT-700's first name, then 

durability must be its last. The three 
heavy-duty printheads are rated for 900 
million characters before recommended 
replacement, and the ribbons for six 
million. The duty cycle is 100 percent 
(continuous) for at least 4,000 hours. 

The warranty is 180 days, with one 
year on the print heads. The manual 
contains some trouble-shooting details 
and lists many of the reorderable parts 
you might need. 

Most significant is (800) 468-8788, 
OTC's "Help Line," which reveals a 
commitment to buyers after the pur
chase, as well as before. 

There are so many models of the 
OT-700 available, that not everything can 
be mentioned. However, it's important 
to note several other significant features; 
for instance, the printer has both serial 
and parallel ports that can be internally 
adjusted (baud rate, data bits, etc.) by the 
front panel menu mentioned previously. 
Both 4K and SK buffers are available, as 

ITT-700e Printer 
Output Technology Corporation 
East 9922 Montgomery 
Spokane, Washington 99206 
(509) 926-3855 

Compatible with a variety of com
puters. Models available for direct in
tegration with IBM System 34/36/38. 
Models with bar coding capabilities 
are also available. 
Price: $1,995. 
Enter 794 on reader card 
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well as the NLQ and bar codes men
tioned earlier. And, practically any 
feature can be addressed via the escape 
codes, even some unexpected ones such 
as those in Figure 2. 

Almost Everything . . . 
Although this series of printers has 
many fine features, there still are a few 
things that could be improved. First, the 
documentation, although helpful, organ
ized and handsome, needs work. The 
operator's guide is divided into user's 
and programmer's sections and appendi
ces. Every section is well-designed ex
cept for the one on escape codes, which 
is perhaps the most needed documen
tation of all. For example, the various 
dot addressable graphics modes are 
given only three (5.5 inch x 8.5 inch) 
pages in the manual. Also, the manual 
seems to be very IBM PC oriented; all 
programs are written in BASIC (ap
parently Microsoft BASIC because of the 

LPRINT commands.) My only other 
qualm with the printer is that it's not 
logic-seeking; the high-speed output is 
derived via bidirectional printing and 
sheer brute force. Therefore, I'd expect 
an even faster model to be developed. 

The OTC-700 printers, however, can 
suit a variety of needs. Retailing at under 
$2,000, they are certainly worth con
sideration for any industrial application. 
With regard to versatility, durability and 
speed, this entry runs near the front of 
the pack in a race with many entries. 
-David G. Goldstein is an independent 
consultant in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT 
Enter On Reader Card 

High 7 10 Medium 7 14 Low 718 
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DBMS 

VAX Structured 
By Ph i lip A. Naecker 

Query Language 
{SQL) is a data definition and manipulation 
language for relational databases. SQL is a 
recently approved ANSI standard and is 
implemented (in varying degrees of standard
ization) by most vendors of relational database 
systems. SQL originated with IBM's DB2 data
base product, and both VAX SQL and the ANSI 
standard are reasonably close to the DB2 
implementation. 

VAX Structured Query 
Language For 
Relational Databases. 
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VAX SQL is used together with a DSRI
compliant database to create a database, 
populate it with data, and store, read and 
modify both data and data definitions (see DEC 

PROFESSIONAL, April 1986 for a discussion 
of DSRI, the Digital Standard Relational Inter
face). SQL provides a user interface to the DSRI 
databases, and operates in either an interactive 
mode or as part of a precompiled program. 
Note that SQL is not a database system itself, 
just a user . interface - the database function 
is performed by products that implement the 
DSRI standard, like DEC's Rdb!VMS or VAX 
IBM Data Access (VIDA). If you're a current 
user of Datatrieve or Rdb, read on - you may 
want to start using SQL. 

VAX SQL Functions 
SQL is essentially analogous in function to 
Digital's Relational Data Manipulation 
Language {RDML), provided with Rdb/VMS. 
SQL isn't really part of the database system at 
all, but communicates with it via DSRI. Run
ning in any of three modes described below, 
SQL ultimately will generate DSRI calls that are 
checked for basic validity and then passed to 
a· database system for execution. The database 
system can be any DSRI-compliant database, 

which includes DEC's Rdb!VMS, Rdb!ELN, 
VIDA, and some third-party databases like 
Interbase from Interbase Software Corporation, 
Tyngsborough, Massachusetts, provided that 
the database system supports the required level 
of DSRI. (Currently, Rdb/ELN doesn't support 
all of the functionality of DSRI that SQL 
requires.) 

VAX SQL can be used in three different 
ways: 
1. Interactively - SQL is used as an inter
preter, similar to Rdb/VMS's RDO utility or 
Datatrieve (see Example 1). In this mode, you 
can type commands at a terminal and see 
the responses, or execute command files in a 
batch job. 
2. In Precompiled Programs - Using a high
level language such as COBOL, FORTRAN or 
PL/I (see Example 2). If you use precompiled 
programs, you can mix SQL statements with 
your high-level language statements, gaining 
the benefits of 4GL-like statements from SQL 
while retaining the control of3GL languages. 
3. At Run Time - Using dynamic SQL, you 
can generate SQL statements at run time (see 
Example 3), in contrast to precompiled SQL 
statements that you must embed in the pro
gram source code before it 's compiled . 
Dynamic SQL gives you more flexibility for 
changing the way your program uses SQL at 
run time. 

Interactively, SQL has a feel that's much 
like RDO, the standard utility for accessing 
DEC's Rdb/VMS. You can attach to a database 
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The Database Within - The Relational Model 
As an alternative to the cumbersome, complicated and 

inflexible hierarchical and network data organization 
methods available at the time, E. F. Codd and others con
ceived the simple and elegant "relational" database almost 
20 years ago. Concept became reality in the late '70s as 
actual computer implementations of the relational model 
appeared in products like ORACLE and INGRES. And 
today there are dozens of relational database products, each 
more or less based on Codd's original concepts, available 
for almost every kind and size of computer. 

In a relational database, data records that correspond 
to people, places or things like "employees" or "invoices," 
are organized into tables called relations. The fields in each 
row of a relation collectively describe the row's corres
ponding real-world object; e.g., John Jones, born 10/1/45, 
lives in Colorado. 

By acting on relations with "relational algebra" 
operations, new relations can be formed and complex 
questions can be answered. Everybody who earns more 
than $20,000 per year can be isolated from the "people" 
relation, for example, then connected with a "states" rela
tion to further isolate the people who live in the Western 
United States. 

The essential beauty of the relational model is that 
very complex real-world situations can be represented us
ing such simple and straightforward techniques. 

Rdb/VMS 
Adherence to sound relational concepts guided Digital's 
development of RdblvMS and, as a result, the product 
serves not only as a full-function relational database, but 
as the foundation for a family of products that can be used 
to build applications on it. 

Rdb!vMS includes everything you need to define and 
populate a relational database, arranged in software layers 
at various levels of the relational problem. Closest to the 
machine, the bottom layer of Rdb/VMS manages the disk 
space in which relations, fields and various support struc
tures are stored. Database integrity functions like secur
ity checking and journaling, also are performed at this 
level. 

The middle layer of Rdb - the Digital Standard Rela
tional Interface (DSRI) - accepts and interprets all data 
definition, manipulation and query requests made of the 
database, passing them on to the lower level. Rigidly 
defined and documented by DEC, DSRI is the only way 
into Rdb. 
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Employed by database administrators or users to 
modify or query the database, Rdb's built-in command 
language, RDO, provides the uppermost layer of the Rdb 
product. The RDO commands entered by users are parsed 
by RDO, converted and passed onto DSRI, and finally to 
the database itself. 

A Host Of Alternatives 
While the Datatrieve-like RDO command syntax provides 
the basic functions a database administrator or program
mer needs, it lacks the report-writer and CRT-display 
features most end users like. Working with Rdb through 
the DSRr, DEC products like VAX Datatrieve, Rally and 
Teamdata provide such specialized facilities. Similarly, a 
growing number of third parries are arming their most 
fearless programmers with a DSRr manual and turning 
them loose to develop new DSRr computing tools (like 
SmartStar), or to adapt existing ones to DSRr (like FOCUS) . 

Similarly, for programmers requiring an ANSf-standard 
relational database language, there's DEC's VAXSQL. 

INGRES 

Relational Technology, Inc. 

1080 Marina Village Parkway 
Alameda, California 94501 

(415) 769-1400 
Enter 827 on reader card 

SMARTS'DlR 

Signal Technologies 
5951 Encina Rd. 

Golera, CA 93117 

(805) 683-3771 

Enter 831 on reader card 

FOCUS 

Info rmation Builders, Inc. 

1250 Broadway 

New York, New York 10001 

(212) 736-4433 

Enter 835 on reader card 

ORACLE 

O racle Corporation 
20 Davis Drive 
Belmont, CA 94002 

(415) 598-8000 

-Al Cini 

Enter 839 on reader card 

Rdll 
DA'mTRIEVE 
RALLY 
TEAMDA'm 

Digital Equipment Corp. 

Marketing Communications Dept. 

110 Spit Brook Rd. 
Nashua, NH 03062 

(603) 881 -2934 

Enter 843 on reader card 
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in one of three ways: referencing the 
database by filename, referencing the 
database by its CDD pathname, or 
implicitly by defining the logical name 
SQLSDATABASE. Like RDO, if you use 
the CDD pathname, then SQL automa
tically will keep the CDD metadata in 
sync with the database metadata. If you 
change the size of a field, for example, 
that field changes in the database and in 
the CDD. You can use either EDT or 
TPU to edit commands you typed in. 
SQL keeps a buffer of up to 20 com
mands to be edited, just like RDO. There 
also is interactive HELP and SET and 
SHOW commands that are nearly iden
tical to their RDO counterparts. 

In precompiled programs, SQL 
again is analogous to the functions pro
vided with the RDML precompiler, 
although it works with fewer languages. 

. the attempt by DEC was 
to match DB2 precompiled code 
as closely as possible . 

The syntax and functionality of pre
compiled SQL is dominated by the func
tionality of DB2 precompiled SQL and 
the ANSI standard, however, and so is 
sometimes a little awkward and un
natural for a VAX user. Indeed, the 
attempt by DEC was to match DB2 
precompiled code as closely as possible, 
and sometimes this leads to some rather 
odd constructs. 

For example, SQL uses "indicator 
variables" to indicate the presence of 
null (missing) values, whereas RDML 
uses a more VAX-like function, RDB:S 
MISSING. Also, there's a rather strange 
message area set up, the SQL Com
munication Area (SQLCA). The SQLCA 
is used to pass information about the 
execution of SQL statements to 'the ap
plication program, but most of the fields 

EXAMPLE 1. 
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Welca.e to node OASJS! 

Uaern ... : PAN 
PHaword: 

Welca.e to VMS V4 .5 on noct. OASIS! 
l.Ht inter•cti>Je login on Tuesd•y, 10-FEB-1987 15:08 
Lest non-int.eracti\le login on Sunday, 25-JAN-1987 04:02 

Ter•inal: VT200 Port: RTAl : Ti• : 10-FEB-1987 15 :53:54.17 
Your current default directory-is USER DISK: (PAN] 
I sql :==lsqll -
S set def sys scratch : [sql) 
S dir -

o;rectory SYS_SCRATCH: [SQL] 

SEIHDST.LOC;I 

~t:~~~=:=;~ 
Tot.I of 3 files, 1318 blocks. 
I define sqlSdat.ab.se sql_peraonnel 
S sql 
SQL.> show tabln 

32 10-FEB-1987 15 :53 
1084 9-FEB-1987 15:35 

202 9-FEB-1987 15: 35 

User Tabin in Databue wit.h filen._ SQLIOATABASE 
COLLEGES 
Ct.'!REHT INFO 
Ct.'!REJl'I JOB 
~REN'ISALARY 
OEGREES
OEPAR111ENTS 
EMPLOYEES 
JOBS 
JOB HISTORY 
SALARY HISTORY 
WOR11 STATUS 

A •i ... 
A •iew. 
A .,i ... 

SQl> ! Lei's find out if any employ ..... nt to the aaMe school H their •na941r. 
SQl) ahow table eMPloyees 

Coloiana for table EMPLOYEES 
Elf'l.OYEE IO 
LAST NAME 
FIRST NA11E 
MIOOl.l'. INITIAL 

OTA idit atring 
AOORESS DATA l 
AOORESS-OATA-2 
cm - -
STATE 
POSTAL CODE 
SEX -
BIRTlllAY 

x. 

CHAR(5) 
CHAR(l4) 
CIW!(IO) 
CHAR(!) 

CHAR(25) 
CHAR(25) 
CHAR(20) 
CHAR(2) 
CHAR(5) 
CHAR(!) 
DATE 

OTA edit string 
STATUS CODE 

--YYYY 
CHAR(l) 

s~~ ..:!;;' f!:b!:b~:r~ob JOB 
LAST NAllE -
FIRST NA11E 
Elf'l.OVEE_IO 

CHAR(14) 
CHAR(IO) 
CHAR(S) 

Jell COOE 
OEPJRnlEHT COOE 
SIA'ERV1s111no 
JOB START -

5ql.) •hoW tab Io degr-
Co 1 u.ne for table DECREES 

Elf'l.OYEE 10 
CIJU.EGE '!'.DOE 
YEAR C!VEN 
DEGRrE 
DECREE FIELD 

I oql -

CHAR(<) 
CHAR(4) 
CHAR(S) 
DATE 

CHAR(5) 
CHAR(<) 
SllAl.l.INT 
CHAR(3) 
CHAR(IS) 

sqL) aelect cj .911ploy .. id, cj . laat naM, e. last n ... , de.college code frott 
-u ~-~ - - - -
cont> degr ... de, 
cont) cur..-ent_Job cj, 
cont.) 911ployeu • 
cont) where 
cont) 
cont.) 
cont) 
cont) 
cont) 
cont.); 

de.college code <> • • and 
da.col 1919:-code • de.college code end 
cj .ar.ipeniior id = ds.e.ployff id and 
cj .employee .• _i«I • de.e111ployee ... i«I and 
e.911ployee_1d • ds . miployee_1d 

CJ.EllPl.OYEE 10 CJ.LAST NA11E E.LAST NA11E OE.COLLEGE CODE 
00172 - Pet.era - Lasch - PRDU -
00208 Stornel Ii Lasch PRDU 
00244 Boyd Sarkisian PRDU 
00182 lacobone Stornel 1 i PROO 
00182 lacobone St.ornel Ii PRDU 
00345 St.ornel Ii Mi atret.q Mn 
00116 Watt.rs MacDonald STAN 
00201 CI int.on MacDona Id STAN 
00374 Andriola MacDonald STAN 

SQL> lh got a-. dupl ic.itea. Let's el i•inate thoae using the DISTINCT clauH 
SQL> aelect distinct(cj . ...,loyee id), cj.laat n ... , e.last n ... , de.college code froa 
cont) degr ... de, - - - -
cont) degr ... da, 
cont) current_.iob cj, 
cont> employ ... • 
cont.) where 
cont> 
cont) 
cont> 
cont) 
cont.) 
cont); 

da.col lege code <> • • and 
de.college-code • de.college code and 
cj .auper•iior id • de.-.loyie id and 
cj .e111ployee id • de . .-ploy .. id •nd 
e.emplo1ee_Td • da . -.ployM_Td 

CJ. Elf'l.OYEE 10 CJ.LAST NAllE 
Pet.era -
Iecobone 
Watter a 
Clinton 
Stornel Ii 
Bo1d 

E. LAST NA11E 
Lesch -
St.ornel 1 i 
Mocl>onold 
MacDonald 
uoch 

OE. COLLEGE CODE 
00172 -
00182 
00186 
00201 
00206 
00244 
00345 
00374 

SQL> EXIT 

Stornel Ii 
Andriola 

Sarkisian 
Mietretta 
MacDonald 

PAllU -
PAllU 
STAN 
STAN 
PAllU 
PAllU 
MIT 
STAN 
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I/QI/O 
IT'S OFF 10 WORK 

WEGO. 
8MIPS Throughput: Two 40 MB/Sec. 

VMEbuses 

Up to 256 Users 

Dual-universe UNIX: 
Up to 128 MB Memory AT&T and Berkeley 

Open Architecture 

NFS, Ethernet, X.25 and SNA 

Up to 17 GB Storage 

INTRODUCING THE HARRIS HCX-9 COMPUTER. 
It's no fairy tale. 
Our new UNIX™-based Harris HCX-9 

eliminates your 1/0 bottleneck. Because it 
can serve more users and execute more 
transactions, with faster response. That 
should make you whistle while you work. 

The HCX-9 features the industry standard 
VMEbus with enhancements for faster 1/0 
throughput. It also supports standard communica
tions through local and wide area networking, 
so it will fit in with your current systems. 

We offer a host of systems and applica- l 
tion software that are nothing to sneeze at. 

And it's easy to port software to the HCX-9, 
if it's not already in our catalog. In short, the 
new Harris HCX-9 is a full function system 
with a small footprint, an impressive growth 
path and a name behind it you can believe in. 

So don't be bashful. Find out how the 
HCX-9 can meet all your computing require
ments at a price that won't make you grumpy. 

For information write D.S. Coller, Harris 
Computer Systems Division, 2101 W. Cypress 
Creek Road., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309. 

Or call 1-800-4-HARRIS, ext. 4024. 
Then it's off to work you go. 

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMP\JTER SYSTEMS FOR.ll!E WORLD'S MOST DEMANDING USERS. m HARRIS 

ENTER 405 ON READER CARD 



in the SQLCA are not used by VAX SQL 

and are provided only for compatibil
ity with DB2. However, all of this 
"strangeness" is in the name of com
patibility. And don't forget that an old
time DB2 user wouldn't have it any 
other way! 

regular precompiled statements that you 
must embed in your source text. You 
might use dynamic SQL if you want a 
terminal user to type in an SQL data 
retrieval expression that your program 
then will execute to retrieve information 
from the database. 

(or a database) of complex queries, re
trieving those queries and then execut
ing them on the fly. 

There are some special precompiler 
statements that your program must use 
to generate dynamic SQL: 

1. PREPARE checks the SQL statement 
for errors and assigns a name to it that 
you can use in later dynamic SQL state
ments. The SQL statement that is the 
argument to the PREPARE statement 
usually is stored in a program variable, 
and may have been solicited from the 
terminal or read from a file at run time. 
2. DESCRIBE finds input and output 

Both VAX SQL and DB2 SQL offer 
dynamic SQL, which has no exact 
counterpart in RDML, or in any other 
database system precompiler of which 
I'm aware. Dynamic SQL is a special 
kind of precompiled source code that 
lets your program generate SQL 

statements at run time, in contrast to 

As in Example 3, your program 
might perform statistics on various sub
sets of the data in a database. The user 
interactively could form the data subsets 
that your program then would process 
and output as statistical results on the 
terminal screen. Another use for dy
namic SQL would involve keeping a file 
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EXAMPLE 2. 

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
PROCllAM-10. DEMO PRECOMPILEO SQL. 
AUTHOR. P. Naeckir -

DATA DIVISION. 
WORKINC-STORACE SECTION. 
• Cet • cop1 of the employee record directly froa the database •tadata 
• definition in the diction1ry ... 
COPY •PERSONNEL. ROBSRELATIONS. EMPLOYEES' FROM OIITTONARY. 
01 NEW BIRTHDAY PIC S9(ll)V9(7) USACE COUP. 
01 BIR"TliDAY PIC S9(ll)V9(7) USACE COUP. 
01 EMPNO PIC X(S). 

PROCEME DIVISION. 

Set up an error handler ... 
EXEC SQL 
ENO-:;:~ SQLERROR COTO HANOl.E_SQL_ERROR 

Perform S01Mt trivial operations using prec:Of1Piled $Cll ••• 
EXEC SQL 

DECLARE CllECK EMPLOYEES ClJ!SOR FOR 
SELECT EMl'LOYEE 10, BIRTHDAY FROM EMPLOYEES 
FOR '-"DATE OF B!RTHDAY 

ENO-EXEC 

Get the first record; using an indicator to check If .. have 
any •issing nlues. 
EXEC SQL 

FETCH CHECK EMPLOYEES INTO :EMPNIJ, :BIROOAY 
ENO-EXEC -

We have a r.eord. We no• wi 11 process Mch uch record in turn, at.rti"t 
with this one, unti I we ha'le no .,,.. records. After ff are done pr'oc ... ing 
NCh record in ADO A DAY, we will FETCH another reco,.d, in this .. , finding 
out •in adunce• the-condit.ion when there are no 110n record1 1 which i• 
indic1ted by SQLCOOE NOT • 0. 

~~~O~L AOO_A_DAY llITTL SQLCOOE NOT a 0. 

CLOSE CHECK EMPLOYEES 
ENO-EXEC -

AOO_A_OAY. 

We could perfor111 some routine h•r•, such aa Hk the terainal u1er for 
inforution about this eaiployH, or check in so.e non-datab.H file for 
inforution, or run a subroutine to evaluai. whether or not t.hia 
employ" should hive hi• birthday ltOdified ... 

EXEC SQL 
lJ'OATE EMPLOYEES SET BIRTHDAY c :NEW BIRTHDAY 

ENO-EXEC -

Now fetch the next record, so n have it for .the next ti .. " nnt to 
ADO A DAY. 
EX~ ~QL 

FETCH CHECK EMPLOYEES INTO :EMPNO, :BIRTHDAY 
ENO-EXEC. -

EXAMPLE 3. 

DATA DIVISION. 
WORl<INC-STORACE. 
01 SELECT CllllAll> STRING 
01 SIJ.Nff -

PIC X(lOOO) . 
PIC S9(4) USACE COUP. 

First" crRt41 a apecial FETCH stilt.ant" will uH lat.er. The 
question •rk is a plac.ttolder for a C080L v.riabl• in • later EXECVTE 
st.11"-nt. 
EXEC SQL 

PREPARE FETCH STATEMENT FROM 
'FETCH SALAJrrrutSOR INTO ?' 

00-EXEC -

Append ~r a at.lindard atring and aa.e input fr09 the uHr 
(the v1ri1ble USERS RETRIEVAL STRINC) into a ~ariable th1t we then wi 11 
uae in the PREPARE it.te.ent.- AHUlll t.h1t the USERS RETRIEVAL SlRINC 
ns obtll i ned f ra. the uHr vi a the tera i nai I , and it Can con ta in 1ny 
val id SQL IHERE clauH. 

STRING 
'OECl.ARE SALARY MSOR ClJtSOR FOR' 
'SELECT SALARY »ioo.llT FROM CURRENT SALARY llHERE' 
USERS RETRIEVAi: STRIHC -

INTO SELECT_CIJlllAll>_STRINC -

Execute the cOlmllnd 1tring, including t.he uaer'• input ... 
EXEC SQL 

EXECUTE DllEDIATE :SELECT CllllAll> STRIHC 
ENO-EXEC - -
Nor111l ly there would be a tat here t.o •k• sure the SaECT atat..ent 
executed correctly ... We'll skip that for thia si"Jtl• ex911ple. 
Ne111t we open the curaor for output . . . 
EXEC SQL 

EXECUTE llllEDIATE •OPEN SALARY ClJ!SOR' 
00-EXEC -

Now " can loop over the FETCH atate.tnt unti I " Nve no more records. 
Note that the FETCH ate.,...nt hH been co.pi led previously u•ing the 
PREPARE at.ate..nt, and .. aimply •r• reuaing tM ._. •tate.ent 11ch 
ti .. we EXECUTE it. The SALARY v•,.i•ble i• uffd in the pl•c• of t.he 
quut ion •rk in the PREPARE atlw.nt above. 

PERFORll OOIL SQLCOOE NCT • 0 
EXEC SQL 

EXECUTE FETCH STATEMENT USIHC :SALARY 
ENO-EXEC -
Oo sa.e calcul•tlona or aa.ething with the Hluy ... 

00-PERFORll 
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parameters in the SQL statement and 
writes information about those param
eters in the SQL Descriptor Area. The 
SQLDA is similar to the SQLCA and is 
used by SQL to communicate with the 
program about the parameters used in 
dynamic SQL statements. The SQLDA is 
availab le only for PL/I programs, 
however, which unfortunately makes it 
impossible for non-PL/I users to use 
dynamic statements unless they know 
the number and data types of the 
parameters in the statements. 
3. T he EXECUTE and EXECUTE 
IMMEDIATE statements cause a previ
ously PREPAREd statement to execute. 
4 . The DECLARE CURSOR, OPEN, and 
FETCH statements work with cursors 
(see sidebar). 

Things SQL Doesn't Do 
T here also are some things that SQL is 
not. It 's not a complete replacement for 
HDO, the database maintenance utility 
;if Rdb, or for the analogous utility in 
~ 1y other database system. RDO in
cludes capability for interacting with the 
Rdb Monitor Process (a process that runs 
w henever database access is active to 
mediate activity between users and the 
database), for analyzing the physical and 
internal characteristics of the database 
or for making backup copies of the 
database. 

Other database systems have util
ities that perform similar housekeeping 
functions, and those functions cannot be 
done from SQL. (In some cases, those 
functions cannot even be done via the 
DSIU interface, although DSRI does con
tain a mechanism to specify those 
implementation-dependent functions.) 
However, if you prefer to use SQL in
stead ofRDO, you certainly can use SQL 
for most daily functions, including 
defining and deleting database objects 
and similar metadata operations. 

SQL doesn't have a callable inter
preter interface, as does Rdb using RDML. 
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Views And Cursors 
If you're familiar with views in a relational database system or in Datatrieve, 
you'll find views in SQL to be very comfortable objects. Vi~s are sim~ly 
a way to look at data in the database in a different way (from a different pomt 
of "view") without changing the way that the data is stored in the database. 
Here are two trivial examples: 

Given a relation called EMPLOYEES that contains EMPLOYEE_NUMBER, 
NAME and DEPARTMENT, it's possible to make a view that contains just the 
EMPLOYELNUMBER and NAME of employees in the data processing depart
ment. In Datatrieve, this would be done with the statement: 

DEFINE VIEW dp_view OF employees USING 
01 selected_data OCCURS FOR employees WITH department EQ "DP". 

05 employee_number FROM employees. 
05 name FROM employees. 

In SQL, the same statement would look like this: 

CREATE VIEW dp_ view AS SELECT 
E.employee_number 
E.name 

FROM EMPLOYEES E WHERE department = "DP"; 

A slightly more complicated example demonstrates the real power of 
views. You can use a view to connect together data from two different records, 
in a process called a relational join. Suppose we have another relation called 
DEPARTMENTS that contains DEPARTMENT and MANAGER. We can construct 
a view that shows the employees and their supervisor (the department 
manager). In Datatrieve, we'd have: 

DEFINE VIEW supervisor_view OF employees, departments USING 
01 supervisor_list OCCURS FOR employees CROSS departments 
OVER DEPARTMENT. 

05 employee_number FROM employees. 
05 name FROM employees. 
05 manager FROM departments. 

In SQL, the same view would look like this: 

CREATE VIEW supervisor-1ist 
( empno, 

employee_name, 
supervisor_name ) 

AS SELECT 
E.employee_number, 
E.name, 
D.manager 

FROM 
employees E, 
departments D 
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WHERE 

E.department = D.department; 

Note how the SQL view also lets you change the name of the fields 
by assigning local column names (empno, employee_Jlatile, and supervisor_ 
name) in the CREATE VIEW statement. 

Now that we've created views, we can manipulate those views exactly 
as if they were new relations in the database. We can sort them, print them 
out, perform calculations on the data they contain and so forth. However, 
there is no physical data stored in the views themselves - they get their data 
from the other relations in the database at the time they're referenced. In SQL, 
if you have a view of a single relation (like our first example) you can store 
data into that relation, modify the data or even delete the record. 

SQL cursors are much like views, except that they're accessed one record 
at a time. Both views and cursors are "result tables" in SQL terminology. 
Unlike views, the definition for a cursor is not stored in the database - it's 
not a permanent object. You must DECLARE a cursor in your program or 
interactive session, and that cursor exists until you exit the program or ses
sion. To begin accessing a cursor, SQL requires that you OPEN the cursor and 
then FETCH each record that you want to access. You cannot skip over records 
or back up - if you go past a record you must re-OPEN the cursor and begin 
again. As in our previous example, we can use a cursor to access"records that 
are physically distinct but logically joined: 

DECLARE supervisor__list CURSOR 
SELECT 

E.employee_number, 
E.name, 
D.manager 

FROM 
employees E, 
departments D 

WHERE 

E.department = D.department 
ORDER BY 

E.name; 

OPEN supervisor__list; 
FETCH supervisor__list; 

Each time we do a FETCH, SQL will return the next logical record from 
the cursor and print it. We can FETCH the data INTO some program fields 
if these statements are embedded in a precompiled SQL program. This gives 
our program control over when the records are to be returned. Note that the 
ORDER BY clause has told SQL to return the records to us in a particular order, 
alphabetically sorted by the employee's name. 

As you can see, cursors are a useful construct in SQL, and they're used 
heavily in SQL programs. Your program can have as many different cursors 
as you like; all open simultaneously if you wish. You even can have the same 
cursor definition with different names, thus providing two record streams 
to access the same data. 
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In RDML, and some other systems, your 
program can construct arbitrary text 
strings representing statements in the 
appropriate data manipulation language. 
You then can pass these strings through 
a callable interface and Rdb will inter
pret, compile and execute the statements 
for you. For example, you might have 
a line, like the following, in a program 
that accesses an Rdb database: 
RDB_STATUS = RDB$INTERPRET 
('FOR E IN EMPLOYEES PRINT 
E.SALARY END_FOR') 

The string can be a variable de
clared in your program, and you also 
can pass arguments to be used in the Rdb 
statement and to transfer data to and 
from the database system. SQL doesn't 
have a corresponding SQUINTERPRET. 
Instead, you must use the dynamic SQL 
form of precompiled SQL to accomplish 
the same function. However, this means 
that you cannot access SQL from a lan
guage that doesn't have a precompiler 
(COBOL, FORTRAN, PL/I), which isn't a 
limitation using the RDB$1NTERPRET 
interface (any programming language 
that adheres to the VAX Calling Stan
dard can use RDB$INTERPRET) . 

VAX SQL doesn't work with as 
many different languages as DML does, 
so you may not want to use SQL if you 
primarily are going to be using precom
piled SQL (the most efficient way to use 
it) and don't want to program in 
COBOL, FORTRAN or PL/I. However, 
some third-party SQLs support more 
languages than DEC's VAX SQL. 

Why SQL? 
If you have Rdb or some other DSRI
compliant relational database product, 
you might wonder why you should 
purchase another layered product to do 
the same things you already do with 
RDO or Datatrieve or via a program 
interface. There are several reasons you 
may wish to consider VAX SQL. 

The most likely reason is compati
bility - not with your VAX database 
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P ortability is what DBL is all 
about. A DIBOL superset, DBL 

delivers your business software to 
more systems at less cost. Less money, 
less time. And DBL brings existing 
DBL and DIBOL based applications 
to a universal range of operating 
systems. DBL is portable among the 
following: 

The Decision 
Developers arc choosing DBL owr 
other business languages, like COBOL 
and BASIC, for its ease of use and · 
portability. 
They trust DBL to make the most of 
their business applications because 
they know DISC has worked hard to 
earn that trust. We've designed DBL 
to make your life easier. So you can 
spend your time in sales, not in 
development . 

•MS-DOS 
•Novell's 

Net Ware 
•UNIX 

• TSX-Plus 
• RSTS 
•RSX-I I 
•VAX/ VMS Speak a universal language. DBL. 
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Hardware Environment: Runs on all 
VAXs except the 111725. The Run
Time Support Option is necessary 
for the MICROVAX I and VAXstation 
I versions. 

Full Development Option - In
cludes interactive SQL, the prepro
cessor and the Rdb/VMS Run-Time 
Support Option for database sup
port. Also includes full warranty 
support. Pricing is the same as for 
Rdb/VMS - $1,770 for VAXstation II 
to $35,000 for VAX 8800. 

Programming Option - Includes all 
of SQL, but doesn't include a data
base system. Use with an existing 
database system. $1,100 on VAXsta
tion II to $21,750 on VAX 8800. 

Run-Time Support Option - In
cludes code to support precompiled 
SQL programs with an existing 
database system (e.g., Rdb or VIDA). 
$205 on VAXstation II to $4,095 on 
VAX 8800. 

Rental pricing and quantity discounts 
available. 

Enter 717 on reader card 

but with other databases. Because VAX 
SQL is very similar to IBM's DB2 SQL, 
you probably can convert applications 
from an IBM machine using DB2 to a 
DSRI database and SQL with a minimum 
of effort. 

If your applications already are us
ing precompiled SQL inside IBM 
COBOL, you may be able to convert the 
application programs with only those 
source code changes required to make 
the IBM COBOL program compile as 
VAX COBOL (which are likely to be 
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relatively few). Of course, you also can 
move the DB2 SQL data definition 
statements to VAX SQL as well and use 
those SQL statements to define your 
DSRI database. Once you've moved the 
database, you'd be free to develop new 
applications in either SQL or RDML, or 
you even could use Datatrieve for it's 
excellent forms and report-writing 
capability. 

You also could use SQL to develop 
an application on the VAX using VAX 
languages and VAX database products, 
and then move the application to the 
IBM machine for production. The ad
vantage here is that the VAX is likely to 
be a much more effective development 
environment, but your organization 
may want to run large production ap
plications on the IBM system. 

Even if your application doesn't 
need compatibility with an IBM DB2 
database, you still may wish to use SQL. 
One reason would be "programmer 
comfort" - the people developing the 
application already may be familiar with 
SQL and may not want to learn another 
relational data manipulation language 
like RDML. If the application developers 
haven't used SQL on DB2, they may 
have used one of the many different rela
tional database systems that support 
some flavor of SQL. Some offer 
excellent compatibility with the ANSI 
standard and/or the DB2 implementa
tion, whereas others have only a rough 
similarity to the standards. 

In sum, DSRI-compliant VAX SQL 
is another tool you may want to add to 
your arsenal of database products. If you 
have any IBM DB2 programmers in 
your shop, or if compatibility with IBM 
DB2 databases is an issue, you certainly 
should take a look at VAX SQL. 
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UNIX 

EMOTE 
PROCEDURE 

CALLS 
By Thomas W i kman 

With the Network File 
System (NFS) becom

ing a standard in file access and distribution, 
it will become apparent to users that NFS is 
a sophisticated application of the UNIX 

Remote Procedure Call (RPC) mechanism. To 
implement NFS, some changes had to be 
incorporated into the existing handling of the 
UNIX file system; otherwise, almost all the 
code is written using RPC calls. The intent of 
this article is to analyze and explain the RPC 

mechanism and how it will affect the computer 
community in the future. 

computers; one has the enhanced capability of 
number crunching (a VAX, for instance), and 
the other has the capability of creating great 
displays (for example, a Sun workstation). The 
most attractive scenario would be to maintain 
the number crunching process on the VAX and 
use the Sun to display the graphic output. This 
would be a real application of distributed pro
cessing between two or more independent 
computer systems. The client (the Sun work
station in this example) requests the server (the 
VAX) to perform the computation and return 
the results to the client (see Figure 1). Since 
both the Sun and the VAX use Ethernet as the 
communication media and both support the 
TCP and the UDP communication protocols, 
this environment is used for communication 
between these machines. TCP and UDP are 
communication protocols used by the Depart
ment of Defense and it has become a de facto 
standard in the communications world. 

Dislributed Processing 
Across Ethernet. 

* 
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Terms And Concepts 
A process in a system is an instance of a pro
gram in execution. In a UNIX system (and 
most operating systems), processes can execute 
simultaneously with no logical limit to their 
number, and many instances of a program can 
execute simultaneously on the same system. 
Processes can send data to and receive data 
from other processes. By abiding to a set of 
basic protocols, the processes can share the 
computation effort between them. 

For example, assume you have a package 
that calculates data and writes it to the stan
dard output, and another package that reads 
the data from the standard input and displays 
this data in graphic format. If this is to run in 
real-time, you would pipe the information 
from the number cruncher to the display pro
cess and voila, you have a somewhat dis
tributed system. But assume you have two 

In this case, the Sun runs as the client and 
performs the following operations: 
1. Establishes a communication channel via a 
socket with the VAX. 

2. Requests the VAX to calculate the display 
data and return it to the Sun in a common data 
format. 
3. Displays the data on the screen. 
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The concept of RPC is powerful, 
and it will put the power of 
distributed processing in the 
hands of the government. 

The server (the VAX) performs the 
following: 
1. Advertises on the network that it can 
perform this computation. 
2. Receives a request, services the re
quest, and returns any results to the 
requesting client. 

You now have a truly distributed 
processing environment where the pro
cessing is shared between the local client 
machine and a server machine on the 
network. This could grow more com
plex since the processing could be per
formed among many servers being con
trolled by one client. 

Remote Procedure Call Basics 
The RPC facility allows a server process 
to execute a call requested by a client 
process. Because we now have two 
separate processes, these processes no 
longer have to live on the same physical 
machine. The RPC mechanism is 
implemented as a set of procedures in 
conjunction with the eXternal Data 
Representation (XDR), which is a 
specification for portable data transmis
sion. Both RPC and XDR are machine
independent, thus making it portable, 
and provide another means of interpro
cess communication. RPC and XDR are 
so closely connected that in order 
to understand the RPC facility, you 
have to understand the XDR facility and 
vice versa. 

The purpose here is to help you 
better understand the RPC model. The 
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concept of RPC is powerful, and it will 
put the power of distributed processing 
in the hands of the programmer. New 
software will be created using indepen
dent modules reading data from sockets 
that can be ported to any system. With 
networking becoming standard in any 
computing environment, more pro
grams will be written using the 
RPC model. 

RPC and XDR use both UDP and 
TCP as their communication protocols. 
It is up to the programmer to select 
which protocoi to use. Figure 2 il
lustrates the layering of the RPC and 
XDR on top of the transport layer of the 
ISO model. A system can perform as a 
client as well as a server. It all depends 
whether both client and server have 
been ported to the specific system. 

External Data Representation 
The XDR standard is the backbone of 
the RPC package in that any data for 
remote procedure calls should be trans
mitted using the XDR library. The XDR 

routines should be used to transmit any 
data that is to be accessed by a remote 
procedure. 

When data is accessed by different 
machine types, it is necessary to access 
portable data (i.e., a standard data for
mat) that will look the same for all 
machines accessing it through the net
work. In our example, an integer from 
the Sun has to be byte-swapped before 
being read by the VAX. By using the 
XDR mechanism, both machines agree 
on a common data format to transfer 
data between them. This makes a very 
difficult task possible between machines 
with different architectures. The XDR 

routine can be viewed as a filter that 
translates data to a common format. For 
that data to be read, it has to be viewed 
through the same filter. 

The XOR Library 
The XDR library should be used when 
writing portable data. In fact, it should 
be used every time a program writes 
data that is to be viewed by another pro
gram or process. I:he XDR library con
tains filter routines for integers and 
floating point numbers, strings, struc
tures, and many other C data represen
tations. If the available data representa
tions do not fit the requirements of a 
specific program, new constructs can be 
created by using lower level XDR filters. 

The XDR filter either has to encode 
the data to portable format or decode 
the data to the specific machine format. 
So, when using the XDR procedures, 
you have to specify when to encode or 
decode the data. This usually is easy at 
a high level of programming, because 
the RPC routines perform the specifica
tion automatically, but it must be taken 
into consideration when installing low
level user-written RPC calls. 

For each data type, there is an asso
ciated XDR routine. The naming con
vention of XDR routines is to have an 
xdr_prefix followed by the data type. 
For example, xdr_long is the XDR 

procedure for long integers, and 
xdr_u_long is the XDR routine for 
unsigned integers. The XDR procedure 
looks like this: 

xdr_xxx(xdrs, fp) 
XDR *xdrs; 
xxx *fp; 
{ 

} 

In this case, xxx can be a long or 
any specific data structure that the client 
requires, and xdrs is the opaque handle, 
created by the RPC, from where the 
XDR routine is going to decide whether 
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to encode, decode or perform any other 
operation on the data. 

The following data structure: 

struct decpro { 
int al; 
short a2; 
} 

translates to the XDR translation routine 
shown in Program 1. 

Xdr_decpro converts the decpro 
data structure into the appropriate 
stream to be passed by the RPC call. 

.... I al I a2 I ..... (XDR stream) 

All converted data is a multiple of 
four bytes ( 32 bits) in the XDR stream. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, RPCs are 
used by a client to communicate with 
a server. The client calls a procedure to 
send data to a specified server. At recep
tion of the data, the server calls a dis
patch routine, satisfies the request, and 
sends any resulting data back to the 
client. At this time, the client continues 
to execute. It sounds too easy to be true, 
but it really works! 

There are three layers of complex
ity in the RPC interface. All of these 
layers can be accessed by the program
mer; however, some of the routines im
plemented in the highest layer might be 
available only on Sun servers/clients. 

The highest layer is a set of routines 
destined to communicate with a specific 
server on the network, and the pro
grammer does not have to be aware of 
the RPC mechanism. For example, 
rnusers( ) returns the number of users 
on a remote machine, rusers( ) returns 
user information on the remote ma
chine, etc. 

The Intermediate Layer 
This will be the most frequently used 
layer by most application programs. As 
you will see, it is quite easy to write the 
Sun-to-VAX program using this layer. 
The complicated part lies in understand
ing the XDR structures; otherwise, it is 
straightforward and fairly easy to im
plement. If the client and the server both 
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PROGRAM 1. 

xdr decpro(xdrs, fp) 
XDR-odrs; 
struct decpro fp; 
{ 

} 

/• Perform the translation for each specific data field •/ 
/• Return 0 if any translation fai Is •/ 
if (!xdr int(xdrs, lfp-)al)) 

return(O); 
if (!xdr short (xdrs, lfp-)a2)); 

return(O); 
return (1); 

PR 0 GRAM 2. 
finclude (stdio.h) 
finclude (rpc/rpc.h) 

char •crunch data(); 
fdefine CRUNtH PROG 20000089 
fdefine CRUNCH-VERSION 1 
fdefine CRUNCH:::PROC_Nl-'l 1 

/•the display data required by the client•/ 
struct display { 

main() 
{ 

} 

int X coord; 
int Y-coord; 
short-color; 
}; 

/• main server program •/ 
/• It uses the procedure crunch data() to execute the number •/ 
/• crunching and it accepts a long integer as input and •/ 
/•returns the structure display to the client•/ 
registerrpc(CRUNCH PROG, CRUNCH VERSION, CRUNCH PROC NUM, 

crunch_data, xdr_long, xdr_display); - -

svc run(); 
fprTntf(stderr, "Error: svc run failed\n"); 
exit(l); 

crunch data(data) 
- struct display dsp; 

{ 

} 

/• crunch the numbers using data as input and perform 
calculations and store them in the dsp data structure •/ 

return((char •)ldsp); 

/• Perform the translation of the output from the routine to XOR 
format •/ 

xdr display(xdrs, disp) 
XDR-•xdrs; 
struct display •disp; 
{ 

} 

if (!xdr int(xdrs, ldisp-)X_coord)) 
return(O); 

if (!xdr int(xdrs, ldisp-)Y_coord)) 
return (0); 

if (!xdr short(xdrs, ldisp-)X coord)) 
return (0); -

return(l); 

use the TCP and UDP protocols, it is an 
elegant and straightforward way of 
computation distribution. 

RPC Program Numbers 
Every RPC call has a program number, 
a version number, and a procedure 
number. The program number defines 
a procedure or a group of related pro- · 
cedures. Each program number has one 
or more version numbers so that when 
a change is made to the RPC, a new pro
gram number does not have to be 
assigned. This makes downward com
patibility fairly easy when updates 
occur. The procedure number is used so 
that you can call a certain procedure 
relating to a specific program number. 

Following is the range of program 
numbers that can be assigned: 

0 - lfffffff defined by Sun 
20000000 - 3fffffff defined by user 
40000000 - Sfffffff transient 
60000000 - ffffffff reserved 

Sun Microsystems administers the 
first group of numbers, and these should 
be identical to all Sun customers. The 
second group is reserved to specific 
customer applications. The third range 
is for dynamically generated program 
numbers. The last range is reserved for 
future use. 

The basic idea of RPC registration 
in the network is that you register an 
agreed upon program number that re
lates to a predefined procedure on the 
network. All requests for that number 
are satisfied by the specific server that 
posted the program number. 

RPC Registration 
In most cases, a server registers the RPC 

and then goes into an infinite loop while 
waiting to service requests. Using the 
Sun-to-VAX example, I am going to 
define the server that will number
crunch on the VAX. I leave it to you to 
define the actual number crunching 
computation. An example of the server 
side is shown in Program 2. 

The registerrpc( ) registers the 
procedure CRUNCH_PROC with the 
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RPC service package. The first, second, 
and third parameters of the registerrpc 
call define the program number, version 
number and procedure number. The 
fourth parameter defines the routine that 
handles the service. The fifth and sixth 
parameters define the input decoding 
and output encoding procedures; these 
last parameters have to be defined as 
XDR routines. The svc__run( ) pro
cedure is an infinite loop that services 
the RPC request. The crunch_data( ) 
routine is called every time a request is 
received from the client. The XDR filter 
to handle the return data structure 
(xdr_display) is always called to 
translate the return data to the XDR 
common data format. 

RPC Calling 
After the server has come up on the 
VAX, the Sun has to post the request for 
display information. This call can be 
done as many times as appropriate. A 
version of the client side is given in 
Program 3. 

The callrpc( ) procedure calls the 
remote procedure associated with the 
program number, version number, and 
procedure number (respectively the sec
ond, third, and fourth parameters) that 
is to execute in the CRUNCH machine. 
The first parameter of callrpc is the host 
name of the server. The fifth and sixth 
parameters are the XDR routine and the 
input parameter to be transmitted to the 
server. The seventh and eighth paramet
ers are the receiving parameters of the 
computation on the VAX. 
Display_Routine() displays the 
values in the disp structure. 

Most of the work to be done at this 
level is in the definition of the XDR pro
cedures. It can be seen that the power 
of such an interface is tremendous. 

Lowest Layer Of RPC 
The lowest layer of RPC allows the pro
grammer to access the internal data 
structures of the RPC, network, and 
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PR 0 GRAM 3. 

finclude (stdio . h) 
finclude (rpc/rpc.h) 

fdefine CRUNCH PROC 20000089 
fdefine CRUNCH-VERSION 1 
fdefine CRUNCH-PROC NUM 1 

/• the display data •/ 
struct display { 

main() 
{ 

int X coord; 
int Y-coord ; 
short-color; 
} ; 

int counter; 
struct display disp; 

for (counter=O; counter( 1000; counter++){ 
cal lrpc("CRUNCH", CRUNCH PROC, CRUNCH VERSION, 

CRUNCH PROC NUM, xdr int, lcounter, xdr display , ld isp) ; 
Display_Routine(idisp) ; - -

} 
} 

XDR routines. It is at this level that the 
fun really begins. It is here that most op
timization can be done to satisfy specific 
applications. If the above examples are 
not enough to satisfy your thirst about 
the RPC standard, I recommend reading 
the RPC Programming Guide distributed 
by Sun Microsystems. 

Network File System 
The Network File System (NFS) is the 
first full function commercial package 
using the RPC method. It is not clear 
whether NFS or RPC came first. I think 
both developed each other, and as the 
NFS project developed, the RPC 
mechanism became more sophisticated. 

NFS On Non-UNIX Systems 
NFS can be implemented on non-UNIX 
operating systems. The only problem I 
foresee on NFS implementations on 
non-UNIX operating systems is the 
handling of the file system. Most sys
tems support hierarchical file system 
representation, and that should be no 
problem. The problem crops up when 
hard and symbolic links are not sup
ported by the non-UNIX operating 

system. Many UNIX programs use the 
link( ) call, which is extremely difficult 
to implement in a non-UNIX system. I 
don't know whether these features ever 
will be retracted from the NFS standard, 
but it puts some very severe design 
issues on server ports to non-UNIX 
systems. The NFS server/client model 
has been ported to a wide variety of 
UNIX and non-UNIX systems including 
VAX/VMS (server version) and PC-DOS 
(client version). 

The RPC mechanism is an excellent 
way to use the network and computer 
resources. Once the basic RPC has been 
ported to different machines running 
different operating systems, we will be 
able to share data and computing power 
among many different architectures and 
operating systems. This will make 
distributed processing a way of com
puting rather that a phrase written in 
an article. - Thomas Wikman is a systems 
analyst at Quintus Corporation, Mountain 
View, California. 
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VAX 

By S.S. Nagaraj 

A Print/Spool 
Command Procedure 
For All V1200-Type 
Tenninals. 
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NEASY 
PRINT TIP 

While developing 
programs on VAX 

systems, it sometimes is convenient to print a 
file on the printer attached to the terminal. A 
typical method would be to type the file on 
the terminal and press <PRINT SCREEN>. 
Program 1 shows a method using a command 
procedure, that works on all VT200-type ter
minals. Note, that control characters such as 

< ESC > and <FF> were inserted into the 
command procedure using EDT's SPECINS 
function. - S. S. Nagaraj is senior systems engineer 
at Computer Task Group Inc., Raleigh, North 
Carolina. 

PROGRAM 

$ 
$ Command procedure to print or spool the files on the 
$ terminal. 
$ I 
$ ON CONTROL_Y THEN GOTO NORMAL_EXIT 
$ ON WARNING THEN GOTO NORHAL_EXIT 
$ ON ERROR THEN GOTO NORMAL_EXIT 
$ ON SEVERE_ERROR THEN GOTO NORHAL_EXIT 
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$ IF F$GETDVI("SYS$0UTPUT","TT_DECCRT") .NES . "TRUE" THEN GOTO O_EXIT 
$ I 
$ I It may be useful to Set the verify mode while debugging 
$ !SET VERIFY 
$ I 
$ SET_PRINT = "<ESC>[5i" 
$ SET_NORHAL = "<ESC>[4i" 
$ FORH_FEED = "<FF>" 
$ SET TERHINAL/FORH_FEED 
$ I 
$PRINT_LOOP: 
$ INQUIRE FILE_NAHE "File to Print (Press RET to end)" 
$ If FILE_NAHE .EQS. "" THEN EXIT 
$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT SET_PRINT 
$ COPY 'FILE_NAHE' TT: 
$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT FORH_FEED 
$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT SET_NORMAL 
$ GOTO PRINT_LOOP 
$ I 
$NORMAL_EXIT: 
$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT SET_NORHAL 
$ EXIT 
$ I 
$0_EXIT: 
$ WRITE SYS$0UTPUT "The terminal is not a DEC terminal" 
$ EXIT 
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WORDPERFECT REPORT WORDPERFECT REPORT 

Inspect our new model -
WordPerfect for the VAX 

A new WordPerfect model for 
your VAX system has arrived 

and awaits your inspection. Many 
VAX users across the country have 
already purchased WordPerfect. 
Their response has been outstand
ing. 

Sleek design 
The WordPerfect VMS edition is 

lined with power and efficiency. 
It's written in assembly language 
to reduce overhead and increase 
performance; special program 
handling keeps character I/O and 
memory requirements to a mini
mum; and WordPerfect's installa
tion procedure allows an experi
enced systems manager to install 
the program without consulting a 
systems engineer. 

WordPerfect for the VAX is so 
similar to versions for other 
machines that an experienced 
WordPerfect user will feel comfort
able with the software in a very 
short time. 

Deluxe model 
WordPerfect version 4.08 for the 

VAX is loaded with practically 
every feature of the PC version, 
including document password 
protection, endnotes and foot
notes, math, macros, merge, news
paper columns, proportional 
spacing, spell checking, table of 
contents and index generation, 
timed file backup, and support for 
more than 100 printers. The state
of-the-art thesaurus includes not 
only synonyms, but selected ant
onyms as well. 

VAX WordPerfect documents use 
the same format as the IBM PC and 
DEC Rainbow versions, making it 
easy to transfer documents be
tween systems without using a 
conversion program. 
Appealing rates 

VAX WordPerfect licenses range 
in price from $1,000 on the new 
VAXstation to $29,000 on the 8978. 
A 30% discount is available for 
subsequent copies of the same 
machine type, and for copies 
licensed to government and large 
accounts. A 50% discount is offered 
for cluster copies and for copies 
licensed to schools. 

DEC OEMS and VARS receive ad
ditional discounts when offering 
WordPerfect to their customers. 
A complete line 

Throughout 1987, versions of 
WordPerfect will be introduced for 
the Macintosh, Amiga, Atari ST, 
NCR Tower, and other UNIX-based 
computers. WordPerfect Corpora
tion will also release a product for 
IBM 370 machines. Of course, 
WordPerfect documents created 
on the VAX can be used on these 
other computers as the versions 
are released. 
Test drive 

If you would like to try Word
Perfect on your VAX, call Word
Perfect Corporation to receive an 
evaluation copy for the cost of 
media and handling. And, if you 
trade in a copy of your old VMS 
word processor when purchasing a 
WordPerfect license (before the 

end of June), WordPerfect Corpora
tion will include the first year's 
software subscription at no extra 
charge. 

WordPerfect on your VAX will 
provide the kind of office produc
tivity you expect from the world's 
most popular word processor. 

For more information, just call 
or write. If you run a VAX, WordPer
fect's new model is exactly what 
you've been waiting for. 

288 West Center Street 
Orem, Utah 84057 
(801) 227-5500 
ENTER 372 ON READER CARD 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

TERM/220 
We're tough on re
quirements. Before a 

By David Rasor and 
David Bynon 

product gets our seal 
of approval, it must pass a rigorous series of 
testing and retesting in our computer lab. Over 
the next few months, we'll be reporting on a 
number of products that offer solutions, are 
installed and used easily; products that work, 
like VTERM/220, an IBM PC (and PC-compat
ible) terminal emulation package, from Coeffi
cient Systems Corporation of New York City. 

VT Emulation 
Requirements 
Mastered. 

94 

We have several MICROVAX systems con
nected by an Ethernet. Our terminals include 
a VAXstation and VT220s from DEC, IBM 
PC/XTs and ATs, and assorted clones. We need, 
and heavily depend on, good terminal 
emulation. 

After one week of using VTERM/220 
on one of the PCs while developing an 
FMS application, our reaction was "Wow -
these guys sure have mastered VT terminal 
emulation." 

If Coefficient didn't intend VTERM/220 
to be an acronym for VT Emulation Re
quirements Mastered, maybe they should have, 
because that's exactly what they've done. 
VTERM/220 is, in our opinion, a master emu
lator of DEC's VI220/100 series terminals on the 
IBM PC and compatibles. 

Installation 
VTERM/220 installation is a snap. Simply 
make a working copy of the master disk (non 
copy-protected) and invoke the program. It's 
that easy. It's generally suggested to make a 
subdirectory for the product and its file, which 
helps keep PC life orderly. 

By entering ALT-S, you'll be presented 
with a series of setup screens that allow you 
to change terminal configuration, just as you 
would on a DEC VT200 or VT100. These con-

figuration parameters modify terminal char
acteristics for the host computer interface. 

Initially, we didn't have to modify any 
parameters, because the default settings had us 
up and running in seconds. In fact, it wasn't 
until a few days after we started using 
VTERM/220 that we found one of its more 
useful features: multiple setup files . If you 
have different terminal needs at different times, 
VTERM/220 supports multiple setup files that 
can be retrieved at will or at program execu
tion time. 

For PC-specific configuration, VTERMI 
220 provides a menu-driven program called 
V2CONFIG that allows you to modify some of 
the features on the PC, like screen color, scroll
back buffer size and printer handling - not 
a bad feature. Our only complaint is the in
ability to tell VTERM/220 to ignore a color 
card. This was very annoying in one case, 
where we had a PC with a color graphics card 
and monochrome monitor. It took a while 
to find an acceptable foreground/background 
color combination. 

Controls 
Most control operations are performed by 
pressing ALT in conjunction with another key. 
These functions have been logically 
implemented: 
1. ALT-S - Setup screen 
2. ALT-H - Help 
3. ALT-D - Default settings 
4. ALT-G - Get a setup file 
5. ALT-P - Put (save) a setup file, etc. 

Terminal Emulation 
The function keys, along with the CTRL and 
SHIFT keys, emulate the many functions of a 
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UMCBA. 
MCBA has been setting the standard in the Digital world 

since 1974, when we created the very first packaged software. 
Now, our most powerful product ever is taking the VAX world 
by storm. 

Integrated accounting and distribution modules, written in 
COBOL. With manufacturing packages to follow in 1987. 

MCBA's VAX COBOL software is the latest version of an 
already proven and much installed product. Designed specially 
for the VAX user, it offers the highest functionality of any 
MCBA software to date. 

Like multikey RMS ISAM. Full integration with, but no 
requirement for, DEC layered products like COD, Datatrieve, 
DECNet, and A-to-Z. It runs on single V AXs, VAX clusters, 
networks, and Local Area Terminals. And it comes with source 
code, for easy customization. 

Go with the leader. For FREE product information on 
MCBA's VAX COBOL software, mail us the coupon, or call 
(818) 242-9600. *Source: Computer Intelligence .-------, I I want to go with the leader. Please send me FREE information 

I 
on your VAX COBOL software. I 
Name ----------------
Title ----------------

1 Company I 
Address ---------------

1 
City State __ ZIP I 
Phone ( __ ) D Please call. 

D End User; D Software Reseller; D OEM; D Consultant. 

I Hardware in use Number of DP staff I 
Mail to: ~~~· ~~~~dway Software I 
Pm Glendale, CA 91204-1269 Sol • 
---- utions that Mean 

Business™ 

425 W. Broadway • Glendale, CA 91204-1269 • Telephone: (818) 242-9600 • Telex: 194188 
MCBA's VAX COBOL Software (call for specific package availability): Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Bill of Material Processor, Capacity Requirements Planning, Customer 
Order Processing, Fixed Assets and Depreciation, General Ledger, Inventory Management, Job Costing, Labor Performance, Master Scheduling, Material Requirements Planning, Payroll, 
Purchase Order and Receiving, Sales History, Shop Floor Control, Standard Product Costing, and Standard Product Routing. PDP-11 software also available. 
Copyright C> 1987 by MCBA, Inc. All rights reserved. MCBA ~a rcg~tcrcd trademark of MCBA, Inc. VAX and DEC are r~tercd trademarks and Datatrieve, DECNet, and A-to-Z trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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If your display card is of the 
lesser 80-column flavor, never 
fear - you can scroll back 
and forth horizontally. 

VT terminal. The numeric keypad is 
transformed into an application keypad, 
a blessing in itself, and almost exactly 
matches the VT220 keypad. What's 
missing is the EDT delete character key. 
In turn, they made the backspace key a 
true backspace. M any of the VT 

emulators we've tested don't remap the 
backspace key, w hich is frustrating 
because it always sends the cursor to the 
home position. 

VTERM/220 supports 132-column 

mode, if your display card is of the 
132-column variety. If your display card 
is of the lesser 80-column flavor, never 
fear - you can scroll back and forth 
horizontally. 

To facilitate support of advanced 
video functions, VTERM pulls off some 
ingenious tricks: double-wide character 
lines, for example, merely have spaces 
added between the characters to make 
them appear D 0 U B L E W I D E . 

All things considered, because there are 

so many PC video display standards, 
VTERM/220 handles the advanced 
video functions true to form. 

File Transfer 
One of the most important features of 
a terminal emulator is its ability to 
transfer files effortlessly between host 
and PC. VTERM/220 supports ASCII, 

XMODEM, KERMIT, VTRANS7 and 
VTRANSS protocols. VTRANSS is Coef
ficient's proprietary protocol. VI'ERMtZ20 
includes the VTRANSS source code for 
hosts running under VMS, RSTS/E and 
UNIX/XENIX systems. Coefficient 
~!aims it to be the fastest , most reliable 
and easiest file transfer protocols to use. 
We were unable to verify this, because 
KERMIT is our standard file transfer 
protocol (old dogs are hard to train) . 

We did test KERMIT transfers, 
however, and found them to be 100 per
cent compatible for the VAX with our 



K.ERMIT-32. The commands used with 
VTERM/220's KERMIT are much the 
same as in true KERMIT implementa
tions. Supported are batch transfers and, 
most importantly, host server mode. 

Converting Data 

The VTERM/220 soft keys 
have a script language of their 
own, with 10 different 
commands. 

Other Features 

If you've downloaded data to your PC, 

you can convert it with ONESHOf, a 
utility program provided with VTERMI 
220. ONESHOf allows you to select in
formation from reports, files or queries 
and place it directly into one of several 
popular spreadsheets or database for
mats. It 's perfect for converting data 
from such favorites as Datatrieve and 
DECalc. The only restriction is that the 
data must be visibly readable (no con
trol characters) when viewed using the 
DOS TYPE command. Records longer 
than 254 characters will be truncated. 

can turn the printer on or off with or 
without the information being displayed 
to the screen. If the host is set up ap
propriately, you can print directly to 
your PC printer. We use the printer port 
option routinely, and also a PC printer 
to print documents, indexes and screen 
dumps from ALL-IN-1. This also has 
proved useful while remotely connected, 
via modem, to one of the MICROVAX 

systems. The only feature left out, in our 
opinion, is a print buffer. 

VTERM/220 supports up to 18 user
definable soft keys. Each soft key retains 
a command string as long as 63 charac
ters. VTERM/220's soft keys are com
patible with the popular keyboard 
macro programs, as are all VTERM/220 
keyboard functions. 

We're impressed with VTERM/220's 
ability to support a VT printer port. You 

The VTERM/220 soft keys have a 
script language of their own, with 10 
different commands. With these, you 
can formulate complex host commands 

In the world of information storage, 
this is known as a warehouse. 
Imagine storing up to 5.2 gigabytes of data on a standard T-120 VHS high-energy cassette. 
Now you can with Honeywell ' s new VLDS system (Very Large Data Store). 

You no longer need thirty 10-inch reels of 6250 bpi 9-track 
computer tape. Or 5 ,200 double-sided 5 Y4-inch floppy disks. Or 
fifty-two 5 Y4-inch WORM optical disks . Just VLDS and a single 
standard VHS cassette. 

VLDS provides a 4-megabyte-per-second sustained transfer rate, 
a media cost of less than .21¢ per megabyte , and a bit error rate of 10- 12

• And to assure easier, 
cost-effective system integration, optional high-performance imbedded controllers are available, 
including SCSI and VAX/VMS. 

VLDS is the latest advancement in Honeywell's line of magnetic tape systems that have 
been unsurpassed in quality and support services for over 30 years. 

For details on VLDS, and its OEM pricing , contact Tom Balue, Honeywell Test 
Instruments Division , Box 5227 , Denver, CO 80217-5227 . (303) 773-4491. 

Together. we can find the answers. 

Honeywell 
ENTER 408 ON READER CARD 
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sy~~!l!.9 
San Diego, California 92117 
619 692-0695 

ENTER 44 ON READER CARD 

While in DOS, you can run 
most DOS programs and still 
remain connected to your host. 

to be issued with only two keystrokes. 
You also can do it your way. Setup 
screen four allows you to remap the 
keyboard to your liking and save the 
remapping to a file. This could come in 
very handy for those special applications 
that don't seem to work well on the PC. 

A handy exit-to-DOS function is 
provided by depressing the "hot keys." 
The default hot keys are the SHIFT keys. 
You're free to change the hot-key assign
ment, using V2CONFIG, if the assign
ment conflicts with other memory
resident programs like SideKick. 

While in DOS, you can run most 
DOS programs and still remain con
nected to your host. VTERM/220 keeps 

VTERM 
Coefficient Systems Corporation 
611 Broadway New York, NY 10012 
(212) 777-6707 

Hardware Environment: IBM PCs 
and 100 percent compatibles. Video 
board required for 132-column dis
play on one screen; horizontal scroll
ing is standard. 

Price: $245. Quantity discounts and 
site licensing are available. 
Enter 711 on reader card 

SideKick 
Borland International 
4585 Scotts Valley Drive 
Scotts Valley, California 95066 
(800) 255-8008; CA, (800) 742-1133 
Enter 736 on reader card 

the communication port active. You 
even can start up another session of 
VTERM/220 and log onto another host 
system via a second communication 
(COM) port! 

Documentation 
VTERM/220 comes with a command 
reference card that could have been the 
size of a 3 X 5 card. Instead, it's as long 
as the keyboard itsel( It contains room 
for you to write in any keyboard remap
ping, but also shows how the keyboard 
is mapped by default. 

The manual is comprehensive and 
well organized. It's well written, easy to 
read, and easy to scan for information. 
It contains brief tutorials on how to get 
started, which is great for those not 
familiar with this type of software. Ad
ditionally, the documentation provides 
more than enough information for the 
technical guru who might want to 

change things around. 
VTERM/220 is a master of VT ter

minal emulation. The only feature that 
could make this package better is a 
VT220-style keyboard (hint, hint). -
David Rasor is a microcomputer consultant 
for Bynon & Associates, Washington, D.C. 
David Bynon is a VAX systems consultant 
and our MICROVAX editor. 

ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT 
Enter On Reader Card 

High 798 Medium 703 Low 707 
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Any disk OOckup m 
ran save your . 

· one ran save your life. 

l '·~-n:.~ 
,·· ,. 

© 1986 MEGATAPE CORPORATION 1041 Hamilton Road, Duarte, CA 91010-0317 
(818) 357-9921/TELEX 510 600 7131 

Most people would agree that life 
is too short to spend sitting in front 
of a tape drive, swapping reels or car
tridges while disk backup grinds on 
and on. 

It's boring, error-prone, and 
expensive. 

It's also unneccessary. 
Just get an inexpensive MegaTape 

drive. Plug it in right where your 9-
track was (your system won't know 
the difference). Pop in a cartridge. 
Push the button. 

Then turn out the lights and 
go home. 

When you come back in the morn
ing, all your data-up to an amazing 
630 megabytes-will be safe and 
sound on a single book-size cartridge. 
That's an entire RA-81 or Fujitsu Eagle, 
with room to spare. Room enough 
even for the next generation of ultra
high capacity drives. 

No other tape backup system
existing, rumored or announced
offers anything close to this kind of 
convenience. And we've been deliver
ing it for over two years. 

So why waste your life babysit
ting a backup, when with MegaTape 
you can save it for more important 
things? 

~~egaTape 
BECAUSE ONE IS ENOUGH 
AND TWO IS TOO MANY. 
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ff s easy because Emulex has all the 
pieces you need. 

In fact, with our large and growing line 
of disk controllers, host adapters and disk 
drives, you can mix and match your way 
through hundreds of possible storage 
combinations. You're sure to find the ideal 
subsystem in price, size and performance 
for your particular DEC system. 

And to compliment your disk storage, 
Emulex offers a complete line of tape 
controllers and couplers and a full range of 
drives-from 1/4-inch streamers to high 
performance GCR. 

And if that weren't enough, there's our 
specially packaged subsystems with their 
own long list of options. Here's just a small 
sample. 

Make the MicroVAX II world 
even better. 

Your MicroVAX II needed more storage 
and speed. Now you've got it. Our EMS Kits 
fit neatly inside the BA123 World Box and 
let you specify a subsystem in small 
incremental steps from 146MB ... all the 
way up to l.2GB (formatted). 

And while you're building capacity 
you're also improving performance 
because the drive/controller combina
tions offer disk data.rates of IOM 
bits/sec. And up to 2M bytes/sec 
OMA transfer rates. 
EMR Kits-The removable 
Winchester building block. 

In applications demanding high per-

f ormance and removability, our EMR 
kits can be a cornerstone of your system. 

Each EMR kit includes up to two remov
able 5-1/4 inch Winchester ESDI drives in 
either 170MB or 380MB (unformatted) 
capacities along with a disk controller 
and a host adapter for either Q-bus or 
UNIBUS systems. 

Each highly reliable Winchester is 
packaged in a rugged, lightweight enclo

sure-together called the 
Portable Drive Module 
(PDM). A PDM weighs 

I 
less than 10 pounds and 
can be quickly and easily 
removed from the sub

system when security or transportability 
is required. 

U.S. Reglon1I Offices: Anaheim. CA(714) 385·1685;Schaumburg, lL (312) 490-0050; Roswell, GA(404) 587-3610; Burlington, MA(617) 229-6880. International Offices: Australia, Eastwood, N.S.W. 
DEC, MicroVAX II, WOrld Box, Q.bus, VMS, UNIBUS and 



• systems 1s a snap. 
Additional EMR subsystems can be Add SMD sizzle to your system. 

daisy-chained for more on-line storage You can tap the tremendous capacity 
-and off-line storage is unlimited. and performance of today's SMD drives 
LX400-the optical disk with Emulex integrated subsystems. Think 
building block. of it-gigabytes of storage with SMD-E 

You can have all the benefits of remov- data transfer rates of up to 3MBytes 
able laser optical storage for large on-line /second, and average seek times as low 
data bases and archival data in a snap. as 16 msec for your Q-bus, UNIBUS or 
With the LX400 there's no costly and Massbus system. 
time-consuming software development or Nobody can tweak more out of SMD 
system integration. drives because nobody packs so many 

The LX400 is a complete subsystem high performance features into their 
that includes a 12-inch Optical Disk Drive, controller-features such as Rotational 
Q-bus or UNIBUS Host Adapter, lnstalla- Position Sensing, Fast Head Select and 
tion and Diagnostic Utilities, cables and Adaptive DMA. 
documentation. For VMS-based systems, As always, full software transparency is 

I Company 

I Street 

Title 

Emulex offers an optional File Manage- maintained-that's the Emulex tradition. 
ment System. ENTER 23 ON READER CARD 

I ""if State Zip I L':'.'l ________ :____J 

(61) 02-858·4833; Canada, Mississauga, Ontario (416) 673-1211 ; France, Montrouge (33) 14735·7070; United Kingdom, Bracknell, Berkshire (44) 344·484234;West Germany, Muntch (49) 089-366031. 
Massbus are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 



* DCl 
DIALOGUE DCLivering The Mail 
Kevin G. Barkes The mailbag (both physical and elec

tronic) really is stuffed this month, 
and if I don't start chipping away at 
it I'll never catch up. Many of your 

comments dealt with the DCL "stacks" procedures (DEC 

PROFESSIONAL, January 1987, Vol. 6, No. 1). I'm saving those 
letters for June, when we'll also publish a similar set of pro
cedures for pushing and popping privileges. Intended for use 
by system managers, these command files should help take the 
drudgery out of setting and resetting privileges manually. 
Those of you concerned with symbol space considerations 
will have a field day with this one. (Here's a trivia question 
to tide you over. How many characters are there in the string 
containing all possible VMS privileges? Hold onto your 
CLISYMTBL values, folks!) 

One of DCL's strong points is the variety of approaches 
available for tackling a problem. In my "Quick and Dirty DCL 
Debugging" column (September 1986, Vol. 5, No. 9), I sug
gested using a logical name "switch" to turn command pro
cedure verification off and on. Eric Ross of New York City 
suggested using a global symbol as the "switch" instead of 
a logical name. Bob De Wolf, a system engineer based in 
Fullerton, California, developed his own "selective procedure 
verification" method. He suggests placing entry and exit 
sequences in all procedures requiring selective verification. A 
slightly modified version of his original approach follows: 

S Entry sequence: 
S Save current verification status in 
S the symbol SAVE VERIFY. FSVERIFY(O) 
S turns off verifTcation: 
S SAVE VERIFY = FSVERIFY(O) 
s -
S Make sure the symbol DCL VFY is 
S assigned so we don't generate an 
S error: 
S IF FSTYPE(DCL VFY) .EQS. •• THEN -

DCL VFY = •• -
s -
S Let's assume this .COM file is named 
S TEST.COM . See text for explanation: 
S IF FSLOCATE("TEST .COM•,DCL VFY) .NE . -

FSLENGTH(DCL_VFY) THEN StT VERIFY 

S Exit sequence : 
S EXIT VERIFY is a •garbage• symbol 
S requTred by FSVERIFY, which sets 
S verification to its status at the 
S entry point to the procedure . 
S EXIT_VERIFY = FSVERIFY(SAVE_VERIFY) 

102 

' ' If F$LOCATE finds the filename, 
verification will be enabled because 

the offset will not match the 
length of DCL_VFY. 

'' The procedure is quite simple. You define the symbol 
DCL_VFY to contain the names of the files for w hich you 
want verification enabled. M ore than one file can be specified, 
such as: 

S DCL VFY :==TEST.COM FILE .COM SAMPLE.COM 

The command F$LENGTH(DCL_ VFY) returns the length 
of the string in the DCL_ VFY symbol. F LOCATE("file
name",DCL_ VFY) looks for the starting offset of the string 
"filename" in DCL_ VFY. If F$LOCATE finds the filename, 
verification will be enabled because the offset will not match 
the length ofDCL_VFY. Ifthe FSLOCATE call fai ls, the lex
ical returns the length ofDCL_VFY. Because that value will 
match the F$LENGTH call, verification w ill not be turned on. 

One drawback to this method is the need to "customize" 
each file so that the first argument to F$LOCATE is the name 
of the command procedure. If you make a mistake typing the 
file name, or change the name of the procedure and forget to 
update the FSLOCATE call , the sequence won't work. 

You can avoid the need to insert the procedure name 
manually by substituting the following code in the entry 
sequence: 

S! Have the lexical return the current 
S! procedure name. 
S FILE = FSENVIRONMENT(•PROCEDURE") 
S! 
S! Extract just the name and file type, 
S! since the lexical returns the full 
S! file spec. 
S FILE= FSPARSE(fILE,,,•NAME•)+FSPARSE(FILE,,, 1 TYPE•) 
S! 
S! Perform the test: 
S IF FSLOCATE(FILE,DCL VFY) .NE. FSLENGTH(DCL_VFY) THEN -

SET VERIFY -

DEC PROFESSIONAL 



For more information call: 
Interface Computer GmbH 
Garmischer Strasse 4 
D-8000 Muenchen 2 
West Germany 
Phone : 0049-89-5108655 
Telex: 522379 ifcom d 
Usenet/Eunet: 
karin @ifcom. uucp 
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IF/Prolog 

Pro log 
may be a powerful 
programming language
but it's much 
too slow for 
Al-applications, isn't it? 

The IF/Prolog Compiler 
speeds your application 
up to 175 KLIPS*. And 
the effectiveness of 
it's user environment 
can't be measured, 
only experienced! 

*On VAX8800/VMS and Sun-3 

IF/Prolog offers: 
Machine Code Compiler for VAX and 
MC680xx, NSC32xxx, 
Clocksin/Mellish standard, 
Interpreter and Intermediate 
Code Compiler for all UNIX machines, 
Full screen BoxDebugging, 
C-lnterface with backtracking, 
Exception Handling, 
Floating Point Arithmetic. 

Furthermore we offer: 
Training, consulting and implementation. 

Interface Computer GmbH 

• 
If 



You could reduce the three steps above into one line of 
code for added efficiency; we broke them down here for clarity. 

Laurie Maytrott of the Florida Solar Energy Center 
pointed out that using the READ command instead of 
INQUIRE keeps unwanted data from getting into the RECALL 
buffer (see also the comments of P. Piotrowski in "DCL 
Dialogue," DEC PROFESSIONAL, February 1987, Vol. 6, No. 2). 

Instead of using: 

S INQUIRE/NOPUNC PSWD •Today's password? " 

use: 

S READ SYSSCOMMAND PSWD /PROMPT="Today's password? • 

Data entered via READ doesn't go through the DCL com
mand interpreter, so the string symbol assignment operations 
performed by INQUIRE aren't done; i.e., uppercase conversion, 
space and tab compression, symbol substitution, and inser
tion into the RECALL buffer. 

Two further notes on INQUIRE and the RECALL buffer: 
If you're using a DCL procedure to obtain a password and 

think you're safe by setting the terminal to .NOECHO prior 
to doing the INQUIRE ... Sorry! INQUIRE still sticks the data 
in the RECALL buffer, where it's quite read;.ble. In these in
stances, use the READ command as described above. You know 
what they say .. . " INQUIRing minds want to know." 

While there's no way to clear the RECALL buffer from 
DCL, Gerald Soo of Shared Medical Systems, Malvern, 
Pennsylvania, reported on ARIS that a MACRO p1ogram, 
FLUSH.MAR, is available on one of the 1986 DEC US tapes to 
perform this function. The program resets the command 
pointer to the beginning of the buffer, in essence making the 
commands that follow it inaccessible. Mr. Soo says the pro
gram "works quite well" and also is fast. 

(Late news: Ms. Maytrott reports that FLUSH.MAR is on 
the DECUS VAX86A tape, in the [.BATIELLEJ subdirectory. 
It was written by Mark Oakley of the Battelle Memorial 
Institute.) 

Steven Texin, systems group manager of Boston Systems 
Office (BSO) raised an important issue which we haven't 
covered here: namely, methods of optimizing DCL code. 

" I'm always very appreciative of the style used in docu
menting your DCL command files,'' Steven said. "They 're not 
written for maximum performance under DCL, however, and 
I wonder if your readers realize that. It's quite impossible, of 

''An investmen1----
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in knowledge 
pays the best 
interest!' 
Your Government has published thousands of books 
to serve America. And now the Government 
Printing Office has put together a catalog of the 
Government's "Bestsellers"-almost a thousand 
books in all. Books like The Space Shuttle at 
Work, Starting a Business , U.S. Postage 
Stamps, and National Parks Guide and 
Map. I daresay there's even information 
on one of my favorite subjects-printing. 

Find out what the Government has 
published for you-send for your 
free catalog. Write-

New Catalog 
Superintendent of Documents 
Washington, D.C. 20402 
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phone-in support. 

ONLINE, ON VAX* 
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And you'll discover new ways 
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and productivity of your VAX 
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show. 
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course, to write DCL routines that are both self-document
ing and execute at maximum efficiency." 

He's come quickly to the point of a major problem faced 
by all who write "instructional" software. To obtain optimum 
speed, especially in an interpreted language like DCL, it's 
necessary to eliminate all comment lines from within the ac
tive body of the code, structure the procedures so that infre
quently used lines are well out of the main processing loops, 
use compound statements and limit the size of symbol names. 

' ' To obtain optimum speed, especially 
in an interpreted language like DCL, 

it's necessary to eliminate all 
comment lines from within the 
active body of the code. 

'' 
If this is done, however, the resulting command procedures 
are fairly indecipherable to all but the most advanced readers. 

Steven's site makes a practice of keeping two versions of 
command files: one version containing full comments, another 
stripped down to the bare bones for speedy execution. It 's an 
important point and I thank him for raising it. 

As always, reader comments are welcome. For the fastest 
response, please leave your messages on ARIS - you can be 
assured they'll be seen not only by me but by the many DCL 
gurus who lurk constantly in the background . ARIS is free, 
except for the cost of the phone call. Make certain you have 
the mailing label from your DEC PROFESSIONAL when you 
call; only DEC PROFESSIONAL subscribers can access ARIS. 
The phone number is (215) 542-9458. 

You also can reach me on the SYS$0UTPUT BBS, (412) 
854-0511, FidoNet address 129/38. We're carrying the Na
tional VAX Echomail conference now, and frequently there are 
goodies in the VAX/DCL file area. I like to let users beat up 
on my .COM files and debug them before they appear here. 

One recent addition was a TPU procedure by David Blan
chard of Boulder, Colorado. Dave's utility translates the in
verted question marks inserted by TPU when it encounters 
non-printable ASCII codes to EDT-like messages ( < ESC >, 
<SUB>, etc.) It's a nifty utility and a sanity-saver for those 
irritated by TPU's non-communicative tendencies. 

ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT 
Enter On Reader Card 

High 727 Medium 731 Low 735 
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* 
Data Dictionaries 

LET's C NOW And Zero-Sized Objects 
Rex Jaeschke Editor's note: The term data dictionary 

smacks of academic jargon. However, given 
the locations and different storage classes of 
objects provided by C, and the potential nam-

ing conflicts when interfacing with layered products, the concept of a 
data dictionary, at least for externals, is valid and quite necessary for 
any significant-sized C project. As well as discussing this idea, Mr. 

Jaeschke revisits a topic from his previous column and expands on it further. 
Pick up any text on structured design and you'll see a 

discussion of the merits of a data dictionary. Stated briefly, 
a data dictionary is a list of names of objects along with their 
attributes. Typically, it is maintained, or at least displayed in 
various sorted orders, by name, type, size, etc., so items can 
be found quickly. 

Apart from locating the definitions of existing objects, 
a data dictionary is also useful for creating new object defini
tions, particularly when choosing a new object's name. 
Obviously, it can't be the same as any existing object - that 
would be ambiguous and should generate a compile-time syn
tax error. You also may have designed a variable naming con
vention that allows for future and easy extension. After all, 
how many times have you known the names of all objects at 
the beginning of a project? Most of the projects I have seen 
don't even have such a list after the project is completed (but 
then I guess the project isn't really "complete"). 

The idea of a data dictionary can be applied to both in
ternal and external objects (which in C are named using iden
tifiers). The scope of internal identifiers is limited to a func
tion or, at most, a source file. So, if you keep your functions 
small (in a modular fashion) and use the one-function-per
file approach I suggested earlier, there is less likelihood that 
more than one person currently will be working on a source 
file. Therefore, there is less chance of naming conflicts. The 
problem is more serious with externals since they are typically 
visible across all files and functions. Therefore, on a multi
person project, they must be dealt with by multiple program
mers, and any change in an object's definition or name can 
have a dramatic impact on other programmers' existing and 
tested code. 

In my recent columns on style, I suggested that all exter
nal definitions should be placed in the same file (perhaps in 
the one containing main since that would be a predictable 
location). Then all programmers would know where to find 
their attributes and initial values, if any. The corresponding 
set of declarations should reside in a header (possibly of the 
name extern.h). In any case, if you adopt these simple rules, 
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an external data dictionary is generated as a side effect of your 
coding style. By doing so, you reduce and possibly eliminate 
the need for a separate writte'n document. Why not put any 
related documentation in a comment in the external header? 
In this way, the header becomes the design document. 

Just what should be in our data dictionary? Well to begin 
with, let's state what can't be there, or at least what is poten
tially reserved. (You might want to add reserved object entries 
and give them the "reserved" attribute just so the list is com
plete.) The keywords of C are reserved and cannot be used 
as identifiers; given that C is case sensitive, it is strongly sug
gested you not use their uppercase equivalents as identifiers. 
(Ditto for any perverted mixed-case versions such as Double, 
DoublE and Main.) 

All of the standard function names, macros and derived 
(using typedef) types, such as prin tf, N U LL and FILE , are 
reserved effectively. If you substitute your own definition for 
any of these, you're on your own (and non-ANSI conforming). 

Since the proposed ANSI Standard is approaching accep
tance and it adds several new keywords and many new macros 
and library functions, you would be well advised to reserve 
these identifiers ahead of time. (A list of these was published 
in my column on "The Run-Time Library - Part III" in Vol. 
5, No. 8, August 1986, and in Chapter 11 of Let's C Now, 
Volume II.) 

Then we have identifiers reserved by, or provided as 
extensions by your compiler. For example, VAX, vax, and 
vaxc all may be predefined macros in the VAX C compiler. Add 
to that all the identifiers used by any layered products such 
as FMS, DECnet and RMS and you'll have a sizable list. This 
last action may cause some grief, particularly if the layered 
products come from different sources or from sources that 
don't communicate with each other or at all. Since there is 
no way to protect or reserve external name space within c, 
it is likely that if you use three or more sources of headers 
you'll have the same name used for different objects, and this 
may not show up at compile-time. The compiler quietly may 
compile your code using the wrong definition - all the more 
reason to compare new library identifiers with your existing 
data dictionary so you can determine whether such conflicts 
exist. (If they do, you will have to change one of the headers 
and keep on changing it with each release of the product.) 

Back to what you should put there yourself: certainly a 
list of all the external identifiers and macro names you have 
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invented. (External identifiers include both variables and func
tion names.) Keep in mind that the character set, case and 
length externals may be limited by your linker, assembler or 
object module librarian. You also should establish spelling rules 
regarding the use of case and underscores. And don't use 
leading underscores, since that namespace typically is reserved 
for compiler and library implementers. 

Finally, assign attributes to all of the objects. These in
clude data type, size (if an aggregate) and class. (For externals, 
the class dictates the object's scope and life.) Apart from the 
supported classes, objects may reside on the heap, so that's 
another "class" alternative. 

ONE fINAL COMMENT about having internal data dictionaries. 
If you invent an internal identifier and it has the same name 
as an external, then if both are in scope, the internal one will 
hide the external one, yet you may need to access both. 

Whether you want to formalize the idea discussed above 
or not, eventually you will need to decide, or discover the 
information listed. Instead you should design a little better so 
you don't have to program defensively and run the risk of an 
unknown amount of trauma that can result only in poorer 
quality assurance and project delays. 

Zero-Sized Objects 
In the last column, we saw several cases where the sizeof 
operator returned a size of zero. At the time, this seemed like 
a reasonable result. However, after further thought and signifi
cant discussion with a number of compiler writers at the 
December 1986 ANSI C Standards meeting, I now believe 
those cases are syntax errors. Consider the following example: 

/• sizeof(array of unknown size) •/ 

finclude (stdio.h> 

main() 
{ 

static char (•aptr)[]; 

printf(1 sizeof(•aptr) = lld\n•, sizeof(•aptr)); 
} 

sizeof (•aptr) = 0 

As I discussed last month, aptr is a pointer to an array 
of characters where the actual size of the array pointed to is 
unknown. Since aptr points to the array, *aptr is the array. 
If the size of that array is unknown, then how can sizeofl*aptr) 
be zero? While all of my compilers returned zero, several senior 
ANSI C members assured me that a syntax error should have 
been produced - that's what their compilers do. The value 
zero in this case really means "I don't know the object's size." 

Let's look at a more common situation in which array 
dimensions are omitted - in external array declarations: 
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/• sizeof(external arrays of known and unknown size) •/ 

finclude (stdio.h) 

char array1[20); 
char array2[10]; 
char array3[15); 

main() 
{ 

void f(); 

printf('---- function main ----\n 1 ); 

printf('sizeof(arrayl) = lld\n•, sizeof(arrayl)) 
printf(1 sizeof(array2) = lld\n', sizeof(array2)) 
printf(1 sizeof(array3) = lld\n•, sizeof(array3)) 

f(); 
} 

/• f.c •/ 

finclude (stdio.h) 

extern char arrayl[]; 
extern char array2[10]; 
extern char array3[12]; 

void f() 
{ 

/• unknown size •/ 
/• correct size •/ 
/• wrong size •/ 

printf('\n---- function f ----\n1 ); 

printf(1 sizeof(arrayl) = lld\n', sizeof(arrayl)) 
printf(1 sizeof(array2) = lld\n1 , sizeof(array2)) 
printf( 1 sizeof(array3) = lld\n•, sizeof(array3)) 

} 

---- function main ---
s i zeof (arrayl) = 20 
sizeof (array2) = 10 
sizeof (array3) = 15 

---- function f ---
si zeof (arrayl) = 0 
sizeof(array2) = 10 
sizeof(array3) = 12 

Here, we display the sizes of the three arrays in main. 
In this case, the definitions of these objects are in scope and 
the sizes returned are correct. In function f, however, these 
definitions are not in scope since f is in a different source file 
from main. Therefore, sizeof does the best it can using the 
declarations. Since the declaration of arrayt has no dimen
sion, sizeofreturns zero. As before, this really means "I don't 
know." The declaration for array2 indicates 10 elements, and 
that 's what sizeof reports. For array3 sizeof returns 12. 

Note, however, that the actual size of array3 is 15. By 
declaring array3 with a different size, we have introduced the 
possibility of a bug. Since sizeof takes as gospel any extern 
array dimension we provide, we must be careful not to define 
one thing in one place and declare it differently in another. 
The rule then, is either to omit the dimension in a declaration 
or to state it correctly, and if you adopt the latter approach 
you better place the declaration in a header so you don't run 
the risk of having different declarations. Actually, the dimen
sions in array declarations usually are omitted (in multidimen
sional arrays, the first dimension only often is omitted). The 
only case I can think of in which it is useful to have the dimen
sion is in the use of sizeof 

The above discussion only holds true for external array 
declarations. It does not apply to arrays in formal function 
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argument declarations as shown in the next example: 

/• sizeof (arrays as for11al arguments) •/ 

finclude (stdio.h) 

main() 
{ 

void f(); 
char arrayll[20]; 
long arrayl2[10]; 
double arrayl3[15]; 

printf("---- function 11ain ----\n"); 
printf("sizeof(arrayll) = ld\n•, sizeof(arrayll)) 
printf("sizeof(arrayl2) = ld\n•, sizeof(arrayl2)) 
printf("sizeof(arrayl3) = ld\n•, sizeof(arrayl3)) 

f(arrayll, arrayl2, arrayl3}; 
} 

void f (arrayll, arrayl2, 
char arrayll [] ; 
long arrayl2[10]; 
double arrayl3[12]; 
{ 

arrayl3) 
/• unknown size •/ 
/• correct size •/ 
/• wrong size •/ 

} 

printf(1 \n---- function f ----\n1 ); 

printf(1 sizeof(arrayll) = ld\n1 , sizeof(arrayll)); 
printf(1 sizeof(arrayl2} = ld\n1 , sizeof(arrayl2)); 
printf(1 sizeof(arrayl3} = ld\n1 , sizeof(arrayl3)); 

---- function 111ain ---
sizeof (arrayll) = 20 
sizeof (arrayl2) = 40 
sizeof (arrayl3) = 120 

---- function f ---
sizeof (arrayll) = 4 
sizeof (arrayl2) = 4 
sizeof (arrayl3) = 4 

In this case, the dimensions of the formal arguments are 
completely ignored since arrays are passed by address. 
Therefore, the three arguments are * char, * long and * dou
ble, respectively. As such, sizeof returns the sizes of these 
pointers, which on most 32-bit systems (and in Intel's large 
data pointer models) is 4 (as shown). 

The proposed ANSI C Standard does not allow zero-sized 
objects, so it seems reasonable that sizeof never should return 
a size of zero. Rather, it should warn us that we are attempt
ing to use the size of an object whose size cannot be 
determined. 

If you need more evidence of the potential for confusion, 
let's look at one last example: 

/• sizeof(array el ... nt of array with unknown size) •/ 

finclude (stdio.h) 

char arrayl[20]; 

main() 
{ 

void f(); 

g() i 
} 

/• g.c •/ 

finclude (stdio.h) 
fdefine tl.MELEM sizeof(arrayl)/sizeof(arrayl[O]) 

extern char arrayl[]; 

MAY 1987 

void g() 
{ 

int i; 

printf( 1 sizeof(arrayl) = ld\n1 , sizeof(arrayl)); 
printf(1 sizeof(arrayl[O]) = ld\n 1 , sizeof(arrayl[O])); 

for (i = O; i < tl.MELEM; ++i) 
pr i ntf ("ld\n1 , i) ; 

} 

sizeof(arrayl) = 0 
sizeof(arrayl[O]) = 1 

Surprise. We have an array whose reported size is less than 
one of its elements. That is, the sum of the part~ is much more 
than the whole. NUMELEM is set to 0/1, which is zero. Con
sequently, the for loop is never executed at all. 

I plan to submit a formal paper to the ANSI C Standard's 
Committee to get this clarified, just for the record. I'll keep 
you informed of the results, as appropriate. 

Reader Mail 
Dear Rex, 

My company is involved in developing software for the automa
tion of large sales forces through a combination of IBM-PC compat
ible laptop machines networked into DEC PDP-11173 minicomputers. 
We currently are using Whitesmiths' native C compiler V2.2 on 
RSX-11M-PLUS V2.1, and plan to upgrade to its new V3.0 compiler. 

Our experience with the Whitesmiths' compiler is generally a 
favorable one, except that it is unfortunate from our viewpoint that 
Whitesmiths decided long ago to go off in its own direction in terms 
of the functions it provides. It is finally, in its new version, providing 
functions compatible with the proposed ANSI Standard, although 
existing customers still will face a conversion effort to use them. 

One thing that I find virtually unacceptable, though, about the 
function support in the new version is the size of the code that is pulled 
into each executable task to support its emulation of the UNIX-style 
IIO. I've found that a program with only a blank main is 28 KB in 
size! Given that task space limitations on the PDP-11 are a bottleneck, 
this hurts. Even if you want to use printj, for instance, and have no 
desire to do anything but write to a terminal, all that overhead is still 
pulled in because of the possibility of redirection to a disk file. 

There also are some syntax compatibility problems between V2.2 
and V3.0, which are, at this point, undocumented by Whitesmiths. 
It looks like changes were prompted either by the proposed ANSI 
Standard, or to some new interpretation of K & R. 

Here is Whitesmiths' reply: 
We appreciate the reader's "generally favorable" reaction to our 

RSX-11M C compiler. He dramatically can reduce his program size 
by renaming his main function _JJlain instead of main. This avoids 
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pulling in the code for command-line parsing and IIO redirection. 
We have tried to document all language and library changes made 

to comply with ANSI, but there is always room for improvement. 
P. ]. Plauger, president 

I also would like to add a few comments. There is some 
interesting history regarding the fact that Whitesmiths' library 
is different from that of "standard" or UNIX C. When Whitc
smiths became the first vendor of commercial C compilers 
there was no library standard, so it set out to build one. 
Whitesmiths did a good job, too - its own library is quite 
comprehensive and is uniformly supported in all its (many) 
hosted compiler environments. The library design was perhaps 
the first real attempt at providing a portable library environ
ment. Whitesmiths was, and still is, the C vendor most ex
perienced and interested in porting C code. 

WHEN AT&T finally put together UNIX Version 7, it defined 
what was to become known as the "standard C library." This 
has formed the basis of most current compiler libraries and 
that of the proposed ANSI Standard . Despite Whitesmiths' 
early lead, it was not able to establish a de facto library stan
dard and, considering that Kf&T practically was giving UNIX 
(and C) away until recently and many thousands of college 
students received exposure to that and later releases, AT&T's 
version eventually won out. However, by that time White
smiths had established a customer base that depended on its 
library, plus I'm sure part of that library was designed speci
fically for its port projects, in which case the same functionality 
may not have been available from AT&T's library. And, of 
course, this all happened before C's popularity skyrocketed, 
so who is to say which approach was better? 

Whitesmiths' V3 compilers all implement much of the 
proposed ANSI library and its new manuals are improved, par
ticularly the most recent typeset version for the IBM 370-class 
machines. (Expect this typeset manual to be adopted to its 
other implementations.) Certainly, there will be some effort 
involved in changing from Whitesmiths' own library to that 
of the ANSI Standard, but that's life. Just when we get used 
to something and we start to use it effectively, along comes 
a newer and better idea. Economics dictate that vendors can 
support the old ways for just so long. 

In any event, many of the UNIX C library routines could 
stand to have more descriptive names, changes in argument 
lists and better error handling. However, due to the huge 
amount of code that depends on them, warts and all; the ANSI 
Standard can only consolidate the existing library, it can't 
change it. Any new or different capability can be provided 
only through new functions. For example, fseek cannot han
dle very large files, so rather than change its argument types 
to handle bigger file positions (and break much existing code), 
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the new functions fgetpos and fsetpos were added. 
The C world is far from a perfect place but the proposed 

ANSI C Standard cleans
0 

it up considerably. Whitesmiths has 
been involved heavily in the standardization process from day 
one. P.J. Plauger serves as secretary of the ANSI committee and 
few, if any, have contributed more to the cause of C, since 
Ritchie designed the language. Considering Plauger is also the 
president of a large (and growing) company with international 
affiliates, it is difficult to see how he can keep his contribu
tion so large. 

In The Pipeline 
Previously, I've indicated the next month's topic at the end 
of each column. Lately, though, I've gotten sidetracked with 
extracurricular activities and reader mail and my projections 
have been delayed. So, rather than make any promises, I'll list 
the things currently in the pipeline. 

I've received a copy of the DECUS C compiler and 
documentation set and plan to install and test it before I write 
the next column. By then I also should have Whitesmiths' V3 
compiler for the PDP-11. Note that since that compiler sup
ports much of the proposed ANSI Standard, it is bigger and 
no longer fits into 64 KB. Whitesmiths made the difficult deci
sion to have the compiler itself use both Instruction and Data 
(l/D) space, allowing up to 64 KB of each, plus 64 KB if super
visor mode libraries ever are used. While this will allow the 
compiler to grow in the future it severely restricts its host 
machines. To the best of my knowledge l/D space is only avail
able on more recent PDP-11 family members. It certainly isn't 
part of the 11/23, 11/23 + and 11/34 processors. Also, I believe 
the new release will run only on RSX-llM-PLUS. No more 
RSX-llM, RSTS or RT-11 upgrades, since they don't support I/D 
space (correct me if I'm wrong). 

I have a set of the field test manuals for DEC's VAX C V2.3 
that should be released by the time you read this. I've been 
waiting to discuss this compiler until this release came out. 
Now the ball is in my court. I'm also considering the possibil
ity of having one of the VAX C developers contribute to a 
future column. 

Last, I have taken delivery of my very own VT220, amber 
screen and all. I have been using a VT241 for some time, along 
with VTlOOs, and I plan to write an article or two on hand
ling the various escape and control sequences generated from 
within C. (Back in September 1984, I showed how to access 
some of the VTlOO capabilities using a set of C functions. This 
material became Chapter 5 in Let's C Now, Volume I.) 

Readers are encouraged to submit any C-related com
ments and suggestions to Rex Jaeschke, 2051 Swans Neck Way, 
Reston, Virginia 22091. - Rex Jaeschke is an independent con
sultant, author and lecturer and a member of the ANSI X3]11 
standards committee for C. 

ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT 
Enter On Reader Card 
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THE HIGH TECH RDBMS. 
Purity of Purpose 
Purity of Design 
Discover it. 
There are many general purpose Relational 
Database Management Systems competent 
at solving "traditional" database problems. 

Only one of them however, was designed 
with the adaptability to properly address 
the new and expanding range of "High Tech" 
applications being made possible by con
tinuing advances in hardware technology. 
Empress.• 

This purity of design is why growing 
numbers of developers of such applications 
as CAD, Voice Messaging, Photogrammetry 
and Simulator Design (to name but a few) 

are selecting Empress, attracted by its 
adaptability and surefootedness. 

Empress alone provides them with the 
control and flexibility they need while 
offering the acknowledged productivity 
benefits of a true relational DBMS, 
including such expected features as SQL 
and complete multi-user functionality, 
as well as a powerful fourth generation 
application development tool, M-Builder. 

In addition, Empress, which currently runs 
on most UNIX*-based systems as well as 
VMS* and DOS*, can operate in distributed 
mode now on several of the most popular 
networks such as NFS*, DecNet*, and the 
Apollo Ring. 

Not only can fil!.Y type of data be stored 

(in effect you can create your own data 
types), but you can implement your own 
customized operators to act on your data. 
It's that flexible. 

Call today and discover why Empress is 
the software tool of choice for High Tech 
applications. 

' "llf!1!!tMS 
Rhochus 
Rhodrnus Incorporated 

250 Bloo< St1eet East, r .. 0010. Onta•<>. Cana1a M4W 1E6 

Tel: (416) 922-1743 
"UNIX, VMS unJ lJ«NL't, NFS. and £mprw. ~ tradt>marlts ol AT&1: IWll Luhs. Dtg1tal 1:."quipntMI Cotp0rot10n. Sun MKTOS)'Mems. l rte. afWI Rhodt1mJ lncoqKHOted ff"f/J«fwrly. 
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FROM 
THE LAB-#1 

The Northern Telecom 
Displayphone 220 

Dave Mallery The Display
phone 220, 
from Northern 
Telecom Inc. of 

Nashville, Tennessee, is a strange and 
wonderful beast. It's an attempt to in
tegrate the telephone and the terminal, 
and still fit into a reasonable enclosure. 
This integration permits the inclusion of 
many features, like dial directories and 
stored modem configurations. 

The size constraint creates prob
lems, however, at least as far as key
boards are concerned. Every trade-off 
has its up side. The up side here is that 
the amount of desk space used is 
minimal. 

I'm writing this article on the Dis
playphone in order to become accus
tomed to it and to prevent snap judg
ments. I get used to terminals and key
boards quickly, and my initial reactions 
usually fade as the underlying design 
niceties emerge. (My initial reaction here 
was that the keyboard is too small and 
doesn't have a nice feel.) 

Looking at the photo, you'll see 
that there is a set of PFt-4 keys on the 
body. The telephone keyboard will dou
ble as the numeric pad on the VT220, but 
the numbers are inverted! If you have an 
EDT keypad imprinted on your cortex, 
you'll have to stand on your head! 

Also missing are the other keypad 
keys - the period, the comma and the 
minus sign. 

Lo and behold, the asterisk is the 
period; i.e., the Select key in EDT. The 
keypad number sign key is the comma 
(or Delete key in EDT) . The Delete key 
does the minus sign work (delete word). 
The PF4 key still deletes the line. The 
keypad zero is the same as ever. 

In this emulation, five of the 10 soft 
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keys on the body have been preset to 
emulate the VT220 editing keypad, with 
the exception of "Insert Here" and 
"Remove." 

Now I find that, after only five 
minutes, I'm already getting used to this 
new arrangement. This gives me the 
courage to explore some of the other 
features. Over to the right side of the 
keyboard are the Break (FS), Remove 
and Insert keys from the edit keypad and 
a Print Screen key. The arrows are in the 
lower right hand of the keyboard, mim
icking the VT200 location more or less. 

The display is easy to like. The 
orange phosphor is easy to read and the 
physical design is striking. 

The telephone is integrated deeply 
into the terminal. Oust what you'd 
expect from Northern Telecom!) When 
you pick up the handset, you're in busi
ness, no matter what's happening on the 
screen. The current screen blanks, and 

The Displayphone 220 
handles both voice and 
data calls at the same 
time. You can access 
your database, and view 
or even enter informa
tion all while talking to 

your client. 

a dialing screen appears. There's an in
dependent call timer on the screen in ad
dition to the clock-calendar. You can 
recall the working computer screen by 
p_ressing the Screen key during the 
phone call. 

Dialing can be accomplished in 
many ways. The easiest way is to dial 
from the touch tone pad. The terminal 
has a "recall list" that you may add any 
manually dialed number to by using a 
soft key. 

There's a two-layer directory struc
ture in the terminal, accessed from the 
Directory key. The first level is a "main 
menu" of "types" of calls, and there is 
a 10-entry screen for each entry on the 
first level. 

You simply divide your phone di
rectories into major categories: personal, 
vendors, salespersons, etc.; use them as 
the entries in the high-level directory; 
and then fill in the numbers in the cor-
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EMC's New 8000 Series Memory Upgrades Are A Lot Like Digital's. 
Except They're More Advanced 

At last! you have an alternative Better Sem· ced And More De ,1! - 'b':/e service plans. In either case,Jou 
when it comes to memory .1'! 11.a 111 

• can return the suspect boar 
upgrades for 8500 up to 8800 after the replacement arrives. 
VAXes. From EMC, the company that's been everyone's favorite And finally, we can just about guarantee, you'll like working 
all along. with us. You get the commitment of an industry leader. The 

In addition to saving you about 20-30 percent, even more financial resources of a SlOO+ million corporation to back that 
if you've earned EMC trade-up credits, they'll impress you in commitment up. And the comfort of knowing we have the best 
ways you've come to expect. track record in the business. 

For starters, our modules use the latest lMbit chips instead So when your VAX 8000 Series; or any other VAX for that 
of older 256K RAMs. Which means our boards are inherently matter, is ready for an upgrade, move up with EMC. For more 
more reliable, since they use about 114 the number of information contact EMC Corporation, Hopkinton, MA 01748-
connections. 9103. 

And while wr:re on the subject of reliability, consider our For More Information Or To Order Call 
stringent testing proc~dures. After burn-in, ~ach bo'.lfd.spends l 800 222 EMC2 / 
at least 24 hours runnmg test patterns and diagnostics m one - - -
of our own VAX'" 8000 Series computers. Which is more (In MA, call 617-435-2541) 
quality control than even Digital provides. In Canada: 4I6·922-04I9; European Headquaners: In London 1016681 5511; 

Wh t' 'll mf · In Gennany: I0619648J 1885. 
a s more you get sotne pretty co ortmg guarantees International Number: +441668 551; u.s. TELEX 948615 EMC CORP NTIK. 

from EMC. Digital and VAX are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 
We guarantee delivery to meet your demands. And we 'EMC 8000 memory includes: 16MB arrays for VAX 86XO, 8500, 8550, 8700, 8800 computers. 

guarantee our boards for the life of your system. If you even EMC2 
suspect a problem, just give us a call. You'll have a replacement The System Enhancement 
in your hands overpight. Or, you can select one of our priority Company 
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responding low-level screen. Each num
ber optionally carries a full set of 
modem specs (speed, parity, etc.), or the 
number can be characterized as voice. 
One entry should be set up as local, and 
will cause you to connect out the serial 
port to your local machine. 

To use it, select the Directory key, 
then one digit for each level of the index. 
Dialing is immediate and automatic. 

Individual pages of the directory 
can be password protected. That's a 
good feature because there's no other 
protection for the directory data you 

store. Northern Telecom might consider 
a "session login" screen for overall 
security. It could reset itself automa
tically after a time period, or at the end 
of an eight-hour period. 

There's another nifty feature: a cal
culator. You access it by pressing the 
Services key and selecting Option 1. It's 
a simple four-banger, but very accessi
ble. You can flip back and forth between 
your active screen and the calculator. 

After an hour or so, I found that the 
keyboard is only a minor problem. My 
advice is, try it. I have no doubt that this 

Displayphone 220 
Northern Telecom Inc. 
200 Athens Way 
Nashville, TN 37228 
(615) 734-4251 

Price: $1,095 with modem; 
$895 without. 

Enter 746 on reader card 

terminal would be perfect for an execu
tive whose computer use is limited and 
whose desk space is at a premium. 

FROM 
THE LAB-#2 

The MXVSO 
Disk Controller 

Dave Mallery These days a 
MICROVAX II 

often grows up 
to be a real ma-

chine. The process usually starts with a 
big disk and its own controller, then, 
maybe a bigger terminal interface, a real 
tape drive, etc. 

One day you ask yourself about the 
RDxx drive that's still sitting in the box. 
You haven't accessed it in months but 
you're still paying Field Service exorbi
tant rates to "maintain" it. Not only 
that, but you're also paying to maintain 
the RQDXn controller. 

Out they come, but there's a prob
lem: One week later, you're trying to 
read a floppy and ... ! 

A Simple Solution 
Remove both DEC pieces and send them 
down the hall to another MICROVAX 
that could use more storage. Pick up an 
MT! MXVSO dual floppy controller from 
Micro Technology Inc. of Placentia, 
California, and you're in business. 

We installed one in our main MICRO-
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MXVSO Disk Controller 
Micro Technology Inc. 
1620 Miraloma Avenue 
Placentia, California 92670 
(714) 632-7580 

Price: $965 each, $675 for quantities 
of 100 or more. 

Enter 776 on reader card 

VAX. This machine has sprouted all of 
the obligitory big machine peripherals, 
but still needs the RXSO capacity to read 
articles sent into us in that format . 

Cabling for an RXSO is simpler than 
the standard lash-up for an RQDXn. The 
drive and the controller use a 34-pin 
cable connector. All you need is a cable 
about 18 inches long that can reach from 
the card cage back underneath the back
plane and out to the drive. All the dis
tribution panel nonsense can be skipped. 

The controller, as shipped, is set up 
for Shugart drive compatibility. The 
cables we received were of the Shugart 
(34-pin edge connector) persuasion. To 
convert to true RXSO, you must cut a 
jumper on the etch side of the board. 
This is located easily with the configura
tion card supplied with the manual. 

I configured the controller to be the 
DUB (second) device. 

Up it came. 
Our floppies now are DUBO and 

DUBl. 
Simple. 

Unassuming. 
N eat! 
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ABLE's Muxmaster FROM 
THE LAB·#3 
Dave Mallery A new data 

distribution sys
tem from ABLE 
Computer of 

Costa Mesa, California, the MUX-
MASTER has several slick features. 

First, you can distribute your ter
minals and line printers anywhere within 
a total of 4,000 feet using only inexpen
sive shielded twisted pair cable. (That's 
one twisted pair and a ground!) Unless 
you have to run in a plenum with 
Teflon, your wire cost is minimal. There 
are two connectors on the distribution 
panel. You may attach up to 2,000 feet 
of copper wire to each. Optionally, 
ABLE has a fiberoptic link modem pair 
that can take you 6,000 feet before you 
have to start the copper wire. At the end 
of each cable you place a connector with 
a 260-ohm terminating resistor. In our 
installation, one of the two connectors 
is terminated right on the distribution 
panel, and the other at the first and only 
cluster controller. 

The MUXMASTER has both Q-bus 
and UNIBUS interface cards. We evalu
ated the Q-bus version on our MICRO
VAX. The installation is trivial because 
there are no switch settings or jumpers. 
The distribution panel for up to 128 
ports is a pair of simple DB9 connectors, 
which is refreshing. Rear panel space on 
any MICROVAX is always at a premium. 

I said there were no switches or 
jumpers on the interface card. That's be
cause you do all the setting from a little 
menu on the first cluster controller. The 
inevitable dip switch actually is located 
on the rear of the controller. You activate 

MAY 1987 

MUX MASTER 
ABLE Computer 
3080 Airway Avenue 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
(714) 979-7030 

Hardware Environment: Available 
for DEC Q-bus or UNIBUS systems. 
System includes host module (Q-bus 
or UNIBUS), cluster controller (eight 
or 16 line), power supply, 25-foot 
composite link cable, set labels for 
customer terminal, cable ID and 
cluster controller ID. 

Price: $3,750 for the 16-line unit 
with host; $2,800 without host. 
Enter 779 on reader card 

the configuration program by setting 
the number eight switch and hitting 
RETURN so the unit can autobaud your 
terminal (plugged into port zero) . This 
menu- driven conversation is held just 
once and can be done from port zero of 
any convenient cluster controller (with 
the machine halted). 

Each cluster controller box has 16 
ports. The unit emulates DHVs, so the 
first 16 ports are TXAO: through TXB7:. 
We've tested them both as local ter
minals and for modem control, and we 
had no difficulties in either mode. We 
used the cluster controller on the 
MICROVAX at our DEXPO booths 
several times. The unit traveled across 
the country as checked baggage, came 
out of the box and worked. It then went 
back to Pennsylvania the same way and 
worked perfectly again. 

In addition to the 16-port cluster 
controllers, ABLE also features a remote 
printer controller. This little unit can be 
located anywhere on the cable. It has a 
parallel printer connector on the box, 
but when the computer sees it, it just 
sees another DHV port. The box handles 
the parallel-to-serial conversion. 

There are a number of things that 
the MUXMASTER will not do. It's not 
a switch. You only can have a single com
puter in the network. There is a limited 
switching option that works within a 
single controller only - you can share 
local printers and such that way. 

What MUXMASTER does provide is 
an economical distribution medium for 
large buildings and small campus environ
ments. It 's an almost brainless installa
tion, and has proved rugged over the 
several months we've been testing it. 

ARTICLE INTEREST QUOTIENT 
Enter On Reader C ard 

High 767 Medium 771 Low 775 
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you've got more freedom. 
f*raAe Module Disk Interconnect (SMDI) sub-

s give you the option of putting various SMD drives 
onyourVAXcluster orVAXBI system. That includes the 

most reliable, highest capacity and fastest drives 
available today. All with full Digital Storage 

Architecture (DSA) functionality and 
compatibility. 



You're free to think big. 
With Emulex SMDI, it's easy to give your system 

greater disk capacity than ever before. In fact, you're 
limited only by the size of the latest disk drives. That 
means today you can put up to 50% more capacity on 
your HSC50!70 and even more will be available soon. 
You're free to exreed old speed limits. 

If you have been operating with those drives that 
have a 36 ms average access time, you're going to love 
the 24 ms average access time of one of our SMDI 
subsystems. That's not all. Each channel of the SMDI 
supports SMD-E data transfer rates. 
You're free to configure 
and improve system reliability. 

Whether you attach to the VAXBI via the KDB50 
or to your VAXcluster via an HSC50!70, the SMDI 
allows you to choose industry standard disk drives 
that have field proven reliability statistics in excess 
of 30,000 hours MTBE 

You're free to set the pare of system evolution. 
Existing Emulex subsystems can be migrated 

to a VAXcluster environment when the time is right
thereby protecting your past SMD 
investment. In fact, the SMDI 
follows the Emulex tradition of 
providing you with higher perfor
mance and more reliability while 
reducing costs. 
That's the combination that 
earned Emulex its position as 
The Genuine Alternative. 
Freedom. You've got it. And the best way to protect it is 
to use it. To find out more, call I-800-EMULEX3. 
In California, 714-662-5600. 
Or write, Emulex Corporation, 
3545 Harbor Blvd., 
P.O. Box 6725, 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626. 

-M-
EMULEX 
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COMPUTER 
•KSHELF 

A Programmer's Guide 
To Common LISP 

R.B. 'hlease, Ph.D. Common LISP 
has become a 
de facto stan
dard imple-

mentation of the LISP language for con
ventional (non-AI, non-LISP machine) 
computers. Digital Equipment Cor
poration has supported AI developers by 
distributing VAX COMMON LISP, and 
Gold Hill 's GOLDEN COMMON LISP is 
available for compatible PC systems. 
Guy Steele's Common LISP: The Lan
guage (Digital Press, 1984) has proved to 
be a vital part of the complete documen
tation for these software packages. 
Steele's volume provides a comprehen
sive description/specification of the stan
dard language but, as many users have 
found, it's difficult to use as a textbook 
for learning LISP. As the Preface and 
Forward note, Deborah Tatar's A Pro
grammer's Guide to Common LISP was 
intended to be such a textbook, with 
special attention paid to adhering to 
functions and behaviors specified in 
Steele's earlier book. 

In 12 chapters, Tatar provides a 
thorough, methodical overview of 
Common LISP programming. As befits 
the material's origins (Tatar taught LISP 
classes inside DEC), the overall organ
ization stresses an instruction-and
practice approach to the subject matter. 
The body of each chapter covers major 
functional concepts, with numerous pro
gramming examp'les and illustrations. To 
consolidate each group of "lessons," the 
author provides a major con.cepts out
line and a summary of new form syn
tax. Each chapter also winds up with a 
list of cross-references to sections of 
Steele and a group of exercises testing 
subject material comprehension. 
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Chapter 1 begins with a fairly con
ventional general introduction to fun
damentals of LISP and list processing. 
Chapters 2 and 3 cover LISP data types 
and their evaluation, with an early ex
posure to CONS cell notation and a pro
gressive approach to writing proced
ures. Variables are covered at length in 
Chapter 4, with examples of binding, 
scoping and the use of globals and 
locals. Recursive and iterative functions 
and PROGN-type forms are treated in 
the fifth chapter, together with a presen
tation on lists as data "tree" structures 
and a demonstration of a recursive solu-

A Programma'1 GNUle to 
Common USP 

Deborah C. Tatar 
Digital Press 
Bedford , MA, 1987 
352 pages, softbound $23 
DEC Part No. EY 6706E-DP. 
Enter 713 on reader card 

tion to the famous "Towers of Hanoi" 
puzzle. 

"Interactions With The Outside 
World" (Chapter 6) introduces Com
mon LISP 1/0 functions for user input, 
printing, input type conversion, stream 
data objects and disk file handling. 
Many of these elements are drawn to
gether in a fairly complex demonstra
tion program that implements a version 
of the (by now classic) "Animals" guess
ing game. Chapter 7 provides coverage 
of Common LISP data structures, in
cluding association and property lists, 
arrays, vectors, hash tables and struc
tures as well as examples of their sup
porting functions. "Manipulating Pro
cedures As Data" (Chapter 8) treats the 
use of the interpreter to evaluate expres
sions, with the introduction of lambda 
lists (nameless functions) and the demon
stration of functions including EVAL, 
MAPCAR, MAPCON, FUNCALL and 
APPLY. Chapter 9 presents advanced 
constructs useful in the creation oflarger 
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The WY-85. $599. 
One of the reasons we now ship 

more te · than DEC. 
There are those who'll say we 
did it on our good looks. But it 
takes a lot more than a pretty 
face to out-ship a company like 
Digital: to ship more terminals, 
in fact, than anyone but IBM~ 

We think it's because termi
nals like our VT-220-compatible 
WY-85 offer dramatically better 
value, any way you want to com
pare them. 14" tilt/swivel screen, 
132-column format, low-profile 
adjustable keyboard. Nowhere 
else will you find this much per
formance for so little money: 
$599, green screen; $629, 
amber screen. 

Call toll-free or write, today, 
for more information. 
Wyse is a registered trademark of Wyse Technology. WY-85 and /he "V" 
shaped design are trademarks of Wyse Technology. VT-220 is a trademark 
of Digital Equipment Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of 
International Business Machines Corporation. C> 1986 Wyse Technology. 
*Dataquest 1985 mid· year tenninal shipmen/ update. 
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WYSE 
I I I I 

YOU NEVER REGRET A WYSE DECISION. 

I D Yes, please send me detailed information on 
I the WY-85 and the entire Wyse product line. 
I D I'd like to see a demonstration of the WY-85. 

I Name Title 

I Company Phone 

l Address 

I City State Zip 

Mail to: Wyse Technology, Attn: Marcom Dept. 85 
I 3571 N. First Street, SanJose, CA 95134 !i 
I Call 1-800-GET-WYSE !!i 



THE BEST ON YOUR VAX 
ACCENT R® 4th GL and RDBMS 
offers the best solution. 

Programmers will have the power to 
develop complex application systems 
in a fraction of the time with 
ACCENT R's structured programming 
language and fast compiler. 

End Users will have the information 
they need when they need it with 
ACCENT R's non-procedural 
command language and full screen 
retrieval system. 

If only the best will do for your 
programming needs, take a look at 

ACCENT R. We make it easy with a 
risk free 30-day evaluation. 

Write or call now to start using the best 
to do your best. 

GSA Contract #GSOOK86AGS5700 

Company-----------

Address -----------

Area Code __ Phone ------

CPU-----------~ 

t:1§ NATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC. 
20370 TOWN CENTER LANE • SUITE 130 • CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA 95014 • (408) 257 -7700 

ENTER 390 ON READER CARD 

The following are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation: 

A-to-Z DECnet FMS Micro Power/Pascal 
ALL-IN-1 DECsystem-10 GIGI MicroVAX 
COD DECSYSTEM-20 IAS PDP 
DATATRIEVE DEC/Test IVIS PDT 
DDCMP DECUS LAN Bridge P/OS 
DEC DECwriter LASO PRO 
DECalc DELNI LA100 Q-bus 
DECconnect DIBOL LQP02 Rainbow 
DECgraph Digital logo LSl-11 RALLY 
DECmail DNA MASSBUS RdbNMS 
DECmate Eve MicroPDP-11 RSTS/E 

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft. 
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc. 
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RSX 
RT-11 
Rainbow 
TEAM DATA 

lOPS 
ULTRIX 
UNIBUS 
VAX 
VAXBI 
VAXcluster 
VAX DIBOL 
VAXELN 
VAXFMS 
VAXlab 
VAX LISP 
VAXstation 
VMS 
VT 
Work Processor 
WPS 

programs: optional arguments, "dynamic 
non-local exits," signaling errors, pack
ages, multiple values and conventions 
for commenting (documentation). Cul
minating the discussion of advanced 
constructs is an extensive example pro
gram, FORM, a "toy" text formatter. 

The final three chapters of A Pro
grammer's Guide to Common LISP deal 
with program compilation, LISP macros 
and expert systems. The compiler dis
cussion includes notes on using function 
and file code, as well as information on 
types of declarations (special, type, in
line and optimization), their syntax and 
disassembly of compiled functions. The 
chapter on macros commences by ex
amining the necessity and drawbacks of 
these forms, and it proceeds through ex
amples of expansion, definition (DEF
MACRO and DEFTYPE functions), 
backquote-comma syntax, macro-defining 
macros and a macro-defining version of 
DEFSTRUCT. As a central example of 
expert system programming, the twelfth 
and final chapter presents mm, a "toy" 
system for· diagnosis of automobile 
engine problems. The discussion in
cludes aspects of rule definition, 
inference engine control structures, trac
ing system performance and system 
strengths and weaknesses. Fundamen
tal concepts and application-specific 
examples are covered, with full source 
code provided for OTTO system. 

Tatar's book concludes with a brief, 
annotated bibliography, a compendium 
of solutions to each chapter's exercises, 
a general index and an index of pro
cedures and macros as defined in the 
text. The modest bibliography provides 
major source references for various LISP 
dialects, AI surveys and the LISP-like 
LOGO language. 

Overall, A Programmer's Guide to 
Common LISP is well-worded, engag
ing and readable. Some chapters seem a 
bit brief, but as the summaries show, 
they provide fairly inclusive coverage of 
a majority of COMMON LISP features 
and functions. More so than some other 
LISP texts. Tatar's book progressively 
builds on a set of practical programming 
examples. While Tatar does spend her 
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share of time on the requisite "FOO BAR" 
abstract definitions, the reader is shown 
how to solve mathematical problems, 
parse text and create expert systems. 

At rare points, the otherwise con
cise text petrifies. For example, in illus
trating the use of SETF for changing the 
value of*BOOKS-BY-HOMER* Tatar un
leashes: 

(defvar *books-by-homer* 
'(Aeneid Odyssey)) 

*BOOKS-BY-HOMER* 

*BOOKS-BY-HOMER* 
(AENEID ODYSSEY) 

(setf (car *books-by-homer*) 'Iliad) 
ILIAD 

*books-by-homer* 
(ILIAD ODYSSEY) 

After a few minutes of searching 
around for the redefinition of *BOOKS
BY-HOMER* to *EPIC-NARRATIVES-BY
HOMER*, it occurred to me that the ap
propriate tex t probably been lost 
somewhere between the magtape and 
the typesetter! 

Although A Programmer's Guide to 
Common LISP is not a (yawn) university 
computer sciences text, it does a good 
job of teaching the specifics of a useful 
language dialect. Tatar seems to have 
fulfilled her prefatory promise to deliver 
an introductory text for LISP beginners 
and sophisticated programmers alike. 
Furthermore, while the VAX and XCON 
get their mention in the text, Tatar's 
volume shows that Digital Press con
tinues to produce quality, general-appeal 
books, not camouflaged DEC technical 
manuals. - Reviewed by R.B. Trelease, 
Ph.D. , a medical research scientist in 
California. 

ARTICLE INTEREST Q UOTIENT 
Enter On Reader Card 
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Syntu LAN Software Servers Bring It All Together. 

MS-DOS, VAX/VMS, and UNIX LAN CONNECTIVITY 

Syntax LAN server products turn your minicomputer into a multi-functional LAN server while the minicomputer 
continues to process your existing applications. Syntax products integrate PC LANs with DEC VAX and standard 
UNIX minicomputers. 

CONNECTIVITY - Syntax has solved the connectivity 
problem. Now an IBM PC user, operating MS-DOS, can 
create a file on the mini server or the PC, store or copy 
this file to a DEC VAXNMS and/or a UNIX computer, and 
this file can be transparently and concurrently used by a 
VAX or UNIX application. Files created by VAXNMS or 
UNIX applications can be directly used by PC programs 
in the MS-DOS operating system. 

COMPATIBILITY - Syntax server products, VIM and 
SMBservers, are compatible with the industry standards 
including Ethernet, Microsoft Networks, TCP/IP, and 
XNS. We are compatible with the most popular operating 
systems including MS·DOS, DEC VAX/VMS, and UNIX 
(System V, bsd4.2, ULTRIX, and XENIX). 

Our servers are built to include the new standards as 
they are available, like ISO and MAPnDP. 

Syntax offers you the equipment and software choices 
from the leading LAN manufacturers including Excelan, 
Ungermann-Bass, 3Com, Mlcom, and DEC. 

FUNCTIONALITY - Install Syntax server software on 
your minicomputer and networked PCs can use the 
storage, printers, and other resources of the minicom
puter. PC users can concurrently share information, 
programs, and electronic mail facilities. The PC data 
stored on the mini computer can easily be protected 
and backed up during normal minicomputer backup 
processes. 

With Syntax products, the PC user can access the 
minicomputer resources using the high speed Ethernet 
LAN connection . Terminal emulation services like 
REFLECTION 2, allow the PC user to execute minicom
puter applications, access remote computers using the 
minicomputer communication facilities, and interface to 
other networks like DECnet. The potential is limited by 
your imagination! 

SYNTIW 
(2061251-8438 

OEM Inquiries welcome 

SYNTAX IS THE RIGHT CHOICE - Our products offer more features, higher performance, more choices, more 
connectivity, standards compatibility, and better price/performance than any other. Just ask our customers about 
our support! One other reason to select Syntax: we have been offering easy to use PC-to-minicomputer Ethernet 
LAN connectivity products longer than anyone else. We know your problems and provide superior solutions. 

Syntax 
8842 s. 193rd Place, sune N107 
Kent, WA 98032 
(206) 251-8438 

DEC. VAX, VMS, RMS.and DECnet are trademarltl of Digital Equipment CorpotatiOn. VIM, File Transfer, SMBseMtr, VAXserver, VinualT«rTllnal, end Subroutine Library ere 
lr9demarks of Syncu Systems, Inc. IBM PC ii e tnldemark of International Business Machines, Inc. Ethernet ii a trademark of Xemx Corporation. UNIX ii a trademark of 
AT&T 111988 SYNTAX 
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The DEC PROFESSIONAL magazine will consider DEC-specific hardware and soft
ware products for review. We do not endorse or guarantee any products reviewed 
or discussed. 
For further information contact: The Editorial Department, Professional Press, 

921 Bethlehem Pike, Spring House, PA 19477. 
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CHANGING 
POWER FREQUENCY 
QUESTION: I support RSX systems for 
both 50- and 60-Hz power. Must I do a 
separate SYSGEN for each system? Does 
RSX have a simple way to change power 
frequency? 

REPLY: It's fairly easy to change the 
power frequency for RSX. The number 
of clock ticks per second is kept in one 
place, a single word in SYSCM, an 
executive data area. Change the value of 
$TKPS. The following example changes 
a system to 50 Hz. It uses the SWSTK$ 
macro to switch into executive state 
before changing the constant. The task 
must be built privileged: 

.MCALL 
START: SWSTK$ 

MOV 
RETURN 

10$: EXIT$S 
.END 

SWSTK$,EXIT$S 
10$ 
#50.,$TKPS 

START 

Examine your application code. If 
you have hard-coded time intervals as 
a number of ticks, your time intervals 
now may be wrong. In an application 
such as yours, time intervals should be 
calculated based on the line frequency 
present in the system. For example, a 
.5-second interval should not be coded 
as either 30 or 25 ticks, but rather 
should be calculated when needed, as in 
the following example, which will work 
correctly on 60-Hz power systems. It 
will not be correct on 50-Hz systems: 

MOV #30.,RO 
;half a second, in 60-Hz ticks 

This example will be correct on any 
frequency power system, assuming only 
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By James McGlinchey 
I respond to those questions that 
are interesting and applicable to 
the general RSX user. Please mail 
your questions to: RSX Clinic, 
DEC PROFESSIONAL, P.O. Box 
503, Spring House, PA 
19477-0503. Questions also can 
be submitted through ARIS. 

an even number of ticks per second: 

GTIM$S #BUFFER 
;get system time parameters 

MOV BUFFER+ G:TICP,RO 
;get ticks-per-second 

ASR RO 
;now halve it. 

BUFFER: .BLKW 8. 

LINE FREQUENCY CLOCK 
IS FLEXIBLE 
QUESTION: I have a KW11-P Program
mable Clock on my system. Must I use the 
KW11-P as the system clock? Must I do a 
SYSGEN to put it in? 

REPLY: A KW11-P typically is used as a 
source of high-frequency, precisely 
timed interrupts for real-time applica
tions. The use of a KW11-P as a system 
clock is optional. The RSX System 
Generation Manual correctly warns 
against use of a KW11-P as a system 
clock because it can swamp an RSX 
system if used at high clock rates; i.e., 

more than 1,000 interrupts per second. 
Use of a KWl 1-P as a system clock also 
would lock you into a fixed clocking 
rate, so it's probably not a good idea in 
general. 

A more flexible design would be to 
use the line frequency clock as the 
system clock, and then write a task that 
connects to the KW11-P's interrupt us
ing the CINTS directive, so that the 
high-frequency interrupts are used just 
for your application. A fully worked out 
example is given in The RSX Executive 
Manual, in the section for the CINTS 
directive. I have used a KW11-P only 
once as a system clock, and that was a 
case where the system power was pro
vided by a diesel generator with an 
unstable line frequency. I installed the 
KW11-P as the system clock (yes, you 
must do a SYSGEN), but set it to 
generate 100 interrupts per second. 

NO COMMAND 
LINE EDITOR 
QUESTION: Does RSX have a command 
line editor? We like the one in VAX/VMS, 
and miss it on RSX. 

REPLY: RSX does not have a command 
line editor at this time. I am told that a 
future release of M-PLUS will contain a 
command line editor, but no date has 
been set. Several command line editors 
exist on the DECUS RSX SIG tapes. My 
favorite is CLE, written by a program
mer at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Min
neota . It 's on the Spring 1986 RSX 
Symposium Tape Collection, near the 
end of the tape. It saves the most recent 
16 command lines and allows you to 
recall, edit, and reissue commands. 
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Cl-MIV16 

SUBSYSTEMS 
MICROVAX QBUS 

CI-1340 SERIES 168MB-900MB winchester 
with 8" floppy or tape backup. 
CI-820 SERIES 20MB-150MB winchester 
with dual 8" floppy backup. 
CI-550 SERIES 10MB-70MB winchester 
with 5\4'' floppy backup. 
CI-1220-TF: 2MB dual 8" floppy. 

SYSTEMS 
QBUS 

CI-MICR0-11: LSI-11/ 23 or 11/ 73 CPU, 
256KB-4MB memory, 20MB-150MB 
winchester, 5\4'' or 8" dual floppy, or 
cart. tape, serial ports, 4 x 8 backplane, 
power supply all in a rack/ table-top chassis. 

Call Toll Free: 

. , . 

Cl-MIV16 
BRING YOUR MICROVAX II SYSTEM TO ITS FULL MEMORY 
POTENTIAL USING JUST ONE OPTION SLOT. ALSO CON
SUME LESS POWER. TWO 8MB CARDS CONSUME OVER 
TWICE OR EVEN THREE TIMES THE POWER OF ONE 16MB 
CARD. SINCE THE MODULE USES 1 MB DRAMS, IT HAS ONE 
FOURTH THE CHIPS OF 8MB CARDS THAT USE 256KB 
DRAMS. FEWER CHIPS MEAN GREATER RELIABILITY. THE 
Cl-MIV16 ALSO HAS A COST ADVANTAGE. CALL TODAY 
FOR A CURRENT QUOTE. 

Cl-VAX4 

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE VAX 11 /780, 11 /785 
COMPUTERS USING THE MS780-E/MS780-J COMPATIBLE 
MEMORY SYSTEMS. 4 MB ON A SINGLE BOARD. 7 ECC BITS 
FOR THE ECC OF THE VAX. BATTERY BACK UP MODE. ON
LINE/OFF-LINE SWITCH. 200ns ACCESS TIME. 

Cl-550 
w... • - • 

MEMORY 
VAX 

CI-VAX4: 4 megabyte error correcting for VAX 
780/ 785. 
CI-V53: 1 megabyte error correcting for VAX 
725/ 730/ 750. 

MICROVAX II 
CI-MIV16/ 8/ 4: 16,8,4 megabyte parity 
modules. 
CI-MIV8-EDC: 8 megabyte with error 
detection and correction w/ CSR. 

I •••••••••••••• ,,,,, 

. l f 1111111111111111111 
7 / 1111111111111111\\t ; " n 11111111111111111\\ 

QBUS 
CI-1173:4 megabyte block-mode. 
CI-1173-EDC: 2 megabyte error detecting 
and correcting w/block-mode. .. ··- " --

~ .. -· 
~lllllll/lllllll . 1111111111111111 11111111111111111 Ill\\\\\\\\\\\\\~ 

Cl-MIVS-EDC 

CI-1123+ : 1 megabyte dual width. 
CI-QBUS-EDC: 4 megabyte EDC dual width, 
block-mode. 

800-468-0736 (est.) 

Chrislin Industries Caribe,, Inc. 
P.O. BOX 1657 SAN JUAN, PR 00629 

TEL. 809-876-5205 TELEX 345-4170 (CHRISLN PD) 
31252 VIA COLINAS, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362 

TEL. 818-991-2254 TWX 910-494-1253 

ENTER 12 ON READER CARD 

EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVES: W. Germany-Dama Computertechnik (089) 272 32 40; Switzerland-OAP (01) 948 0580 

VAX, DEC, MicroVAX, 0-bus, LSl-11 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. 



MANAGING 
YOUR 
MICROVAX 

David's 'Yuppie 
Cluster' Grows Up 

David W. Bynon I've had a seri
ous problem 
with the BA23 
MICROVAX II 

systems I've installed recently: expan-
sion. The BA23 systems have worked 
admirably for their original purpose but, 
as usual, more applications and more 
users have been added. The systems have 
reached their peripheral limit and, in 
two cases, their CPU limitations as well. 

At this point I'm faced with two 
options: upgrading to larger systems 
(naw, too expensive) or expanding the 
current systems. You guessed it - I've 
chosen to expand with new storage and 
interface peripherals and, in the extreme 
cases, with additional CPUs. 

My primary concern while imple
menting an upgrade is to remain 100 
percent DEC compatible and DEC main
tainable. That's not to say that I don't 
use third-party hardware; I do, as long 
as it fits seamlessly into the original 
DEC architecture and provides a more 
cost-effective solution. 

Acquiring Extra Space 
One of my biggest gripes is a computer 
system expanded in an ad hoc fashion, 
a disk drive here or a tape drive there 
. . . each addition in a separate expansion 
cabinet (or box), and each with its own 
menagerie of cables and wires. I dislike 
these systems with a passion, simply 
because they look like they've been 
thrown together without planning or 
design. To me, a high-performance 
computer is like an Italian sports car; 
you won't find a Ferrari owner who in
stalls a stereo by wiring it up and toss-
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ing it in the glove box. E:x;pansions 
should be carefully planned and 
executed. 

My first expansion idea simply was 
to buy empty BA123 chassis and transfer 
the CPU, memory and peripherals from 
the current BA23 systems, and then 
work up from there. I like the BA123 

' ' My primary concern 
while implementing 

an upgrade is to 
remain 100 percent 
DEC compatible . 

'' chassis. It's a well engineered design 
with plenty of room for storage periph
erals, cabling and maintenance. 

So much for my first idea. A call to 
my DEC Sales Representative ended any 
notion of using the BA123: 

"Sorry fella, DEC's in the business 
of selling computer systems, not empty 
chassis. How about a new VAX 8300?" 

"Thanks, I'll pass." 
Next thought - a third-party ex

pansion chassis. While at DEXPO New 
York last December, I investigated an 
innovative MICROVAX chassis system -
the DA123 by Trimm Industries of 
North Hollywood, California. As you 
might have guessed from the name, the 
DA123 is a "world box." However, it's 
not simply a clone of DEC's BA123. The 
DA123 is far and above the better box. 
It offers a variety of solutions for 
mounting storage devices, 1/0 distribu
tion panels and power supplies. Addi
tionally, the DA 123 is rugged. 

The unique quality of the DA123 
box, however, is that it can be integrated 
without voiding your DEC warranty or 
DEC Field Service eligibility. This 
amazing achievement is accomplished, 
simply enough, by allowing you to 
mount your original BA23 chassis inside 
the DA123 . You then are free to integrate 
many combinations of eight- and 
5 1/4 -inch disk subsystems, and cartridge 
tape drives. The DA123 doubles the 
number of 1/0 distribution panels (cab
inet kits) for terminals, printers, Ether
net and so on. 

Another expansion approach is to 
strip the BA23 chassis from its tower 
enclosure and mount it in a DEC or 
DEC-compatible rack mount cabinet. 
These come in a variety of sizes, with 
the 30-inch (H9610-XX) and 40-inch 
(H9642-XX) systems being the most 
likely candidates for this application. 
Primary considerations for this type of 
mounting system are front load design, 
hinged rear door, 15 AMP power distri
bution unit, casters and plenty of ven
tilation. To aid cooling (the BA23 chas
sis vents to the side when rack mounted, 
which restricts air flow), many cabinet 
manufacturers build fan cooling units 
that bolt to the rear of the cabinet . 

This type of repackaging approach 
is ideal if you want to upgrade to a 
14-inch disk subsystem and reel-to-reel 
tape drive, if you need additional back
plane space or if your system requires 
an inordinate number of 1/0 interfaces, 
like multiple modems, multiplexers, net
work interfaces and so on. Devices like 
these are better installed in rack cabinets 
or on shelves mounted in the cabinet. 
Wiring is easier, maintenance is easier 
and the package will look as if it were 
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'Iiimarchi Associates, Inc. 
P.O. Box 560 
State College, PA 16804 
(814) 234-5659 
Enter 764 on reader card 

'Iiimm Industries 
11939 Sherman Road 
North Hollywood, CA 91605 
(213) 875-2830 
Enter 768 on reader card 

planned and not as if it had just hap
pened. 

Still another expansion technique is 
remote cable concentration. Remote 
cable concentrators are kits that relocate 
the physical terminal connection from 
the 1/0 distribution panel on the back of 
the MICROVAX to a small box mounted 
away from the MICROVAX. The benefit 
is two fold: First, a Remote Cable Con
centrator only uses one "B" type 1/0 
panel, whereas a DHVl 1 occupies two. 
This permits you to add another DHVll. 
Second, by using remote cable concen
trators (especially in the case of a BA23 
MICROVAX), you get the cable crowd
ing away from the machine. The instal
lation becomes tidier and the system 
is easier to work on. 

Adding More CPU Power 
The recent introduction of the Local 
Area VAXcluster (LAVC) has made incre
mental expansion of a MICROVAX sys
tem possible. Simply by connecting 
MICROVAX systems together via.Ether
net, and installing the LAVC software, 
you can add additional CPU horsepower. 

I've installed, and used extensively, 
two LAVC systems. The first, which we 
affectionately call the "Yuppie Cluster" 
(Young, Up-and-corning Processors), 
consists, currently, of five rack-mounted 
MICROVAX II systems: Biff, Skip, Buffy, 
Chaz, and Liz. This system was built ex
pressly with expandability in mind as 
the processing needs of the organization 
grew. It's working! 

Biff actually is a VAXstation II; he 

MAY 1987 

• Onboard TCP/IP 
and TELNET Server 
off-load host CPU 

• Berkeley-compatible, networking 
Socket Library 

• FTP, TELNET, SMfP 
electronic mail 

• Unbeatable price/performance nns 
INfEIJJGENT PROC~R 

TEllsYou 
How 

l/&61® 
MICOM-Interlan, 155 Swanson Road, Boxborough, MA 01719 

ENTER 239 ON READER CARD 
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DA123 w/ front panels for 5.25" peripherals 
40 Watt power supply for additional drives 
Power supply wiring harness 
115 CFM fan kit for power supply 
BA23 installation kit 
5.25" drive brackets (3) 
1/0 panel 

Total cost of cabinet upgrade (approx) 

$ 895.00 
185.00 
25.00 
33.00 
20.00 
50.00 

180.00 

$1488.00 

Table 1. Cost of migrating to the DA123. 

KA630 with FPU 
5-MB memory 
RODX3/RD53 
TK50 
DZ011 (4 ports) 

$21,580.00 
$23,068.00 <E-- After upgrade 

to DA123 

KA630 with FPU 
5-MB memory 
RODX3/RD53 
9TK50 
DHV11 (8 ports) 

$29,430.00 

Table 2. BA23 vs. BA123 price comparison. 

ABLE 3. 

Yuppie Cluster (5 MVll on LAVC)VAX 8600 

Max memory 
MIPS 
Expandable 
No. Users 
Spec. Req . 

Base price 

BOMB 
4.5 (approx) 
Yes (up to 13 nodes) 
48 
None 

$114,000.00 

68MB 
4.2 
Yes (8650) 
48 
A/C Computer room, 
3-phase power 
$395,000.00 

Table 3. Yuppie Cluster vs. VAX 8600. 

plays head honcho to the others by pro
viding mass storage and console sup
port. By using a VAXstation, it's possi
ble to have one central console device 
for all five systems, a la VAXstation win
dows (a convenience only). 

Mass storage on Biff (and to the rest 
of the Yuppies) is provided by a pair of 
RD54, 159-MB "equal" drives from Tri
marchi and Associates, Inc. of State Col
lege, Pennsylvania. The RD54 drives are 
mounted in a BA23 expansion chassis. 
These drives are equal in every way to 
DEC's own RD54 drive, with one nota
ble exception - the price tag. The Tri
marchi drive can be purchased for little 
more than half of what it costs from 
DEC, and shipment is speedy. The other 
four systems use their original DEC 
RD52s for local page and swap files (I 
don't believe completely in diskless 
systems). 

In the present configuration, Biff 
and Skip are what I term "service 
machines." Skip provides all print 
queues and user batch queue services, 
which keep him pleasantly busy, while 
Diff handles software product queues; 
i.e., ALL-IN-1 mail delivery, Message 
Router, etc. Interactive use of these two 
systems is not permitted. The load on 
Biffis kept light intentionally so he may 
concentrate on his primary task as a disk 
server. 

The remaining Yuppies, Buffy, 
Chaz, and Liz, are application-specific 
processors. Buffy, for example, is the 
Office Automation (OA) processor. She 
provides services with products like 
ALL-IN-1, WPS-PLUS, Datatrieve, and 
DECalc. Chaz, on the other hand, is used 
for database systems, and Liz for pro
gram development. 

The purpose of allocating each pro
cessor to a specific type of work is for 
performance. Each system is tuned for 
its particular application, whereas on a 
single system like the VAX 8600, the sys
tem must be tuned to provide average 
performance under all conditions. 

Connectivity of the Yuppies was 
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accomplished using a DELNI (eight 
Ethernet transceivers in a box). The 
DELNI sits at the bottom of the pro
cessor cabinet, which makes for a clean 
and simple installation. Terminals inter
face to the Yuppies via DECservers 
(Ethernet terminal servers). While ter
minal servers are not as efficient as asyn
chronous serial port multiplexers like 

' ' Don't give up on your 
MICROVAX just because 
you've grown out of its 
original configuration. 

'' the DHV11 or DHQ11 (due to the num
ber of layers of DECnet software used 
to transport the data), they do provide 
the added functionality of connecting 
with multiple host processors. In the 
case of the Yuppie Cluster, this was a 
key function. 

What's The Point? 
The point of all of this is simple: Don't 
give up on your MICROVAX just 
because you 've grown out of its original 
configuration. It's an incredibly expand
able system. 

Digital and third-party vendors 
provide more options and expansion 
capabilities (not counting mips) for the 
MICROVAX than for any other VAX sys
tem: storage systems, memory, back
plane extenders, chassis, cabinets and 
connectivity products. It's all available, 
and less expensive for the MICROVAX. 
Tables 1, 2 and 3 itemize the current cost 
of upgrading your MICROVAX. Why 
move up, when you can expand and 
save? - David Bynon is a VAX systems con
sultant in Washington, D.C. 
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ROSS/V 
The smart way 
to convert from 

RSTS/E to VAX/VMS. 
Chances are the applications you wrote under RSTS/E will 
run on your V AXNMS system as is or with minor changes. 
All you need is ROSSN. 

Easy migration to VAX. Migrating becomes fast and inexpensive 
because ROSSN simulates the RSTS/E operating system under 
VAXNMS. 
RSTSIE look-alike. You get an extensive subset of monitor calls and 
standard features including CCL's, DOS-formatted magtape, resident 
libraries , and more.Write or call for our updated ROSSN 
Technical Summary describing the RSTS/E features that are 
implemented under V AXNMS. 
Development capability. ROSSN allows OEMs, VARs, and end users 
to develop, test, and run RSTS/E-based applications side-by-side with 
VAXNMS-based applications on the same VAX at the same time. 
For VAX models: 11/780, 11/782, 11/785, and 8600, $10,900; 
11/750, $7,700; 111725 and 11/730, $5,500. 
EC & H. Our specialty is DEC. For over fifteen years, we have 
designed and developed minicomputer software to improve produc
tivity and get more out of DEC systems. We not only license our 
software products, we also develop custom applications. Count on us 
for quality products and expert support. 

Other software products for VAX/VMS and RSTSIE. 
• KDSS a multi-terminal key-to-disk data entry system. 

(Also available for RSX-UM.) 
• TAM an efficient screen formatter for transaction processing 

applications. (Also available for RSX-UM.) 
• DIALUP a data communications package that links 

RSTS/E and V AXNMS systems to remote computers. 
• VSELECT & SELECT fast file-scanning packages. 
• VSORT & FSORT3 high-speed sort packages. 
• BSC!DVa device driver for DEC's DVU. 
For more information, call 
(617) 861-0670 or write: 
Evans Griffiths & Hart, Inc. 
55 Waltham Street 
Lexington, MA 02173 
TWX: 710-326-0103 
ROSSN distributor for 
Continental Europe: 
INFO DATA 
Zollikerstrasse 249 
CH-8008 Zurich 
Tel. 01/55 05 00 

RSTS. RSX. VAX, DEC, and VMS are trademarks of 
Digital EquipmentCorporation. 
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Lori Snyder received her B.S. degree in electrical 
engineering from the Pennsylvania State University. 
After working at Hercules Inc., Wilmington, Dela
ware, where she developed engineering software on 
CAD/CAM and mainframe computers, Lori went to 
work for General Electric Space Division, Valley 
Forge, Pennsylvania. There she supported and de
veloped engineering application software on VAXs 
and several other computers, and maintained a pair 
of UNIX-based workstations. She also developed 
and taught an introduction to VAXNMS course. 

Lori's interest in the UNIX-based workstation 
lead her to a position with Valid Logic Systems, 
Wayne, Pennsylvania, as a systems engineer in Valid's 
local sales office. There she spent time maintaining 
several UNIX-based systems, and answering ques
tions and teaching customers about UNIX and 
Valid's entire line of electronic design software. She 
also performed benchmarks for perspective custom
ers and conducted training seminars. 

Bill Hancock, our networking editor, is an inter
nationally well-known and respected network and 
software engineering consultant who has held 
engineering and technical positions at DEC, Texas 
Instruments, SOHIO Petroleum Co. , and IBM. He 
conducts seminars on various network issues and 
subjects and has more than 2,000 network designs 
to his credit. 

Bill's clients include many of the Fortune 500 
and governmental authorities such as the U.S, 
U.K, Germany, Switzerland, Japan, and the Peoples 
Republic of China. Bill is experienced in all as
pects of communications and network design 
and implementation. He is one of two network 
expert delegates for the U.S. serving on the Inter
national Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
TC97/SC6/WG5 (Network Architecture) technical 
committee; serves as VP Engineering for Essential 
Resources, Inc., New York; and is the author of Net
work Design and Implementation and Systems Man
agement for VAX Systems. 

Charles Connell, East Coast editor, writes feature 
articles and works with professionals in his area who 
wish to contribute articles to our magazines. Chuck 
also visits East Coast OEMs and VARs in the DEC 
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Lori Snyder 

Bill Hancock 

Charles Connell 

marketplace to review interesting new products and 
cover newsworthy events. 

Chuck has served as a VAX/VMS system pro
grammer, college instructor, and consultant. His 
consulting work has included stints with DEC 
OEMs and DEC educational services. He holds a B.A. 
degree in linguistics from Hampshire College, and 
an M.A. in computer science from Boston Univer
sity, where he specialized in computation theory. 

Philip A. Naecker is a consulting software 
engineer based in Altadena, California. As West 
Coast editor, he keeps in touch with developments 
and activities in the DEC community on the West 
Coast. Phil writes on a variety of software and hard
ware topics, and especially is interested in databases, 
fourth-generation languages, software development 
tools, special-purpose processors, and workstations. 
H e is a special technical consultant to the 4GL 
Special Interest Group (SIG) of DECUS, and is an 
editor of the DECUS periodical, The Wombat 
Examiner. 

Prior to becoming an independent consultant, 
Phil was manager oflnformation Services for a large 
engineering firm and was responsible for both hard
ware and software development in a mixed technical/ 
commercial VAX shop. 

Phil's education includes a B.S. degree from the 
California Institute of Technology and graduate 
work at the University of California, Los Angeles. 

As senior technical editor for DEC PROFESSIONAL 

and VAX editor for VAX PROFESSIONAL, Al Cini 
has written many articles on various DEC 
PDP-I I and VAX software products. He is president 
of Computer Methods Corporation, a technical 
training and software consulting firm specializing 
in applications implemented with DEC computer 
products. 

Al's DEC system experience spans more than 
10 years, and he is a widely recognized authority 
on VAX-based software development techniques. 
He has developed and presented a number of courses 
for DEC's Seminar Program's group, including the 
VAX FORTRAN and VAX COBOL Advanced Pro
gramming Concepts Seminars, and the VAX BASIC 
Version 3 Update Seminar. • 
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Dilog Redefines MicroVAX* Disk Storage. 
Wide-Open Performance. DIWG's 
controllers remove bottlenecks! Exclusive 
DYNAMIC TRANSFER SEGMENTATION™ 
increases system throughput by executing 
multiple transfers in an order that 
minimizes disk latencies. And Only Dilog 
Has It! 

No bus hogs here! QBIC, DIWG's 
proprietary Q-Bus* Interface Chip, handles 
all transactions in hardware which 
speeds execution. And Only Dilog Has It! 

Device independence too! DIWG's 
unique UNIVERSAL FORMATIING™ stores 
parameters on the drive, not the controller. 
No changing PROMs, no reprogram
ming. Mix and match drives of different 

MSCP Compatible Disk Controllers 
for MicroVAX~ MicroPDP-ll~ ISI-ll* 

DQ236- interfaces up to four SMD/~MD DQ616 - interfaces up to four Sf506/ 
drives; quad board Sf412 and DEC RD52, RD53 Winchester disk 
DQ606 - interfaces up to four SA450 or drives; dual board 
DEC RX50 disk drives. RX50 media corn- DQ696 - interfaces up to two ~DI Win-
patible; dual board chester drives; dual board 

MQ606 - Dual function, interfaces up to 
two Sf506/Sf412 Winchesters and SA450 
floppies; RX50 drive and media cornpat-

• ible. DEC RD52, RD53 interface 
~~ compatible; dual board 

performance and physical characteris
tics. And Only Dilog Has It! 
Expanded Flexibility. With On-board 
formatting, all the intelligence is in the 
controller. No need to use distribution 
media, computers or backplanes to verify 
controller and drive functionality. And 
you get the same media flaw replacement 
techniques used by DEC. 

Even more flexibility! Update param
eters from the keyboard with DIWG's 
on-board non-volatile RAM (NOVRAM). 
No more tearing out boards and setting 
switches! 

Take advantage of todays new faster 
peripherals. Oversized buffers smooth 
the flow of data between host and disk, 
reducing software latencies. 
Lower Cost of Ownership. Field 
proven on more than 70,000 controllers! 
High performance in 
a less power hun
gry package. 
Complete 
compatibility 
with DEC 
operating 
systems. Runs 
DEC diagnostics. 
Quickly isolate problems, 
dramatically cut maintenance costs 
and reduce MTTR for the entire system .. 

Saving across the board is what 
has made DIWG the first choice with DEC 

users. Find out more. Call for your 
copy of the latest DILOG product guide. 

Outside California, toll-free: 
l-800-DILOG32 Ext. 86 

U.S. Offices: Anaheim, CA (714) 
937-5700; Red Bank, NJ (201) 530-0044; 
Atlanta, GA(404) 256-0682. lntemational 
Offices: United Kingdom, Woking, Surrey 
( 4862) 70262, Switzerland, Cortaillod 
( 4138) 424454. 

mRnm~ 
DISTRIBUTED LOGIC COAPDAATIOI!' 

DEC, QBUS, V~'IBUS. Mtcrol.\X, Microl'DI? 1.51·ll. wt and PDP.,. ll'ldnnllb of 
Di!lltal Equipment Corporation. D)1wnk 1l'llllf<r SeRmen11t1on and L'nlwnll For
marung are trademarks of Dll.OG. 
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ARTNMS Available 
On DEC Hardware 
Inference Corporation's Automated Reason
ing Tool (ART), an advanced software 
development tool, now is available on high 
performance, traditional hardware. ART/ 
VMS is designed to develop business-critical 
expert systems applications on VAX com
puter systems. 

ART/VMS, written in C, brings ad
vanced technology to traditional hardware 
and operating system environments. These 
capabilities include sophisticated memory 
management, the pattern-matching structure 
that joins patterns both from the left and 
from the right, integrated object-oriented and 
rule-based programming that provides a new 
level of support for mixed initiative interfaces, 
as well as sophisticated graphics, program
mer interfaces to the knowledge base and a 
pseudo-natural language syntax. 

Normally priced at $65,000, the ART/ 
VMS is being offered at $29,500 until July 
31, 1987: 

• 

To learn more, contact Inference Corpora
tion, 5300 West Century Blvd., Los Angeles, 
CA 90045; (213) 417-7997; Telex: 286747. 

Enter 901 on reader card 

DEC Europe 
Installs TOLAS 
GSI Transcomm's TOLAS distribution 
management software system is being in
stalled throughout DEC's extensive network 
of European warehouses and product distri
bution facilities. GSI Transcomm is providing 
Digital's European operations with the 
TOLAS order entry, inventory management, 
purchase order management and accounts 
payable software modules. In addition, GSI 

• 

---= ----
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RUGGED DIGITAI.!S R/8200 ruggedized DEC VAX 8200 computer system is fo r 

military applications. 

Transcomm is scheduled to develop several 
data interfaces that will allow TOLAS to be 
integrated with other existing software 
packages being used by Digital. 
For more information, contact GSI Trans
comm, 1380 Old Freeport Rd., Pittsburgh, 
PA 15238; (412) 963-6770, FAX 963-6779 
or Telex: 629-46642. 

Enter 902 on reader card 

R/8200 Designed For 
Military Applications 
Incorporating full DEC VAX 8200 high
performance features, RUGGED DIGITAI:s 
R/8200 ruggedized version of the computer 
system is designed to meet military re
quirements for mobile Command, Control 
and Communications (C31) or for electronic 
warfare applications. The R/8200 includes the 
high-speed 13.3 MB/second VAXBI interface 
bus, zero-insertion-force locking connector 
design and expandability to multiprocessor 
configurations. 

Designed to operate in severe en
vironments, the R/8200 meets the re
quirements of manned, mobile platforms 
such as truck-mounted shelters, large and 
small aircraft, submarines and surface ships. 
The R/8200 includes DEC computer elec
tronics integrated with a heavy-duty ex
truded aluminum chassis, integral shock and 
vibration isolation, and a power supply 
system designed to military specifications. 
For further information, contact RUGGED 
DIGITAL SYSTEM S, Inc., 328 Gibralter 
Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94089; (408) 747-1770. 

Enter 904 on reader card 

Common Lisp Available 
For The PDP And VAX 
AIRS Ltd. announced the release of a com
plete Common Lisp development package 
for the PDP and VAX or MicroVAX. The 
package provides an AI workstation type of 
environment on general-purpose terminals. 
Current facilities include a structured editor, 
a complete debugging utility, windowing 
with mouse/digitizing pad support, and bit
mapped graphics (Tektronix 4010/4014 
compatible). 
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An incremental garbage collection 
design has been implemented for efficient 
memory management, and an optimizing 
compiler enables compact code and rapid 
execution. Operating systems currently 
supported are RSTS V9 and VMS V4.2. A 
UNIX version will be available by August. 

The package price is $4,000. For addi
tional information, contact AIRS Ltd., 1914 
N . 34th St., Ste. 106, Seattle, WA 98103; 
(206) 547-9710. 

Enter 905 on reader card 

ABLE COMPUTER 
Introduces MINX 
ABLE COMPUTER introduces its Micro 
Integrated Network Exchange (MINX), a 
desktop-sized resource management system 
for asynchronous switching. MINX supports 
up to 480 ports in both distributed and con
centrated applications. ABLE customers can 
begin switching for as low as $10 a port. 

MINX features the combined strengths 
of LANs and switches such as distributed 
networking, centralized network manage
ment, user-initiated switching, network 
diagnostics, security levels, port contention, 
load balancing, multisessions and queuing. 

Essential to current ABLE MUX 
MASTER users is the growth that MINX 
provides. By adding MINX to their system, 
ABLE users now can migrate to a multiple 
computer environment - without obsolet
ing their previous equipment investment. 

ABLE's MINX is priced at $5,000 and 
is available 60 days ARO. 

MAY 1987 

For more information, contact ABLE COM
PUTER, 3080 Airway Ave., Costa Mesa, CA 
92626; (714) 979-7030. 

Enter 906 on reader card 

EBS Runs On 
VAXNMS Computers 
Electronic Interface Associates, Inc. (EIA) 
announced Electronic Business Systems 
(EBS), a user-friendly integrated accounting 
package. EBS runs exclusively on the com
plete line of DEC's VAX/VMS computers. 

Accounts receivable, accounts payable 
and general ledger are the main integrated 
modules. Assembly inventory, order process
ing, automatic invoicing and shipping, real
time posting, sales analysis, and complete on
demand monthly and annual reports are 
some of its many features. 
EBS costs $1,995. For more information, 
contact Electronic Interface Associates, Inc., 
at (800) 992-0275 or in New York please call 
(212) 206-8850. 

Enter 908 on reader card 

ADM Announces 
DRS Version 4.1 
Advanced Data Management, Inc. an
nounced the availability of Version 4.1 of 
DRS, its database management and applica
tion development system for DEC's VAX 
computers. 

Version 4.1 contains ~new fourth gen
eration report writing language, expanded 

Esprit Introduces 
The OPUS 220 
Esprit Systems, Inc. has announced the 
OPUS 220, an enhanced VT220 compat
ible tenninal which also is well suited for 
ANSI and UNIX/XENIX users. Esprit's 
OPUS 220 is backed by a free 24-hour 
replacement service. In addition, Esprit 
provides a toll free hot line should users 
require technical support. 

The OPUS 220 is priced at $559. 
For more information, please contact 
Esprit Systems, Inc., 100 Marcus Dr., 
Melville, NY 11747; (516) 293-5600. 

Enter 900 on reader card 

application generation facilities, and a screen 
painter. 

The new report writer is a high-level, 
block-structured, programming language for 
creating simple and complex reports. The 
DRS re11ort writer provides complete and 
easy-to-use facilities for logical tests, com
putations, multiple sort breaks, rolling cross
foot and summary totals, page structured 
reports and block structured reports. 

The report writer features support for 
laser printers, photocomposition output, data 
export, and database update. It also includes 
an interactive window-oriented, source lan
guage debugging facility. 
Contact Advanced Data Management, Inc., 
at 15 Main Street, Kingston, NJ 08528; 
(609) 799-4600. 

Enter 907 on reader card 

lncotel Software Module 
Enhances ALL-IN-1 
A new software module from Incotel pro
vides a number of automatic auditing features 
that enhance the integrity of message traffic 
sent via DEC's ALL-IN-1 office menu system. 

The Incotel module is called Secure 
Electronic Mail (SEM). It upgrades the DEC 
product, enabling it to handle the critical 
security needs (especially quantitative/ 
numeric messages) for banking, financial ser
vices, manufacturing, transportation and 
other industries. 

The SEM prevents undetected duplica
tion of a message or any part of it. It also 
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The first choice 
in platting. 

First In monochrome. Versatec 
invented the wide format electrostatic 
plotter in 1974. Three generations later, 
Versatec plotters are still the fastest most 
accurate. most reliable of all mono
chrome electrostatics. 

Only Versatec offers 200 and 
400 ppi resolution in plotting widths of 
22. 24. 36 and 44 inches. Get paper 
and film output. twin roll media supply. 
"plug-in anywhere" international power 
supply. and lowest operating costs. 

And only Versatec gives you all 
these options - high accuracy r ± 0.01%). 
automated media cutter. tilt to 15 degrees. 
line enhancement, and hardware 
character generator. 

First In color. Versatec invented 
electrostatic color plotting in 1982. We 
give you a choice of plotting widths (24. 
36 and 44 inches). 200 and 400 ppi reso
lution. and color / monochrome output. 

Dual axis tracking and an integral 
alignment pass assure unparalleled 
accuracy High quality paper and film 
with mirror imaging enable proofing and 
final output on the same plotter. And a 
character generator creates banner pages 
quickly and efficiently 

Compact size. light weight, and 
low power requirements simplify instal
lation. And an easy-to-use control panel 
simplifies operation. 

First In connectivity. Versatec 
offers more interfaces to more computers. 
a larger library of integrated plotting 
software packages. and a bigger family 
of modular standalone and embedded 
rasterizers accepting both parallel and 
industry-standard serial data formats. 

Discover why Versatec sells more 
electrostatic plotters than all competitors 
combined. Circle the readers' 
seNice number or call toll-free 
800/ 538-6477* 

*Jn California, call 
toll-free 800/341-6060 

Versatec is a trademark 
of Versatec, Inc. 
Xerox is a trademark 
of Xerox Corporation. 

~~VERSATEC 
.,,. A XEROX COMPANY 

ENTER 267 ON READER CARD 

Plot data courtesy of Intergraph 
Corporation. Urnras. 
and Zeh Engineering Systems See us at the AEC Systems Show 



makes undetected non-delivery of a message 
impossible. In addition, it provides the 
originator with a highly detailed delivery 
status report on demand. 

SEM assigns a unique network-wide 
Message Identifier (MID) to each message 
generated, and saves these MIDs in the user's 
local database. The MID then functions to 
alert both recipient and originator of any 
possible duplication. As each MID-tagged 
message is read, the system, through SEM, 
generates a Read Receipt that correlates with 
the Message Identifier. 

The SEM software product costs $6,000. 
For additional information, contact Pat 
Kielty, Manager, SEM Product, C&W In
cotel Ltd., 5 Penn Plaza, New York, NY 
10001; (212) 594-8340. 

Enter 909 on reader card 

New Version Of 
SQUEEZEPAK Released 
DEMAC Software Ltd. has released Version 
1.2 ofSQUEEZEPAK, an on-line disk com
pression and optimization utility for 
VAX/VMS system environments. 

Improvements in the release include a 
more powerful optimization algorithm com-

bined with significantly reduced running 
times. Operation of the utility is still online 
(with the disk mounted), in place (no need 
for multidevice transfers) and unattended. 
For further information, contact DEMAC 
Software Ltd., 1260 Old Innes Rd., Ottawa, 
Ontario, Canada KlB 3V3; (613) 748-0209. 

Enter 913 on reader card 

RealWorld Job Cost 
Released By GABA 
Glenn A. Barber & Associates, Inc. an
nounced the release of RealWorld Job Cost 
for the VAX under VMS and PDP-1 ls under 
RT-11/TSX-PLUS. 

RealWorld is a modular and integrated 
system that is cost effective on DEC mini
computers. Job Cost may stand alone or 
interface with RealWorld's accounts receiv
able, accounts payable, general ledger, pay
roll, purchase order, and inventory control. 
Both versions run in native mode envi
ronments written in VAX-COBOL and 
COBOL-PLUS respectively. 

The Job Cost system is designed for use 
by any small- to medium-sized business that 
does jobs for customers. The Real World Job 
Cost allows management oflabor, material, 

subcontract costs, profit, and up to five other 
user-defined cost types such as equipment 
costs and overhead. 
Additional information can be obtained by 
calling GABA's Sales Dept. at (818) 980~6622 
or writing Glenn A. Barber & Associates, 
Inc., 12229 Ventura Blvd., North Bldg., 
Studio City, CA 91604-2599. 

Enter 910 on reader card 

Ada Version Of 
Scribe Announced 
UNILOGIC, Ltd. has announced availability 
of the Ada version of its Scribe Document 
Production System. 

Scribe is easy-to-use text formatting and 
document production software. Scribe, on a 
general-purpose computer in conjunction 
with a laser printer, brings electronic pub
lishing capabilities in-house. Scribe is well 
.suited for the production oflarge documents. 
Scribe also is used to create documents such 
as reports, journal articles, technical specifica
tions, and military standard documents, for 
printing on today's most advanced laser 
printers and photocomposers. Facilities for 
producing mathematical formulas and equa
tions, tables, change bars, multiple column 

EXPERT Accounting Software 
that Speaks for Itself 

DSRVB-AA 

Vf220 

DF112 

DEi.NI-AA 

DEQNA 

PCIOO 

DHUII-M 

PC278 

Vf241 

DIMI-M 

DMZ32-M 

Vf240 

DSRVA-AA 

MAY 1987 

SOURCE 
•••••Ethernet Products 
•••••Communications Products 
•••••Modems & Multiplexers 

:
:::::PCs & DECmates 

Terminals 

-· Authorized Distributor 

PLUS, Much, Much More 

We install, train, teach, 
consult, and help on 
DECnet, Ethernet, and 
Communications 
products. 

DECmate and DECnet are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. 

SELL LEASE RENT 

ENTER 224 ON READER CARD 

"We previously sold a DIBOL accounting system with some 
success, but it seemed we were spending more time supporting 
the packages than selling them. So, we looked around and 
found GABA 's Rea/World business software. We became a 
dealer with GABA and we can also sell the PC version if that 
happens to be a better fit. 

"All in all, we are very pleased 
with GABA 's Rea/World system. 
We find the code to be highly 
consistent and much easier to 
modify and support. Our cus
tomers like the User Manuals 
and the whole presentation is 
very professional. As a result, 
we now spend more time selling 
systems than supporting them. " 

Mr. Dirk Epperson 
Performing Arts Technology 
Berkeley, California 

RealWorld may be the best solution tor you, too. The system 
includes Accounts Receivable, Order Entry / Invoicing, Inventory 
Control, Sales Analysis, Payroll, Accounts Payable, Purchase 
Order, Job Cost, and General Ledger for either the PDP-11 or 
any VAX/ MicroVAX under VMS. 
Contact GABA for descriptive literature and pricing. 

G A m A Glenn A. Barber & Associates, Inc. 
1 12229 Ventura Blvd., North Bldg. 

Studio City, CA 91604 • 818-980-6622 

Copyright © 1987 by Glenn A. Barber & Associates, Inc. DIBOI., PDP, 
VAX, MicroVAX, and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corpora
tion. RealWorld is a trademark of RealWorld Corporation. 
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In over 100 installations 
on five continents ... 

RSTS System Managers 
will sleep tonight. 

L@CK-11 
provides them with: 

• Comprehensive access control 
(150 machine years without a verified breach) 

• Powerful system management tools 
(that don't degrade the system they manage) 

VERSION 9 NOW READY 
Now distributed and supported by 

ON TRACK SYSTEMS 
P.O. Box 184 

Spring House, PA 19477 
215·542-7910 

ENTER 273 ON READER CARD 

RSTS 
SECURITY 

'against all enemies, 
foreign and domestic' 

L@CK-11 

IT'S 3:15 PM 
MONDAY 

Tired of writing depreciation journals In 
3.5.GL. Your third assistant bookkeeper 

Just discovered the joys of 4.0.PAY. 

He's on his way from the bank 
to the airport. 

LOTS OF LUCKI 

L@CK-11 

IT'S 5:30 PM 
FRIDAY 

Your FORMER programmer Just went home. 

He dloled Into a non·priv account.let himself 
In through a bock door ({ 1.82)xTSK(232)). 

He Is now linking the bottom of (1 ,2) to the 
top with ODT. He Is plannlng a couple of 

custom monitor patches. 

He Is not mod anymore. 

LOTS OF LUCKI 

L@CK-11 



DECUS INTERNATIONAL PROOllAM LIBRARY DECUS INTERNATIONAL PROORAM LIBRARY DECUS INTERNATIONAL 

~ n~@'~"' ! 
~ u ... ~tr" c 

~ fRAG~ttlENT AT~Ot'~ i 
~ -· 
~ A PROBLEM on your VAX ??? ~ 
~ 0 
"' Then SOLVE it with JUICER ~ 
~ ' 

~ ~ JUICER'S features: ~ 
,_ 
~ • Convert listed files from fragmented to contiguous 
:; 
l'. • Maps disk directory structure and file / block usage 
~ 

~ 
• Monitor free space allocation on all disks 

• Fragment file monitor 

~ • On line disk compression 
Q 

~ 
~ 

JUICER'S benefits: 

~ • Increase VAX/ VMS throughput 

> • Major improvement in application response 

~ • Frees up contiguous blocks of disk space 
:; 
~ • Graphical display of information 
~ 

~ 
• Priced far less than closest competitor 

g Price is $47 .00 

\( 
~ 

~ Call 617-480-3521 TODAY and CHARGE IT. 

r 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 

~ 
r 

g 

~ 
~ 
§ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

"~ 5 
Product is told ''AS IS''. technical support DOC includtd. DECUS, VAX Ind VAX/VMS art tradcnwh or Dilital Equipmml ; 

> Corpor.iion. D --... 

~- ~ ~ g 
WYll!X>lld , VNOl.lVNllli.NI srn:;m Al1Yll811 WY'llOOlld1VNOl.LVN'dli.NI sro:Ia A.¥Vll811WY'd!:X:Uld1VNOl.LVNll3J.HI 
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RSX 
coNSUl1\NG 

• M, S, M-PLUS, Micr<>RSX 
• Performance Analysis/Tuning 
• Device Drivers a SpeciaHy 
• Col~Up Support Service 
• Disk Corruption Recovery 

DEC BEST DEALS 
BUYING OR SELLING! 

'l"''B!~ to "DEC~BEST DEALS" 
our quarterly catalog packed with 
hundreds of great values on DEC 
equipment from small options to full 
systems, Q-BUS through VAX. 
Call or write today for your copy! 

BUYING or SELLING CALL (305) 771-7600 

VAX• PDP11 • Q-BUS • PDP8 

SYSTEMS•MEMORY• PERIPHERALS 
OPTIONS• TERMINALS 

COMMUN/CA TIONS•SPARES 

datawarel 1500 "'""~' "'' s"'" Suite 512 
incorporated Fon Lauderda le. FL 33309 

Telephone 305/771-7600 

Dealers in computer equipment since 1974 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida - our ONLY location. 
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CRBLES-SWITCHES 
TERIDIDRLS 

mDDEms-muXES 
TRRDCEIVER C:RBLES 
RDD RC:C:ESSORIES 

*RLL VRLUE PRICED 
*DEC camPRTIBLE 
*'10 - 603 OFF DEC$ 

~ Electronic 
~/j /(\ Interface 

_ __,UL U Associates 
50 west 17th Street, New York, NY 10011 

m. --/( aa~~~i2~05;75 
::: :: ::::::::::: U\NY:(212)206-8850 
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layouts and merging graphics with text make 
Scribe the answer to the document produc
tion needs of a broad range of users. 

4 Station Square, Pittsburgh, PA 15219-1119; 
(412) 281-5959. 

Enter 911 on reader card 
Scribe currently is available on the 

VAX, IBM and Prime mainframes, and Sun, 
Apollo, IBM and various Unix workstations. 
Scribe supports over 50 different printers. 
For more information, contact UNILOGIC, 
Ltd . at Suite 440 , Commerce Court, 

CAE Tools Available 
On VAX Solution Systems 
CASE Technology has announced that its 
complete line of Vanguard computer-aided 

138 

- Carolyn Gorup 
Infonnation Sernces Director 
Missourians for Kit Bond 

The Challenge: Quickly custom design a full database system to track thousands of 
campaign contributions. 

The Solution: The staff of the successful Kit Bond for Senate campaign used RDM's "without 
language" approach to build a complete donation tracking system. RDM accounted 
for each donation - from 1 cent to $5000. RDM-generated reports compiled 
necessary data for the Federal Government. Personalized thank you letters were 
created with RDM ease. And all before the Election Day deadline. 

"We needed a fast, accurate way to build our own database;• explains Director 
Carolyn Gorup. "We could never have done the job without RDM." 

Take the challenge out of your application development. Let us send you our low-cost 
software trial package, or, for further information, call or write today. 

RDM• The Application Developer™ for 
• VAX, PDP-11, TIIE PRO, & IBM PC. 

1•800•362•6203 IN OREGON CALL 
503•644•0111 

460 Park Plaza West 10700 SW. Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy. 
Beaverton, OR 97005 TLX 703920 

VAX, POP-11 & PRO are regisiered trademarks of Digital F.quiipment Corpor:tUon, Inc., Ma)'lani, MA. ROM and The APPLICATION 
DEVELOPER are trademarks of lnteractil• Technology Incorporated. IBM PC Is a reglSlered trademark of IBM Corporation. 

ENTER 34 ON READER CARD 

engineering (CAE) tools now are offered for 
use on DEC's new clustered and standalone 
VAX Solution Systems. 

The CASE Vanguard system runs on 
Digital's entire line of VAX computers. The 
system includes the CAE industry's most 
advanced schematic design system, in com
bination with capabilities for PBC design 
(interactive and automatic), timing verifica
tion, logic simulation, circuit simulation and 
PLD generation. CASE also offers terminal 
emulation software that allows an IBM PC 
to work remotely with the Vanguard system 
on a VAX, MicroVAX or a node in the VAX 
Solution System. 
For more information, contact CASE 
Technology at 2141 Landings Dr. , Mountain 
View, CA 94043; (415) 962-1440. Telex: 
506513 CASE TECH USA. 

Enter 912 on reader card 

SPSS Graphics Playback 
Facility Introduced 
The SPSS Graphics Playback facility is 
available from SPSS. Playback provides the 
ability to replay a previous SPSS Graphics 
session in an interactive or batch mode. Play
back also provides improved speed and ac
curacy in a typical Graphics session by allow
ing users to generate repetitive charts and 
graphs without having to re-enter specific 
command sequences. For VAX systems, 
Playback is available in Release 1.1 Level 2 
of SPSS Graphics. 

Playback creates a logfile of an interac
tive session. The logfile contains a record of 
every command entered, every menu selected 
and every form filled out during the session, 
etc. In the Playback session, Graphics takes 
its input from a specified logfile instead of 
from the keyboard. The Playback facility 
allows users to edit the logfile, add notes, 
delete portions of the session, change tem
plate names and library members, etc. It also 
allows users to edit the file to change labels, 
titles, data values, colors, device specifica
tions, and other characteristics of graphs 
without having to run through the menus 
and forms. 

SPSS Graphics is available from SPSS 
Inc., 444 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 
60611; (312) 329-3500. 

Enter 915 on reader card 

Version 2 Upgrades 
VAX 11n50 
Nemonix, Inc. has announced Version 2 of 
the CPU accelerator option for the VAX 
111750. Version 2 provides users with a 20 
to 30 percent increase in overall CPU infor
mation throughput. 

The Synchronized Clock Accelerator is 
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ARWAY ... 
Founder of, and only true DEC 
compatible line of power pro
ducts. Don't be fooled , insist 
upon: 

• High performance EMI filters - all of our 
filters were custom designed to meet or 
exceed DEC performance 

• UL approved product lme- our DEC com
patible contro llers are all UL listed! 

• Truely DEC compatible power buss -
MARWAY controllers will daisy chain with 
DEC controllers 

• WE have dehvered over 30.000 units 

• We have over 50 models of controllers 
10 choose from 

• Ask about our rugged1zed product 
hne and our custom products 

mRRWRY'" 
PRODUCTS iNC. 

POWER PRODUCTS FOR COMPUTERS 

311 N ClaraS1 • SantaAna.CA92703 • {714)973-1800 
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* Utility Package for TSX-Plus™ * 
(You'll wonder how you ever got along without it!) 

• Over 60 programs 
• System management tools 
• Security aids 
• Hardware configuration/testing programs 

• Program test & development tools 
• Full documentation 
• One or two of these utilities is worth 

the price of the entire package' 

Here's a sample of what's included-

For use wi1h TSX+ only: 
CTIUC" ContrOl-Canothefu5el'spiaoramwhen1Tllangs(ll5lead 

olKILL.ngthel(lb) 
llAJIOM,. W111e a snapshol copy ot arren1 llil'dll' memory 10 a 

dt9;1delollater~ 

llAllLOO• load a lresh copy ol Nncllef jinies· some ruig iZvice 
s.tuahons) 

lOSMOW' Show anolher user's toQical dtSk SUbset (Of 
5'.0directory)mounts 

POUM'" ~ ui1 memory ot TSX• Of ot anothlf user's flnWl9 

""""" S£TO,. Sels operatOI' console llenNnal that OPERA TOR 
messages go to) 

SIOfll• tlSISallopenhlesl!le~we~ttlOl'taeh 
n.mngpiaoramwithl(lbrunberRPfO!lfa'TI~ 

SQSl'' Saueeze sys1em disk !tom r.on·oper.uOI' console temwial 
underTSX• 

TSIOOJ• Rel~bOotAT - 11'" 11omTSX • ( IOl'~td 
TSX•~) 

TirtEl" Most wan1ed ut1hty•015P1ayswf1iiT1Sbengoutputto 
01110U1e1-user'sterminal lnvaluablet01locatt1gp!oblefns...,.11h 
dialupusers • 

XSUtO' Elltnded SEND COl'l'Wlaid ssldS 10 t~I Mltther Of 
no!klg9edOl'I llfTll!/~ttSlil'l'IPSmes.sagt 

uw· Show another user's ISSlgmlerlts 

For use with either TSX+ and/or RT· 11: 
CM'11ESOalaaiq11tsSIOllPf0!1¥r'lf1'llflml!S~tau~ 

tlfTll! Ol'Sl«agespace 
CDl'IU Gerleralll!dcopyu111ityCopiesblodtsorbytes1r119S 

opho11allya>ncateN1esa11111Jlse>eed 
tllSE'' AddS a segment 10 a Oteclory (use With ~PIP· f -Device 

lull) 
CS ~1tCACsolllles011aOlskordlsl>laynamesotrtiose 

lilestl\athaYechangedwcelaslM 
DlllW' Crt<ltt a tlack141 copy ol a dl5li: d«lctOfY 11'1 use me 

ditecloryb@COlnesGOm.41ltd A nMI P10gfam 
DlllOM'' OrsplayOir«:IOfy1111b'11IOl'mat !Dela! ASCII) 
Dlllll~1~8~tore a disk c111ectory !tom thl bad<up copy maae by 

'Avsermust"-vesunic:ienll>fnnlege5 10usetnrsl)fogt'am 

Other Products aya1 lable for TSX 
and / or RT 11 include 

MAIL A COl'T"Clfehensl\I! & llSef tnerldly elecoon.c ma~ sysiem 
OEDnWl' ThtEagleCllSkOr•verloradOll'll)aHUGEOISk 
DU• Dnvti tOl'aHUGEMSCPd•Sk 
TU -llET Tr~enttOIM"IU"llClllOl'ISbet...,.ttnAT&TSX• 
AACltlVE Tapeul•htylOl'WYlf19Rre5tOl'll'lgll!skhles..c! 

Sl.ClduetlOl'ie51'1COl'lver'llenlSl\l!·stlS 
CT'OS FulHeatatdWOl'dproctSSOf(l'IOWsupportscompltte 

multi natlOl'lalcharacrttseO 
JSAM Coming soon mulli ~ty ISA M lor DBL 2 2 users 
TU·l'lll The user-triendly ITlllh·llSef ooetahng syslem 
DllDlbOl~lerlorATtlRTSXPkls 

DM,.AC Convenbfla.oyhle(eg TRANSFSAVJloMACRDklf 
11oWn~toaremo1e system 

OHCOM Higispeeadlskcompaft 
rll:OJJI' Patehes ln 111vahd direc1ory 10 '9f1(11tbad5e9'llefll5 
MTCDrf Copy between magnetic !apt n desk tiles Duplicate 

111111ra11ly lonNttl!d tape tlBM ANSI DOS e1c ) 
MTDUM, Durl!latape Necrssll"flool I01'111>!¥1ilysrs 
NCllYPT Encrypt Of Oecryill a hleV1111hustrspeciliableenayp1IOl'I 

1tey1orsecu-11~o1m1a 
SDIJI Starch U•OUjlh (possblynestl!d)Stbd~ectorieswithovl 

l\aVlfl!l IOll'llll.l"lt them 
SEAJICN H91spet11 sea1cnnop11onalreplace1r..-oug11 

• ildtlfdedhleOJordevices M;rnyusers tavomtpi09fa'll 
SE'SCM' Search IOI' i hit thfough a selected 5e9'"efll 111 a loulecl 

updlfettOfY 
SO' AlloVllsSElcomnandot RT -11 ~l.lldef TSX• or 

TSX+hand!efsundefRT· llalsolflValuablelOl'clebugglfl9 
SElrou11nes111lllndlers 

S£TSllD' Oisplay11tvcehlfldlerse1op1icnvaluesRhlndler 
stahstics andSYSGENtonl!QIKihOl'lS 

TllUllC Pr091am to tnrate i hie to a smaller silt 
UllDEL' Undek!tes Mes stle<:tl!d b~ • iklcafds PrtselVtS Ol'l!llNI 

~1e woru when CREA TE tormlll'lr:l lailS (lptlOl'lllly Ll5ts 
DIR8AKhle1010ca!ti.nlocataoleliles 

't'T Typeahletlackw11asfl011ook1ngattheenao1a1.1e-Vllh8e 
!mOl'1MSSagesarelounclJ 

ZfllE' ZetosaMe/cleviceltapeatl'll!l'ISDeedtlorsec1.rity 

""""' For use with RT·11 only: 
ID Use8D1oreco...er hlesonadisllwhendtfectorybecomes 

urtreadablefitDIABAKhasbeenf\Jll 
DlTEST Slw:lwCSRIVectOf/SperedolDl · ltSOl'lS'f!lel'I\ Enwt 

testpattl!Jntoaselecteall«l 
SJI F01clebuggtngapn:qamwti1Ch1rapsto• or 10~ 

r195tersstacll;n:l11Strutll0f'IS 
TC DtSOLay uace ot EMTs when a pr19am ISM (OKOdeS eacn 

EMT with 0.etl!Vt! Nme and llpe'll values1 
TEllMSW Sw1ttl'I console to Dl -1 1 P«l lno Multi Terminal 

SuppoftfeQUrll!d) 
ZT Switcn console to DZ-1 t POil (no Mult i TerTlllNI Sr.wt 

"""'""' ENTER 428 ON READER CARD 
Call now-lhis monlh's special 1395 

(regutar1y15951 

N 
N1tworking Dyn1mics Corponlion 

('-.. 1234 N Edgemont St . Suite 214 
~ ""'o Hollywood, CA 90029 

~ ,PJ 121a1 66e-0011 c Telex 311017 (NETWRK) 

ENHANCE YOUR DEC 
RAINBOW'S PRODUCTIVITY! 
Intersecting Concepts Announces 
Three Great Software Utilities. 

1. RUN IBM PC 
SOFTWARE WITH 
CODE BLUE™! 
CODE BLUE instantly 
transforms your Rain
bow's MS-DOS operating 
system into IBM PC-DOS 
without buying any new 
hardware. Increase your 

computer's power and versatility by adding pop!-Jlar non
graphics IBM PC programs like MultiMate, dBASE II, 
Norton Utilities, and XTREE to your Rainbow's library! 
CODE BLUE requires MS-DOS version 2.05 or later. Best 
results are obtained with over 768k of RAM. 

Price: $99.95 

111:;;;:~!ii:111=111 i~~~llJll"lll"!!! 2. TWIST & SHOUT! TM 

Solve your sideways prin
ting problem with Twist & 
Slzo11t! With Twist, you can 
quickly print spreadsheets 
from Multiplan, Lotus 
1-2-3, Symphony, or print 
practically any text file 

rn::mm 

sideways using simple menu steps. With Slwut!, you can 
instantly create banners using multiple typestyle letters 
ranging from 2" to 8"! Twist & Shout! is a two program 
package that includes both CP/M and MS-DOS versions 
and supports over 20 printers including DEC LASO. 

~ iisoos H* r 

Price: $49.95 

3. MEDIA MASTER'"! 
Selected by Personal 
Computing as one of 
"The Best Software 
Utilities for under $100", 
Medin Master is the 
industry standard for 
exchanging data between 
Rainbows and IBM PCs. 

With Media Master, your Rainbow can easily read, write 
and format over 40 CP/M and MS-DOS disk formats, 
including Osborne, Kaypro, and Zenith as well as the IBM 
PC and compatibles. Requires CP/M-86/80 and 128k RAM. 

Price: $99.95 
TO ORDER 

To order Code Blue, Twist & Shout or Media Master; call 

800-628-2828, ext. 629 
For additional product inforrnatio11 co11tact: 

lrk.~ll<: 
conccr~ 

4573 Heatherglen Court 
Moorpark, CA 93021 
or call 805-529-5073 

r==l 
C:2J 

Dealer inquiries i11vited. ENTER 98 ON READER CARO 



a backplane attachment that increases the 
clock speed of the VAX 11/750 CPU. The 
SCA looks at several functions within the 
CPU and margins those functions to their 
maximum design capability. The margins are 
increased to within stable operational 
tolerances that are acceptable to the VAX 
11/750 design. The SCA will incorporate an 
on-line/off-line switch enabling the user to 

isolate the SCA option. Therefore, the user 
can turn the accelerator option off, return
ing the CPU to its slower cycle time. 
List price for the Synchronized Clock Ac
celerator is $8,200. For more information, 
write Nemonix, Inc., 106 South St., Hopkin
ton, MA 01748; (800) 435-8650, or in MA 
(617) 435-9087. 

Enter 916 on reader card 
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With The BRIDGE~, you can run virtually anyMS-DOS9 

or PC-DOS9 program from any terminal on the VAX or 
MicroVAX. 

Plus, with our optional PC expansion bus, you can 
attach virtually any PC peripheral, such as floppy disks, 
printers, plotters, OCR equipment, etc. , directly to the 
VAX. 

Proven in hundreds of installations. It can work for 
you, too. Call for more information. 

Call! 415-841-9594 

Vlnual Microsystems, 2150 Shattuck Avenue, Suite 300, Berkeley, CA 94704 

Trademarkso The BRIDGE-Vinual Microsys1ems; l.olus- 1.olus Developmem Corporal ion; VAY. , 
PRO- Oigilal Equipmem Corpora1iun ; dBASE ll - Ash1on-Ta1e; PIJM- Imel Corporalion; 
MV/ 10000-0aia General. Regisiered Trademarkso PC-DOS- IBM Corp.; MS-DOS-Microsufi 
Corp<>ration; WordStar·MicroPro. 

ENTER 106 ON READER CARD 

Teamwork CASE Products 
Available For VAXNMS 
Cadre Technologies Inc:'s Teamwork computer
aided software engineering (CASE) products 
are available for the VAX/VMS product 
family from DEC. 

Digital's VAX/VMS product family of
fers the productivity improving system com
ponents required to support complex soft
ware development projects. In addition, 
Teamwork uses Digital's Local Area VAX
cluster System enabling users to tap the ad
ditional performance and storage capabilities 
of the MicroVAX II , VAX 700 series and 
VAX 8000 series. 
To learn more, contact Cadre Technologies 
Inc., 222 Richmond St. , Providence, RI 
02903; (401) 351-5950. 

Enter 917 on reader card 

MEC Releases 
VAX Menuing Utility 
Microsystems Engineering Corporation has 
created a new software utility, MASS-11 
MENUS. This utility allows VAX users to 
integrate MASS-11 with third-party software 
or company-specific programs in a menu
driven environment without significantly 
affecting system performance. 

The easily installed, standalone product 
also helps users customize menus from 
MASS-11 for special applications or installa
tions. It allows the user to create menu sys
tems that can run concurrently on the same 
VAX unit without compromising security. 
These programs can be called from MENUS 
in a user-specified logical sequence. 
A license for MASS-11 MENUS sells for 
$12,500. The company's headquarters are at 
2400 W. Hassell Rd. , Ste. 400, Hoffman 
Estates, IL 60195; (312) 882-0111. Telex: 
703-688. 

Enter 918 on reader card 

CHARM Ported 
To VAX Computers 
Radian Corporation announced the 
availability of its Complex Hazardous Air 
Release Model (CHARM) software package 
on VAX/VMS computers. The CHARM 
system predicts the location, concentration 
and extent of a toxic gas cloud resulting from 
the accidental release of hazardous chemical 
compounds. 

This VAX-based version of the CHARM 
package provides a multiuser environment 
and multitasking. The CHARM system can 
be linked to meteorological sensory equip
ment and data processing systems, and can 
accept digitized geophysical information for 
customizing local maps. Computer-aided de-

DEC PROFESSIONAL 



IEEE-488 multitasking software for ULTRIX-32 Operating System is provided by 
National Instruments. 

sign software used in conjunction with dig
itization tablets can be used to create maps 
for use in the CHARM-produced display. 
For more information, contact Lou Fowler, 
CHARM Software Systems, Radian Cor
poration, 8501 Mo-Pac Blvd., P.O. Box 
9948, Austin, TX 78766; (512) 454-4797. 

Enter 919 on reader card 

IEEE-488 Provided 
For ULTRIX-32 
National Instruments now has full multitask
ing software for their General Purpose 
Interface Bus (GPIB) interfaced under 
the ULTRIX-32 operating system. The 
ULTRIX-32 handler is compatible with 
other National Instruments software support 
for multitasking systems including PC and 
UNIX operating systems. An application 
developed for this handler can be run on 
other multitasking handlers from National 
Instruments regardless of the operating 
system or machine. Thus, a program writ
ten for the ULTRIX-32 handler also can run 
on handlers for operating systems such as 
IBM AIX, SUN 4.2 UNIX, Masscomp 
RTU UNIX, Mjcrosoft/IBM Xenix, SCO 
Xenix, and MicroVAX VMS. 

The software has 20 high-level DEVICE 
functions that free the user from details of 
GPIB bus protocol and 25 low-level 
BOARD functions for users who need direct 
control of the bus for special applications. It 
also contains a screen-oriented configuration 
program not normally found on ULTRIX-32 
packages. The menu-driven configuration 
program makes installation of the software 
straightforward. 

MAY 1987 

The new multitasking handler is priced 
at $500, for the software, or $1,895 for the 
GPIB11V-2 interface board and software 
package. 
For further information, contact National 
Instruments at 12109 Technology Blvd., 
Austin, TX 78727-6204; (512) 250-9119. 
In Texas call (800) IEEE-488. Others call 
(800) 531-4742. TWX: 756 737 NAT INST 
AUS. 

Enter 914 on reader card 

Codex Expands 
LAN Product Line 
Codex Corporation has introduced two new 
wiring products: the Codex 4320 LAN Hub 
and the Codex 4303 Transceiver. These prod
ucts are designed to leverage sales of OEM's 
resellers, and system integrators that market 
host systems with Ethernet ports by offer
ing efficient and cost-effective connectivity/ 
networking capabilities. The Codex 4320 
LAN hub is an 8-to-1 LAN port sharing de
vice that features Codex's patented collision 
avoidance technique. The Codex 4303 Trans
ceiver features a compact design for conve
nient placement; and, like the LAN Hub, is 
compatible with Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 
standards. Both products support OSI levels 
1 & 2 for Ethernet and IEEE 802.3 compati
ble equipment. 

The Codex 4320 port sharing device and 
the 4303 baseband transceiver sell for $1,095 
and $270 respectively. 
To find out more, contact Codex Corpora
tion, 20 Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield, MA 
02048-1193; (617) 364-2000. Telex: 92-2443. 

Enter 921 on reader card 

You don't have to move 
mountains to make a differ
ence on this earth . 

By leaving even the small
est legacy to the American 
Cancer Society in your will, 
you can leave a loving and 
lasting impression on life. 

And giving life is the 

greatest t 
~ay of leav- AMERICAN 
mg your CANCER 
mark on it. SOCIE'TY~ 
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Startling video /ealrm"ng 
dark clraracters 
011 a beze/.to·bezel 
page wlrite background witlr 
110 edge distortion. 

A modular. adaptable design 
a11d C language interface 
offer unsurpassed flexibility 
and resistance to obsolescence. 

Text and graphics are both 
displayed al lriglr resolution 
from one common bil·map, 
so /Irey can be manipulated 
as one integrated image. 

Compatible yet e11lra11ced, 
llw keyboard features tire 
often requested Home, Escape, 
and Backspace keys buill·in. 

There's only one VT220 compatible 
that can do all this for under $700. 

The VISUAL 603 Integrated Image· display 
station stands alone. Its feature set goes so far 
beyond that of other DEC VT220 compatibles that 
it's establishing a new standard by which they are 
judged. Included are all the usual features you've 
come to expect in a compatible, such as downline
loadable character sets, full character attributes, 
more programmable function keys, VT52 and 
VTlOO emulations, a DEC compatible keyboard, 
auxiliary port with device support, even desk-top 
accessories and window support. But that's just 
the beginning of the story. 

A new standard in video presentation. The 
VISUAL 603 combines several features which 
together yield truly startling video performance: 
page white phosphor; flat profile, non-glare 
screen; overscanned video; flicker free, 70 Hz 
refresh rate; and fully bit-mapped, 1056 x 400 
resolution. While the list goes on and on, what's 

important is how it looks compared to other displays 
in its price range. And comparisons are invited. 

Now, graphics at an alphanumeric price. 
With its fully bit-mapped display memory, the 
VISUAL 603 supports Tektronix 4010/4014 

VISUAL DEC CIE 
FEATURE 603 VT220 cn~224 

Page White Phosphor: Yes No No 

Screen Refresh Rate: 70 Hz 60 Hz 60 Hz 
Oversca1U1ed Video: Yes No No 
Character Size (80 Col): II x 14 7 x 9 7 x 10 

Tektronix Graphics: Yes No No 

Integrated 'Jht 
and Graphics: Yes No No 

List Price: $695 $795 $699 

See for yoursel 

graphics applications and DEC Sixel graphics 
transfers. And its two pages of graphics memory 
allow one graphics image to be viewed while 
another is drawn. And its Integrated Text and 
Graphics (!TAG) mode allows you to display a 
graphics image and alphanumeric data - using 
any VT220 display attribute - on the same screen. 

New opportunities for VARs. The VISUAL 603 
can be readily adapted by VARs using a C language 
software development toolkit. That means that, 
with the VISUAL 603, a VAR can now add value at 
the level of the periphern I, not just at the host 
computer system. 

Look more closely at the VISUAL 603. 
For more information, write: 

VISUAL TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED 
P. 0. Box 5505, Peoria, Illinois 61601 
Or, call toll free: (800)433-0880 

Visual Technology Incorporated • 1703 Middlesex Street • Lowell. Massachusetts 01851 • Telephone: (617)459-4903 • Telex: 951-539 

DEC. VT52. VTtOO, and VT220 are registered trademarks of Digital Equipmem Corp. • Tektronix is a registered trademark of Tektronix, Inc. • Integrated Image is a trademark of Visual Technology Incorporated 
Copyright 0 1987 Visual Technology Incorporated. All Rights Reserved• PATENTS PENDING 

ENTER 411 ON READER CARD 



OMA UNIBUS Introduced 
By GEN/COMP 
A new DMA interface and interprocessor 
link is being introduced by GEN/COMP. 
The GEN/COMP Model 2042 DMA Inter
face for the UNIBUS features hardware par
ity generation and checking of transferred 
data to assure data transfer integrity. Ideal for 
connecting a high-speed digital I/O device 
to the UNIBUS and for interprocessor 
linking of two UNIBUS computers, it is 
software compatible with DEC DR11-W, 
DR11-B, or DA11-B interfaces. 

Providing switch-selectable DMA pac
ing and one to 16-cycle burst lengths to 
improve system performance by conserving 
the UNIBUS bandwidth, peak transfer rate 
for the GEN/COMP Model 2042 DMA 
Interface can be selected through the range 
of 30,000 to 500,000 words/sec. 

The GEN/COMP Model 2042 DMA 
Interface is priced at $1,000 and $1,500 with 
the optional opto-isolator long-line option. 
For more information, contact GEN/COMP 
Inc., 6 Algonquin Rd., Canton, MA 02021; 
(617) 828-2008. 

Enter 920 on reader card 

Prosig Offers ADJOM2 
Software for MICROVMS 
ADIOM2 is a library of software subroutines 
that relieves software developers from writ
ing device drivers and data handlers in as
sembly level language for real-time applica
tions involving the digitization and storage 
of electrical signals produced by various 
laboratory transducers such as acceleromet
ers, microphones, strain gauges and thermo
couples. 

This is the first software subroutine 
library announced by Prosig USA in support 
of Digital's MICROVAX operating system. 
Application programs can be quickly 
developed, enabling researchers to collect 
millions of analog to digital values at con
tinuous rates of up to 120,000 samples per 
second. 

ADIOM2 is available for $1950 includ
ing one-year updates and support services. 
To learn more, call or write Prosig USA, 

Inc., P.O. Box 377, Rockaway, NJ 07866; 
(201) 366-3999. 

Enter 922 on reader card 

New Versions Of EM220 
And EM4010 Announced 
Diversified Computer Systems has an
nounced new versions ofits terminal emula
tion packages, EM220 and EM4010, that in
clude additional features to support the VAX 
version of WordPerfect. 

MAY 1987 

The new emulators include a Word
Perfect mode that can be selected by the user 
or invoked from a host computer. When the 
emulator is operating in WordPerfect mode, 
users can edit their documents using key
strokes identical to those used in the PC ver
sion of WordPerfect. 

Other new features include support for 
the IBM-Enhanced keyboard, down-line 

loadable character sets, additional 132-column 
modes, and support for the Ungarman-Bass 
Local Area Network, Net/one. 

Although the new version does not sup
port DECnet DOS or the VAXmate, sup
port for these products will be announced 
in the ne:ir future. Existing customers with 
version 3.0 or higher can upgrade their 
emulation packages free by contacting DCS. 

ENTER 349 ON READER CARD 
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(MODULE RE GRAF KIT 

A complete technical graphics 
package for VAX systems 

c1al1z1ng in the r . spe
service of DE epair and 

""' 

. ~v~r a decade of 

and their sub;s~omp~ters 
from LSI to VAX embl1es-

GRAFkit '" is an integrated 

~~:i~":n~'. high level utilities 

Graphs 
Scatter Diagrams 
Histograms 
3·0 Graphs 
Contours 
Halftones 
Vector Fields 
Streamline Fields 
3·0 Surtaces 
3-0 Solids 
Maps 
Map Data Overlays 

GRAFkit '" 
•ORGANIZES and DISPLAYS 

larg.e amounts of scientific 
:~;eering , and technical ' 

Quick Tur~around 
(10 working days 

W
or less); Excellent 

arranty (90 do s 

ii II 
odn parts and labor) · y 

an LowCost , 
1• petitive pricing) .(~erri fom-

1 
.. a quote today. a or 

• 

•VAX780 
• VAX785 
•HSCSO 
• Cl780 
AND MORIE 

1
GRA8Fkit™ prices start at $3,995 

- 00-222-ICEX 

• GENERATES both simple 
and complex graphs 
through an integrated set 
of routines 

• COMPLETES interpolating 
smoothing , and la bell' , 
internally ing 

- International Computer 
Exchange, Inc. 

/:'8 
740C S. Pierte PNe 
Louisville, co sood;~9 
303/666.5400 - Ext 330 
Tel<x 292682 . 

GRAFkit '" is based on and 
includes an ANSI / ISO GKS 
standard graphics package and 
suppo.rts over 30 popular 
graphics devices incl d. 

DEC and VAX are trademark Tektronix , HP, DEC uet1~g 
Tektronix IS a trademark ot; ~f 01g11al Equipment Corp , . 

e trornx, Inc HP is a trad. emark ol Hewlett-Packard Co 

ENTER 345 ON READER CARD . 74 ON READER CARD 

DoeS Your VAX Spreadsheet ... ? 
.()119'0CL ...... ~ -• PfOV\d8 Hi9~1...,-S 

GraphiCS 

• PreP8re WC)l'd/plc:tUre slkle9 
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To learn more, contact Diversified Computer 
Systems, Inc., 3775 Iris Ave., Ste. 1B, 
Boulder, CO 80301; (303) 447-9251. 

Enter 923 on reader card 

Plessey Announces Two 
New PSA Disc Controllers 
Plessey Peripheral Systems has added two 
disk controllers to its Storage Architecture 
products supporting the DEC MSCP 
emulation. 

The DCV50 is a Q-bus disk controller 
supporting up to four physical drives on a 
quad-wide board. It supports the latest drives 
available with data transfer rates up to 2.5 
MB and will support various SMD drives 
with different data transfer rates and 
capacities in mixed configurations. 

The DCV54 is a quad-wide Q-bus 
ST506 controller supporting two Winchester 
drives and two RX50 or new RX33 floppies. 
Plessey's new PSA controllers offer support 
across the current versions of DEC operating 
systems. 

The DCV50 sells for $1,155 and the 
DCV54 costs $1 ,075. 
For additional information, contact Plessey 
Peripheral Systems, 17466 Daimler Ave. , 
Irvine, CA 92714; telephone (800) 992-8744 
or (714) 261-9945. 

Enter 924 on reader card 

Pulizzi Introduces 
TPC 115-10/MTD 
Pulizzi Engineering, Inc. introduces con
trolled power up with the Z-Line TPC 
115-10/MTD (Multiple Time Delay). It's 
only 13/4 x 8 x 19 inches large and is smaller 
than DEC's 874 by 50 percent and DEC's 
861 by 75 percent. There are two unswitched 
outlets and eight switched, four in Switch 1 
and four in Switch 2. There's an automatic 
four-second sequenced time delay power up 
between Switch 1 and Switch 2. Five remote 

The DCV50 and DCV54 are Plessey Peripheral Systems' new disk controllers. 

ports provide remote ON/OFF, multiple 
emergency shut down and four second se
quenced power up of additional equipment 
down line. EMl.FRI filtered protection as 
well as spike and surge protection is standard. 
For further information, contact Pulizzi 
Engineering, Inc., 3260 S. Susan, Santa Ana, 
CA 92704; (714) 540-4229. 

Enter 925 on reader card 

Ethernet Repeaters 
Provide Flexibility 
American Photonics, Inc. recently announced 
RL6000 Ethernet repeaters. The RL6000L 
local repeater handles special problems of 
mixed Vl.O, V2.0 and 802.3 networks and 
restores even severely distorted data packets 
from an Ethernet segment to original qual
ity before retransmission to the next segment. 

The RL6000L and RL6000R provide ex
tensive diagnostic capabilities. Automatic seg
mentation temporarily suspends the repeater 
function if a problem on one Ethernet seg
ment causes excessive data packet collisions. 

The repeaters also provide manual segmen
tation switches that are useful during installa
tion or for network trouble-shooting and 
problem isolation. An array of front panel 
lights indicates data activity, collisions, heart
beat and segmentation status for each 
Ethernet segmen.t. 
For more information, contact American 
Photonics, Inc., 71 Commerce Dr., Brook
field Center, CT 06805; (800) 626-5745, in 
CT (203) 775-8950. 

Enter 926 on reader card 

Netron Announces 
NETRON/CAP 
Netron Inc. has announced that the 
NETRON/CAP Development Center is 
available for DEC's new VAXmate. Using 
NETRON/CAP the VAX.mate can produce 
portable COBOL applications for VAXNMS 
and Wang VS systems, IBM PCs and compat
ibles, and IBM-CICS mainframes. 

NETRON/CAP applications are fully 
compatible with existing COBOL programs 
and file structures. Organizations with IBM 
mainframes can continue to use them for 
heavy-duty number-crunching, while off
loading prototyping, development, and 
maintenance of COBOL applications onto 
a VAX.mate. For IBM-CICS mainframe ap
plications, NETRON/CAP automatically 
produces command-level CICS code, in
cluding JCL, and BMS maps for screen 
programs. 

The NETRON/CAP Development 
Center also is available on VAX/VMS and 
Wang VS systems, and IBM PCs and com
patibles. NETRON/CAP for VAX and 
VAXmate systems starts at $14,000 with 
pricing based on the number of enabled 
terminals and the size of the CPU. 

TPC 115-10/MTD, by Pulizzi, has two unswitched and eight switched outlets. For more information, contact Netron Inc., 
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99 St. Regis Crescent North, Downsview, 
Ontario M3J 1Y9; (416) 636-8333. 

Library, provides programmers with access 
to numerous image processing functions, and 
relieves them of the difficult programming 
responsibilities under DEC's MicroVMS 
operating system. Programming image pro
cessing applications is easier and faster. 

Enter 927 on reader card 

OT-IRIS Provides 
Image Processing The DT-IRIS Subroutine Library is op

timized for applications in which real-time 
processing speeds are essential. These areas 

A new MicroVAX II software package from 
Data Translation, the DT-IRIS Subroutine 

Why this mag_azine 
· afld nwre than 
1,000 others let us 
go over their books 

once a year. 
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Some magazines, we're sorry to say, keep their 
readers undercover. They steadfastly refuse to let BPA 
(Business Publ ications Audit of Circulation, Inc.) or any 
other independent, not-for-profit organization audit their 
circulation records. 

On the other hand, over 1,000 publications (like this 
one) belong to BPA. Once a year, BPA auditors examine 
and verify the accuracy of our circulation records. 

This audit provides the name, company, industry and 
job title of every reader each.publication reaches. The 
information helps advertisers to determine if they are 

·saying the right thing to the right people in the right place. 
It also helps somebody else important: you . Because 

the more a publication and its advertisers know about you , 
the better they can provide you with articles and 
advertisements that meet your informational needs. 

BPA. For readers it stands for meaningful information . 
For advertisers it stands for meaningful readers. Business 
Publications Audit of Circulation, Inc. Wii9nl\ 
360 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10010.V I rl"\ 

MEDIA INTELLIGENCE 

include machine vision inspection, medical 
diagnostic imaging, scientific research and 
robotic vision. 
For more information, contact Data Transi
tion, Inc., 100 Locke Dr., Marlboro, MA 
01752; (617) 481-3700. Telex: 951-646. 

Enter 929 on reader card 

ROM For MS-DOS 
Is Announced 
Interactive Tec~ology Inc. has an MS-DOS 
compatible version of its RDM database ap
plication developer. RDM for MS-DOS 
features the complete complement ofRDM 
functions and features and allows for applica
tions developed on PDP-11s or VAXs to be 
moved directly to an MS-DOS environment. 

The operation ofRDM in the MS-DOS 
environment is identical to that on the 
PDP-11 and the VAX. Performance is bet
ter than on a PDP-11 or a VAX 11/730; 
however, it does not match the MicroVAX II 
or larger VAXs. The initial release is a single 
user version compatible with MS-DOS 3.0 
or later for operation on XTs or ATs with a 
minimum of 640 KB of memory. A hard disk 
is required, with a minimum of 20 MB 
recommended. 

RDM is distributed for the MS-DOS 
market on 360K floppies, and a single-user 
CPU license costs $895. 
To learn more, contact Interactive Technology 
Inc., 460 Park Plaza West, 10700 S.W. Beaver
ton Hillsdale Hwy., Beaverton, OR 97005; 
(800) 362-6203. 

Enter 930 on reader card 

UWCC Meets The Needs 
Of Plant Operations 
Process Control Industries has chosen DEC's 
MicroVAX II to be the heart of their new 
Universal Work Cell Controller (UWCC), 
a comprehensive approach for production 
control and process automation. 

Workstations, PLCs and such periph
erals as robots, CNC machines and personal 
computers feed information to the D12000 
Universal Work Cell Controller. The 
MicroVAX II provides the user with a variety 
of information and reports such as immediate 
downtime notification, just-in-time inven
tory control, manpower analysis and com
prehensive real-time, hypothetical and 
historical reporting. 

The Universal Work Cell Controller is 
designed to work with Process Control In
dustries' D1200 line of color operator inter
face workstations or other interface devices. 
These workstations provide real- time pro
cess monitoring and control as well as online 
alarm handling. 
To learn more, contact Process Control 
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Industries, Inc., 300 Myles Standish Blvd., 
Taunton, MA 02780; (800) VIP-0001, or in 
MA (617) 880-3650. 

Enter 930 on reader card 

SAS System Runs 
On VAXstation 2000 
SAS Institute Inc. announces that the SAS 
System will run on DEC's VAXstation 2000. 
The software will support VMS 4.5 and will 
be distributed on nine-track tape or TK 50 
cartridge. 

The SAS System, an integrated data 
analysis system and fourth-generation 
language for a wide range of applications, 
also supports DEC's VAX 8xxx and 11/7xx 
series under VMS and the MicroVAX II 
under MicroVMS. 
For more information, contact the Software 
Sales Dept., SAS Institute Inc., Box 8000, 
SAS Circle, Cary, NC 27511-8000; 
(919) 467-8000. 

Enter 936 on reader card 

SCD-DHV11/8 
Is DEC Compatible 
Sigma Information Systems announces its 
new DEC compatible SCD-DHV11/8, an 
eight-line asynchronous communication 
multiplexer designed on a single dual-wide 
module. The SCD-DHV11/8 is compatible 
with DEC operating systems and diagnostics 
designed for the DHV11. 

Design emphasis of the SCD-DHV11/8 
is based on multiuser system applications 
where modem control and/or character buf
fering are of particular significance. All eight 
lines of the SCD-DHV11/8 have full modem 
control with EIA RS-232-C and RS-423 
operation. Four lines can operate under 
RS-422. The module includes a 256-char
acter buffer for received characters and DMA 
for transmitted data. Each communication 
line of the SCD-DHV11/8 is independently 
programmable for word format and hard
ware character echo, as well as for split trans
mit and receive baud rates up to 38.4K and 
for full or auto echo operation. 

The SCD-DHV11/8 costs $792. 
For more information, contact Sigma Sales, 
3401 E. La Palma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806; 
(714) 630-6553. Telex: 298607 SGMA. FAX 
(714) 630-5417. 

Enter 946 on reader card 

Intermetrics Introduces 
New Version Of Byron POL 
Intermetrics, Inc. announced the release of 
the new version of the Byron Program 
Development Language (PDL) and Docu
ment Generator for VAX/VMS systems. This 
Ada software development tool accepts the 
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full Ada language and is written in Ada. 
The Byron PDL is an extension of Ada, 

however, it has been used with other 
languages. Byron builds on Ada's existing 
PDL characteristics by embedding Byron 
PDL constructs in Ada commentary. Byron 
consists of the Byron Analyzer (the front end 
of Intermetrics' Ada compiler), a new Pro
gram Library and Program Library Manager, 

and a Document Generator that comes with 
five predefined templates including a MIL
STD-C5 generator. Any of the delivered 
templates may be changed, and users have the 
option of writing their own. 
For more information, contact Intermetrics, 
Inc. , 733 Concord Ave., Cambridge, MA 
02138; (617) 661-1840. TWX: 710 320 7523. 

Enter 939 on reader card 

The Wrapping is 
off the Latest 
Evolution of C 

DESIGNER 
C++ 

Desipner C++ is OASYS' 
full 1mplementation of 
AT&T's enhancements to 
the C language 

FEATURES: 

.... Optional strong type checking 

..,.. Overloading of function names 
and operators 

..,.. Optional guaranteed initialization 
of data structures 

.... Data abstraction 

..,.. Dynamic typing (virtual functions) 

.... Optional user-defined implicit type 
conversion 

The only commerclally·aoallable C++ 
customized to operate on PC's, micros. 
minis, and mainframes with popular C 
compliers. Including: 

VAX C GREEN HILLS 
LATTICE WIZARD 
MICROSOFT WHITESMITH'S 

--------------A DIVISION or >. El. 

•I • • .l,~- ~-1111 I I I• ' I 

• Works with your present 
CCompiler 

• Functions as a Pre
processor Translator -
handles regular C code 
with no changes 

• Type-checking and other 
features are optional -
you can turn them off 

• Already thousands of 
users at commercial sites 

• Complete documenta
tion: C++, A User's Guide 
by Bjarne Stroustrup of 
AT&T (Addison-Wesley, 
1986) 

We Spec:lallze In: Cross/Native Com
pilers: C, Pascal, FORTRAN, Ada, LISP -
Assemblers/Linkers - Symbolic Debug
gers - Simulators - Interpreters - Pro
filers-CA Tools-Design Tools-Comm. 
Tools, -OS Kernels- Editors-VAX & PC 
Attached Procesaors and more 
W.Support: 680xx,80x86,320xx,88xx, 
80xx; Clipper, and dozens more 

~r=e=-'= II'" ___ l.._ ..._ 
WC -~W'JI LSIP'" 

(617) 491-4180 -
Onigno< C+<l11joint1.-mlll< of XEL. Inc. ond ~spiel. Ud al Dublin . Adi ii 11.-m111< ol lho U.S. Government (AJPO) 

ENTER 72 ON READER CARD 
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Chrislin Offers EDC 
Memory For MicroVAX II 
Chrislin Industries introduces the CI
MIV8-EDC module for the MicroVAX II 
computer system. The CI-MIV8-EDC uses 
1-MB Dynamic Rams. The memory is avail
able with 8 MB and Error Detection and 
Correction on a single card. It also includes 
CSR register where memory errors are 
logged so you easily can do on-site repair to 
the board. The memory is completely hard
ware and software compatible with DEC's 
MicroVAX II system. 
For more information and prices, contact 
Christine L. Seese, Chrislin Industries Car
ibe, Inc., Rd. 188, KM. 0.8, Industrial San 
Isidro, P.O. Box FF, Canovanas, P.R. 00629-
1657; (800) 469-0736 or (809) 876-5205. 

Enter 935 on reader card 

NUCLEUS Menu System 
Enhanced By Version 1.0 
Lexadica Software, Inc. released Version 1.0 
of the NUCLEUS Menu System, which will 
enable a VAXJVMS system manager or soft
ware developer to build powerful and flexi
ble end user menus in minutes. NUCLEUS 
can be used to provide a complete captive 
environment for the end user; NUCLEUS 
menus also can be invoked from the DCL 
prompt. 

A NUCLEUS menu is a DCL com
mand procedure centered around a MENU 
command that specifies the allowed applica
tions and common selections and performs 
the menu display, user input, and help 
display. The application selections are pro
cessed in the menu command procedure with 
the complete power and flexibility ofDCL. 
The common selections invoke general
purpose functions such as word processing, 
spreadsheet, electronic mail, and so on. The 
open architecture of NUCLEUS allows the 
integration of whatever software packages are 
desired to perform these functions. 

NUCLEUS is priced from $715 on the 
MicroVAX II to $7,245 on the VAX 8800. 
For more information, contact Lexadica Soft
ware, Inc., P.O. Box 22822, Lexington, KY 
40522; (606) 269-6971. 

En ter 933 on reader card 

Microtec Research 
Announces mcASM 
Microtec Research Inc. has released mcASM, 
a second-generation structured microcode 
assembler to program microprogrammable 
processors such as the AMD Am2900 and 
Am29300 computer families, the Am29100 
controller family and the Am29500 signal 
processor family. The product is a completely 
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Chrislin Industries' CI-MIV8-EDC module for the MICROVAX II. 

general-purpose microcode assembler. 
mcASM simplifies the writing of 

microcode. The biggest advance is mcASM's 
built-in constraint management. Microword 
formats are defined during a definition phase 
through use of case structures that allow 
complex definitions of what legally may be 
placed in the microwords during the assem
bly phase. Illegal field combinations and il
legal instruction values easily can be detected. 
mcASM's excellent constraint management 
allows many errors to be caught at assembly 
time before the debugging process starts, 
thereby shortening development time. 

mcASM is distributed on VAX VMS, 
VAX ULTRIX and on PC-DOS. A binary 
license is $4,500 on the VAX and $2,000 on 
the PC. 
For further information, contact Microtec 
Research Marketing/Sales Dept., 3930 
Freedom Circle, Santa Clara, CA 95054; 
(800) 551-5554, or in CA (408) 733-2919. 

Enter 945 on reader card 

HASP+ Interconnects VAX 
To IBM System 34/36/38 
Datanex HASP+, a DEC to IBM com
munications software product, allows the 
VAX and MicroVAX to link with IBM 
System 34/36/38 for efficient file transfer. 
Running HASP+ in HOST or CENTRAL 
mode allows the VAX to operate as a 
multileaving hasp host. 

The IBM system needs IBM's Remote 
Job Entry Facility (RJEF). The link between 
the two systems can be over leased line or 

dial-up circuits. If the systems are close, a 
simple and inexpensive synchronous modem 
eliminator or line driver may be used. 
HASP+ operates at speeds to 56 Kbps. 

HASP + communications software is 
priced at $5,500 for VAX and $3,500 for 
MicroVAX. 
For further information, contact Datanex, 
P.O . Box 1728, Eugene, OR 97440; 
(503) 687-2520. 

Enter 938 on reader card 

Nevada Western Offers 
Wire Management Panel 
Nevada Western introduced the newest 
member of its family of panels for effective 
Wire Management. The Connectorized 
Balun Patch Panel reduces 24 coax to one 
twisted pair cable for a 24:1 wire reduction. 

It eliminates long coax cable runs and 
permits twisted pair distribution with the 
flexibility of modular patching, thereby 
facilitating easier and more economical 
moves and changes. 

It consists of a centralized group of 
female BNC coax connectors connected to 
Nevada Western Baluns for conversion to 
twisted pair and consolidation of those pairs 
into 25-pair connectors for economical wire 
runs. 

Four sizes are available: 24, 32, 48, or 
96 port configurations. 
For further information, contact Nevada 
Western, 930 West Maude Ave., Sunnyvale, 
CA 94086-2801; (408) 737-1600. 

Enter 940 on reader card 
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~--Announces Five New 
For Improved DECXterity. 

CM-MXVU-B 
Q-bus,,. Multifunction Mod-

ule 0 User-selectable Bootstrap D Dual 
&ttal IUts ORS-232 and RS-422 Compatible 
D Eight-bit Switch Register o Four-bit LED 
1*play Register D 128K EPROM D Real-time 
~with Battery Backup DLine
time Clodc ouser~mmand Register 
Df¥-<mtrol Read/Write Register 

CM-DRVll-WA 
LSl-11 ™ and MicroVAX II™ General 

Purpose DMA Controller o High Speed 
Parallel Data Transfer D Single Word, Burst 
Mode and Block Mode Transfer Support 
D 1.000,000 Word/sec Speed D 22-bit Q

bus Addressing o Et.ch Revision 
Level D & E Support 

Camintonn 
enhances DEC'M 

computers with a variety of 
low-cost, innovative solutions. 
Our family of memory, communi
cation and multifunction boards offer 
increased power and versatility for 
DEC computers. 

And each memory board is backed 
by our 5-year factory direct warranty 
featuring 24-hour replacement 
or repair. 

caII 1-800-843-8336, in Cali
fornia 1-714-553-0247, For 

ENTER 9 ON READER CARD 
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CMX-7801785 
VAXW780™ and VAX-W78srM Memory 
Module D 1 or 4 Megabytes D MS780-E, 
H™ and I Memory Subsystem Compatible 
D ECC For Data Integrity 

CMX-830-E 
MicroVAX II™ ECC Mem
ory Module 08 Megabytes 
High Reliability Memory DSingle-bit 
Errors Corrected Automatically o LED 
Display of Single-bit Errors o Double-bit 
Errors Signalled to CPU as Parity Errors 

CM-DMV16-D 
16-Line Serial Communi
cations Multiplexer D DHVll Compatible 
D Over 6 5, 000 Characters/second 
Throughput o DMA or Programmed 
Transmission D Comprehensive Self-

Test DRS-232/RS-422/ 
RS-423 

Support 

More Inform
ation. Or send 
the coupon to 

Camintonn, An 
ASTqp Research Company, 

2121 Alton Ave. , Irvine, CA 92 714-4992. 

Cj\filintonn 
An NIT Research Company ,----------------, 

I Yes! Send me in formation today on Camintonn's O CMX· 780/785 I 
I OCM-MXVll -B D CMX-830-E 0 CM-DHVl6-D O CM-DRVll-WA I 

Name I 
Title I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

DEC, \d,.MJCro\AX , MKTDVAX II , LSI mi Q-t.11 UUmarks o( Digital ,.lpmtnt Uwp AST I 
L ~~,~l~~~~oc~~·~~~~~~~~ 
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The most-requested 
issues of 

DEC PROFESSIONAL 
magazine are now 

available! 

The most popular issues of the best DEC
specific magazine are available from the pub
lisher ... issues focusing on graphics, periph
erals, office automation, microcomputers, word 
processing, languages, communications, mass 
storage, financial planning ... everything you 
need to know as a DEC user. 

For just $4 each (in Canada, $5; in all other 
countries, $10) you can receive many of the 
issues you missed, back to September 1982. 
All the orders must be prepaid. 

DEC PROFESSIONAL 
P.O. Box 503 

Spring House, PA 19477-0503 
(215) 542-7008 

RTC PLUS 
Is Expanded 
RIC PLUS Vl.4, a FORIRAN and R!JFOR 
to C Translator package has been released 
by Cobalt Blue. Initially developed as a 
RATFOR to C Translator, RIC Plus has now 
been expanded to allow translation of 
FORTRAN code into K&R C. 

The Translator is ideally suited to trans
lating non-1/0 FORIRAN libraries, and code 
where 110 is concentrated in a few routines. 
RIC Plus FORTRAN extensions use VAX 
FORTRAN 77 syntax. FORTRAN-77 1/0, 
character and complex are not currently 
supported. 

The package runs under the MS-DOS 
V2.2 + operating system and is priced at $325. 
For more information, contact Cobalt Blue, 
1683 Milroy, Ste. 101, San Jose, CA 95124; 
(408) 723-0474. 

Enter 932 on reader card 

Tektronix Offers 4209 
Color Graphics Terminal 
Tektronix, Inc. introduced the fourth 
member of its new 4200 Series of intelligent 
color graphics terminals. The 4209 completes 
the transition of the Tektronix 4100 product 
line to the new 4200 Series. 

Its large display screen and interactive 
graphics features make the 4209 desirable for 
users wishing a low-cost entry point to 
CAD. The 4209 background copy feature 
makes a crisp clear screen copy and frees up 
the terminal in 10 seconds or less. 

The Tek Graphics feature set includes 
full segment support, true local zoom and 
pan, downloadable characters, and VT100 
compatibility. 
For further information, write Tektronix, 
Inc., P.O. Box 15273, Portland, OR 97215; 
(800) 225-5434. In OR call (503) 235-7202. 

Enter 941 on reader card 

DMR-11, DMV-11 Support 
FUSION Network Software 
Network Research Corporation has an
nounced an add-on option to FUSION Net
work Software to support DEC's DMR-11 
and DMV-11 high-speed controllers. This 
option now enables users to attach their 
LANs to wide area networks via modems. 

The option provides users with trans
parent interconnectivity for the TCP/IP file 
transfer protocols - TELNET, FTP, SMTP 
and TFTP - between geographically sepa
rated LANs. 

The DMV-11 option for the MicroVAX 
supports up to 56K bps, and the DMR-11 
for the VAX supports up to 1M bps high
speed data transfer for point to point com-
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munications. The option also can be used to 
interconnect local clusters of VAX systems. 

The DMR-11 and DMV-11 options are 
available as add-ons to FUSION Network 
Software, V 3.1.13 under the VMS operating 
system using the TCP/IP protocol. 

Pricing for the option is $720 for the 
uVAX, $1,200 for VAX 7xx systems, and 
$1,800 8xxx series. 
For more information, contact Network 
Research Corporation, 2380 N . Rose Ave., 
Oxnard, CA 93030; (805) 485-2700. 

Enter 944 on reader card 

LIBRA Unveils 
Accounting Software 
LIBRA Programming, Inc. has released its 
line of accounting software for the DEC 
family of VAX Computers including the 
MicroVAX 2000 and MicroVAX II. 

LIBRA software includes integrated 
modules for Accounts Payable, Accounts 
Receivable, Billing, Client Write-Up, General 
Ledger, Inventory, Job Costing, Order En
try, Payroll, and Property Management. All 
modules include 60 days installation 
assistance and support through a nationwide 
WATS network. 
Find out more by contacting LIBRA Pro
gramming, Inc., 1954 E. 7000 South, Salt 
Lake City, UT 84121-3094; (800) 453-3827, 
UT (801) 943-2084, Alaska & Hawaii 
(800) 453-7750. 

Enter 942 on reader card 

MACSYMA Solves 
Tough Modeling Problems 
MACSYMA mathematical computation 
software, available from Symbolics Inc.'s 
Computer Aided Mathematics Group, works 
on Sun Microsystems Inc.'s Sun-2 and Sun-3 
workstations running the Sun 3.0 operating 
system, and on DEC's MicroVAX II work
station running the MicroVMS. 

The layered applications software pro
gram operates on Symbolics 3600 family of 
symbolic processing systems, DEC's VAX 
line and the MC68010 version of the Mass
comp MC5500 engineering workstation. 

Used by scientists, engineers and mathe
maticians to solve complex modeling prob
lems in technical fields, MACSYMA auto
mates symbolic mathematical computation, 
resulting in improvements in speed, accuracy 
and modeling power. 

The price for each new version of 
MACSYMA is $7,500. 
To learn more, write or call Symbolics Inc., 
I 1 Cambridge Center, Cambridge, MA 
02142; (800) 622-7962. 

Enter 946 on reader card 

• 
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InterTools™ 
Fine C and Pascal Cross Development 
Tools and the most sophisticated 
Source Level Debugger available. 

Now Available for the IBM PC 
You want software tools that can 
handle the complexity of your 
embedded system project 
without slowing it down. 

Hundreds of customers rely on 
InterTools to keep their software 
development projects ticking 
along like a well oiled watch. 

The InterTools programming 
environment for the 68000, 8086, 
Z80, 6809, 68HC11, and 6800 
family chips includes: 

• Source Debuggers-That 
work with most popular 
emulators for real time debug 
of unmodified target code at 
the source level. 

•Complete System-With 
linkers, locatm:s, formatters, 
librarians, and all the tools 
you need to generate 
ROMable code. 

InterTools are available on VAX, 
Sun, Apollo, IBM PC AT, XT, 

•Cross Compilers-K&R C 
compilers that support the 
V7 extensions. 

and other engineering computers. 

•Cross Assemblers-Full 
featured assemblers that 
recognize the chip maker's 
assembly language. 

ENTER 307 ON READER CARD 

Intermetrics, Inc. 
Software Products Division 

733 Concord Avenue 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

617/661-0072 

• ................. 1111111111111111 .... 111111111111111111 ... •• •• Intermetrics 
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From 

FREE BULLETIN BOARD SERVICE FOR OUR READERS 
WHO: Our on-line bulletin board is free to all subscribers. 
WHERE: From your terminal to ours ... just log in. 
WHAT: It's called ARIS (Automated Reader Information Service). 

Dial in and "talk" to staff, advertisers, other readers. 
CHECK IT OUT! 
Ask questions ... our experts can help 
solve your computing problems. 
• Talk to our editors about articles and issues. 
• Help colleagues solve problems. 
• Meet other readers. 
• Find out about new products. 
• Find out about used equipment. 
• Download programs from our library. (Free!) 

HOW: 3 Easy Steps . . . 
1. Set your VAX terminal to 7 bits, 1 stop, no or space parity. 
2. Dial (215) 542-9458. 
3. You will be asked to enter your subscriber number (it's on your 

mailing label) and your name. 

That's all it takes to talk to us and it's free! 

GET ON-LINE! DIAL IN NOW! 
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Integrate new applications with 
existing data 
New applications built in a third party relational 
DBMS won't necessarily integrate with your existing 
data. Because the PowerHouse development language 
supports both Digital's relational database and 
dominant file system, you're free to build new 
applications using Rdb/VMS and integrate them 
with existing ones built on VAX RMS. That means 
you're not 1ocked-in' to a proprietary relational 
DBMS and 'locked-out' of your existing data . 

PowerHouse provides compatibility 
and perfomtance 
Implementing relational technology can present 
compatibility and performance problems. Not with 
PowerHouse - it's tightly integrated with Digital's 
databases and operating system to guarantee you 
exceptional 4GL/DBMS performance. You can enjoy 
the combination of a fast-execution language and 
Digital-optimized databases, now and in the future . 
Your applications are completely compatible with all 
standard Digital software. And wherever Digital 
takes their hardware and software - your 
applications and data will go too. 

PROBLEM 
JUST GOT 
SOLVED 
PowerHouse® brings solutions 
to typical relational 
DBMS problems 

Developmmt power for 'production' 
applications 
PowerHouse gives you total development capability 
in one language, and not a collection of weak DBMS 
utilities and interfaces. Regardless of which Digital 
database you're using, PowerHouse gives you 
advanced, dictionary-driven development power. 
The power you need to prototype and build 
'production' commercial applications, such as 
order entry, inventory tracking, and manufacturing 
- the backbone of your company. 

And Cognos has a full-service organization to back 
you up. For more information, call toll-free, 
1-800-4-COGNOS. In Canada, call 1-613-738-1440. 
In the U.K. call +44 344 486668. Or call on any of 
our 40 Cognos offices around the world and find 
out why 7,000 customer sites use PowerHouse. 

Cognos Corporation, 2 Corporate Place, l-95, Peabody, Massachusetts 01960 . 
PowerHouse is a registe red trademark of Cognos Incorporated . 
Rdb. RMS, VAX and VMS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corpora tion. 
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USED EQUIPMENT 

MRI COMPUTERS WE BUY & SELL 
NEW • USED DEC COMPUTER HARDWARE 

GREAT PRICES SUPER VALUE! 
WARRANTED ELIGIBLE FOR DEC MAINTENANCE 

SYSTEMS • CUP'S • DISK • TAPE • TERMINALS 
PRINTERS • MEMORY • PARTS • DEC COMPATIBLE EQUIPMENT 

NEED BETTER UNIBUS PERFORMANCE? 
CALL US ABOUT USl/HSR 

As featured in the Sept. 1986 issue of Hsrdco{Yf p. 30 

USl/HSR ACCEPTED FOR DEC MAINTENANCE 
7310 W. McNab Rd . Ste. 209 Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33319 305-972-5500 

WANT TO BUY ALL 
OVERSTOCKED OR OBSOLETE 

DEC EQUIPMENT 

CA$H 
203-732-5177 

Management Computer Services 
113 N. State Street 
Ansonia, CT 06401 

BUYS - SELLS - LEASES NEW & USED DE~ EQUIPMENT 
VAX COMPUTER SYSTEMS, PERIPHERALS, DISK & TAPE DRIVES, 

MEMORY, MICRO VAX II 

IM:!o:: ::~~:RY ~D•DD'!'D TM 

DEC ITEMS/ li:j ~ ~ 

SAVEUP1l1 
50%0FF 

MFG'S LIST PRICE 

MULTITRONICS INC. 
340 Manley Street 

W. Bridgewater, MA 02179 
TELEX 517030 

FAX 617-584-8172 
• Registered trademarkS of Digital Equipment Corporation 

Call Today For a Quote 
WITHIN MA (617)584-2800 

OUTSIDE MA (800)438-4887 
METRO NY & Customer 
Support (201 )587-8830 

Hh .... 
-~ 

.. .. 
VAX 

SYSTEMS & OPTIONS n 
C.D. Smith U 

& Associates, Inc. ~-
1260s E. Freeway Ste. 318 ~ '"'"" 

Houston. TX 77015 \._A_A_J ~:~~!''°" 

~a!!= 7!3-~?1-~11~~ 

CERTIFIED
D101TAL--

SYSTEMS, INC. -

CDSI can configure 
any system you require 
from VAX to PDP to PC. 

CDSI sells all DEC peripherals 
plus names such as Fujisu, CDC, 

Emulex and many others. 

All used equipment CDSI sells is 
warranted for 30 days and is guar

anteed eligible for DEC maintenance. 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS 

VAX11nso XA-AE 
CERTIFIED DIGITAL SYSTEM'S 

15080 BELTWOOD PKWY. EAST #108 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75244 

214 18-6598 
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE 

DEC CABLES 
ETHERNET UDA 50 

CABLES CABLES 
BNE 3A BC 26V 
BNE 38 70-18455 
BNE 3C 
BNE 30 Cl 780 
BNE 2A CABLES 
BNE 28 70-18527 

17-00087 
STAR 

COUPLER PRINTER 
CABLES CABLES 
BNCIA 70-16560 

70-18541 70-11212 

RG SYSTEMS CABLE 
16760 Stagg Street 

Van Nuys, CA 91406 

818-904-9000 
• DEC is a registered trademark of Dig. Eq. Co. 

All cables are made to manufacturers specifications. 

ENTER 423 ON READER CARD 

AUDIO-VISUAL 
TRAINING 

$1500 
"VMS for the Timeshare Programmer" 
was designed to convert a programmer 
from any computer system to Digital's 
VMS operating system. Course content 
is the same as Digitals "Intro to VMS", 
"VMS Utilities and Commands". & 
"Advanced Features and Techniques". 
This course is also avai lable taught 
"live" at your facility: cost is $ 1200/day. 

Walter J. Gallant 
Mini & Micro Educ. Services 

(800) 527-055 t' 
(207) 773-0316 

ENTER 406 ON READER CARD 

MAY 1987 

Rates: 1 time: $475 - 3 times: $430 
6 times: $390 - 12 times: $350 

Size: 1/9 page - 21/4 /1 x 3 11 

Camera ready mechanical required. 

Typesetting and composition available. 

For more information call Mary 
Browarek at (215) 542-7008. 

s 
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SUCCESS 

GRAPHICS 
ON YOUR 
VT220! 

PLOT220TM 
enables you to produce 

circles, diagonal ·Jines, sine waves, 
graphs and illustrations on your 
Digital VT220 and compatibles -

without additional hardware! 

• Uses callable routines • Also outputs to 
• Adapts to terminal type file or printer 

Micro-VAX'" $295 VAX'" 8000 $495 
and VAX-11" , Series , 

CALL (408) 734-9511 
WILLIAM A. PEDERSEN AND ASSOCIATES 
1037 N. FAIR OAKS AVE. • SUNNYVALE, CA 94089 

VAX• is a registered trademark ol Digital Equipmenl CorporallOO 

ENTER 370 ON READER CARD 

~V:.'*•ii'il;tfJ 
MIX AND MATCH 

MICROS: 
IBM PC with VT220 
DEC RAINBOW 

MINIS: 
DEC RSX. RSTS, RT 
TSX - PLUS and UNIX 

MAXIS: 
DEC VAX/VMS. PRIME 
IBM VM/CMS, DG AOS/VS 

( 714) 259-1012 

TUSTIN, CA. 

ENTER 85 ON READER CARD 

Attention!! 

LISP and ART users 
Running on VAX Equipment 
•NEED A KNOWLEDGE/DATA BASE? 
• NEED NETWORKING? 
• NEED GRAPHICS? 
• NEED FULL SCREEN INPUT? 
• NEED USER FRIENDLY SYSTEMS? 
•NEED PROJECT CONTROL? 
• NEED DEVELOPMENT TOOLS? 

Then you need 

The AIT Lisp Toolkit 

/\
• For more information 

call or write 
' . 
Artificial Intelligence Technologies, Inc. 

1 Skyline Drive, Hawthorne, New York 10532 
(914) 347-6860 

ENTER 424 ON READER CARD 

•••• •••• 
EM220 
$169 

IBM PC/VT220 
• VT220, VTI02 emulation 
• File Transfer 
• 132 Col11111n 1110<les 
• ColorS11pport 
• Hot Key 

1111 TEK 4010/4014 
EM4010 • Tektronix 4010 emulation 

• VT220. VTI02 emulation $249 
• Picture files 
• High resolwion lrardcopy 
• Supports IBM. IBM Enhanced. 

Hercules, Tecmarmul AT&T. 

I ~;;,is Ave., Suite IB 
Boulder, CO 80301 
(303) 447-9251 

TnuJnnarh: vnoo - Digital Eq11i11m1•111: IBM PC. XT - IBM Corp. 

ENTER 123 ON READER CARD 
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE 

SPECIAL PRICING ON THE FULL 
LINE OF 3M MAGNETIC MEDIA 

• diskettes • computer tape 
•data cartridges• head cleaning diskettes 
Min. Order $25.00. Add 10% for less than 50 disks. 
S&H: Continental USA $4 .00/ 100 or fewer disks . 
Reduced shipping charge on larger quantities . 
Foreign orders , APO/ FPO. please call . Ml resi
dents add 4% tax . Prices subject to change with
out notice. Hours: 8:30 AM - 7:00 PM ET. 

II 
Precision Data Products '" 
P.O. Box 8367 '"!!!!!"' 
Grand Rapids Ml 49518 lllililll 
(616) 452-3457 
Ml 1-800-632-2468 I I 
Outside Ml 1-800-258-0028 
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I 
Performance Tuning_ 

SPM and/or Monitor Utility Setup 

Capacity Analysis and Planning 

System Management 

Ongoing Performance Modification 

For information on how to put our 32 years 
of DEC and 8 years of MAXCIM experience 
to work for you, call: 

(206) 485-0125 
(206) 462-6820 

!\CQNTINUUM V ' SULTING 

ENTER 420 ON READER CARD 

DEC 
NEW & USED 

BUY-SELL-TRADE 
Securit~ Com~uter Sales 

612-227-5683 
500 N. Roberts St., Suite 622 

St. Paul, MN 55101 

ENTER 188 ON READER CARD 

TECHNliinGY 
\g;[fi)@ 

PRESENTS THE 
GENERIC EPROM CLOCK for 

RAINBOWS & PC compatibles SSS.00 
RAINBOW PRODUCTS 

256K RAM Chip Set $35 .00 
Univation 256-768K Expansion $235.00 
Switctt-11/Desk $99.00 
Switctt-lt/Combo $159.00 
Seagate St225 20 MEG HD $399.00 
Rainbow 20 MEG HD kit $CALLS 
PLUS MUCH MORE FOR THE RAINBOW 

and IBM PC & compatibles 
SPECIAL 

TOSHIBA Tl IOO+IBM Compatible 
Laptop 2 720K drives 640K RAM $1895 . 

~ 
P.O. Box 3641 

Saxonville, MA 0170 I 
(617) 877-2366 

Visa a MMlerant Accepted 

ENTER 358 ON READER CARD 

DISKETTE TO 
DISKETTE/TAPE 
CONVERSIONS 

• CPf • Xerox 860 • Wang OIS/VS 
• IBM Systems 3, 34, 36, 38 
• DisplayWriter • MS DOS 

• CP/M • DEC RI1l 
• All Wordprocessor formats 

• Typesetting Systems 
• Honeywell Level 6 

• VAX 750, 780,etc. • VAX/VMS 

Over 500 Formats Available 

Convertype 
Call: 202-745-1911 

202-667-3473 
202-265-1747 

Washington, D.C 

ENTER 410 ON READER CARD 

This 
publication 
is available in 
microform 
from University 
Microfilms 
International. 
0 Please send information about these titles: 

Company/Institution -------

Address __________ _ 

City ___________ _ 

State _____ Zip. ____ _ 

Phone ~( -~--------
Call toll-free 800-521-3044. Or mail inquiry to: 
University Microfilms International. 300 North 
Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106. 
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DATA CONVERSIONS 

Transfer data between your 
VAX, PDP, Rainbow, Decmate 

and over 500 others 

Quick Tum-Around 

Prices from $9 per disk 

Call or write for ~our 
FREE CATALOG 

PORT·A·SOFT 
555 S. State, Suite 12 

P .0. Box 1685 Orem, UT 84057 
(801) 226-6704 

ENTER 347 ON READER CARD 

Dec Micro Sales 
Memory Expansion 

Sale 
DEC OMS 

• PCIXX-AC• $299.00 $279.00 
(128K Expansion Board) 

• PCIXX·AK $ 99.00 $ 89.00 
(Adaptor Card) 

• 256K Chip Set $695.00 S 44.95 
Hitachi· lSOns 
(9 Chips per set) 

*With purchase of the PClXX·AC and 256 K 
chip sets. we will inst.all the chips for you. 
The PClXX·AC will allow up to 3 sets' of 
256K !yielding 768K on the PClXX·ACI. 

• Seagate ST225 20 mg Hard Disk 8600.00 

Call 18001447-2214 ifor orders only) 
(413) 527-0554 (for information) 

DEC MICRO SALES 
P.O. BOX 472 • HA YDENVILLE. MA • 01039 

ENTER 290 ON READER CARD 

MAY 1987 

ENHANCED 

VT220 $150 

i---Lby• 
The most complete VT220 emulation available 
for your PC/XT/AT or compatible. 
• HIGH PERFORMANCE to 38.4K BAUD 
• TRUE DOUBLE HIGH/DOUBLE WIDE 
• TRUE 132 COLUMN MODE ON MOST EGA'S 
• COLOR EXTENSIONS/DOWNLOADABLE FONTS 
• SOFTKEY/MACROS, DOS ACCESS 
• XMODEM/KERMIT FILE TRANSFERS 

plus many more extensions! 
ZSTEMpc™·VT220Emulator $150. 

EGAmate'" option for true EGA 132 column $39 
ZSTEMpc™ • 4014 option· $99 

ZSTEMpc'" • VT100 Emulator $99 

KEA Systems Ltd. 
#412 • 2150 West Broadway 

Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6K 4L9 
Support (604) 732-7411 
TELEX 04-352848 VCR 

Order Toll Free (800) 663-8702 
3IJ day money back guarantee. MC/VISA 

ENTER :r7 ON READER CARD 

When buying used 
DEC equipment ask 
the sellers ... 

It's your assurance of 
a reputable dealer. 

ddoDlGITAL 
DEALERS 
ASSOCIATION 

For more information: 
(313) 475·8333 

107 S. Main St., Suite 202 
Chelsea, Ml 48118 

ENTER 371 ON READER CARD 

DEC 
(RENT•BUY•TRADE•SELL) 

NEW & USED 
DEC® HARDWARE 

•Quality 
Systems 
Integration 

•Competitive 
Pricing 

• Multi-Million 
Dollar 
Inventory 

Member cX:b Digital Dealers Association 

YOUR BE ST SOU RCE FOR VAY.' & PDP 11· SYSTEMS 

BROOKVALE ASSOCIATES 
Our 13th Year Serving the DEC"' Community 

WEST COAST 800·252 ·6200 EAST COAST 800-645· 1167 
206·392·9878 516-273 7777 

FAX 516·273· 7648 •TELEX 4973833 

ENTER 397 ON READER CARD 

~".:- MEADOWLARK ENTERPRISES 
~ 37 High St., Danvers, MA 01923 

DEC EQUIPMENT 
SYSTEMS 

PERIPHERALS 

PDP· 
11 

VAX COMPONENTS 
MODULES 
OPTIONS 

BUY - SELL 
V' Large inventory 
V' Immediate availability 
V' Super Prices 

800-DEC-DLER TELEX 372-3046 

617-777-4666 
ENTER 192 ON READER CARD 
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C LANGUAGE CONSULTING AND EDUCA
TION by noted DEC PROFESSIONAL 
columnist. Also other languages and pack
ages on RSX, VMS, RSTS and MS-DOS, 
including DBMS and DECnet. Applications 
experience includes real-time, process control, 
engineering , scientific and commercial 
systems. Rex Jaeschke. (703) 860-0091. 

*DEC 
BUY - SELL 

TRADE -LEASE 
NEW/USED 

SYSTEMS PERIPHERALS 

t!j 7c##e ~. '71ee. 
MA (617) 342-4210 
OH (614) 764-2224 

*DEC 1s a Registered Trademark of 
D1g1tal Equipment Corp. 

• NEW AFFORDABLE MEMORY 
BOARDS for PRO" 3501380 

• RAM-DISK Software for 
Micro/RSX," 11 M ( +) & P/OS • 

Call 415-420-9579 
Proto Systems 

1236 Josephine St, Berkeley, CA 94703 
___ ..... ™ .... • ... ' o..,~t11 ( U1 '""'' Cor 

DEC PDP·l. 
SYSTEMS& 
PERIPHERALS 

THE 

@IT®=~ 
EXCHANGE! 
• CPUS • TERMINALS 
• DISC DRIVES • PRINTERS 
• INTERFACES. ETC. 

R ~~GITAL COMPUTER 
EXCHANGE INC 

27T73 Industrial Blvd., Hayward, CA 94545 
eRegistered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. 

FAX 415-887-5590 TELEX 709-536 
lmCall (415) 887-3100-· 
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CLASSIFIED 

DIBOL CONSULTING AND PROGRAMMING. 
Conversion between operating systems, MCBA 
packages, performance enhancements, tele
phone support-you name it. Benefit from the 
knowledge that comes from programming with 
DIBOL since its inception. EHAA Systems Inc. 
(301) 530-0166 anytime. 

FOR SALE: MicroVAX I. 4 MB RAM , 31MB 
Hard Disk, RS50 Floppy Drives, 5 1/0 Ports, 
Software Available. $6995.00. 
Call (206) 782-8890. 

Buy • Sell • rrade 

thomo1 bUJlneu 
1y1tem1. Inc. 
4301 Oak Cr. Unit 11 
Boca Roton, FL 33431 

R S T S 
RESCUE SQUAD 

• Recovers irrevocably corrupt disks 
• Mounts the unmountable 
• 900/o success to date 
• Over 4GB rescued to date 

CALL 
(215) 542-7910 

~ 
S Y S T E M S~ 

FOR SALE OR LEASE: VAX 111780 available 
July. Very attractively priced. Call John Kane 
617-326-4650. 

DEC 
PIDtSSDIAI. 
WANTS TO PUBLISH 
YOUR WORK ... 

DEC PROFESSIONAL 
will consider your 
articles on software 
design, hardware 
anatomy, DEC lan
guages, programming 
techniques and related 
topics, and pay for 
those selected for 
publication. 

Be a part of the 
magazine written 
by DEC professionals 
for DEC professionals. 

Send your articles 
and programs to: 

DEC PROFESSIOIAL 
Editorial Department 
921 Bethlehem Pike 
Spring House, PA 19477 
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DEC USERS: No More Sore Eyes 

JUST CLEAR PERFO CE 

THE FALCO 5220. A Window to Your DEC System. 
The FALCO 5220 video display terminal can 
open new windows into your Micro-VAX or 
any other DEC computer system. 

And what a crystal clear window it is! Screen 
resolution on the 5220 provides the most 
readable screen available among DEC com
patible terminals. A 10 x 16 character cell 
drawn on a soft white (green or amber) CRT 
produces a clear display of data . The clear 
performance by the Falco 5220 means 
reduced eye strain for DEC users. 

And what 's more, there are two! windows in 
the Falco 5220. A combination of Falco's 

unique Multi-Host windowing (virtual ter
minals), concurrent processing (both ports 
Online simultaneously), and two pages of 
memory (standard, 4 optional) allows you 
to create two windows, two terminals at 
once. 

And what a price tag! For more informa
tion on the Falco 5220 contact your local 
distributor. 
ENTER 210 ON READER CARD 

Falco 
Data Products 

1294 Hammerwood Ave. 

Sunnyvale, CA 94089 

In Cali fornia: (800) 538-5383 

Outside California: (800) 835-8765 

DEC. MicroVAX , VAX and VT are registered trademarks of D igital Equipment Corporation. 



BACK END Innovation Or Idiocy? 
John C. Dvorak I found it in the 

street. It was a 
video tape of an 
old TV game 

show hosted by Jan Murray. I assume 
it was a pilot that must have been re
jected. It was called Innovation or Idiocy. 
When the announcer said the word "in
novation," a chime sounded. After the 
word "idiocy," there was an off-key 
buzzer. It was worth watching once, I 
thought. 

"Ladies and gentlemen. Welcome 
to Innovation (ring!) or Idiocy (buzzz!). The 
game show that lets you be the judge. 
We'll bring out 10 contestants with new 
product ideas and you tell us whether 
the ideas are innovations (ring!) or 
idiocy (buzzz!). And heeeeere's our 
host ... Mr. Jan Murray!" 

"Howdy everybody. Welcome to 
our show. You in the studio audience 
each have two buttons in front of you 
and you'll vote for today's winner for 
innovation (ring!). The contestants have 
two minutes to explain their products 
and then answer a few questions from 
our celebrity panel." 

"First we have Grace Hopper of the 
U.S. Navy. Ms. Hopper, (May I call you 
Grace? Thanks.) is from, uh, the Navy. 
She invented the first computer pro
gramming language. Well, I didn't know 
that. Welcome aboard, Grace! 

Applause. 
"Next, we have Evander Holyfield, 

the junior heavyweight WBA boxing 
champ. I'm sure they don't call you 
Junior, do they? Hahaha." 

Applause. 
"And finally, Norman Lear, TV 

producer. And a fine one at that." 
Applause. 
"Let's bring out our first contes

tant. From Redford, Oregon, Mr. Sam 
Beechum." 
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Applause. 
" What have you got there in that 

white box?" 
"Well, Jan, this is an innovative new 

software package. I figured once it's 
released it'll outsell everything ever 
marketed before it." 

Murray takes the box and eyeballs 
it, shrugs his shoulders and looks over 
at the celebrity panel. 

"Any questions panel? Norman, 
you look puzzled!" 

Norman: "I don't know much 
about the software business. Does it 
have something to do with clothing?" 

Grace: " It's computer software. 
Programs." 

Evander: "Why is the box white? 
And I don't mean that to be a racially 
motivated query." 

Sam: " You've stumbled on our 
ploy. If you r.ecall, one of the Beatles' 
largest selling record albums was the 
White Album. We feel that a software 
package that captures that magic will 
sell like hotcakes. So we're selling it in 
a plain unmarked white box. Pretty 
innovative huh?" 

Grace: "What's the product do?" 
Sam: "Recipe filing." 
The idiocy buzzer sounded and a 

huge hook jerked Sam Beechum 
offstage. 

"We'll call that one 'no contest,' 
ladies and gentlemen. 

"Our next contestant is George 
Parker. George, tell us about your in
novation. I see you have a large TV pro
jector, a computer and 10 keyboards." 

"We use more than one computer 
at a time, Jan. This computer consists of 
10 keyboards and a large screen that can 
be seen by 10 people. Whoever wants to 
use the computer just looks up to see if 
it's in use. If not, he starts typing away 
on his own keyboard . The company 

saves having to buy 10 machines!" 
Grace: "I once saw something like 

that at M .I.T." 

George: "I went to M.IT." 
"Audience, please vote! 
"Our next contestant is Bruce Cur

tis. Tell us about your device, Bruce." 
Bruce: "This is the dynamical chair 

cursor positioner. It looks like a chair, 
but has the functionality of a mouse or 
track ball. I first hook the connector to 
the computer, then sit in the chair. As 
I shift the weight on my rump around, 
I can position the cursor accurately on 
the screen. In this way, the computer 
user doesn't have to take his or her 
hands off the keyboard to move the cur
sor around." 

Grace: "I once saw something like 
that at M .l.T." 

Evander: " What if you weigh, say, 
300 pounds?" 

Norman: "I like it." 
"Ladies and gentlemen, please 

vote!" 
There were guys with handles for 

software boxes. One guy brought a lens 
filled with oil to place in front of a 
Macintosh to make the screen appear 
larger. Someone brought in a LAN that 
he swore worked and soon would be the 
standard network. It used ThinWiie and 
was called Hair Net. 

The tape was winding down and 
the audience made its selection. It was 
a tie between a guy who made edible 
RS-232 cables and the new 18-pound 
Compaq portable. I moaned and the 
tape snapped. I thought to myself, 
"Should I splice it to see what they 
won?" "Idiocy (buzzz!)," I said as I 
tossed it in the garbage. 
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~National 
~ Semiconductor 

Making customers feel comfortable 
and confident is something we're ve1y 
good at. 

For good reason. It's made National 
the biggest independent producer of 
DEC mem01y in the business. 

You name it - VM, Q-BUS, UNIBUS, 
from 1AMB to 16MB-we've got it. With 
quality and performance that meets or 
exceeds original manufacturer's specs. 

llEC. \AX. Q-BllS. UNIHLIS are re~istcred 1mde111arks 
of lltg11al Equ1pmem Corporauon. 

All available for shipment right 
now. All with a comprehensive guarantee 
that's second to none. 

And at prices that give new meaning 
to the word, ''competitive'. ' 

AN EXCLUSIVE EXAMPLE 

Our brand new NS865-16 memory 
board drastically reduces VM 8600/ 8650 
computer downtime. Unique on-board 
diagnostics allow simultaneous system 
and memo1y board testing. High visi
bility LED display immediately pinpoints 
DRAM failures. 

So if you need DEC memory, and don't 
want hassles- call National and relax. 

Phone 800 538-8510. 
In California 800 345-4006. 
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ACCESS JI:. 
THE EASIEST, 
FASTEST, MOST 
COMPLETE WAY TO 
TAP DEC MAINFRAME 
POWER AT YOUR PC. 

RAF is a PC-to-host com
munications system designed to 
integrate your PC with all the data 
and power of a VAX or DECSYSTEM-20. 
RAF does the job transparently. seam
lessly and faster than any other 
PC-to-DEC host software. But 
read on. because RAF offers a lot more! 

EASY ACCESS TO REMOTE DATA 
RAF fools the PC into .. thinking .. that remote 

files are local. So you can utilize your regular 
PC software to access data stored on a remote 
system. It's as if the data were stored locally 
on your PC! Use WordPerfect. MASS-11 and 
other PC editors to create or edit files stored 
on a remote VAX. And use PC spreadsheet pro
grams like Lotus 1-2-3 to manipulate remotely 
stored spreadsheets. 

SHARE REMOTE SYSTEM PRINTERS 
Why dedicate a printer to a PC when RAF 

allows PCs to share remote system printers 
transparently? With RAF. PC software thinks 
your PC is equipped with its own local printer! 
And RAF lets you define all remote printer 
options. With RAF. you decide which remote 
printer to use or which forms to utilize. 

COMPLETE ACCESS 
OF REMOTE COMPUTERS 

RAF delivers automatic access to remote 
computers through a scripting mechanism that 
allows you to define each step of an automatic 
login. Or complete VTl 00 and VT220 terminal 
emulators unlike any other software system. 
RA F's VTl 00 and VT220 support allows for 
instant switching between PC and VAX 
applications. 
ASYNCHRONOUS AND 
ETHERNET SUPPORT 

You can use RAF r 
to communicate ~ · 
asynchronously or 
over Ethernet. A 
single copy supports 
both. so you can install 
RAF asynchronously now and 
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switch to Ethernet if ifs available in the future. 
Also. RAF allows some users to operate asyn-
chronous! others utilize Ethernet. RAF 
supports as communications over 
modems. networks or via direct connections-at 
speeds from 300bps to 38kbps. Over Ethernet. 
RAF transfers data up to 100.000 characters 
per second (800 kbps) - that's about ten times 
faster than any other comparable communica
tions product! And RAF allows Ethernet users 
to maintain multiple connections with remote 
systems- as if they're connected through a DEC 
terminal server. 

TRAINING, SUPPORT AND UPDATES 
In order to make sure you put every out

standing RAF capability to your fullest advan
tage. we have prepared a comprehensive RAF 
videocassette trainer. This two hour cassette 
- $29 .95 if purchased separately - is you rs free 
with the purchase of RAF host system software. 

For on-going and immediate technical 
support. eligible RAF users can call our special 
hotline. 1-800-DIAL-DSS. And as new RAF ver
sions are made available. eligible users can 
update their PC software automatically through 
the RAF electronic distribution system. In so 
many ways. RAF is your main line to the DEC 
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._. 1-800-DIAL-DSS 

In New York• :z12) 807 7800 
Databihty Software Systems. Inc. 

322 Eighth Avenue New York. NY 10001 
DEC. VA:/.., DECSYSTEM 20. VTIOOand VT220are 
regl'itered trademarks of Dtg1tat Equipment Corp: 
Lotus I -2 · 3 is a regtStered trademark of Lot.is 
(}e.tek)prnent Corp.; WordPerfect JS a regtStt.'fed trade
mark of WordPerfect Corp.: Moss 11 JS a rege-.tered 
traderrlclrk of MICros}'StemS Eng1oe(lflf'IQ Corp.; Ethernet 
rs a registered trademark of Xerox Corp 


